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One of the key drivers of electron losses from the radiation belts is the interac-
tion between radiation belt electrons and the electromagnetic plasma waves that
populate the magnetosphere. In particular, electromagnetic ion cyclotron (EMIC)
waves have been touted as a potential sources of significant electron loss from
the radiation belts. However, until recently there has been a lack of experimental
evidence for this precipitation occurring. Because of this, there is little experimen-
tal evidence for the properties of the precipitation, in particular the lower energy
limit of EMIC interactions with radiation belt electrons.
The main focus of this thesis is investigating a 17 year database of proton
precipitation-associated relativistic electron precipitation events detected by the
POES satellite constellation, believed to be driven by interactions with EMIC
waves. This database represents an unheralded opportunity for in-depth study
of EMIC waves and their interactions with energetic electrons. Unfortunately,
the utility of this database has been limited due to the lack of accompanying
wave observations; without direct evidence of EMIC wave activity, there remains
significant doubt as to the true driver of the observed precipitation.
In this thesis, we initially present two in-depth case studies of events from
the precipitation database, showing clear evidence of concurrent EMIC wave ac-
tivity and the observed precipitation. We follow up these studies with a broad
statistical analysis of the precipitation database, comparing the event locations to
ground-based magnetometers. We show a remarkable correlation between the
precipitation events and EMIC waves observed on the ground, with as many as
90% of precipitation events occurring during periods of EMIC wave activity. We
show that this correlation cannot be due to random chance, establishing a strong
link between the precipitation events and EMIC wave activity. Finally, we also
show that while our precipitation events imply wave activity, wave activity does
not necessarily imply electron precipitation.
Given the results of these studies, we have significant confidence that our
database represents EMIC-wave scattered electron precipitation. We present two
further case studies, investigating in-depth the energy and intensity characteris-
tics of two events from the precipitation database. Through comparison with the
DEMETER satellite, we are able derive electron energy spectra for these events.
v
Abstract
We show evidence of electron precipitation down to energies of ∼250 keV, signifi-
cantly lower than traditionally thought possible for EMIC wave driven scattering.
Building on the results of these case studies, we fit electron energy spectra to a
portion of the precipitation database. From this we show that sub-MeV precipita-
tion energies are the norm, rather than rare occurrences. This result is incompat-
ible with the current understanding of resonant EMIC scattering of radiation belt
electrons, but is consistent with the energy ranges expected from non-resonant
EMIC-driven scattering.
Lastly, we investigate a representative sample of our fitted electron energy
spectra, and determine expected atmospheric ionisation rates driven by these
events. We compare these ionisation rates to published studies of ionisation-
driven ozone loss, and show that the events in our precipitation database have
the potential to drive significant losses of atmospheric ozone.
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In the beginning there was nothing, which exploded.
– Terry Pratchett, Lords and Ladies
Since the dawn of the Space Age, the radiation belts have been the target of sig-
nificant scientific inquiry. As technology has advanced, our ability to probe and
investigate the Earth and space has grown significantly. With this advancement,
however, has come just as many questions as answers. We must strive to answer
these questions if we are to better understand the radiation belts, the magneto-
sphere, and the processes that drive them.
In recent years there has been increased research focus on the loss of energetic
electrons from the radiation belts in an attempt to describe the processes driving
these losses, the characteristics of the electrons lost, and the impact that this loss
has on the radiation belts and the Earth itself. A major source of this loss is the
interaction between radiation belt electrons and electromagnetic waves that pop-
ulate the Earth’s magnetosphere. While there are many different wave types that
make up the electromagnetic spectrum within the magnetosphere, in this thesis
we focus on a specific category of waves known as electromagnetic ion cyclotron
(EMIC) waves. These waves have been the centre of significant debate in recent
years, regarding their ability to influence radiation belt electrons, and their rele-
vance to radiation belt dynamics as a whole. In the following chapters, we hope to





This thesis is broken into thirteen chapters, each described briefly below, broadly
constituting three parts. The first of these parts (Chapters 1–5) offers a brief in-
troduction to the geophysical environment and the processes that drive it, an
overview of EMIC research to date, and a description of the instrumentation used
throughout this thesis. The second part (Chapters 6–9) introduces a database of
electron precipitation events, believed to be associated with EMIC waves, and at-
tempts to prove through a series of case studies and a broad statistical investiga-
tion that this database is indeed driven by EMIC waves. The third part (Chapters
10–12) investigates the energy and flux characteristics of the electron precipitation
associated with these EMIC waves, and the effect that this precipitation might
have on the Earth’s atmosphere.
Chapter 1 is the current chapter, which offers a brief introduction to this thesis,
an overview of the content in each chapter, and a description of the publication
resulting from this research.
In Chapter 2 we give a brief overview of the structure of the geophysical en-
vironment. We start at the Sun, tracing its lines of influence through the solar
system to the Earth. We describe the Earth, its magnetic field, and its sphere of
dominance in the solar system: the magnetosphere. We cover the major struc-
tures of the magnetosphere, focussing on the radiation belts and the basic physics
governing their existence, as well as how they couple to the Earth’s atmosphere.
Building upon the structures described in the previous chapter, Chapter 3 de-
scribes the processes that drive the dynamism within the Earth’s magnetosphere.
As before, we start at the Sun, outlining some of the solar outbursts that can occur,
and the effect these have on the Earth. We outline a series of indicators of activity
that quantitatively describe the variations in the Sun, interplanetary space, and
the Earth’s magnetosphere. Finally, we describe the various storms, waves, and
processes that affect the radiation belts.
In Chapter 4, we cover in detail the background of EMIC waves and their inter-
actions with radiation belt particles. We begin with a history of the research that
has been carried out on EMIC waves, covering the first wave observations and the
early research into the characteristics of these waves. We describe the evolution
of our understanding of the origin and growth mechanisms driving these waves
and their resonance with radiation belt particles. We focus on the EMIC-driven
scattering of radiation belt electrons, and the debate that surrounds the specifics
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of this interaction, particularly the energy range across which this interaction is
viable. We conclude with a discussion of the properties of EMIC waves, including
their distribution in space and the varieties of waves that have been observed.
Chapter 5 is a brief overview of the instrumentation, both satellite- and
ground-based, that we use throughout this thesis. This covers the POES, DEME-
TER, and RBSP satellites, as well as ground-based magnetometers, riometers,
and the AARDDVARK VLF network.
The basis for this thesis is a database of electron precipitation events, origi-
nally constructed by Carson [2012] and published in Carson et al. [2013], which
we describe in Chapter 6. In this chapter, we describe the algorithm used to create
the database, and update it to utilise more recent data. We reproduce and extend
upon the work done by Carson [2012] analysing the database and comparing it to
various measures of geomagnetic activity.
In Chapter 7, we build upon the case studies published in Hendry et al. [2016]
and Rodger et al. [2015]. In the first of these case studies, we use simultaneous
observations of precipitation from the POES satellites and a number of ground-
based riometers and AARDDVARK stations, combined with a number of wave
observations from ground-based magnetometers, to show a clear link between the
database precipitation events and EMIC wave activity. In the second case study,
we repeat this process with the addition of in-situ wave data from the RBSP satel-
lite.
Chapter 8 builds upon the large statistical study published in Hendry et al.
[2016]. We investigate our database of electron precipitation events, and exhaus-
tively compare the timing of these events to EMIC waves observed in a number of
ground-based magnetometers. We show that there is a clear link between these
precipitation events and observations of EMIC waves, which cannot be explained
by pure chance.
In Chapter 9, we consider the results of the previous chapter, in which we
found that precipitation implies EMIC waves, and ask the question “What hap-
pens if we do this in reverse?” In other words, if we start from wave observations,
do we observe precipitation? We conclude that the reverse is not true, with almost
no evidence of coincident waves and electron precipitation.
In Chapter 10 we present another pair of case studies, this time investigating
the electron energy spectra of electron precipitation events from our database us-
ing data from the DEMETER satellite. The first of these studies builds upon the
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case study published in Hendry et al. [2017]. In both of these studies, we show
evidence of electron precipitation down to energies much lower than 1 MeV, a
result traditionally considered remarkably unlikely, if not quite impossible.
Following up on the remarkable results of the previous chapter, in Chapter
11 we consider the database as a whole and attempt to generate electron energy
spectra for as many of the precipitation events as possible to determine if the low
energies seen in the last chapter were an unlikely fluke, or indicative of a trend
in the database. Through this work, an extension of the research published in
Hendry et al. [2017], we show the surprising result that the majority of the events
in the database see electron precipitation occurring in the sub-MeV range. This
result contradicts many of the traditionally held understandings of EMIC-driven
electron precipitation.
Building on this, in Chapter 12 we consider our database of electron precip-
itation events, and consider the impact that such events would have on the neu-
tral atmosphere. By comparing a set of ionisation rates calculated for represen-
tative events from our database to prior research on particle precipitation into
the Earth’s ionosphere, we roughly estimate the effectiveness of our precipitation
events at driving the destruction of atmospheric ozone, and thus causing signifi-
cant changes within the Earth’s atmosphere.
Finally, in Chapter 13 we summarise our results, and provide insight into what
they mean for EMIC research as a whole. We also discuss questions that have been
raised by these results, and give some examples of topics that research building




The Sun is simple. A sword is simple. A storm is simple. Behind
everything simple is a huge tail of complicated.
– Terry Pratchett, A Hat Full of Sky
The Earth does not exist in a vacuum; it is but a small player in the complicated
interweaving of processes and structures that surround it. For us to understand
the Earth and the geophysical processes that act on it, we must understand the
environment in which it resides. At the heart of this environment is the Sun, the
giant ball of nuclear fusion that is the source of almost all dynamism within the
solar system. Through the solar wind – the supersonic sea of plasma constantly
flowing outwards from the Sun – and its magnetic field, the Sun extends its influ-
ence to all points within the solar system and beyond.
Figure 2.1: The solar and geophysical environment — reproduced from NASA.
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2.1 The Sun and the solar wind
The Sun is a complex, layered ball of hot plasma. A full description of all of the
layers and structures that make up the Sun would easily fill several books; for-
tunately, to understand the basic interaction between the Sun and the rest of the
solar system we need only consider two of them: the solar magnetic field, and
the outermost layer, the corona. The corona is an outer “atmosphere” of sorts,
a complicated amalgamation of different structures constructed from interwoven
magnetic fields and plasma. This atmosphere extends far above the surface of
the Sun, millions of kilometres out into space. It is from this corona that the so-
lar wind originates, a quasi-neutral plasma of electrons, protons, and heavier ions
radiating outwards into the interplanetary medium.
2.1.1 Coronal structures
Within the corona many different structures can occur, each of which can affect the
solar wind in varying ways. The most significant of these structures are outlined
briefly below.
Prominences and filaments
Prominences (also called filaments when viewed from directly above) are huge ver-
tical sheets of cool, dense plasma locked to complex, twisting loops of the Sun’s
magnetic field, stretching up to thousands of kilometres across the Sun’s surface.
These structures can form quickly, over the course of a day, and last for weeks or
months at at time. Should the field loop destabilise, a prominence can break apart
violently, resulting in a coronal mass ejection [e.g., Meyer-Vernet, 2007]. These are
described in more detail in Section 3.1.2.
Helmet streamers
Helmet streamers are huge, stable, radially oriented structures that form over
prominences, typically in the mid-latitude regions of the solar surface. The inner
regions of these streamers are closed magnetic loops that bound the filament.
The outer regions turn into outward flowing magnetic field lines that form the
heliospheric current sheet. The plasma escaping from the tips of these helmet
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streamers is believed to be a source of the slow component of the solar wind [e.g.,
Kallenrode, 2013].
Coronal holes
Coronal holes are regions on the surface of the Sun where the solar magnetic field
flows openly out into interplanetary space. Unlike the closed loops of promi-
nences or helmet streamers, the field lines of coronal holes are open, streaming
outward from the sun. Unconstrained by the magnetic field, the plasma local to
these coronal holes can flow freely out along the field lines. This flow of plasma
is typically much faster than the other components of the solar wind, and thus is
called the fast solar wind.
The distribution of coronal holes on the Sun’s surface varies depending on
the current phase of the solar cycle, described in the next section. During solar
maximum, coronal holes are largely constrained to the polar regions of the Sun,
rarely extending below 50–60° latitude. Above this point, they cover the majority
of the Sun’s surface. During the descending phase of the solar cycle, as the Sun
approaches solar minimum, coronal holes can be found all over the surface of
the Sun. As a result, during the descending phase coronal holes, and thus the fast
solar wind, can be directed along the ecliptic, where it may interact with the Earth
and its magnetosphere [e.g., Tsurutani and Gonzalez, 1997].
The solar cycle
Although it may seem at times to be constant and impassive, in truth the Sun
and its outputs vary significantly over time in a quasi-periodic fashion known
as the solar cycle. Over the course of about 11 years, solar activity will increase
through the ascending phase as it approaches solar maximum, the period when the
Sun is at its most active. Following this maximum, solar activity starts to slow
down through the descending phase towards solar minimum, when the Sun is at its
quietest.
The solar cycle is driven by the periodicity of solar dynamo, the process driving
the creation on the Sun’s magnetic field. Roughly every 11 years, the Sun un-
dergoes a reversal in the polarity of its magnetic field. During this reversal, the
dipolar component of the Sun’s field largely disappears, leaving the quadrupole
component to dominate. It is during this period of quadrupole dominance that
solar maximum occurs. During this time almost all measures of solar activity
7
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HCSHCS
Figure 2.2: The solar magnetic field and heliospheric current sheet (dotted line).
show an increase, from sunspots to solar flares to solar irradiance [Balogh et al.,
2015]. This increase in activity can have significant effects on the Earth, its mag-
netosphere, and the processes active within them.
2.1.2 The solar magnetic field
As well as the coronal plasma that constitutes the solar wind, the Sun is also the
source of a weak magnetic field that pervades the entire solar system, called the In-
terplanetary Magnetic Field (IMF). The IMF is made up of the many open field lines
streaming from the Sun. We know from Gauss’s law for magnetism that the net
magnetic flux from the Sun must be zero, and thus we must have an equal num-
ber of outward (north) flowing lines as inwards (south) lines. The northward and
southward regions of the IMF are delineated by a two-dimension surface called
the heliospheric current sheet (HCS) (Figure 2.2).
As the Sun rotates about its spin axis, the IMF rotates with it; this rotation does
not propagate immediately through the solar system, however, due to the effects
of Alfvén’s Theorem [Alfvén, 1942]. Alfvén’s Theorem states that magnetic field
lines in a perfectly conducting fluid (for instance, the solar wind) are “frozen” in
place, and must travel with the fluid. Thus, as the Sun rotates, the IMF ends up
“twisting” as the solar wind and its locked in magnetic field travel through the
solar system.
IMF 𝐵𝑧
The Sun’s spin axis and its magnetic field axis typically do not line up —
this “tilt” of the magnetic field means that the HCS is typically angled rel-
ative to the ecliptic. Combined with the twisting of the IMF, the HCS gets
8
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spun into a shape often likened to a spinning ballerina’s skirt (see Figure 2.3).
Figure 2.3: The spiralling heliospheric cur-
rent sheet — reproduced from NASA.
From the perspective of the Earth, this
means that the IMF 𝐵𝑧 direction cy-
cles periodically from north to south,
although small scale variations mean
the distinction is rarely clear cut. The
direction of 𝐵𝑧 has important ramifica-
tions for geomagnetic processes, which
we will cover in the next chapter.
2.1.3 Fast and slow winds
As presented before, the solar wind is not, in fact, a single constant flow of plasma,
but is instead made up of two distinct components: the slow wind, and the fast
wind. These two wind components obviously vary in their speed, but also vary
in density. On average, the slow wind travels through the solar system at around
400 km s−1 with an electron density of around 7 cm−3, while the fast wind compo-
nent travels at an average speed of 750 km s−1 with a density of around 2.5 cm−3
[Meyer-Vernet, 2007].
As was discussed in the previous sections, the fast and slow solar wind com-
ponents arise from separate structures on the Sun and, particularly regarding the
fast wind component, exhibit a temporal periodicity related to the solar cycle. As
the solar magnetic field weakens, coronal holes may pass through the equatorial
region of the Sun, blasting streams of fast solar wind towards the Earth. Due to
the Alfvén effect, however, the interaction between the fast and slow winds is not
simple superposition; as each wind type has different field lines locked into them,
they are unable to easily mix.
Instead, as the fast wind approaches the slow wind a compression region
forms between the slow and fast streams. This compressed region is called a
stream interface. Within the interface region, the slow wind accelerates and the fast
wind decelerates — essentially acting to decrease the speed difference between
the two wind streams. On the leeward side of the fast wind stream, a lower
density rarefaction region forms. Should this interface last for more than one
solar rotation, it is called a Co-rotating Interaction Region (CIR). The effect that
CIRs and solar wind stream interfaces have on the geomagnetic environment will
be discussed further in the next chapter [e.g., Balogh et al., 1999].
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Figure 2.4: The structure of the Earth’s magnetosphere — reproduced from NASA.
2.2 The Earth’s Magnetosphere
The Earth’s magnetosphere is the region of space within which the Earth’s mag-
netic field dominates over any external fields (namely, the IMF). It is highly strat-
ified, with a number of distinct layers each composed of different structures and
affected by different phenomena – a cartoon of these structures is shown in Fig-
ure 2.4. Central to most of these structures is the Earth’s magnetic field, which
both acts as a barrier to high energy particles within the solar wind and traps
energetic particles within the Earth’s radiation belts.
2.2.1 The geomagnetic field
The Earth’s magnetic field, sometimes called the geomagnetic field, is the field
generated by the geodynamo located at the centre of the Earth(1). The geomag-
netic field is, to first order, a magnetic dipole. For some applications this approx-
imation is valid, however typically for geophysical applications a more robust
model is required.
When discussing the geomagnetic field, we will often refer to magnetic field
lines by their L-value. This value refers to the location of the magnetic equator, the
1In other words, the geomagnetic field is believed to be generated by the rotation and convec-
tion of the Earth’s molten iron core.
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where 𝑟𝑒𝑞 is the distance of the magnetic equator of the fieldline from the centre of
the Earth and 𝑅𝐸 is the radius of the Earth. Using this same idea, the L-shell refers
to the two-dimensional surface traced by all fieldlines of the same 𝐿-value. The
parameter 𝐿 was first defined by McIlwain [1961], and is thus sometimes referred
to as the McIlwain L-parameter.
Internal models
There are many different approaches that can be used to model the geomagnetic
field. An approach that models the magnetic field in the absence of any external
influences (for instance, the solar wind) is referred to as an internal model. In a later
section we will discuss models that take these external factors into account (i.e.,
external models).
Dipole model
As was noted above, the simplest approach to modelling the geomagnetic field
is to approximate it as a simple dipole. With this approach, the magnetic field
strength (in Tesla) at a point (𝑟, 𝜃, 𝜙) is given by [Walt, 2005]:










𝐵𝜙 = 0 (2.4)
where 𝑟 is the distance from the centre of the Earth (in km), 𝑅𝐸 is the radius of
the Earth (usually taken to be 6371.2 km), 𝜃 and 𝜙 are the geographic latitude
and longitude of the point, and 𝐵0 is the magnitude of the magnetic field at the
equator. The value of 𝐵0 is not static, but rather varies with the changes in the
overall geomagnetic field strength. While on a year to year basis these changes
are fairly negligible compared to the other errors in the dipole model, as can be
seen in Figure 2.5 the value of 𝐵0 can change significantly over the course of, say,
a century, with a ∼15% change in magnitude since the 1600s. For time periods
11
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Figure 2.5: Evolution of the dipole moment 𝐵0 with time, calculated using the gufm1
(1590–1900) [Jackson et al., 2000], IGRF (1900–2020) [Thébault et al., 2015], and Aubert
[2015] (2020–2115) magnetic field models.
around the year 2000, a value of ∼ 3 × 104 nT is sufficient.
One of the biggest issues with using the dipole model in place of a more ac-
curate internal field mode is the location and orientation of the centre of the field.
The pure dipole model described above assumes a magnetic dipole moment that
is located directly in the centre of the Earth, and aligned directly southward; a
more accurate representation has the Earth’s magnetic field offset from the centre
of the Earth by about 400 km, with an axial tilt of around 10 degrees with respect
to the spin axis(2) [e.g., Schulz and Lanzerotti, 1974]. This results in significant
inaccuracies in the dipole field approximation when compared to the true field,
as can be seen in Figure 2.6.
The dipole model described in the previous section is in fact just the first or-
der approximation to the multipole expansion of the geomagnetic field [e.g, Walt,
2005]. The full expansion is given by the equation:









(𝑔𝑚𝑛 cos 𝑚𝜙 + ℎ𝑚𝑛 sin 𝑚𝜙) 𝑃𝑚𝑛 (cos Θ) (2.5)
where 𝑉 is the magnetic scalar potential, Θ is the co-latitude, 𝑔𝑚𝑛 and ℎ𝑚𝑛 are Gauss









𝑛 (𝑥2 − 1)𝑛 𝑚 = 0




𝑛+𝑚 (𝑥2 − 1)𝑛 𝑚 > 0
(2.6)
2These values obviously change with time, as with 𝐵0.
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Figure 2.6: Dipole error compared to the multipole field, calculated at the surface of the
Earth. In this case, the IGRF field for 1 January 2010 was used to represent the multipole
field.
From Equation 2.5 we can derive the magnetic field components:
𝐁 = ∇𝑉 (2.7)
and thus we can determine the magnetic field strength at any point around the
Earth. Note that while Equation 2.5 is an infinite sum over 𝑛, the accuracy gained
beyond 𝑛 ∼ 10 − 12 is, for most purposes, negligible.
Multipole models
There are a number of magnetic field models that use this multipole expansion
approach to calculate the magnetic field strength, with each model varying only
in the Gauss coefficients used to model the field (both the number of coefficients
used, and the values of the coefficients themselves). The two most widely used
models are the World Magnetic Model (WMM) [Chulliat et al., 2015] and the Inter-
national Geomagnetic Reference Field (IGRF) model [Thébault et al., 2015], which use
12- and 13-degree spherical harmonics respectively(3) and are, within expected er-
ror, identical. The main difference between the two models is their intended use
— the WMM is intended purely for predictive use and is valid only for the cur-
rent 5-year epoch, while the IGRF model is used for retrospective modelling, and
is valid back to the year 1900. For scientific purposes, IGRF is almost exclusively
3IGRF uses 10-degree harmonics for years before 2000.
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Figure 2.7: IGRF surface field strength for 1 January 2010.
used. Both models also include “secular variation” values, which are intended
to estimate the variation in the Gauss coefficients over the 5 years of the current
epoch. The current iteration of the IGRF model is IGRF-12, which provides Gauss
coefficients for 1900–2015, and secular variation values for the period 2015–2020.
An example of the IGRF field is shown in Figure 2.7, which shows the magnetic
field strength at the surface of the Earth for 2010(4).
The SAMA
In Figure 2.7 we can see that the effects of the magnetic field offset mentioned in
the previous section. Particularly in the southern hemisphere, we see a strength-
ening of the field south of Australia, and a weakening of the field over the South
Atlantic and South America. The latter of these, known as the South Atlantic Mag-
netic Anomaly (SAMA)(5), is of particular importance to radiation belt and iono-
spheric physics, and will be discussed in more detail later in this chapter.
4The IGRF field shown in Figure 2.7, and the field used to calculate the dipole error in Fig-
ure 2.6, were calculated using code developed by myself for Matthes et al. [2017].
5Alternatively, some refer to this region as the South Atlantic Anomaly, the South American
Magnetic Anomaly, or the South American Anomaly.
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Solar Wind
Figure 2.8: Compression of the geomagnetic field by the solar wind.
External models
While the IGRF model is an improvement over the dipole model, we are still ig-
noring the impact of any external sources on the geomagnetic field, namely the
solar wind. In the limit of an infinitely conducting plasma the frozen-in IMF of
the solar wind is incapable of penetrating the Earth’s magnetic field(6), and so
both the IMF and solar plasma are deflected around the Earth, as in Figure 2.8.
The pressure exerted on the sunward side of the geomagnetic field compresses
the field lines such that they do not extend past around 𝐿 = 10. On the nightside
of the earth the field is stretched out into a long tail, reminiscent of a comet’s tail.
Evidently, at high L-shells our internal field models are no longer accurate,
and we must introduce an external forcing component. While there are several ap-
proaches to this, the most commonly used approaches are the Tsyganenko models
[e.g., Tsyganenko, 1989, 2002a,b; Tsyganenko et al., 2003; Tsyganenko and Sitnov,
2005; Tsyganenko and Stern, 1996] (these are tyically referred to by their year, i.e.,
T89, T96, etc.). The Tsyganenko models are a series of attempts to characterise the
effect that the solar wind has on the geomagnetic field, and allow us to estimate
the magnetic field strength at points where the IGRF model is no longer accurate.
A review of most of these (T05 was not included in this study), as well as other,
external field models was carried out by McCollough et al. [2008]. While most of
the Tsyganenko models performed well, in general the T02 performed best, while
the T96 model performed relatively poorly.
6We will discuss cases where this is no longer true in the next chapter.
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Each of the Tsyganenko models uses different measures of solar and geomag-
netic activity to estimate the expected changes to the field structure. The simplest
of these is the T89 model, which uses the 𝐾𝑝 index as a proxy for geomagnetic
activity, with the later models getting more complex and using more drivers of
the model. We will discuss these measures of activity in more detail in the next
chapter.
2.2.2 MLT
As is evident from Figure 2.8, there is a stark difference between the magnetic
environment on the sunward (”dayside”) and the leeward (”nightside”) sides of
the Earth. It is thus useful for us to define a metric by which we can refer to the
day and night sides of the Earth, as well as all points in between. For this, we use
Magnetic Local Time (MLT), a magnetic equivalent of Local Time (LT). Typically, LT
is defined based on the longitude 𝜆 of the observer and the current Universal Time
(UT), where:
LT = UT + 𝜆15 (2.8)
Similarly, we define the MLT as:









Figure 2.9: MLT sectors, with the Sun lo-
cated at the top of the page.
where 𝜆mag is the magnetic longi-
tude and 𝜆𝑁 is the longitudinal off-
set of the North centred dipole pole
(see Laundal and Richmond [2017] for
more information on this and other
definitions of MLT). Magnetic longi-
tude (and similarly magnetic latitude)
can be found by tracing the magnetic
field line at the observer’s location
to the magnetic equator, then tracing
back down the dipole field line to the
Earth’s surface [e.g. Gustafsson et al.,
1992]. Obviously when using a dipole
field this will result in the exact same
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result as the LT calculation, as we are simply tracing a dipole field up and then
back down again. When using an IGRF field (or some other multipole model),
however, the resulting MLT will usually be significantly different to the LT value.
A schematic of how MLT relates to the Earth is shown in Figure 2.9. In this
Figure, the Sun is taken to be located at the top of the page, however in practice
all orientations are used, depending on the author.
2.2.3 The Magnetosheath and Magnetosphere
As the solar wind approaches the Earth, it experiences an increasing outward
magnetic pressure from the Earth, acting to slow and redirect the wind away from
the Earth’s magnetic field. As the solar wind slows to subsonic speeds, a standing
shock wave is formed – called the bow shock – characterised by a sudden increase
in particle density. Just inside this shock is a region of chaotic, irregular particle
motion called the magnetosheath, where neither the Earth’s nor the Sun’s influence
is dominant. It is within this magnetosheath, bounded by the magnetopause, that
the magnetosphere resides — the region of the Earth’s magnetic dominance within
the solar system [e.g., Ratcliffe, 1972].
The magnetosphere is home to significant populations of ionised plasma, be-
lieved to originate primarily from the solar wind, injected into the magnetosphere
at the polar regions of the magnetic field, and outflow from the ionosphere [e.g.,
Chappell et al., 1987]. This plasma is broadly split into two populations, based on
the plasma temperature, which form the two major structures of the inner mag-
netosphere: “cold” plasma (with energies around 1 eV) forms the plasmasphere,
while the “hot” plasma (with energies from 10s of keV up to 100s of MeV) forms
the radiation belts.
2.2.4 The Plasmasphere
The plasmasphere is a region of cold plasma within the magnetosphere con-
strained to roughly 𝐿 < 4. Typically, a sharp outer boundary exists between the
plasmasphere and the rest of magnetosphere, called the plasmapause, which sees a
sudden drop in plasma density of several orders of magnitude [e.g., Lemaire and
Gringauz, 1998]. During particularly quiet times, the plasmapause may vanish
completely, resulting in a “saturated” plasmasphere – under these conditions,
the plasmasphere density decays gradually with increasing 𝐿 [e.g., Carpenter
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and Anderson, 1992]. No similar inner boundary exists, with the plasmasphere
acting more like the outer layer of the ionosphere. The plasmasphere is believed
to be a preferred generation region for some magnetospheric wave types, such as
EMIC waves [e.g., Fraser et al., 2006] and plasmaspheric hiss [e.g., Lemaire and
Gringauz, 1998].
Although it is often modelled as occurring at a single L-shell (e.g., O’Brien
and Moldwin [2003]), the plasmapause is generally believed to be strongly MLT
dependent. Plasmaspheric plumes are bulges in the plasmapause that occur in
the afternoon MLT sector and may extend several L-shells beyond the rest of the
plasmapause.
2.2.5 The Radiation Belts
As well as the cold plasmaspheric plasma, the magnetosphere is also home to a
significant population of “hot” plasma, which is confined to concentric, toroidal
regions known as the Van Allen radiation belts, typically shortened to just the ra-
diation belts. Typically there are two of these belts(7), called the inner and outer
radiation belts, which are separated by a low density slot region. The inner radi-
ation belt, which typically spans the region from ∼ 1.6 < 𝐿 < 3, predominantly
consists of relativistic protons, with a small population of sub-MeV electrons. The
outer radiation belt, which is generally found in the region 3 < 𝐿 < 7, is domi-
nated by relativistic electrons [e.g., Walt, 2005].
In both of these belts, the electrons and protons are “trapped” by the Earth’s
magnetic field. The motion of trapped particles within the radiation belts can be
broken into 3 separate motions: cyclotron motion (or gyromotion), bounce mo-
tion, and drift motion.
Cyclotron motion(8)
Cyclotron motion is a direct result of the Lorentz force law dictating the motion
of a charged particle in a magnetic field. Consider a particle moving in constant
magnetic field 𝐁 = 𝐵 ̂𝐳 with mass 𝑚, charge 𝑞, and velocity 𝑣; from the Lorentz
7Although recent research has shown the existence of a third transient belt [Baker et al., 2013].
8The derivations in this section can be found in any basic space physics textbook, for instance
Roederer [1970], Schulz and Lanzerotti [1974], or Walt [2005].
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force law we have
𝑚?̇? = 𝑞 (𝐯 × 𝐁 + 𝐄) + 𝐅 (2.10)
where 𝐄 is the sum of all electric fields acting on the particle, and 𝐅 is the sum
of any external, non-electromagnetic forces. In the absence of any electric fields
or external forces, this becomes:
?̇? = 𝑞𝑚𝐯 × 𝐁 (2.11)
( ̇𝑣𝑥, ̇𝑣𝑦, ̇𝑣𝑧) =
𝑞𝐵
𝑚 (𝑣𝑦, −𝑣𝑥, 0) (2.12)
This describes a first order coupled differential equation, with the general so-
lution
𝑣𝑥 + 𝑖𝑣𝑦 = 𝐴𝑒−𝑖𝜔𝑡 (2.13)
which of course describes circular motion with frequency:
𝜔 = 𝑞𝐵𝑚 (2.14)
This motion is called cyclotron motion (or gyromotion), with 𝜔 defined as the





where 𝑣⟂ = (𝑣2𝑥 + 𝑣2𝑦)
1
2 is the component of the particles velocity perpendicu-
lar to the magnetic field 𝐁.
For simplicity, we will typically consider trapped particles from the point in
the centre of the particle’s orbit. In the frame of reference of this point, in the
absence of any external forces, the particle will trace a circle. This approximation
is called the guiding centre approximation.
When using the guiding centre approximation we can avoid considering the
individual components of the velocity, instead formulating 𝐯 in terms of the com-
ponents perpendicular and parallel to the magnetic field 𝐁, 𝑣⟂, and 𝑣∥ respectively.
The size of these components obviously depends on the angle between 𝐯 and 𝐁,
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= arccos ( 𝐁 ⋅ 𝐯‖𝐁‖ ⋅ ‖𝐯‖) (2.17)
A particle with no perpendicular velocity (i.e. 𝛼 = 0°) will simply travel in
a straight line parallel to the magnetic field. A particle with no parallel velocity
(𝛼 = 90°) will simply orbit the magnetic field in place. For all other values of 𝛼, the
particle will travel in a helical fashion centred about a single magnetic field line.
The first adiabatic invariant
In the frame of reference of the guiding centre of a particle, the path of the particle
traces a circle. As with any charged particle moving in a closed loop, we can define
the current 𝑖 of the loop:
𝑖 = ∣𝑞∣ 𝑣⟂2𝜋𝜌𝑐
(2.18)
As with any current loop, we can also define a magnetic moment 𝜇:
𝜇 = 𝑖𝐴 = ∣𝑞∣ 𝑣⟂2𝜋𝜌𝑐
𝜋𝜌2𝑐 (2.19)





where 𝐾⟂ is the perpendicular component of the particle’s kinetic energy. The
magnetic moment 𝜇 is referred to as the first adiabatic invariant — while not con-
stant, it will typically change slowly relative to the timescales of the particle’s mo-
tion. This is true even in a spatially varying magnetic field, as a consequence of
the law of energy conservation. Consider the kinetic energy of a particle in a spa-
tially varying magnetic field, which can be broken into perpendicular and parallel
components:
𝐾 = 𝐾⟂ + 𝐾∥ (2.23)
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= 𝜇𝑑𝐵𝑑𝑡 + 𝐵
𝑑𝜇
𝑑𝑡 (2.26)
To determine 𝑑𝐾∥/𝑑𝑡, we consider our system in cylindrical polar coordinates
(𝑟, 𝜃, 𝑧). We assume that our field is axially symmetric, such that 𝐵𝜃 = 0 and
𝑑/𝑑𝜃 = 0. Thus:




𝑑𝑧 = 0 (2.27)
𝑑
𝑑𝑟 (𝑟𝐵𝑟) = −𝑟
𝑑𝐵𝑧
𝑑𝑧 (2.28)






From the Lorentz force law, it follows that
𝐹𝑧 = 𝑞 (



























































= 𝐵𝑑𝜇𝑑𝑡 = 0 (2.42)
and thus, 𝜇 = const.
Bounce motion
The Earth’s magnetic field is, of course, not constant, but rather varies with both
time and position (although for now we will assume that the field is static, i.e.,
𝑑𝐁/𝑑𝑡 = 𝟎). As was described in Section 2.2.1, the magnetic field of the Earth can
roughly be described as a dipole field. In such a field the magnetic field strength
along any given field line is at a minimum at the magnetic equator, the location
furthest from the centre of the field(9), and increases in strength as the field line
approaches the poles.
Of course, no work is done by a static magnetic field, and as the kinetic energy
of a particle moving in such a field must be constant; this means that the speed
𝑣 of the particle must also be constant. Bearing this in mind, and considering




𝑚𝑣2 sin2 𝛼 (𝑠)
2𝐵 (𝑠) = const (2.43)
for some distance 𝑠 down an arbitrary field line. Given that both 𝑣 and 𝑚 are
9As we saw in Section 2.2.1, the centre of the field is not the same as the centre of the Earth.
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where 𝛼0 and 𝐵0 are the pitch angle and field strength at the magnetic equator. As
a particle travels down a magnetic field line from the equator, the magnetic field
strength increases and thus, by Equation 2.44, sin2 𝛼 (𝑠) must also increase. As 𝐵
goes to infinity at the centre of the field, it follows that there must be some point
along the field line where:





sin2 𝛼 (𝑠) = 1 (2.46)
𝑣∥ = 0 (2.47)
At this point, called the mirror point, the parallel velocity is zero and the pitch
angle of the particle is 90°. A particle travelling away from the magnetic equator
towards the mirror point will slow due to the force in Equation 2.33, and reverse
direction at this mirror point. In an approximately dipole field, such as the Earth’s,
mirror points exist on both sides of the equator, resulting in a “bounce motion”
back and forth between the two hemispheres.
Second adiabatic invariant
Much like we were able to derive the adiabatic invariant 𝜇 associated with the
cyclotron motion of a charged particle in a magnetic field, we can derive another
invariant related to the bounce motion of a charged particle in a dipole field. This
invariant, also called the longitudinal invariant, is defined as:
𝐽 = 𝑚 ∮ 𝑣∥𝑑𝑠 = const (2.48)
where 𝑑𝑠 is an element of the guiding field line along which the particle is travel-
ling, and 𝑣∥ is the parallel component of the particle’s velocity. In the next section
we will see that the guiding field line and the path traced by the guiding centre
of the particle are not completely identical, but typically this variation is small
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enough to be negligible. The first proof that this quantity is an adiabatic invariant
was provided by Northrop and Teller [1960].
Drift motion
Consider a single cyclotron orbit of a particle trapped at the magnetic equator with
pitch angle 𝛼 = 90°. When the particle is closest to the Earth the magnetic field
strength will be slightly stronger than the field strength of the guiding centre.
Similarly, when the particle is at its furthest point from the Earth the magnetic
field strength will be slightly weaker. From the frame of reference of the particle
this is seen as a magnetic gradient, directed radially outwards from the Earth.
In the previous section we showed that the magnetic field gradient encoun-
tered by a particle as it travelled down a field line resulted in the force in Equa-
tion 2.33. This result can be generalised to three dimensions, and hence any field
gradient:
𝐅 = −𝜇∇𝐵 (2.49)
With this, our equation of motion becomes
𝑚𝑑𝐯𝑑𝑡 = 𝐅 + 𝑞 (𝐯 × 𝐁) (2.50)
where we can expand the velocity 𝐯 into the cyclotron term 𝐯𝑐 and the gradient
term 𝐯𝑔, with 𝑣𝑔 ≪ 𝑣𝑐. Thus,
𝑚𝑑𝐯𝑐𝑑𝑡 = 𝑞 (𝐯𝑐 × 𝐁) (2.51)
𝑚
𝑑𝐯𝑔
𝑑𝑡 = 𝐅 + 𝑞 (𝐯𝑔 × 𝐁) (2.52)
If we average over a whole cyclotron orbit, then the left side of 2.52 disappears,
leaving:
−𝑞 (𝐯𝑔 × 𝐁) = 𝐅 (2.53)
To extract 𝐯𝑔, we cross both sides by 𝐁/𝐵2:
− 𝑞
𝐵2
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If we keep the magnetic field lines pointing in the 𝑧-direction and choose the 𝑥-
direction as the direction of the radial gradient, we get a velocity in the 𝑦-direction.
Our particle, trapped at the magnetic equator, will therefore slowly orbit around
the Earth, in a direction depending on the sign of its charge (eastward for elec-
trons, westward for protons). This is the third and final motion undergone by
particles trapped within the Earth’s magnetic field, and is called drift motion(10).
Third adiabatic invariant
Finally, as with the cyclotron and bounce motions, there exists an adiabatic in-
variant for the drift motion of particles around the Earth. As a particle drifts, the
complete set of guiding field lines occupied by the particle trace a surface called a
drift shell. Ostensibly, the magnetic flux encompassed by this drift shell, the third
adiabatic invariant, is constant, provided that any variations in the magnetic field
are slow compared to the drift period of the particle [e.g., Roederer, 1970]. Un-
der particularly active geomagnetic conditions the geomagnetic field can change
rapidly with respect to typical drift periods, resulting in the violation of this in-
variant.
Relative time-scales
In general, the time-scales of the three particle bounce motions obey a rough “rule-
of-three”, whereby the bounce period of a particle is roughly three orders-of-
magnitude larger than the gyration period, and the drift period is three orders-of-
magnitude larger again than the bounce period. As a rough estimate, the gyration
period of energetic electrons tends to be on the order of micro to milliseconds, the
bounce period on order of seconds, and the drift period on the order of minutes
10Drift velocity components can also be derived from the curvature of the Earth’s magnetic
field, and the force of gravity on the trapped particles.
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to hours; for relativistic electrons, the bounce and drift periods will obviously be
a lot shorter.
2.2.6 Ring Current
As with any charged particles moving in a closed loop, the drift of the trapped
radiation belt particles around the Earth acts as a current loop. The current asso-
ciated with these drifting particles is known as the ring current. Although all drift-
ing particles contribute to the ring current, the majority of the ring current density
is attributable to ions in the 10–200 keV range, located from roughly 𝐿 = 3 − 7.
This is primarily a result of the energy density of the various particles trapped
in the radiation belts — ions outside this energy range and electrons in general
are simply dominated by the energy density of the ions inside this energy range
[Daglis et al., 1999, and sources within.].
One of the main side effects of the ring current is an induced magnetic field at
the centre of the Earth, acting in opposition to the Earth’s main field. Changes in
the ring current, whether due to particle acceleration, loss, or movement, result
in changes to this opposing magnetic field, which in turn results in changes to
the Earth’s magnetic field strength as measured on the ground. By measuring
these changes from the “quiet” magnetic field strength, we can get indications of
geomagnetic activity as they happen. This is discussed further in Section 3.2.2 in
the next chapter.
2.2.7 Particle precipitation
Throughout the majority of the radiation belts, the density of particles is so low
that the chances of two trapped particles colliding and scattering are small enough
to effectively be negligible. Thus, we generally do not consider the effect of other
particles when considering the motion of trapped radiation belt particles. An im-
portant caveat to this exists, however, once we approach the surface of the Earth.
At an altitude of around 100 km, the density of the Earth’s atmosphere is no longer
tenuous enough that we can ignore the possibility of a collision. When such a col-
lision happens, the particle loses energy and is no longer able to return to the





As we saw in Equation 2.45, the mirror point of a particle depends on it’s pitch
angle at the equator — the closer the pitch angle to zero, the further down the
magnetic field line the mirror point will occur. We can thus define an equatorial
pitch angle 𝛼𝑚0 such that all particles with 𝛼0 ≤ 𝛼𝑚0 will mirror below 100 km,
and inevitably be lost. The solid angle traced out by 𝛼𝑚0 defines a cone, which we
call the bounce loss-cone (BLC). Any particle with a pitch angle within the BLC is
considered lost to the atmosphere.
In Section 2.2.1, we noted that the offset of the Earth’s magnetic field from the
centre of the Earth results in a region of relatively weaker magnetic field strength,
called the SAMA. This offset also means that the radiation belts do not occur at a
constant distance from the surface of the Earth, but rather are closer to the Earth’s
surface in the SAMA region than at any other point on Earth. The result of this
is that trapped particles will encounter the atmosphere relatively higher up the
magnetic field line as they approach the SAMA, and particles that mirrored above
100 km elsewhere in the radiation belts may mirror below 100 km in the SAMA.
In terms of the pitch angle we can say that 𝛼𝑚0, and thus the BLC, is longitudi-
nally dependent, with the BLC getting wider as it approaches the SAMA region.
We thus specify a second loss cone, called the drift loss-cone (DLC), defined as the
maximum BLC extent for a given drift shell. Any particle with a pitch angle within
the DLC will eventually be lost to the atmosphere [e.g., Roederer, 1970].
2.3 The Ionosphere
The ionosphere is the name given to the partly ionised region of the atmosphere
found between ∼60–1000 km above the surface of the Earth. The constituent
plasma of the ionosphere, predominantly oxygen, nitrogen, and their various
molecules, is sourced from the co-located neutral atmosphere. The ionisation of
the neutral particles is for the most part driven by solar UV and X-ray radiation,
with a smaller component due to electron precipitation from the radiation belts.
Different wavelengths of solar radiation are preferentially absorbed by particles
at different heights, leading to multiple distinct ion density peaks. The regions
around these peaks are called the D, E, F1, and F2 layers [e.g., Ratcliffe, 1972].
The dependence of the ionosphere on solar radiation means that the iono-
spheric structure is strongly time-dependent. During the day, all four layers are
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typically present. During the night, when solar radiation is mostly blocked by
the Earth, the F1 region of the ionosphere typically disappears, and the D-region
weakens, maintained only by the scattering of Lyman-𝛼 radiation to the night-side
of the Earth [e.g., Banks and Kockarts, 1973]. Certain processes, for instance en-
ergetic electron and proton precipitation, can also drive the enhancement of the
night-time D layer.
2.3.1 Effects on wave propagation
The charged ionosphere forms a conductor that can significantly affect the prop-
agation of electromagnetic waves. In the high frequency (HF) (3–30 MHz) range,
the ionosphere appears as a solid layer, reflecting the waves back to Earth. This
reflection allows HF waves to be used for long distance, over-the-horizon com-
munication. The propagation of extremely low frequency (ELF) and very low
frequency (VLF) waves (< 3 kHz and 3–30 kHz respectively) is also affected by
the presence of the ionosphere, which, together with the Earth’s surface, forms
the Earth-ionosphere waveguide [Davies, 1990].
Any changes to the height of the ionosphere, for instance due to energetic par-
ticle precipitation, will affect the propagation of these waves. For HF waves, the
lowering of the ionosphere can greatly reduce the range of the waves. For ELF and
VLF waves, perturbations to the Earth-ionosphere waveguide result in changes to
propagation characteristics of the waves. By measuring these precipitation-driven
changes, it is possible to investigate losses from from the radiation belts without
having to send expensive satellites up to observe the precipitation in situ. These




My God, space is radioactive!
– Ernie Ray, On the discovery of the radiation belts
The Earth, the magnetosphere, the Sun, and interplanetary space are not static,
but rather dynamic, ever-changing environments. In this chapter we describe
some of the many processes that drive the changes in these systems. We also out-
line some of the indices that have been devised to represent the relative strength
and importance of these driving processes in near-Earth space and the magneto-
sphere.
3.1 Solar Drivers
The Sun is indirectly responsible for almost all of the processes that drive magne-
tospheric dynamics, through the coupling of the solar wind and the IMF to the
radiation belt and the Earth’s magnetic field. On occasion, however, the Sun can
more directly impact the Earth, through sudden transient solar outbursts. These
outbursts can have significant effects on the magnetosphere, and can cause cas-
cading effects through the genesis of other, more local magnetospheric processes.
3.1.1 Solar Flares
Solar flares are massive bursts of electromagnetic energy from the Sun, believed
to be driven by the collapse of magnetic field structures in the Sun’s corona. The
magnetic energy stored in these structures is imparted to the surrounding plasma,
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rapidly raising the temperature by several orders of magnitude to ∼ 107 − 108 K.
At optical wavelengths, the emissions of a typical flare are barely more than a blip,
barely registrable above the background optical emissions of the Sun; in the X-ray
and UV regimes however, where the blackbody spectrum and bremsstrahlung
radiation of the flare plasma peaks, flares can outshine the entire sun.
Solar flares are usually classified based on the intensity of their X-ray flux, as
measured by the Geosynchronous Operational Environmental Satellite (GOES)
spacecraft, on a logarithmic scale. The most intense, and also the rarest, flares
are designated as X-class flares, with M-, C-, B-, and A-class flares each being 10×
weaker than the previous class. X-class flares can cause significant ionisation of
the atmosphere, significantly lowering the base of the ionospheric D-region [e.g.,
McRae and Thomson, 2004]. As a result, flares are clearly visible in ionospheric
monitoring instruments, such as riometers and the AARDDVARK network (see
Chapter 5 for more information on these instruments).
3.1.2 Coronal Mass Ejections
Coronal Mass Ejections (CME) are massive explosions of coronal plasma from the
Sun into interplanetary space, thought to be caused by the magnetic reconnection
of twisted field lines in the solar corona resulting the explosive release of magnetic
energy and plasma out into interplanetary space. Although CMEs typically occur
at the same time as solar flares, this is not a necessity, suggesting the two processes
are independent.
At solar maximum CMEs are relatively common, occurring several times a day
on average, however the highly directional nature of the CMEs means that most
of these will miss the Earth. When a CME does reach the Earth, the result is like a
hammer striking the magnetic field. On the Earth’s dayside, the magnetic field is
compressed, sending shockwaves through the field and triggering geomagnetic
storms; on the nightside, the tail of the magnetic field may get drawn out and
extended, leading to substorms when the field reconnects (see Section 3.3.2).
3.1.3 Solar Proton Events
Solar Proton Events (SPE) are sudden bursts of very high energy protons (from
tens to hundreds of MeV) from the sun, driven by solar flares and CMEs. These
incredibly energetic particles travel along the IMF field lines without regard to the
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surrounding solar wind, and can reach the Earth mere minutes to hours after their
ejection from the Sun. Upon arrival at Earth, solar protons can have significant
effects on the health of satellites. As well as overloading detectors and causing
software issues, SPEs can cause significant damage to solar panels and satellite
electronics, potentially reducing the useful lifetime of the satellites.
SPEs can also cause significant ionisation in the upper atmosphere, partic-
ularly in the polar regions, down to altitudes as low as 30–50 km [Verronen et
al., 2005]; during particularly strong SPEs, this ionisation can extend significantly
equatorward of the polar cap. The signatures of these proton flux events can seen
clearly in data from riometer and AARDDVARK stations as sudden significant
decreases in the altitude of the base of the D-region.
3.1.4 IMF direction
Alfvén’s Theorem states that in an infinitely conducting plasma magnetic field
lines are locked to the local plasma and therefore cannot mix with other magnetic
plasmas. Thus, by this theorem, the IMF is unable to penetrate the Earth’s mag-
netosphere and must pass around it. In reality, of course, the solar wind and the
Earth’s magnetic field are not truly infinitely conducting, and some mixing of the
two is possible.
When the IMF 𝐵𝑧 component is oriented south, it acts counter to the Earth’s
magnetic field. At the magnetopause boundary between the IMF and the magne-
tosphere it is possible for these two fields to cancel, resulting in a reconfiguration
of the magnetic field lines. This process, depicted in Figure 3.1, is known as mag-
netic reconnection. Magnetic reconnection at the dayside of the Earth’s magnetic
field results in a transfer of energy and plasma from the solar wind into the Earth’s
nightside magnetosphere [Birn and Priest, 2007, and sources within.].
The arrival of a southward excursion of the IMF 𝐵𝑧 at the Earth is well known to
drive numerous magnetospheric processes, for instance geomagnetic storms [e.g.,
Rostoker and Fälthammar, 1967], substorms [e.g., Arnoldy, 1971], and the genera-
tion of plasmaspheric hiss [e.g., Kim et al., 2015]. There is also a strong correlation
between a southward IMF 𝐵𝑧 and various indices of geomagnetic activity(1), for
instance 𝐴𝐸 [e.g., Meng et al., 1973], Kp [e.g. Schatten and Wilcox, 1967], and 𝐷𝑠𝑡
[e.g., Burton et al., 1975].
1Defined later in this chapter.
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Figure 3.1: The interaction of the Earth’s magnetic field with a southward IMF. A neutral
point is created at point P, where the Earth’s magnetic field and the IMF cancel, leading
to the reconnection of the IMF and Earth field lines. These reconnected field lines follow
the lines 0, 1, 2, ..., carrying plasma and magnetic field energy with them. A second re-
connection point, marked Q, eventually occurs within the Earth’s magnetotail, releasing
the built up energy as a substorm (see Section 3.3.2). Figure reproduced from Figure 4.5
in Ratcliffe [1972].
3.1.5 Interaction Regions
Stream interfaces are regions of compressed plasma wind, discussed in Sec-
tion 2.1.3 in the previous chapter, that are known to drive geomagnetic storms
within the magnetosphere. The high density of the compression region leading
the stream interface can lead to a compression of the magnetic field, while the
strongly fluctuating 𝐵𝑧 within the interface can lead to particle injection into the
radiation belts. Typically, storms associated with stream interfaces will only be
small-to-moderately sized, due to the lack of significantly negative 𝐵𝑧 [Gonzalez
et al., 1999].
3.2 Indicators of Activity
It is often useful for us to be able to state, without directly considering solar wind,
magnetic field, or radiation belt flux data, what the current magnetospheric con-
ditions are. Over the years, several indicators of geophysical activity have been
developed to allow for an easily understood measure of the level of magnetic ac-
tivity, and for comparison between similar events. In this section we outline a
number of these indicators, both of solar and geomagnetic activity.
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3.2.1 Solar Activity
There are a number of different measures of solar activity that are used to deter-
mine the state of the solar wind and the effect it is likely to have on the geomagnetic
environment. These typically relate to either the output of the Sun, or the state of
the Sun’s magnetic field.
Solar wind characteristics
In Section 2.1.3 we saw that the solar wind exists in two distinct states, the slow
wind and the fast wind, largely based on the speed of the wind. As was discussed
in Section 3.1.5 these winds, and particularly the interface regions between them,
can drive dynamic processes within the Earth’s geomagnetic environment. To
understand the link between the solar wind speed and these processes, we need
accurate measurements of the wind velocity.
Typically, measurements of solar wind speed are taken by satellites located up-
stream of the Earth, far enough to escape the influence of the Earth and its mag-
netic field. The Advanced Composition Explorer (ACE) satellite, located around
1.5 million km upstream of the Earth in orbit around the Earth-Sun L1 point,
is one such satellite, with the Solar Wind Electron, Proton, and Alpha Monitor
(SWEPAM) instrument providing minute-resolution measurements of the solar
wind velocity. It is common to time-shift this data to the Earth’s bowshock [King
and Papitashvili, 2017], which ensures that phenomena such as stream interfaces
detected in the data will align temporally with their arrival at Earth. Recently, the
ACE satellite was replaced by the Deep Space Climate Observatory (DSCOVR),
also located at L1 and making similar measurements.
Solar wind velocity is typically measured in km s−1, and specified in ei-
ther Geocentric solar ecliptic (GSE) or Geocentric solar magnetospheric (GSM)
coordinates(2).
Using ACE SWEPAM (or DSCOVR), we can also make measurements of the
solar wind density. Sudden increases in the solar wind density are indicative of
stream interfaces, and thus may herald geomagnetic activity. Solar wind ion den-
sity is measured in cm−3.
2These coordinate systems both have the 𝑋-axis pointing towards the Sun. 𝑍GSE points per-
pendicular to the plane of the ecliptic, while 𝑍GSM is given by the projection of the Earth’s dipole
axis onto the plane perpendicular to 𝑋; in both cases 𝑍 is positive north [Hapgood, 1997].
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IMF
As was discussed in Section 3.1.4 the 𝐵𝑧 direction of the IMF is an important in-
dicator of geomagnetic activity, with strong southward excursions a good pre-
dictor of geomagnetic storms and substorms. Like the solar wind parameters,
the IMF field strength and direction are measured by instruments aboard ACE
and DSCOVR. These magnetometers (both called “MAG”) provide near real-time
measurements of the IMF field.
3.2.2 Geomagnetic Activity
As well as measures of external activity, we also must consider the conditions
within the Earth’s magnetosphere. There exists a number of indices of geomag-
netic activity that attempt to quantify levels of geomagnetic disturbance, some of
which are described below.
K -indices
K-indices(3) are indicators of geomagnetic disturbance as measured at various
magnetic observatories around the world. Per the International Service of Geo-
magnetic Indices (ISGI):
An individual K index is an integer in the range 0 to 9 corre-
sponding to a class that contains, after eliminating the regular
daily variation (𝑆𝑅), the largest range of geomagnetic distur-
bances (𝑎𝑋 and 𝑎𝑌) in the two horizontal components (X and
Y) during a 3-hour UT interval.
(ISGI [2013b])
In other words, the magnetic field X- and Y-components are detrended to re-
move daily variations in the data, before the difference between the maximum
and minimum values are found. A lookup table is then used to convert this field
strength range (measured in nT) to an integer from 0–9 (a different table is used for
each magnetic observatory), where the 0–9 scale is quasi-logarithmically spaced.
The planetary K-index (Kp) is a weighted mean of the K-indices of 13 sub-auroral
magnetic observatories, shown in Figure 3.2. These observatories are primarily lo-
3K stands for the German “Kennziffer”, which translates to “characteristic digit”.
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Figure 3.2: Geographic locations of the Kp observatories.
cated in the Northern Hemisphere, with only two located in the Southern Hemi-
sphere, due to a lack of suitable southern sub-auroral observatory sites. This re-
duces the utility of Kp for detecting more localised geomagnetic disturbances, and
biases the Kp index towards Europe and North America [ISGI, 2013a].
Unlike the individual K-indices, Kp is not restricted to integer values — instead,
it can have values of 0, 0+, 1-, 1, 1+, ..., 9-, 9(4). In numerical terms, the “positive”
indices have values of 0.3, 1.3, etc., while the “negative” indices have values of 0.6,
1.6, etc. Roughly speaking, Kp values greater than 4 indicate geomagnetic activity,
while Kp greater than 7 indicates severe geomagnetic storms. Kp values of 9 are
incredibly rare, with fewer than 30 such instances occurring since 1932.
While Kp is a useful measure of geomagnetic activity, it is somewhat limited in
its utility for short-lived events due to the time resolution of the index. Operating
at a 3 hour interval, the Kp index cannot be used to determine precisely the onset
of storm activity, for instance. For more precise measurements, we must look to
other geomagnetic indices.
Dst & SYM-H
The disturbance storm-time (Dst) index is a measure of the variations in the Earth’s
magnetic field caused by magnetospheric currents, primarily the ring current, cal-
culated as an average of Dst values calculated at four different magnetic observa-
tories, shown in Figure 3.3. The observatories are chosen to be roughly equidis-
4This is sometimes shown as 0o, 0+, 1-, 1o, 1+, etc.
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Figure 3.3: Geographic locations of the Dst observatories.
tant in longitude, as well as for their location away from equatorial and auroral
regions. The Dst values for a given observatory are calculated as the deviation
of the H-component(5) of the Earth’s magnetic field from a “baseline” value. The
time-dependent baseline value is calculated on a yearly basis by fitting a polyno-
mial expression to the five quietest days of each month, with an adjustment for
cyclic daily variations. Due to this method of calculating the baseline, final Dst
indices for a year are not published until the following year, although provisional
Dst values are provided in the intervening period [Sugiura, 1991].
Dst is provided as an hourly index, with units of nT. Generally speaking, more
negative values of Dst correspond with more significant geomagnetic disturbance
— negative values of Dst arise due to an increased ring current, which serves to
weaken the magnetic field at the surface. Positive values Dst are typically due to
magnetospheric compressions, and may herald the start of a geomagnetic storm;
in such cases, these positive deviations will be followed by a significant negative
excursions in Dst [Sugiura, 1991].
The time resolution of Dst provides a more detailed look at the geomagnetic
conditions of the magnetosphere than the Kp index. For particularly rapid phe-
nomena, however, this resolution may still may not suffice. For such cases, there
is the SYM-H index. SYM-H is essentially the same as Dst, calculated using six
observatories instead of Dst’s four, with minute-level resolution. SYM-H is not an
“official” geomagnetic index, as it has not been officially endorsed by the Inter-
national Association of Geomagnetism and Aeronomy (IAGA). However, a com-
5The H-component is the horizontal component of the magnetic field; i.e., = √𝑋2 + 𝑌2.
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Figure 3.4: Geographic locations of the AE (blue stars) and SME (red squares) observa-
tories.
parison of Dst and SYM-H by Wanliss and Showalter [2006] found little difference
between the two, and suggested that SYM-H be considered as “a de facto high-
resolution Dst index”.
AE & SME
The Auroral Electrojet (AE) index, like Dst, is a measure of variations in the H-
component of Earth’s magnetic field. Unlike Dst, the AE index is calculated at
auroral latitudes, where auroral current flows (called electrojets) have significant
effects on the local magnetic field. At present, 12 observatories are involved in
the derivation of the AE index, shown in Figure 3.4 as blue stars. The AE index
is calculated on a monthly, station-by-station basis; first, the average “base” value
for a station is calculated, by averaging all of the data from that station for the five
quietest days of the given month. This base value is then subtracted from all of
the station data to give the change in the field Δ𝐻. For any given point in time,
the maximum and minimum Δ𝐻 across all stations are noted, called AU and AL
respectively. These values form an upper and lower envelope for Δ𝐻 across all
monitored observatories. The AE index is then defined as:
𝐴𝐸 = 𝐴𝑈 − 𝐴𝐿 (3.1)
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A fourth value, AO, is defined as the midpoint between the AU and AL values:
𝐴𝑂 = 𝐴𝑈 + 𝐴𝐿2 (3.2)
[Davis and Sugiura, 1966].
The AE index offers a very high resolution (one minute) dataset, measured in
nT, for examining geomagnetic activity. In particular, it is used as a measure for
detecting the presence of magnetic substorms, described in the next section. AE
is not without its issues, however. In particular, the limited longitudinal coverage
of the AE magnetic observatories has been criticised, with Rostoker [1972] sug-
gesting the use of the AE index be limited to statistical studies, rather than one-off
case studies.
An alternative to the AE index has been developed by SuperMAG, an inter-
national collaboration of organisations and agencies that operate ground-based
magnetometers. This index, called the SuperMAG Electrojet (SME) index, is de-
fined in the same manner as the AE index, using data from a number of ground-
based magnetometers across the world. The main difference between the AE and
SME indices is the number of magnetic observatories used to calculate the index
— whereas the AE index is calculated using only 12 observatories, the SME index
uses over 100. These stations are shown in Figure 3.4 as red squares. This greatly
increased coverage in theory allows for much more fine-grained coverage of the
auroral electrojet. Like the SYM-H index described above, the SME index is not
an IAGA endorsed index [Newell and Gjerloev, 2011].
3.3 Geomagnetic Dynamics
The interaction and coupling between the solar wind and the Earth’s magneto-
sphere can lead to significant fluctuations in the Earth’s magnetic field. These
fluctuations, broadly termed geomagnetic storms, can cause significant changes in
radiation belt and magnetospheric particle distributions.
A geomagnetic storm is, technically speaking, a long-lasting (i.e., days or more)
drop in the H-component of the geomagnetic field caused by an increase in the
ring current. This increase in ring current is observable as a negative excursion
in Dst, with the magnitude of a geomagnetic storm quantified by the extent of
this excursion. The thresholds for various storm intensities are given in Table 3.1,
reproduced from Gonzalez et al. [1994]. Broadly speaking, a geomagnetic storm
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will have four main phases, defined below, although in reality only the main phase
of the storm is required for a storm to be defined.
3.3.1 Geomagnetic Storms




Table 3.1: Minimum Dst
levels for given storm lev-
els, after Gonzalez et al.
[1994].
A sudden impulse (SI) is a sudden increase in the H-
component of the Earth’s magnetic field, believed to
arise from the sudden compression of the dayside of
the magnetosphere due to a sudden jump in the solar
wind pressure. Should this SI be followed by a sus-
tained increase in magnetic activity, it is classified as
a storm sudden commencement (SSC). An exact definition
of an SI and whether it is an SSC is tough to quantify,
however, and is typically described more qualitatively
than quantitatively [Gonzalez et al., 1994]. While the pressure of the solar wind
is heightened, the Earth’s magnetic field remains compressed — this period of
heightened H is called the initial phase of the storm.
After the initial compression of the Earth’s magnetic field, a geomagnetic
storm will see an increase in the ring current, resulting in a drop in the H-
component of the magnetic field at the surface, called the main phase. This ring
current enhancement is often associated with a southward turn of the IMF, or
with sudden increases in solar wind velocity from, for instance, CMEs or CIRs.
Over time various processes, discussed in Section 3.4, drive the decay of this
enhancement. This period of ring current decay, which sees the H-component of
the magnetic field return to its pre-storm state, is called the recovery period and
heralds the end of the storm.
As well an increase in ring current fluxes, geomagnetic storms are also known
to drive changes in relativistic electron fluxes. Until fairly recently, the study of
these changes was focussed on the increases in electron flux and energy, driven
by various acceleration processes; however, a study by Reeves et al. [2003] showed
that as many as a quarter of geomagnetic storms actually resulted in a net decrease
in relativistic electron fluxes, with a further quarter of events showing little to no
change in fluxes. This study highlighted the importance of not only the accelera-
tion processes, but also the loss and transport processes that would explain these
drops in electron flux.
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3.3.2 Substorms
When the IMF turns southwards, magnetic reconnection can occur at the day-
side of the magnetopause. As shown in Figure 3.1, this results in a “shearing” of
magnetic field lines and plasma from the dayside of the magnetopause into the
nightside magnetosphere. As the southward IMF persists, the magnetic field en-
ergy and plasma begin to build up in the magnetotail region, effectively pulling
the tail away from the Earth.
As the magnetic energy building up in the tail region of the Earth’s magneto-
sphere grows, eventually a neutral point will form, shown as point Q in Figure 3.1.
At this point the magnetic field lines can reconnect, suddenly and explosively re-
leasing the magnetic energy and plasma built up in the magnetotail. Some of the
stored plasma and magnetic energy will flow out of the magnetosphere through
the tail. However, on the Earthward side of the reconnection point the magnetic
field lines will snap towards the Earth like the release of a bow-string. This release
of energy and plasma is known as a substorm(6) [Nishida, 2007].
The collapse of the magnetic field following the magnetotail reconnection trig-
ger of a substorm is known to inject large quantities of electron and ion plasma
into the radiation belts. These plasma injections, as well as the magnetic field fluc-
tuations caused by the sudden reconnection of the magnetic field, can drive many
different dynamic processes within the radiation belts. Some of these are outlined
in the next section.
3.4 Acceleration, Loss, & Transport
The particle populations within the radiation belts are constantly changing. Geo-
magnetic storms, substorms, and other dynamic magnetospheric processes act on
radiation belt and plasmaspheric particles, accelerating, transporting, and caus-
ing their loss from the magnetosphere. Until recently, most research was focussed
primarily on acceleration and transport processes, with relatively little insight into
particle losses from the radiation belts. As was noted above, however, Reeves et
al. [2003] proved that loss processes play an important role in radiation belt dy-
6It used to be thought that substorms were essentially the building blocks which made up
geomagnetic storms — in other words, a geomagnetic storm was considered to be simply the net
result of number of closely spaced substorms, hence the name. We now know that, although
closely related, it is possible to have geomagnetic storms with no substorm activity, and vice versa,
however the name has stuck.
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namics, sparking heightened interest in particle loss from the radiation belt. In
this section and the next we briefly outline the processes relevant to our research;
for a more in-depth description of acceleration, transport, and loss processes, we
direct the reader to the review by Friedel et al. [2002].
Particle Diffusion
In the previous chapter, we outlined the three types of motion undergone by par-
ticles trapped within the Earth’s radiation belts: cyclotron, bounce, and drift mo-
tion. In a static magnetic field, these motions are constant and do not change — in
other words, a particle will always mirror at the same height, and bounce along
the same L-shell. As we saw in the previous sections, however, we cannot assume
a static magnetic field when taking into account the external forces of the Sun. The
dynamic processes that stem from these forces can result in changes to the paths
of trapped particles; these changes of motion of are broadly called diffusion.
One of the obvious drivers of change in the motion of trapped particles is the
compression and expansion of the Earth’s magnetic field. When the field is com-
pressed, for instance by an increase in solar wind pressure, the Earth’s magnetic
field lines move inwards, bringing particles trapped on these lines with them.
As these particles move inwards, their kinetic energy increases to account for the
increased magnetic field strength and shortened magnetic field lines. For particu-
larly slow compressions, any changes in the particle motion will be reversible. For
more rapid compressions, however, particles may drift onto a different drift-shell,
causing a non-reversible change in the particle’s L-shell. This inwards motion of
particles is known as radial diffusion [Roederer, 1970].
Trapped particle motion within the radiation belts may also be altered through
interactions with electromagnetic waves, causing perturbations in particle pitch
angles. Any modifications to a particle’s pitch angle will, by Equation 2.45, re-
sult in changes to the particle’s mirror point. This scattering is called pitch angle
diffusion (although in this document we will typically refer to it as pitch angle
scattering). This scattering can cause both the acceleration of particles to higher
energies and the loss of particles to the atmosphere, should the particle be scat-
tered into the BLC or DLC. In some instances, pitch angle scattering can also lead
to simultaneous radial diffusion.
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3.4.1 Particle injection
The average particle energy within a region of the radiation belts can be raised
through the external injection of particles. Isolated substorms (i.e., substorms that
occur independently of any other substorms) are known be a source of electron
injection into the radiation belts, up to energies of a few hundred keV [Friedel
et al., 2002]. In the case of multiple strong, repetitive substorms, electrons with
energies in the MeV range are also injected. These substorm injected electrons,
particularly in the higher energy ranges, are typically aligned parallel to the mag-
netic field lines, and so are almost instantly lost to the atmosphere [Clilverd et al.,
2008; Ingraham et al., 2001].
It has also been suggested that energetic particles are able to be injected into the
inner magnetosphere through the cusp regions of the Earth’s magnetic field (i.e.,
the polar regions directly open to the magnetopause). These particles can then,
through other transport mechanisms, diffuse through the radiation belts [Fritz et
al., 2000].
3.4.2 Acceleration and loss
As well as transporting particles, there are many processes at play within the ra-
diation belts that can cause the acceleration and loss of radiation belt particles.
The majority of these processes are driven by the interaction of radiation belt par-
ticles with electromagnetic waves — some of these wave-particle interactions are
described in the next section. One important non-wave source of particle loss,
which will be relevant later in this document, is current sheet scattering (CSS).
Current Sheet Scattering
The phenomena of current sheet scattering is a result of the violation of the first
adiabatic invariant (Equation 2.20) and the breakdown of the guiding centre ap-
proximation. If, for a particle within the magnetosphere, the particle’s gyroradius
becomes comparable to the curvature of the magnetic field at the equator, then the
first adiabatic invariant can no longer be assumed to be constant, and pitch angle
diffusion will occur [Sergeev and Tsyganenko, 1982]. For lower energy particles,
this will typically occur at higher L-shells, although in the tail region of the mag-
netosphere, the stretching of the magnetic field means that the radius is smaller at
higher L-values, leading to the potential loss of lower energy electrons into the at-
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mosphere. This process also results in the loss of protons at much lower energies
than the electrons due to the larger gyroradius of protons compared to electrons
[Smith et al., 2016].
3.5 Wave-Particle Interactions
The interaction between electromagnetic waves and radiation belt particles is the
driving force behind a significant amount of particle dynamism within the ra-
diation belts. Typically this is through a resonant interaction between the wave
and radiation belt particles, although in the next chapter we will also discuss a
non-resonant electron scattering mechanism. In this section we briefly describe
several of these wave species, and their interaction with radiation belt particles.
We will delay discussion of EMIC waves — the focus of this thesis — until the
next chapter. For a recent review of magnetospheric waves and their interactions
with radiation belt particles, we direct the reader to Thorne [2010].
3.5.1 Whistler-mode waves
One of the most common and important categories of magnetospheric waves are
those that occur in the whistler-mode. Whistler-mode waves are right-hand cir-
cularly polarised, quasi-longitudinal waves with frequencies in the very low fre-
quency (VLF) range (roughly 3–30 kHz), below the local electron gyrofrequency.
The eponymous whistler waves are short bursts of VLF wave-power caused by at-
mospheric lightning strikes. These waves can propagate through the ionosphere
into the magnetosphere where, due to the frequency-dependent group velocity,
they “smear” out into a descending-tone wave. This descending-tone structure,
when converted to audio waves, sounds like a whistle, giving rise to the name of
the propagation mode of this wave.
As well as lightning-generated whistlers, whistler-mode waves can also be
generated within the radiation belts. These waves are classified based on their
spectral characteristics, with the most common two being as chorus waves and
plasmaspheric hiss. These are briefly described below.
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Chorus
Chorus waves are bursty emissions of coherent whistler-mode VLF waves, nat-
urally generated within the magnetosphere. Although the exact mechanism of
chorus wave generation is not fully identified, it is believed to be driven by the
creation of a “seed” wave at the magnetic equator, which is then excited through
the cyclotron resonance of this seed wave with energetic, anisotropic 10–100 keV
electrons [Omura et al., 2008].
For a long time, chorus waves have been suspected as being the drivers of
relativistic electron microbursts, rapid intense bursts of > 1 MeV electron pre-
cipitation from the outer radiation belt, through pitch angle diffusion. Recent
theoretical and observational studies have highlighted this link, suggesting that
chorus waves are an important driver of relativistic electron losses from the radi-
ation belts [e.g., Douma et al., 2017; Saito et al., 2012]. Whistler-mode chorus is
also believed to play a role in the excitation of energetic radiation belt electrons
up to relativistic (MeV) energies [Horne and Thorne, 1998].
During geomagnetic quiet times, chorus waves are believed to be largely con-
strained to the morning and afternoon MLT sectors, and 𝐿-shells greater than ∼5.
During geomagnetic active times, these occurrence regions stretch to early MLT
values and lower 𝐿-shells, reaching MLT midnight for very strong storms. Almost
no chorus activity is observed in the pre-midnight sector. [Li et al., 2009]
Hiss
Where chorus waves were coherent, plasmaspheric hiss is the name given to in-
coherent whistler-mode emissions that occur primarily within the plasmasphere.
Until recently there was significant debate regarding the source of hiss; it was fi-
nally shown by Bortnik et al. [2008] that hiss was in fact a subset of chorus waves
trapped within the plasmasphere that had merged into an incoherent hiss of wave
power. Hiss is believed to be the dominant driver of relativistic electron loss from





It doesn’t matter how beautiful your theory is, it doesn’t matter how
smart you are. If it doesn’t agree with experiment, it’s wrong.
– Richard Feynman, Seeking New Laws
The focal point of this thesis is a particular class of plasma wave, known as
Electomagnetic Ion Cyclotron (EMIC) waves, particularly their interactions with
magnetospheric electrons. In this chapter we provide a background of EMIC
waves, their history, and the current understanding of their interaction with radi-
ation belt particles.
4.1 EMIC waves: a history
EMIC waves are naturally occurring electromagnetic plasma waves generated
near the Earth’s magnetic equator, propagating in the ion cyclotron mode in the
Pc 1-2 (0.1–5 Hz) frequency range. The first observation of these waves was
made early in the 20th century by Sucksdorff [1936], who observed rapid mi-
cropulsations in magnetograph data described as resembling a “pearl necklace”,
although little could be derived from the observations due to the (relatively) low
resolution of the la Cour magnetographs used. Particularly during and following
the International Geophysical Year (1957–1958), higher resolution magnetometer
observations provided a more in-depth look at EMIC waves and their properties
[e.g., Benioff, 1960; Tepley, 1961], with Troitskaya [1961] describing two distinct
wave types: pearl pulsation (PP) and intervals of pulsations of diminishing periods
(IPDP) type waves. An example of these pearl pulsation type waves is shown in
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Figure 4.1: An example of the pearl pulsation type waves, recorded at the Isabella and
Palomar, California, magnetometer stations. Reproduced from Figure 5 of Benioff [1960].
Figure 4.1, reproduced from Figure 5 in Benioff [1960].
It was around the time of these latter observations that a source of these waves
was discussed, with Troitskaya [1961] suggesting that the injection of “charged
corpuscles” into the Earth’s atmosphere would drive the growth of these waves
(1). Soon after, Tepley [1961] suggested that the generation of these waves (which
they called “hydromagnetic” (hm) emissions) might be similar to the higher fre-
quency VLF emissions, which were understood to be generated by the resonance
of electromagnetic waves with electron streams. Tepley [1961] proposed that these
hm emissions might occur due to the resonance of electromagnetic waves with
proton streams.
4.1.1 The ion cyclotron mode
It was recognised by Tepley [1961] and Dowden and Emery [1965] that an anal-
ogy could be drawn between the hm observations described in the above studies
and the electron-driven VLF emissions. Tepley noted that the typical frequency
ratio between the VLF and hm emissions was very close to the electron–proton
mass ratio. They concluded that the wave frequency of these emissions might be
influenced by the proton cyclotron frequency at the generation point.
The propagation of waves in a plasma below the ion cyclotron frequency is said
1It is worth noting that, at this time, the idea of a persistent solar wind was still a controversial
one. While it was largely accepted that occasional “corpuscular emissions” from the Sun were
likely, it was still a matter of contention among scientists whether a constant flow of particles
from the Sun was possible [Meyer-Vernet, 2007, and sources within]. It wasn’t until the launch
of the Mariner II mission to Venus that solid evidence of a constant solar wind was provided
[Neugebauer and Snyder, 1962].
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to be in the ion cyclotron mode. The derivation of the dispersion relation for waves
propagating in this mode was described by Stix [e.g., 1957], who discussed the
propagation of electromagnetic waves in a cold, uniform, single ion, magnetised
plasma at frequencies close to the ion cyclotron frequency. The dispersion relation





Ω𝑖 (Ω𝑖 − 𝜔)
(4.1)
where 𝑘 is the wave number, 𝜔 is the wave frequency, 𝑛 is the refractive index,
𝜔𝑝𝑖 = 𝑛𝑖𝑒2/𝑚𝑖𝜀0 is the ion plasma frequency, 𝑛𝑖 is the ion density, and Ω𝑖 = 𝑒𝐵0/𝑚𝑖
is the ion cyclotron frequency.
Examining this relation, it is clear that, given 𝜔 < Ω𝑖, the refractive index
is real, permitting wave propagation, with 𝑛 → ∞ as 𝜔 → Ω𝑖. At 𝜔 = Ω𝑖 the
wave is said to be in resonance with the plasma, and propagation is impossible
(the phase velocity 𝑣𝑝ℎ of the wave is zero, while the group velocity 𝑣𝑔 is infi-
nite). At wave frequencies just above the ion cyclotron frequency the refractive
index is imaginary; in this region, wave propagation is impossible, and the wave
is said to be evanescent. Within the ion cyclotron mode, the wave polarisation is
typically left-hand circularly polarised, although this may not always be the case,
with both linear and right-hand circularly polarised EMIC waves possible under
certain conditions.
As it became known that the hm emissions observed by Benioff [1960], Troit-
skaya [1961] (etc.) were actually waves propagating in the ion cyclotron mode,
the nomenclature for the waves gradually changed, with ion cyclotron wave or
EMIC eventually becoming the preferred term [e.g. Kennel and Petschek, 1966;
Stix, 1992]. From this point forward, we will thus refer to all of these emissions as
“EMIC waves”.
4.1.2 Wave growth
The first analytical investigation of the propagation and growth of EMIC waves
was carried out by Cornwall [1965](2). He showed that, given a cold, uniform, col-
lisionless plasma, the presence of a high-speed proton beam could drive the cre-
2Cornwall outlines a paper describing similar results published around the same time, Tep-
ley and Wentwort [1965], however this appears to be a conference paper, of which only the ab-
stract survives. This abstract mentions the Doppler-shifted resonance of EMIC waves with proton
streams in a cold plasma, and the fine-structure of these emissions.
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Figure 4.2: An example of an EMIC stopband in magnetometer data. Reproduced from
Figure 1 of Young et al. [1981].
ation of a plasma instability(3) that could in turn result in the excitation of EMIC
waves. Cornwall’s theory followed the work of Wentzel [1961] and Dragt [1961],
who both showed that EMIC waves were capable of scattering radiation belt pro-
tons such that they would eventually be lost to the atmosphere. This scattering
process will be discussed later in the chapter.
The cyclotron instability discussed by Cornwall [1965] relies on an anisotropic
velocity distribution in the high-speed proton beam — in other words, the proton
beam driving the instability must have velocity distribution such that 𝑣∥ > 𝑣⟂.
This anisotropy is also sometimes referred to in the literature as a pitch-angle
anisotropy, or a temperature anisotropy — the latter of these is the most common
in modern research papers.
In his derivation of EMIC wave excitation, Cornwall [1965] assumed a proton
plasma, with no additional heavy ions. The addition of these ions, however, has
a significant effect on the propagation and growth of EMIC waves. It was shown
by Gintsburg [1963] that in a multi-ion plasma resonances occur at each ion cy-
clotron frequency, with forbidden regions just above each cyclotron frequency
where propagation is impossible. The width of these forbidden regions is con-
trolled by the relative concentrations of each of the ion species. The detection of
He+ ions in the magnetosphere by the Orbiting Geophysical Observatory 1 (OGO-
1) satellite [Taylor et al., 1965] revealed that helium likely plays an important role
in ion cyclotron excitation. In later years, as satellite technology improved, these
theoretical considerations were proven true, with satellite observations of EMIC
wave clearly showing the stop-band regions where propagation was forbidden
[e.g., Young et al., 1981]; an example of this stop-band, reproduced from Figure 1
in Young et al. [1981], is shown in Figure 4.2.
In the presence of heavy ions (although still in the cold plasma approximation),
3Due to the largely collisionless nature of magnetospheric plasmas, it is possible for these
plasmas to reach a state far from thermodynamic equilibrium. In this state, these plasmas can be
considered as reservoirs of free energy. A plasma instability refers to a process by which this free
energy is exponentially converted to some other form, for instance electromagnetic wave energy.
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Equation 4.1 is modified to include the effect of these ions:
𝑐2𝑘2
𝜔2
= 𝑛2 = ∑
𝑠
𝜔2𝑝𝑠
Ω𝑠 (Ω𝑠 − 𝜔)
(4.2)
where the 𝑠 subscript identifies each of the separate ion species.
4.1.3 Resonance
In the cold plasma approximation, EMIC wave resonance occurs at the ion cy-
clotron frequencies, where the refractive index becomes infinite and propagation
becomes impossible. In reality, of course, plasma trapped within the Earth’s mag-
netosphere has a finite temperature, and the derived equation is not strictly true
(although it is still a fair approximation for many cases). Once we start considering
“warm” plasmas, or at least beams of warm plasma considered as a perturbation
to the underlying cold plasma, we see the emergence of important interactions
between the EMIC waves and the plasma.
Possibly the most important side-effect of the introduction of warm plasma
to the magnetosphere is the introduction of cyclotron resonances. In a warm
plasma, resonance can occur at non-cyclotron frequencies, due to the Doppler ef-
fect [e.g., Cornwall, 1965; Dragt, 1961; Wentzel, 1961]. From the reference frame
of the guiding centre of an ion with non-zero velocity parallel to the magnetic
field (i.e., 𝑣∥ ≠ 0), a counter-streaming EMIC will be Doppler-shifted to a higher
frequency, relative to the ion. If this Doppler-shifting is such that the wave’s fre-
quency, as seen from the ion’s reference frame, is an integer multiple of the ion’s
gyrofrequency, the wave will resonate with the particle. In the cases of a strongly
anisotropic proton plasma, this resonance will lead to the excitation of the res-
onant wave, as was described in the previous section. The resonance condition
dictating whether a wave will resonate with a given particle is given by:
𝜔 − 𝑘𝑣∥ = 𝑙
Ω𝑖
𝛾 ≃ 𝑙Ω𝑖 (4.3)
where for most ions the relativistic Lorentz factor 𝛾 ∼ 1(4).
Throughout the resonance process, the EMIC wave and the resonating ion
form a closed system — when one loses energy, the other gains energy. The pro-
cess by which an EMIC wave gains energy is through the conversion of the res-
4For a proton of energy 100 keV, 𝛾 = 1.0001.
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onant particle’s perpendicular velocity 𝑣⟂ to parallel velocity 𝑣∥; in other words,
the EMIC wave scattering the resonant ion to lower pitch-angles results in a net
gain in energy for the wave. Should this scattering result in a loss of the ion to the
atmosphere (i.e., the wave scattering the ion into the BLC/DLC), then the energy
gained by the wave is permanent. This continual loss of protons to the atmosphere
means that anisotropy is maintained, allowing for significant excitation of EMIC
waves [Kennel and Petschek, 1966].
The first quantitative analysis of the effects that this scattering has on radi-
ation belt ion populations was carried out by Kennel and Petschek [1966], who
showed that the scattering of protons from the radiation belts by EMIC waves
was a self-limiting process. The presence of a loss-cone results in a constant unsta-
ble anisotropy in the proton population, with the growth rate of the waves being
proportional to the resonant proton population. In the “quiet” state, a constant
“weak” diffusion exists, with most of the proton population being stably trapped.
Significant increases in proton populations (for instance, following a substorm)
would result in rapid wave growth, leading to strong diffusion of particles and
a rapid loss of particles. Should too many particles be lost, the anisotropy disap-
pears and wave excitation stops until the anisotropy returns.
4.2 EMIC-electron scattering
In the previous section, we stated the resonance condition for ions with EMIC
waves, given the Doppler shifting of the EMIC wave from the reference frame
of the propagating ion. Strictly speaking, there was nothing in this equation that
restricted this resonance to ions, however. Indeed, restated in terms of the electron
cyclotron frequency, it becomes:
𝜔 − 𝑘𝑣∥ = −𝑙
|Ω𝑒|
𝛾 (4.4)
or, rearranging in terms of the resonant velocity 𝑣𝑅:
𝑣𝑅 =
1
𝑘 (𝜔 + 𝑙
|Ω𝑒|
𝛾 ) (4.5)
where there is an implicit negative sign contained within Ω𝑒 due to the oppo-
site sign of the electron charge compared to the positive ions. From this, it is
clear that resonance between electrons and EMIC waves is indeed possible, when
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the electron travelling parallel to the EMIC wave has sufficient parallel velocity
to overtake the wave. As with ions, this leads to significant scattering of the reso-
nant electrons, potentially into the loss-cone. This resonant interaction is typically
called anomalous cyclotron resonance.
The interaction of relativistic electrons(5) with EMIC waves was first described
by Thorne and Kennel [1971], who suggested that resonant interaction and scat-
tering of the electrons was possible down to energies greater than ∼1 MeV, just
inside the plasmapause. Outside of the plasmapause, this resonant energy in-
creases dramatically to energies of order 10–30 MeV. A follow-up study by Lyons
and Thorne [1972] showed that pitch-angle diffusion rates increased and resonant
energy decreased with increasing 𝐿, allowing for the strong diffusion of relativis-
tic electrons from the radiation belts. In both of these works, very rapid scattering
rates were suggested.
Following the work of Thorne and Kennel [1971] and Lyons and Thorne
[1972], relatively little attention was given to EMIC-driven electron loss, or
indeed relativistic electron loss in general, for many years. As more satellites
were launched and instrument density within the magnetosphere increased,
interest in relativistic electrons and the processes driving their acceleration and
loss grew [e.g., Friedel et al., 2002, and sources within]. Horne and Thorne [1998]
considered the possibility of EMIC waves driving the acceleration of electrons
to relativistic energies, however they concluded that the minimum resonance
energies for EMIC waves was simply too high (> 1 MeV) to account for the
acceleration of 100 keV electrons. Summers et al. [1998] followed this up with a
study showing that even at energies where resonance between EMIC waves and
electrons could occur, the amount of energy diffusion expected was so low as to
essentially be negligible.
The interest in electron precipitation from the radiation belts was particularly
heightened following the publication of a study by Reeves et al. [2003], who
showed that as many as 25% of geomagnetic storms resulted in a net loss of
electrons from the radiation belts. They stressed that these were true losses of
5The use of the term “relativistic” to describe the electrons resonant with EMIC waves is some-
what problematic, for a number of reasons. Possibly most importantly, there is very little consen-
sus on exactly what energy “relativistic” means — often it is taken to mean roughly > 500 keV,
although other definitions exist. Additionally, as we will see later, there is evidence to suggest that
EMIC waves may be capable of scattering electrons down to energies that even the most generous
definition of the term “relativistic” would not include. We use the term here primarily because
it is the term used in the literature, however later in this document we will typically refer to the
electrons scattered by EMIC waves as “energetic”6.
6Admittedly, the term “energetic” is even more vague than “relativistic”.
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electrons, through precipitation or outward diffusion, rather than temporary
adiabatic responses to changes in the magnetic field.
Following a number of experimental studies showing intense electron precip-
itation that was interpreted as EMIC-driven precipitation [e.g., Lorentzen et al.,
2000; Millan et al., 2002], several theoretical analyses of EMIC diffusion rates were
published attempting to determine the minimum electron energy that could res-
onate with EMIC waves. Both Summers and Thorne [2003] and Albert [2003]
used quasi-linear diffusion theory(7) to investigate the minimum resonance en-
ergy 𝐸𝑚𝑖𝑛 expected in multi-ion plasmas (in comparison to the single ion plasmas
considered by Thorne and Kennel [1971] and Lyons and Thorne [1972]). Sum-
mers and Thorne [2003] showed that 𝐸𝑚𝑖𝑛 depends significantly on the fractional
ion densities in the relevant ion bands (e.g., 𝐸𝑚𝑖𝑛 in the He+ wave band is strongly
affected by helium density, but largely unaffected by oxygen and hydrogen den-
sity), with precipitation of electrons down to ∼300 keV possible in regions of par-
ticularly high plasma density and low magnetic field strength. This result was
corroborated by Albert [2003]. Both noted that 𝐸𝑚𝑖𝑛 was expected to be higher in
the heavier ion wave bands.
The first comprehensive study of EMIC-electron scattering was carried out by
Meredith et al. [2003], who compiled a database of over 800 EMIC waves de-
tected in magnetometer data from the Combined Release and Radiation Effects
Satellite (CRRES) satellite. Meredith et al. [2003] used the wave parameters de-
rived from the satellite data, combined with assumed ion composition ratios, to
solve the L-mode electron cyclotron resonance condition (Equation 4.4), given the
cold plasma dispersion relation (Equation 4.2). The vast majority of the waves
observed by Meredith et al. [2003] were calculated to have 𝐸𝑚𝑖𝑛 > 2 MeV. Reso-
nances at energies as low as 500 keV were observed, but like Summers and Thorne
[2003] and Albert [2003], these were restricted to regions of high plasma density
and low magnetic field strength.
Following Summers and Thorne [2003] and Albert [2003], a number of quasi-
linear investigations of EMIC interactions with relativistic electrons were carried
out, attempting to accurately classify the expected diffusion rates and energy lim-
its of this interaction. Loto’aniu et al. [2006] expanded upon the CRRES survey
7The interaction of waves and particles is inherently non-linear, due to second-order reso-
nances between the waves, the medium, and the particles. To simplify calculations, the quasi-
linear approximation is typically used. Quoting Summers [2005], “quasi-linear theory involves ex-
panding a collisionless Boltzmann (Vlasov) equation for the particle distribution to second-order
in perturbed quantities, and carrying out ensemble-averaging of the wave fields.”
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published by Meredith et al. [2003], noting that Meredith et al. had investigated
only a single (central) wave frequency. Loto’aniu et al. [2006] analysed a sub-
set of the CRRES EMIC database, finding that the inclusion of the full spectral
range of the EMIC waves significantly lowered the minimum expected resonance
energy of the waves. When only considering the central frequency, none of the
waves examined had 𝐸𝑚𝑖𝑛 < 2 MeV, whereas with the full spectrum much lower
resonances were expected. As the wave frequency approached the local ion cy-
clotron frequency, the expected resonance energy was seen to drop as low as only
200 keV. A similar study was carried out by Ukhorskiy et al. [2010], who repeated
the analysis of Meredith et al. [2003] with a database of over 1800 EMIC wave
events using a finite wave spectra; as with Loto’aniu et al. [2006], they found that
as EMIC wave frequencies approached Ω𝑖, the minimum resonant electron energy
dropped to only a few hundred keV. They reported that most of the waves studied
were capable of resonating with electrons in this energy range.
Recent increases in computing power have allowed researchers to carry out
large scale simulations of radiation belt physics, including wave-particle inter-
actions between EMIC waves and relativistic electrons. Simulations of EMIC-
electron resonance by Li et al. [2007] and Jordanova et al. [2008] found the res-
onance of electrons with EMIC waves could occur at energies down to 400 keV
and 1 MeV respectively; the simulation from Li et al. focussed only on helium
band waves — this low energy result in the helium band was contrary to the ear-
lier results, which suggested helium band waves could only resonate with much
higher energy, MeV-order electrons.
Towards the end of the 2000s, some researchers voiced concerns that the quasi-
linear theory being used to examine EMIC-electron resonance was not sufficient
to model the particularly large wave amplitudes that EMIC waves were known
to achieve [e.g., Millan and Thorne, 2007]. Albert and Bortnik [2009] built upon
a non-linear test-particle analysis previously used for analysing large-amplitude
chorus waves to model the response of energetic electrons to non-linear EMIC
waves. Omura and Zhao [2012], driven by observations of non-linear EMIC wave
observations by Pickett et al. [2010], carried out a more in-depth theoretical and
test-particle analysis of non-linear EMIC-electron resonance, deriving an expres-
sion for the minimum resonance for electrons interacting with non-linear waves;
they included the effects of a variable frequency wave on the resonance interac-
tions with electrons, compared to the constant frequency analysis of Albert and
Bortnik [2009]. Omura and Zhao [2012] showed efficient pitch-angle scattering at
energies around 1 MeV was possible, and concluded that rising-tone EMIC emis-
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sions were more effective at resonantly scattering electrons into the loss-cone than
constant frequency waves.
A follow-up to Omura and Zhao [2012] was published by Omura and Zhao
[2013], correcting an error in the derivation of the minimum resonant energy by











Π𝑐 = 𝜔 ∑
𝑠
𝜔2𝑝𝑠
Ω𝑠 (Ω𝑠 − 𝜔)
(4.7)
Figure 2a from Omura and Zhao [2013], showing the calculated minimum res-
onant energy from Equation 4.6, is reproduced here in Figure 4.3. As well as
correcting this error, they also provided further test-particle analysis of the non-
linear interaction between EMIC waves and resonant electrons, showing reso-
nance down to energies as low as 500 keV.
In the studies discussed so far, a common theme exists amongst those that
predicted electron precipitation in the sub-MeV energy ranges: these low energies
are only reached for EMIC waves very close to the ion (typically helium) cyclotron
frequencies. The increased refractive index in this frequency range means that
the EMIC waves propagate slower, and are therefore able to resonate with much
lower energy electrons. The validity of these results has been disputed, however;
it has been shown that in the vicinity of the ion cyclotron frequencies the cold
plasma approximation breaks down, and thermal damping of the EMIC waves
begins to have a significant effect [e.g., Chen et al., 2011; Silin et al., 2011]. This
Figure 4.3: Minimum energy for non-linear resonance between EMIC waves and en-
ergetic electrons, calculated using Equation 12 from Omura and Zhao [2013]. This is a
reproduction of Figure 2(a) from the same paper.
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again suggests that the minimum typical EMIC resonance energy was likely to be
> 2 MeV, under most normal conditions.
4.2.1 Experimental observations
Throughout this discussion of the history of the study of EMIC-driven electron
precipitation, there has been a distinct lack of discussion of experimental evidence
for EMIC-driven electron precipitation. This was not an unintentional omission,
but rather reflects the remarkable lack of experimental evidence for EMIC-driven
electron precipitation that plagued EMIC research until relatively recently.
To our knowledge, the earliest observations of potential EMIC-driven electron
precipitation were reported in a series of papers investigating the correlation be-
tween IPDP-type EMIC waves and electron precipitation observed in Finnish ri-
ometer chains (riometers will be discussed further in the next chapter), with the
conclusion that the observations were likely electron precipitation scattered by
EMIC waves [e.g., Lukkari and Kangas, 1976; Lukkari et al., 1977]. No energy
analysis was done on these observations however, and little follow-up was seen
on this work.
In modern times, until recently the only evidence of EMIC-driven electron
precipitation came from balloon-based measurements, detecting bremsstrahlung
X-ray fluxes consistent with the precipitation of energetic electrons, some in the
400–500 keV range [Millan et al., 2007; Millan et al., 2002; Woodger et al., 2015]
and others at higher energies, above 1 MeV [Li et al., 2014; Lorentzen et al., 2000].
These X-ray observations were believed to be evidence of electron precipitation
driven by EMIC scattering, however no wave observations were made to confirm
this suspicion.
The first(8) combined observation of EMIC waves and electron precipitation
was presented by Miyoshi et al. [2008], who observed a helium-band EMIC wave
in data from a magnetometer in Athabasca, Canada at the same time as proton
aurora was observed, also at Athabasca, indicating ion precipitation driven by
the pitch-angle scattering of the ions by the EMIC waves. At the same time as
these observations were made, the NOAA-17 POES satellite (the POES satellites
will be described in greater detail in the next chapter) passed overhead, capturing
evidence of both precipitating 30–80 keV ions and > 800 keV electrons. Miyoshi
et al. [2008] presented this as conclusive evidence of electron precipitation caused
8To our knowledge.
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by EMIC-driven scattering.
Following this result by Miyoshi et al. [2008], a small number of further case-
study events have presented evidence of EMIC-driven electron precipitation into
the atmosphere. While some of these have presented results that agree with the
theoretical resonance limit of > 2 MeV [e.g., Rodger et al., 2008; Usanova et al.,
2014], there is a growing body of work showing evidence of significant electron
precipitation down to energies as low as 200–300 keV [e.g., Clilverd et al., 2015;
Rodger et al., 2015]. It’s worth noting that the riometer absorption seen by Lukkari
et al. [e.g, 1977] is likely evidence of similarly low-energy electron precipitation,
due to the limited response of riometers to relativistic electron precipitation (see
the next chapter for more information).
4.2.2 Non-resonant scattering
It is clear from the previous section that there exists somewhat of a disjunction
between the EMIC-scattered electron precipitation energies proposed by theory,
and those actually measured by experimental observations. This lack of agree-
ment has been a source of significant confusion and debate, however a recently
published study by Chen et al. [2016] investigating an alternative source of EMIC-
electron scattering has the potential to solve this issue.
Chen et al. have suggested that some EMIC waves may be capable of scattering
electrons with energies down to 100s of keV into the loss-cone, through a process
termed non-resonant scattering. As the name suggests, this process does not rely on
resonance between the particle and wave in order to scattering the electron, but
rather scatters the electrons randomly due to nonlinear wave-particle interactions.
Chen et al. attribute this scattering to waves with a sharp leading edge — in other
words, EMIC wave packets with a rapidly ramping amplitude at the leading edge
of the packet. Most importantly, Chen et al. conclude that this non-resonant wave-
particle interaction is capable of producing significant pitch-angle scattering over




4.3.1 EMIC wave types
EMIC waves can be categorized into a broad selection of wave types. For in-
stance, Kuwashima et al. [1981] present a survey of almost 3000 EMIC waves ob-
served at ground-based magnetometer stations from 1977–1979 categorized into
12 separate wave types. For our purposes, however, we will broadly group EMIC
waves into 3 categories: structured waves, unstructured waves, and IPDP waves.
Structured wave types(9) typically are characterised by multiple repeated rapidly
rising-tone elements. Unstructured waves are, as the name suggests, typically
lacking in fine structure. The final wave type, IPDP, is often labelled as unstruc-
tured due to its apparent lack of fine structure, and is typically characterised by
a distinctive broad rising tone, often rising several Hz over the period of minutes
to hours. Examples spectrograms of these wave types are given in Chapter 9.
To our knowledge, there have been relatively few studies of EMIC activity that
categorise the waves by type. In the study by Kuwashima et al. [1981], structured
EMIC waves are by far the most common wave, making up over 50% of the total
wave observations. IPDP waves are, comparatively, very rare, comprising only
3% of total wave observations. Unstructured waves fall somewhere in the middle,
comprising roughly 20% of the total waves observed. Later in this document,
in Chapter 9, we will provide a similar survey, characterising a years worth of
EMIC wave observations from a high-quality search-coil magnetometer located
in Antarctica.
4.3.2 Preferential excitation regions
As was discussed in Section 4.1.2, the growth of ion cyclotron waves is under-
stood to be driven by ion anisotropies within the magnetosphere driving plasma
instabilities. In his paper discussing the possibility of proton instability driving
EMIC wave growth, Cornwall [1965] hypothesised that this process would have
to occur near to the magnetic equator to account for the frequency range of EMIC
waves observed at the time. Kennel and Petschek [1966] noted that the energy
required for resonance increases with distance along the field line away from the
magnetic equator; this, combined with the rapidly decreasing ion flux with dis-
9Structured waves have also been called “chorus” waves, however we refrain from using this
term to avoid confusion with the far more common VLF whistler-mode chorus.
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tance from the equator, suggests that EMIC wave growth is largely confined to
the magnetic equatorial region. Experimental results from Mauk and McPher-
ron [1980], who observed EMIC waves propagating poleward from the magnetic
equator in satellite data, suggested that EMIC waves were being generated at the
equator; this experiment was later repeated by Fraser et al. [1996] and Loto’aniu
et al. [2005], both of whom used data from the CRRES satellites and observed
waves travelling strictly away from the magnetic equator. Modelling efforts have
also supported the restriction of EMIC wave growth to the magnetic equator [e.g
Horne and Thorne, 1993].
Cornwall et al. [1970] suggested that EMIC waves were most likely to be excited
just inside the plasmapause, where plasma density is high (and thus phase veloc-
ity is low), allowing resonance with a greater proportion of the ion population.
At the outer edge of the plasmapause, the overlap between the plasmasphere and
ring current allows for the greatest growth rate of the waves. These theoretical
considerations of EMIC generation locations were supported by experimental re-
sults from early magnetospheric sensing satellites. Taylor and Lyons [1976], using
data from the Explorer 45 satellite, and Kintner and Gurnett [1977], using data
from the Hawkeye 1 satellite, both detected several EMIC wave events near the
plasmapause. Taylor and Lyons noted that all of their wave detections within the
plasmasphere were associated with the presence of ring current protons, while
those outside the plasmasphere had no such association. Both Taylor and Lyons
and Kintner and Gurnett noted a clear correlation between wave activity and ge-
omagnetic storm activity; the majority of the waves detected by Taylor and Lyons,
and all of the waves detected by Kintner and Gurnett were observed to occur dur-
ing the recovery phase of these storms. Several later studies noted that waves
observed outside of the plasmasphere could be excited due the presence of heavy
ions [e.g., Fraser and McPherron, 1982; Mauk et al., 1981; Roux et al., 1982; Young
et al., 1981].
4.3.3 Drivers of EMIC activity
A number of studies have supported the conclusions of Taylor and Lyons [1976]
and Kintner and Gurnett [1977], that EMIC waves are strongly associated with ge-
omagnetic storms. Bossen et al. [1976] showed that EMIC wave detection was cor-
related with the main phase of geomagnetic storms; they also showed that EMIC
wave incidence was heightened 1-2 hours after the onset of substorm injection. Us-
ing 10 years of satellite data, Erlandson and Ukhorskiy [2001] showed that EMIC
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wave activity during the main and recovery phases of geomagnetic storms was
5 times greater than activity during quiet, non-storm times. Engebretson et al.
[2008] noted that, when observed from the ground, EMIC waves tended to occur
most often late in the recovery phase of geomagnetic storms. A large statistical
study of over 1800 EMIC wave events by Clausen et al. [2011] found that EMIC
wave activity was typically preceded by increases in the AE and Kp indices, indi-
cating a correlation with both storm and substorm activity.
4.3.4 Local-time and L dependence
Since their first discovery, there has been much research and discussion concern-
ing the distribution of EMIC waves in MLT and 𝐿-shell. Taylor and Lyons [1976]
noted in their study of waves using the Explorer 45 satellite a distinct preference
for EMIC occurrence around MLT dusk, although they noted that this was possi-
bly due to a bias in the sampling location of the satellite. Bossen et al. [1976] noted,
in a study of 121 satellited-detected EMIC wave events, a clear preference for the
afternoon MLT sector, with a peak in wave occurrence between 1600–1700 MLT.
A similar study by Roux et al. [1982] covering four months of satellite data consid-
ered waves in the hydrogen and helium bands separately, finding that hydrogen
band waves were more likely to occur around magnetic noon, while helium band
waves preferentially occurred close to MLT dusk. A study of 78 EMIC waves ob-
served by Fraser and McPherron [1982] noted a clear preference for the afternoon
sector, with occurrence peaking between 1500–1700 MLT; they also noted a small
number of events occurring in the morning (0300–0600 MLT) sector.
A statistical study of EMIC wave activity carried out by Anderson et al. [1992]
examined 7500 hours of satellite data, studying the location and characteristics of
the observed waves. This study provided significant information on both the MLT
and 𝐿-shell distributions of EMIC waves. In 𝐿, Anderson et al. noted the highest
occurrence rate between 𝐿 = 8−9, with waves being observed 20% of the time. In
this 𝐿-shell range, occurrence was noted broadly between 1100–1700 MLT. They
also noted a significant occurrence of waves in the 0300-1000 MLT sector, at 𝐿-
shells > 7. For 𝐿 > 8, EMIC occurrence between 1900-0300 MLT was significantly
reduced; it was suggested that this could be due to the lower frequency limit of the
analysis preventing detection in this region. Very few EMIC waves were observed
𝐿 < 5.
A similarly large investigation of EMIC wave occurrence was carried out by
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Figure 4.4: Reproductions of five MLT-L distributions of EMIC wave occurrence from
previous studies. Top row, left to right: Anderson et al. [1992], Meredith et al. [2003],
Usanova et al. [2012]. Bottom row, left to right: Allen et al. [2015], Saikin et al. [2015].
Meredith et al. [2003], who investigated over 800 EMIC wave events observed by
the CRRES satellite. EMIC waves were observed predominantly in the 1300–2000
MLT range, at 𝐿 > 3, with relatively few waves observed in the dusk and midnight
sectors. It should be noted that this study was somewhat limited by the early
failure of the CRRES satellite, before it had sampled all local-times. Usanova et al.
[2012] used data from the THEMIS satellite to sample EMIC wave activity over
a period of four years; like Meredith et al. [2003], they found that EMIC wave
activity was strongest in the noon-to-afternoon sectors. The greater MLT coverage
of THEMIS allowed Usanova et al. to sample the dawn sector as well, where they
found significant, if lower, propabilities of detecting EMIC waves. As with the
CRRES study, very few waves were observed in the midnight sector. Usanova et
al. saw generally increasing wave occurrence with 𝐿-shell, reaching a maximum
at 𝐿 ∼ 9.
Usanova et al. [2013] investigated data from the Cluster satellites, investigat-
ing the idea that EMIC wave occurrence was linked to plasmaspheric plumes —
extensions of the plasmasphere bulging outwards around MLT afternoon during
magnetically disturbed periods. They found a very high correlation between these
plasmaspheric plumes and EMIC waves, with EMIC waves observed 20 times
more often inside the plumes than just outside. Allen et al. [2015] also studied
Cluster data, using 10 years of observations to carry out further statistical analy-
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sis of EMIC wave occurrence. They observed EMIC waves almost exclusively in
the dawn-to-dusk sector, with very few wave observations in the midnight sec-
tor, although they note that this is likely due to the low dwell-time of the Cluster
satellites in the midnight sector.
The preponderance of evidence from broad, statistical satellite studies has typ-
ically suggested that EMIC wave occurrence peaks in the afternoon sector, with
very little EMIC wave occurrence at all in the midnight sector. This has led to dif-
ficulties when data has suggested EMIC-related activity in the midnight sector.
Recent Van Allen Probes results, however, have hinted at a more uniform EMIC
distribution, particularly in the helium band. Saikin et al. [2015], in their study of
EMIC wave observations from the Van Allen Probes, note a peak in EMIC wave
power in the pre-midnight sector. In addition, the majority of these wave obser-
vations were made in the region 2 < 𝐿 < 6, much lower than previous studies,
but better reflecting the location of the radiation belts.
A summary of some of these studies of EMIC wave occurrence is shown in
Figure 4.4. From these it is clear that, while they appear to show a preference for
some sectors, EMIC waves can occur across all MLT regions.
4.4 Conclusions
Despite being studied for over half a century, there is still much we do not un-
derstand regarding EMIC waves. In particular, significant debate is still ongoing
regarding precisely how low in energy EMIC interactions with radiation belt elec-
trons are expected to reach — this has in part been complicated by a general lack
of high-quality electron precipitation observations. In recent years there has also
been questions raised about long-held beliefs regarding the typical MLT distribu-
tions of EMIC waves. In the rest of this document, we will broach some of these






We are stuck with technology when what we really want is just stuff
that works.
– Douglas Adams, The Salmon of Doubt
The focus of this thesis is a series of experimental investigations into the in-
teraction between EMIC waves and radiation belt electrons, particularly the scat-
tering of these electrons into the atmospheric loss-cone. We provide a data-based
insight into EMIC-driven electron precipitation and the energies and fluxes of the
electrons involved. The source of this data is a number of ground- and satellite-
based instruments, which provide a route to experimentally investigate radiation
belt particle fluxes and magnetic field variations. This allows us to observe both
the EMIC waves themselves, as well as the particle precipitation flux driven by
these waves. In this chapter, we provide the details and specifications of these
instruments and their design.
5.1 The POES satellites
The primary tool used in the studies described in this thesis is the Medium Energy
Proton and Electron Detector (MEPED) suite, a collection of proton and electron
flux detectors carried by the Polar-orbiting Operational Environmental Satellite
(POES) constellation. In this section we will give a brief outline of the POES satel-
lites and the MEPED instrument suite. Both POES and MEPED are described in
much greater detail, including discussions of data handling, instrument flaws,




The POES constellation is a set of primarily meteorological satellites jointly
launched by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA)
and the European Organisation for the Exploitation of Meteorological Satellites
(EUMETSAT). Although precursors to the modern POES satellites date back to
the start of the space age, we are interested solely in the most recent generation
of POES satellites, specifically those that carry the 2nd generation Space Envi-
ronment Monitor (SEM-2) instrument suite. The current generation of POES
satellites was introduced with the launch of the NOAA-15 satellite in May 1998;
this was then followed by the launch of a further six satellites between 2000 and
2012 (NOAA-16 through 19, and METOP-01 and 02). The final POES satellite,
METOP-03, is due to be launched in 2018. Two of the POES satellites, NOAA-16
and NOAA-17, have been decommissioned(1) as of June 2014 and April 2013
respectively. The launch and decommission dates of each of the POES satellites
is given in Table 5.1.
Table 5.1: Launch and decommission dates for
each of the modern POES satellites








Each of the POES satellites is
in a Sun-synchronous orbit, mean-
ing that it will always pass through
the equator at the same local time,
with each of the satellites orbiting
at an altitude of roughly 850 km.
The sun-synchronous nature of the
satellites means that, as well as
crossing the equator at the same
time each day, the satellites spend
the majority of their time in a re-
stricted MLT range. Figure 5.1
shows the normalised dwell-time of each of the POES satellites in MLT and 𝐿.
Each of the NOAA-15, 16, 17, and 18 satellites appears to have undergone some
amount of MLT drift during their life-time. This is particularly noticeable in the
NOAA-16 MLT plot as a “smearing” of the MLT dwell-time compared to the later
three satellites.
The extent to which each of the POES satellites has drifted in MLT is made
clear by Figure 5.2, in which the normalised MLT dwell time for each satellite is
plotted against time, binned on a weekly basis from 1998–2016. In particular, the
1And, in the case of NOAA-16, broken into pieces.
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Figure 5.1: Occurrence frequency for each of the POES satellites in 𝐿-MLT space, av-
eraged over each satellite’s lifetime. In each plot, 𝐿 increases radially outwards, while
MLT increases counter-clockwise from the bottom. The bottom right figure indicates the
occurrence frequency for all satellites averaged together.
NOAA-16, 17, and 18 satellites have each drifted several hours from their initial
MLT sectors, with NOAA-16 in particular showing particularly bad MLT drift.
Curiously, neither of the two METOP satellites appears to have drifted at all in
MLT space — this difference is likely due to the differences in the satellite design
between the NOAA and METOP satellites. The lower-right panel of Figure 5.2
shows a combination of all of the satellite MLT occurrence data throughout the
lifetime of the programme. Although individual satellites may be biased against
certain MLT regions, when combined together the POES constellation provides
cover of roughly the entire MLT region. It is worth noting that the MLT drift
observed here also affects the equatorial crossing times of the satellites, i.e., a drift
in the LT of the crossing.
Although the dwell-time in 𝐿-shell for each of the satellites in Figure 5.1 is re-
stricted to 𝐿 < 10, in theory the POES satellites are capable of sampling data from
much higher 𝐿-shells than this(2). However, typically we do not use data outside
of the range presented. The reason for this is three-fold: firstly, at higher 𝐿-shells
magnetic field calculations become increasingly inaccurate due to the limitations
of the internal field model used (IGRF) to determine the satellite 𝐿-shell. While
this issue can be somewhat lessened by the use of an external field model, such
as those described in Section 2.2.1, the amount of data we are considering makes
this approach untenable for our purposes. Secondly, the radiation belts are typi-
cally constrained to 𝐿 ≲ 7 [e.g. Millan and Thorne, 2007]; considering POES data
2Up to 𝐿 = 20 for the old format POES data, up to 𝐿 = 100 for the new format POES data. See



















































































Figure 5.2: Occurrence frequency for each of the POES satellites in MLT from 1998–2016,
binned over 7-day periods.
much outside of this range has little benefit when we are primarily considering
radiation belt particle fluxes. Finally, and probably most importantly, the POES
satellites typically spend very little time outside these 𝐿-shells, with roughly 85%
of the data occurring at 𝐿 < 10.
5.1.2 POES Instrumentation
The main radiation belt sensing tool on the POES spacecraft is the SEM-2 instru-
ment suite, which is itself composed of two separate sets of instruments: MEPED
and the Total Energy Detector (TED). TED is designed for the detection of auroral
particles (both electrons and protons) in the energy range from 50 eV up to 20 keV;
this is outside the range of typical EMIC interactions, and as such we do not use
this instrument in this thesis. Instead, we focus on the MEPED instrument, and
its suite of medium-to-high energy electron and proton detectors. The MEPED
instrument is comprised of eight particle detectors, four of which are high-energy
(>16 MeV) omnidirectional proton detectors, two of which are directional proton
telescopes, and two of which are directional electron telescopes. For our studies,
we only consider data from the directional detectors.
For each of the MEPED directional detector pairs, one detector is aligned an-
tiparallel to the satellite’s direction of motion, while the other points perpendic-
ular to the first, radially outwards from the Earth — these are called the 0° and
90° telescopes respectively. Depending on the location of the satellite in it’s orbit,
each of these detectors will be measuring trapped particles, BLC particles, DLC
particles, or some combination of the three [Rodger et al., 2010a]. For the 𝐿-shells
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that we are interested in, roughly 2 < 𝐿 < 10, the 0° telescopes will typically
be measuring BLC/DLC particles, while the 90° telescopes will measure mostly
trapped fluxes.
Proton telescopes
Table 5.2: Nominal en-














The POES MEPED proton telescopes each consist of a
15° half-angle aperture leading to a stack of two sili-
con particle detectors. A ∼0.2 T magnetic field is ap-
plied perpendicular to the aperture, intended to sweep
< 1 MeV electrons away from the main detector. Inci-
dent protons leave a net charge on the silicon detectors,
which is measured as a voltage pulse proportional to
the incident proton’s energy. Each measured voltage
pulse is binned according to the pulse height (i.e., ac-
cording to particle energy) into one of six proton en-
ergy channels labelled P1 through P6; the energy limits
of each bin are given in Table 5.2. These pulses are ac-
cumulated over a 1 s period, alternating between the
0° and 90° telescopes every second — the end result is
essentially 2 s resolution data.
Electron telescopes
Similar to the proton telescopes, each of the POES MEPED electron telescopes
consists of a 15° half-angle aperture leading a single silicon particle detector. No
magnetic field is applied to the electron telescope aperture; instead a nickel-foil
coating is applied to the silicon detector, which acts to prevent protons with en-
ergies < 100 keV from registering on the silicon detector. As with the proton
detector, electrons are collected and binned using voltage pulse-height analysis
over a 1 s period, into the three energy bins (E1, E2, and E3) given in Table 5.2.
Note that, unlike the proton bins, the electron bins overlap; this means that all






















































Figure 5.3: Geometric factor curves for the electron (top) and proton (bottom) POES
MEPED telescope responses to electrons and protons, respectively. Note that these are
higher resolution than the figures that appear in Yando et al. [2011] (Karl Yando, personal
communication, 30 August 2013).
Geometric factors
The base unit of the raw MEPED data is counts/s, which is essentially a measure
of the number of protons or electrons that struck the detector during the integra-
tion period. For a more useful measure, it is necessary to divide this count-rate by
a geometric factor, a conversion factor that transforms the count-rate into particle
flux with units of particles cm−2 sr−1 s−1. For a rough conversion, it is acceptable to
simply multiply the count-rate by a factor of 100 to get the estimated flux (i.e., di-
vide by a geometric factor of 0.01 cm2 str); this conversion is not perfect, however,
and does not necessarily represent the true response of the MEPED instrument to
incident particles.
An in-depth analysis of the MEPED directional telescopes was carried out by
Yando et al. [2011], who derived a set of energy-dependent geometric factors rep-
resenting the response of the MEPED instruments to incident particles of a given
energy. Higher resolution versions of these geometric factors (Karl Yando, per-
sonal communication, 30 August 2013) are plotted in Figure 5.3. From these, it is
clear that the response of the instruments, particularly the electron telescopes, is
highly energy dependent. In particular, the E3 (> 300 keV) channel is much less
responsive to electrons in the > 1 MeV range than the E1 and E2 channels. Addi-
tionally, all of the electron channels show a significantly increased sensitivity to
> 3 MeV electrons. Evidently, it is important to bear these factors in mind, for any
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Figure 5.4: Geometric factor curves for the contamination of the electron (top) and proton
(bottom) POES MEPED telescopes due to to protons and electrons, respectively. The P4
and P5 channels have essentially no electron contamination, and so have been excluded
from this figure. As with Figure 5.3, these are higher resolution than the figures that
appear in Yando et al. [2011] (Karl Yando, personal communication, 30 August 2013).
situation where precise flux measurements are desired.
5.1.3 Contamination
We previously mentioned that both the electron and proton telescopes were fit-
ted with features intended to prevent cross-contamination from the other parti-
cle species. However, these features are not perfect, and typically some cross-
contamination does occur. This contamination results in significant levels of pro-
ton flux being measured in the electron detectors, and vice versa. Fortunately, as
well as producing geometric factor curves for the responses of the electron and
proton detectors to electron and proton flux respectively, Yando et al. [2011] also
produced geometric factor curves for the proton and electron contamination of
these instruments; higher resolution versions of these curves are shown in Fig-
ure 5.4 (Karl Yando, personal communication, 30 August 2013).
The geometric factor curves shown in Figure 5.4 highlight a significant prob-
lem with the POES MEPED data, particularly the electron telescopes: each of the
electron channels has the potential to be significantly contaminated by proton flux
in the 100–2500 keV range (400–2500 keV for the E3 channel). While not ubiqui-
tous, protons in these energy ranges are not uncommon within the radiation belts,
and represent a major issue with using the electron channels for essentially any
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scientific purposes. Fortunately, work has been done attempting to reverse the
effects of this contamination [e.g., Peck et al., 2015]; in Chapter 10 we present a
method for the removal of this contamination from the electron data, based on
the work of Whittaker et al. [2014] and Peck et al. [2015].
Although not to the same extent as the electron channels, the proton flux chan-
nels also suffer from contamination from energetic electrons. Due to the relative
flux differences between radiation belt electrons and protons (i.e., typically proton
flux ≫ electron flux), this contamination is usually negligible. The only exception
to this rule is the P6 channel, which is strongly contaminated by electrons with
energy greater than ∼ 500 − 600 keV. Rather than reducing the utility of the pro-
ton instruments, however, this contamination of the P6 instrument has been of
significant benefit to radiation belt research. In the absence of proton flux, the P6
channel is able to be used as an ersatz energetic electron detector [Yando et al.,
2011]. It is common [e.g. Yando et al., 2011] to use the P5 channel as an indicator
of proton flux — it is unlikely that significant proton flux will exist in the P6 chan-
nel and not in the P5 channel. In this thesis, we will follow the example of Peck
et al. and designate the P6 channel as the E4 channel, in the absence of any proton
flux in the P5 channel.
5.1.4 Degradation
In addition to the complications caused by cross-contamination, each of the SEM-
2 MEPED(3) proton telescopes are known to suffer from significant degradation
of their particle detectors with time. This degradation is a result of a “dead layer”
forming on the silicon detectors, decreasing the energy deposited within the sili-
con by incident protons. Over time this manifests as a higher energy required to
pass each of the channel energy thresholds, in essence shifting the channel bounds
higher in energy. At present, it is believed that this degradation primarily affects
the MEPED proton telescopes, with little degradation expected of the electron
telescopes [e.g., Green, 2013].
Degradation obviously will increase in severity over time, resulting in greater
and greater uncertainty as to the true proton flux. This will also have a run-on
effect, making it more difficult to undo the effects of proton contamination of the
electron instruments. There have been a few attempts to adjust the data to coun-
teract this degradation [e.g., Asikainen and Mursula, 2011; Asikainen et al., 2012;




Sandanger et al., 2015], however there has also been some criticism regarding the
limitations of these studies [Peck et al., 2015]. We will discuss this degradation
issue further in Chapters 10 and 11.
5.2 DEMETER
Although the POES satellites are an invaluable tool for investigating radiation
belt particle fluxes, primarily due to the significant, continuous coverage from
multiple satellites, the relatively poor energy resolution of the MEPED instru-
ment makes in-depth investigation of particle fluxes using this data difficult. The
POES satellites are also limited in their ability to investigate EMIC waves due
to the lack of an on-board magnetometer, which hinders our ability to deter-
mine if precipitation observed by a POES satellite is due to EMIC waves or some
other phenomenon. We will discuss ways of overcoming this limitation later in
this document, however one such method is to use another satellite, such as the
DEMETER satellite. The Detection of Electro-Magnetic Emissions Transmitted
from Earthquake Regions (DEMETER) satellite was, like the POES satellites, in
a Sun-synchronous orbit, at an altitude of around 710 km (although this was
changed to 660 km in December 2005). DEMETER was launched in June 2004,
and was active until it was decommissioned in December 2010.
5.2.1 Instrumentation
The DEMETER satellite carried a large array of scientific instruments for sampling
data from the radiation belt (see Lagoutte et al. [2006]), however we consider only
two of these: the Instrument Capteur Electrique (ICE) electric field instrument(4) and
the Instrument Détecteur de Particules (IDP) electron detector (5).
The ICE instrument was an electric field instrument capable of sampling the
three-component electric field strength in the ULF, ELF, VLF, and HF bands; in this
thesis we only consider the ULF data. In this mode the ICE instrument sampled
at a rate of 39.0625 Hz, which is in theory rapid enough to observe EMIC wave
activity, although in practise the resolution of the data makes resolving precise
details of the waves difficult.
The IDP instrument was an energetic electron detector sampling ostensibly
4This is also sometimes called the Instrument Champ Electrique.
5This is often colloquially called the Instrument for Detecting Particles.
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trapped flux at 4 s resolution (i.e., half the sample rate of the POES MEPED de-
tectors) across 128 energy channels each with a width of 17.9 keV, from 70 keV
to 2.34 MeV. This instrument was similar to the POES MEPED directional tele-
scopes, with a 16° half-angle. It was aligned perpendicular to the orbital plane of
the satellite, measuring particles with pitch angles close to 90° (though, like the
POES satellites, this varies depending on the position of the satellite in its orbit).
This significantly improved energy resolution compared to the POES MEPED tele-
scopes allows us a much more in-depth look at radiation belt electron fluxes. In
this thesis we will use the IDP instrument in concert with the ICE instrument to
provide an in-depth look at one-off EMIC precipitation events.
Typically, the DEMETER satellite operated in “survey” mode, with the above
measurement characteristics for the ICE and IDP instruments. Occasionally, how-
ever, the satellite entered “burst” mode, during which the resolution of the instru-
ment was greatly increased; for instance, the IDP instrument increased the reso-
lution of the electron flux data to 256 energy bins. While this increased resolution
of the IDP instrument would be useful for an even finer-grained look at EMIC
precipitation, this mode was only used infrequently; we were unable to find any
EMIC linked activity periods when DEMETER was in burst mode, and so we do
not use burst mode in this thesis.
5.2.2 Limitations
Unfortunately, DEMETER is not without its limitations. Aside from the fact that
it was only a single satellite, and therefore did not have nearly the same coverage
as the POES satellites, DEMETER was also artificially constrained in its utility due
to the regions across which it sampled data. Due to the needs of the main DEME-
TER mission, no data was collected from the DEMETER satellite while it passed
through the polar regions. This resulted in holes in the data for 𝐿-shells approxi-
mately > 3 − 4, although occasionally data is available for 𝐿-shells as high as 5–6.
This unfortunately severely limits the usefulness of DEMETER for investigating
EMIC waves and any resultant precipitation.
Finally, DEMETER is also understood to suffer from significant uncertainty in
the sampled flux, particularly at higher energies. For particle fluxes up to ∼800 keV
this uncertainty is < 7%, however at higher energies this uncertainty main be as
high as 15% [Whittaker et al., 2013]. Evidently care must be taken when consid-




The Van Allen Probes (previously called the Radiation Belt Storm Probes, and still
referred to as RBSP instead of VAP), are a pair of modern radiation belt sensing
satellites (called RBSP-A and RBSP-B) launched in August 2012 into a highly el-
liptical orbit around the Earth. The RBSP satellites each carry a significant array
of instrumentation for sampling particle fluxes and electric and magnetic field
strengths throughout the magnetosphere, however, for this thesis we restrict our-
selves only to the Electric and Magnetic Field Instrument Suite and Integrated Science
(EMFISIS) instrument.
EMFISIS is, as the name suggests, an electric and magnetic field sensing tool
designed to measure field variations in the ULF and VLF range. EMFISIS itself
consists of two instruments: a fluxgate magnetometer (MAG), which samples the
three-component magnetic field in the range 0–30 Hz, and a search-coil magne-
tometer, sampling the three-component magnetic field in the range 10–12000 Hz.
In this document, we focus solely on the fluxgate magnetometer. A full descrip-
tion of the EMFISIS instrument can be found in Kletzing et al. [2013].
5.4 Ground-based instruments
As well as the satellites described above, we also use a number of ground-based
instruments, which provide certain significant benefits over satellite-based instru-
ments; as well as typically being significantly cheaper, ground-based instruments
are also (usually) stationary(6), allowing for easier long-term comparisons of data.
The main downside of ground-based instruments is, of course, their significant
separation from the region of interest, the radiation belts. In this section, we de-
scribe the three types of ground-based instrumentation used in this thesis.
5.4.1 Magnetometers
Ground-based magnetometers provide a useful platform for the detection of
EMIC waves. Their stationary nature removes an element of chance from the de-
tection process, while the relatively cheap installation cost allows for large arrays
of magnetometers to be installed, providing a broad look at wave occurrence.
6In the case of Antarctic instruments, some small amount of movement may be expected due
to the movement of the ice shelf.
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Within space physics research, there are two main types of magnetometers
used: Fluxgate Magnetometers (FGM) and search-coil magnetometers (SCM) (also
called Induction Coil Magnetometers (ICM)). FGM measure the DC magnetic field,
giving an absolute magnetic field strength 𝐵, while SCM measure the AC field,
giving the change in field strength 𝑑𝐵/𝑑𝑡. SCM are often more sensitive than
FGM, particularly in the frequency ranges at which EMIC occur [Lenz, 1990], and
so are the preferred instrument for EMIC wave detection. In this thesis, we will
use both magnetometer types.
It is worth noting that, in the context of EMIC detection, ground-based magne-
tometers are significantly limited in their ability to determine the source of EMIC
waves. Once they reach the ionosphere, EMIC waves are known to undergo iono-
spheric ducting, whereby the wave “spreads out” and propagates over a broad
range of latitudes and longitudes [e.g., Manchester, 1966]. This ducting means
that we cannot be sure precisely where the EMIC source region lies.
Magnetometer locations
Throughout this thesis, we make use of a number of magnetometers run by sci-
entific organisations around the world.
Halley, Antarctica
Until recently, the Halley VI research station in Antarctica was home to a high
quality search-coil magnetometer run by the British Antarctic Survey (BAS) for
Augsburg College, Minneapolis. This magnetometer, located at 𝐿 = 4.7, was
an excellent source of low-noise magnetic field measurements sampled at 10 Hz,
making it a prime instrument for studying EMIC waves. Unfortunately, in early
2017 a large crack was discovered in the ice shelf on which the Halley station is
situated, threatening the continuation of activities at the station. The future of the
Halley SCM is thus unclear, with data collection halted on 20 January 2017.
CARISMA
The Canadian Array for Realtime Investigations of Magnetic Activity (CARISMA)
is an array of magnetometers situated throughout Canada and the USA. With 27
sites in total, each of which houses a fluxgate magnetometer and eight of which
also feature a SCM, CARISMA provides an excellent source of magnetometer data
for examining both the occurrence and evolution of EMIC waves. The CARISMA
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FGM sample at a rate of 8 Hz, while the SCM sample at 20 Hz.
SGO
The Sodankylä Geophysical Observatory (SGO), a department of the University
of Oulu, Finland, has an array of six high quality search-coil magnetometers sam-
pling at 40 Hz, located in a roughly north-south chain through Finland. With
some of these stations having data reaching back to 1995, the SGO magnetometers
provide a large, contiguous source of magnetometer data, ideal for investigating
EMIC wave occurrence.
Athabasca
Finally, we also make use of magnetometer data from a search-coil magnetometer
run by the Institute of Space-Earth Environmental Research (ISEE) (formally
Solar-Terrestrial Environment Laboratory (STEL)) located in Athabasca, Canada,
sampling at 64 Hz. Although Canada has good coverage of magnetometers
thanks to the CARISMA array, until recently these were entirely FGM. Thus until
the installation of the CARISMA SCM, the ISEE SCM provides a useful, high
quality look at EMIC activity in Canada. We note that ISEE maintains an array
of over a dozen magnetometers all around the world, however the majority of
these are either located at 𝐿-shells too low to be useful for EMIC research, or were
installed too recently to be of use in this thesis.
5.4.2 Riometers
Riometers (from relative ionospheric opacity meter) are instruments that use cos-
mic radio noise to observe enhancements in ionisation within the ionosphere. The
theory of riometers is simple: at a given frequency, typically around 30 MHz,
the cosmic radio noise seen from a fixed location on Earth is approximately con-
stant over short time scales(7). Any variation in the received signal amplitude is
therefore due to changes in the absorption of the signal by the ionosphere, due to
the collision of free electrons with ionospheric neutrals. This absorption typically
peaks around the D-region of the ionosphere, at ∼90 km. On a day-to-day basis,
the most significant source of variation in the D-region is due to the sidereal vari-
ation in the ionisation of the ionosphere; once this background variation, known
as the quiet-day curve, is removed, any remaining increases in absorption must be
7Over longer periods, the noise signal will vary due to seasonal changes in the position of
radio sources in the sky.
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due to a different ionisation source, for instance energetic electron precipitation.
Due the altitude at which they are most sensitive, riometers are biased towards
the detection of relatively low-energy energetic electrons, i.e. around ∼30 keV
[Rodger et al., 2008]. In theory, the measured change in cosmic radio noise caused
by a beam of precipitating electrons can be used to calculate the energy spectrum
of said electrons. Through the calculation of a model ionosphere’s response to
an energetic electron precipitation profile, an estimate of the expected riometer
absorption can be derived. By iterating on this process until the correct riometer
response is observed, the calculation of an estimated electron precipitation profile
is possible; this process is obviously significantly simplified with prior knowledge
of the expected energy characteristics of the electron precipitation [Rodger et al.,
2012, and sources within].
It is worth noting that other sources of ionospheric ionisation, for instance solar
flares, will also result in significant riometer absorption changes. Care must be
taken when using riometer data to investigate electron precipitation that these
other sources are removed or ignored.
5.5 AARDDVARK
The Antarctic-Arctic Radiation-belt Dynamic Deposition VLF Atmospheric Research
Konsortia (AARDDVARK) is a global network of very low frequency (VLF)
radio receivers, used to detect decreases in the height of the lower layer of the
ionospheric D-region through the monitoring of powerful VLF radio signals
broadcast by militaries around the world. VLF radio waves have long wave-
lengths such that, to the wave, the lowest layer of the ionosphere (the D-region)
appears as a sharp boundary that reflects the wave back towards the Earth. A
similar reflection occurs at the surface of the Earth. The end result is a wave
trapped between the conducting Earth and the ionosphere, propagating in what
is called the Earth-ionosphere waveguide.
From a fixed vantage point, for instance a VLF radio receiver, the received
amplitude and phase of a given VLF signal will typically show very little vari-
ation beyond the daily background change due to the sidereal variation of the
ionosphere. This background signal, like with the riometer, is called the quiet-day
curve. Deviations from this quiet-day curve, either in amplitude or phase (typ-
ically both), indicate a perturbation in the height of the ionosphere, somewhere
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along the great-circle path connecting the VLF transmitter and receiver. Through
the modelling of VLF propagation along this path, the expected deviations due
to energetic electron precipitation can be determined, and an approximate elec-
tron precipitation profile can be derived; as with the riometer, this is significantly
easier with prior knowledge of the expected electron precipitation characteristics
[Clilverd et al., 2009, and sources within].
Unlike riometers, the AARDDVARK network is capable of sensing changes
anywhere along the path between the VLF transmitter and the receiver. This can
be both a boon and a hindrance. The greatly increased area over which AARD-
DVARK receivers can detect precipitation allows for much greater coverage by
far fewer instruments, when compared to riometers. However, the response of
the VLF signal to electron precipitation into the ionosphere is very dependent
upon exactly where along the path the precipitation occurred. This significantly
complicates the modelling process, unless prior knowledge of where the electron
precipitation was expected to occur is available.
Currently, the AARDDVARK network consists of roughly 20 VLF receivers




Constructing an EMIC wave
precipitation database
Everything starts somewhere, although many physicists disagree.
– Terry Pratchett, Hogfather
Since their discovery, there have been many decades of research into EMIC
waves. Despite this, most of what we currently understand about EMIC wave
interactions with radiation belt electrons is theoretical in nature. Regardless of
extensive EMIC wave observations and a growing menagerie of radiation belt
sensing satellites, it has proven surprisingly difficult to link the two. As was dis-
cussed in Chapter 4, aside from some early, relatively unheeded statistical studies
of ground-based EMIC observations [Lukkari and Kangas, 1976; Lukkari et al.,
1977], the only direct confirmation of EMIC waves scattering electrons into the
BLC has come from recently published case studies [e.g., Blum et al., 2015; Li et
al., 2014; Miyoshi et al., 2008; Rodger et al., 2008]. Importantly, some of these have
begun to cast doubts on the currently accepted theory as it relates to the charac-
teristics of this electron precipitation [e.g., Clilverd et al., 2015; Millan et al., 2007;
Rodger et al., 2015].
Unfortunately, neither case studies nor theoretical studies or simulations al-
low us to make conclusive statements on the nature of EMIC-driven electron pre-
cipitation in general — case studies tend to be too narrow in focus to make any
conclusive statements, while simulations and theoretical derivations can only be
as accurate as the models they are based on. There is clearly a need for a broad,
statistical approach to studying the EMIC-driven scattering of radiation belt elec-
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trons to bridge the gaps that have opened between experiment and theory. In
this chapter, we will outline the research that has been done to date to make this
possible, and describe the creation of a database of possible EMIC-driven electron
precipitation events that will allow us to study the characteristics of this precipi-
tation in detail.
6.1 Locating EMIC-driven precipitation
The relative lack of direct evidence for EMIC wave-driven electron precipitation
appears to at least in part be an issue of instrumentation. The lack of any sin-
gle instrument capable of detecting both EMIC waves and electron precipitation
means that we must rely on chance conjunctions between instruments, both in-
situ and ground-based. Typically, this approach involves first locating evidence
of EMIC wave activity before correlating these waves with electron precipitation
in another instrument. There is obviously a high-degree of luck involved in these
observations, and as such this technique only works for a very small subset of
events.
Of course, just because we have no direct evidence of EMIC wave activity does
not mean that the electron precipitation is not there; detecting this precipitation,
then, is simply a matter of recognising it. We know from both theory [e.g., Ken-
nel and Petschek, 1966; Thorne and Kennel, 1971] and observation [e.g., Miyoshi
et al., 2008; Rodger et al., 2008; Yahnina et al., 2000] that EMIC waves can scatter
both relativistic electrons and energetic ions into the BLC. It follows, then, that
simultaneous observations of relativistic electron and energetic ion precipitation
may indicate the presence of EMIC waves. Indeed, strong correlations between
electron and proton losses in the POES MEPED instruments were observed by
Søraas et al. [2005], suggesting that some phenomenon was driving the simulta-
neous precipitation of both species. Sandanger et al. [2007, 2009] suggested that
EMIC waves were the likely driver of this precipitation, although in these studies
no EMIC waves were actually observed.
Although both Søraas et al. [2005] and Sandanger et al. [2007, 2009] showed
correspondences between POES MEPED proton and electron precipitation, in
each case these results were restricted to case-studies. To properly analyse this
precipitation and study the overall characteristics and trends of the events, a
broader study was needed. Carson et al. [2013] carried out an examination of the
POES MEPED precipitation data in a similar manner to Søraas et al. [2005] and
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Sandanger et al. [2007, 2009], using the entire POES MEPED dataset available at
that time. This dataset consisted of data from six POES satellites (NOAA15-19
+ METOP02) between the years 1998-2010. For this examination to be possible,
Carson et al. [2013] developed an auto-detection algorithm to automatically
process the POES MEPED data, flagging instances of simultaneous proton and
relativistic electron precipitation likely to be indicative of EMIC wave activity.
The rest of this chapter describes the work done by Carson et al. [2013] to de-
velop this algorithm, suggestions for potential improvements that could be made
to the algorithm, and a discussion of the database resulting from this algorithm.
6.2 An Automated Algorithm
The core of the Carson et al. [2013] algorithm is the detection of short-lived near-
simultaneous bursts of relativistic electron and low-energy proton precipitation.
In the MEPED instrument, this was observed as precipitation spikes in the P1
(30–80 keV)(1) proton channel and the E4 (> 500 keV) electron channel, with si-
multaneity defined as within ±8 s (i.e. 4 data points in the MEPED data). An
overview of the algorithm is given below.
1. POES MEPED data is loaded, and a 30 s running mean is applied to the 0°
P1 and E4 channels.
2. Instances where either channel has flux greater than 3 times the running
mean, and the observed flux is above the instrument noise floor, are flagged
as event candidates. Any candidates with significant proton flux in the P5
channel are rejected.
3. Event candidates with near-simultaneous P1 and E4 flags, that is when flux
spikes in the P1 and E4 channels occur within 8 s of each other, are kept. All
other events are discarded.
4. Numerous data checks (described in 6.2.1) are carried out to exclude false
detections.
1In the original Carson et al. [2013] algorithm, the “corrected” P1 channel was used, while here
we use the uncorrected P1 channel. Due to how this correction was applied, there is no difference
to the final output of the algorithm; see Appendix B3.4 for more information on the difference
between these channels.
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Figure 6.1: (left) Example concurrent P1 proton and P6 electron spikes, detected on 14
November 1998 by the NOAA-15 satellite, a clear example of the signature used in the
Carson et al. [2013] algorithm. (right) A map of the sub-satellite path of the NOAA-15
satellite, with the detection location shown as a yellow star. The IGRF 𝐿-shells from 2–6
are shown as dashed lines.
5. All remaining events are saved to the event database as possible EMIC
events.
An example of an instance of electron and proton precipitation resulting in a
positive identification by this algorithm is given in Figure 6.1, along with a map
of the satellite path around the detection time.
This algorithm is clearly not exhaustive, as any events falling under the flux
threshold or outside the simultaneity window will be discarded. As both of these
limiting values are essentially arbitrary (although chosen to minimise false posi-
tives), there will likely be some small portion of potential events that will be ex-
cluded from the database.
For the rest of this document, we refer to any event produced Carson et al.
[2013] detection algorithm as a “trigger”. This is both to avoid the somewhat
clumsy “potential EMIC wave driven precipitation event” or similar, and to avoid
confusion with other observations better labelled as events.
6.2.1 Algorithm data checks
There are several instances when a trigger produced by steps 1-3 in the algorithm
above might not represent a true potential EMIC precipitation event. While a few
of these are geophysical in nature, most are to do with the POES MEPED instru-
ment, and peculiarities inherent in its data(2). The steps taken to remove these
2For a more in depth discussion on these peculiarities, see Appendix B4.3.
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instances from the database are outlined below. It is important to note that the
checks listed below are based on the algorithm described in Carson [2012] and on
the associated MATLAB implementation of the algorithm. Some of these checks
were not well explained by either Carson [2012] or Carson et al. [2013], resulting in
some ambiguity in both the intention and implementation of these checks. Where
necessary, we have explained our interpretation of the Carson [2012] approach.
L-shell limits
In step 4 of the algorithm, we discard any precipitation triggers that occur outside
of the range 2 < 𝐿 < 10. Primarily, this is to ensure that the algorithm only
searches within the outer radiation belt — the search for EMIC triggers is based
on the presence of electron precipitation, so logically we should be looking within
the region where the trapped population resides. Carson et al. [2013] also cite the
“very high variability” of the POES data over the polar regions as a reason for
restricting the 𝐿-shell range of the algorithm.
Multi-detection restriction
The algorithm is restricted to one trigger detection per hemisphere per half-orbit
(pole-to-pole)(3). This check is to prevent a single spike in one channel from
matching with multiple spikes in the other channel (for instance, a spike in E4 at
time 𝑡 matching with two separate spikes in P1 at times 𝑡 − 4 and 𝑡 + 4). In theory
this check could be done without restricting the algorithm to a single event per
hemisphere, however in reality this is unlikely to discard any true events. It
is important to note that this restriction does not prevent multiple triggers per
half-orbit, provided that each trigger occurs in a different hemisphere.
SAMA exclusion
The SAMA region (described in Section 2.2.1) is an area of particularly high proton
precipitation, due to the offset of the Earth’s magnetic field bringing the radiation
belts closer to the Earth’s atmosphere. This increase is particularly notable in the
P5 proton flux channel. As was mentioned in Section 5.1.3, once the P5 channel
starts registering any proton flux we can no longer treat the P6 channel as an extra
3In our code, the first detected trigger is kept, although other approaches are also valid.
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Figure 6.2: World map demonstrating the SAMA region (hatched) removed from anal-
ysis by the Carson et al. [2013] algorithm. 𝐿-shells from 2–6 have also been included for
reference.
electron flux channel; in essence, the E4 channel becomes unavailable. With no
E4 channel, the algorithm no longer functions.
To avoid the issues that the SAMA causes with the algorithm, a rather aggres-
sive boundary around the SAMA is defined, shown in Figure 6.2. For all intents
and purposes, any southern hemisphere trigger outside the longitude range 60°–
260° is considered “unsafe” and is discarded. This filter is intentionally conser-
vative, and undoubtedly removes a number of true EMIC triggers — a simple
calculation suggests that we are likely to be throwing away ∼22% of our events
with this SAMA restriction. For the initial Carson et al. [2013] database of 2331
events, this equates to almost 700 events. Whether it is possible to retrieve these
true events from the noise of the SAMA will be discussed in Section 6.2.2 later in
the chapter.
High-energy protons
As was mentioned in the previous section, in the presence of high-energy protons
we are no longer able to use the E4 channel. While the majority of high-energy
protons measured by POES occur in the SAMA region, we will also occasionally
observe instances of increased high-energy proton flux outside of this region, typ-
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ically due to SPEs (see Section 3.1). Regardless of the cause, any instances of signif-
icant P5 proton flux (in either the 0° or 90° detectors) are considered as indications
that the E4 channel cannot be used.
Within the Carson et al. [2013] algorithm, what determines “significant P5
proton flux” is not defined beyond stating that the P5 channel must be “visibly
empty”(4). Small noise-level fluctuations in the P5 channel can safely be ignored,
and are not indicative of high-energy proton flux that would prevent us from us-
ing the E4 channel. For the purposes of this study, we have defined a P5 flux of
>2 counts/s (i.e., >200 protons cm−2 sr−1 s−1) to be significant enough to discard
any concurrent triggers.
POES calibration flags
Approximately weekly, the POES MEPED instrument will enter a calibration
mode, during which all data produced by the instrument is unusable. Any
triggers generated when MEPED is in this mode must be discarded.
Short-lived spikes
For a burst of precipitation detected by the Carson et al. [2013] algorithm to be con-
sidered as a valid trigger, it must be at least 4 s wide. This is seen as the observed
P1 and E4 flux rising above the instrument noise-floor for at least 2 consecutive
data points – single data point spikes were excluded from the database(5).
6.2.2 Limitations and improvements
Although it offers the potential for a currently unparalleled look at EMIC waves
and the resulting precipitation of radiation belt electrons, the Carson et al. [2013]
detection algorithm is not without its limitations. In this section we describe a
number of these limitations and what, if any, improvements could be made to the
algorithm to counteract them.
4The implementation of this check/filter was not included in the code provided by Carson
[2012], so we cannot be sure what flux level was used to filter the events. Thus our value may
differ from the approach used by Carson [2012], although it is likely of similar magnitude.
5The rationale behind excluding these events was not given by Carson [2012].
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L=2
Figure 6.3: World map illustrating the median NOAA-15 0° P6 flux over the period 1 Jan-
uary 2004 to 31 December 2005. 𝐿-shells from 2–6 have also been included for reference.
SAMA removal
One of the biggest limitations of the Carson et al. [2013] detection algorithm is the
loss of potential events — possibly as great as 22% of events — due to the removal
of the SAMA. As was discussed in Chapter 2, the SAMA represents a region of
significant proton precipitation that, for the POES MEPED instrument, means a
region of significant contamination. To avoid any issues that this may have caused
with their algorithm, Carson et al. [2013] adopted a very conservative approach to
removing the SAMA, illustrated in Figure 6.2. Such an aggressive approach may
not be required, however.
Figure 6.3 shows the median 0° P6 flux from the NOAA-15 satellite over the
period 1 January 2004 to 31 December 2005, with the 𝐿-shells from 2–6 plotted as
white dashed lines. In this figure, the SAMA region is clearly visible as an area
of greatly increased particle flux over South America. Worth noting is that, in the
P6 instrument, the SAMA region is restricted to the region equatorward of the
𝐿 = 2 line. Recall that, in the previous section, a hard 𝐿-shell limit of 2 < 𝐿 <
10 was enforced. Thus, at least in theory, the P6 instrument should be relatively
unaffected by the SAMA for 𝐿 > 2.
It is possible that a significant number of extra triggers could be added to our
database, with the SAMA restriction removed. Some care would have to be taken
to ensure that outliers, for instance due to a particularly large SAMA, were re-
moved. To avoid further doubt being cast on driver of the precipitation database,
we have not made this change to the algorithm for this thesis.
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Running mean threshold
In Step 2 of the algorithm described above, only events that exceeded the running
mean of the P1 and P6 flux by a factor of 3 or more were accepted as precipitation
triggers. The POES particle flux data is typically “bursty” in nature, and so this
threshold was assumed to ensure that only large spikes above the background
noise were examined. As with any threshold, there will be some false negatives,
whereby true precipitation triggers are excluded due to falling below the factor
of 3 cutoff. With the algorithm as it currently stands, reducing this threshold will
only serve to increase the number of false positives that make it into the database,
and so little can be done to prevent the exclusion of “true” events that fall below
the threshold.
P1 spikes
Counter-intuitive although it may seem, one of the biggest restrictions on the de-
tection of precipitation triggers is the requirement for precipitation bursts in the P1
instrument at the same time as the P6 instrument. By its very nature, the P1 instru-
ment is a lot more active than the P6 instrument, and tends to feature much larger
flux values. There is the potential for these large background fluxes to swamp
the trigger bursts, such that the flux spikes do not break the factor of 3 threshold.
Without the need for the P1 spikes, the number of precipitation triggers we would
find would likely significantly increase. Of course, this point is moot, as without
the simultaneous P1 spikes we have no significant evidence to suggest that the P6
precipitation spikes are EMIC wave driven.
One exception to this is when P6 precipitation spikes occur in the presence of
other precipitation triggers. Even without simultaneous P1 precipitation spikes,
if the P6 spikes occur around the same time and location as real triggers, then
we may be able to consider them as evidence of EMIC wave activity. In the next
chapter, we will consider a case study with a number of such “half triggers”.
6.3 The trigger database
Carson et al. [2013] ran their algorithm on the data from six POES satellites (NOAA
15–19, plus METOP-02) from 1998–2010, finding 2331 precipitation triggers. We
have since updated this database to include all of the POES MEPED data through
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Figure 6.4: (a) L-shell distribution of the events in the updates POES trigger database.
(b) As in (a), but for MLT.
to the end of 2015. In this period the METOP-01 satellite was launched, briefly
bringing the total number of POES satellites up to 7, before the failure of the
NOAA-16 satellite in 2013 and the decommissioning of the NOAA-17 satellite in
2014. This update has brought the total number of precipitation triggers up to
3777.
A significant amount of analysis was done by Carson et al. [2013] on the trig-
ger database, which we will briefly reproduce here. Where necessary, we have
repeated the analysis to represent the updated database.
6.3.1 L-shell and MLT distributions
The distribution of the trigger database in 𝐿-shell, shown in Figure 6.4(a), is closely
linked to the location of the outer radiation belt, with 94% of the triggers occur-
ring in the range 3.5 < 𝐿 < 7 (median: 𝐿 = 5.1). Examining the distribution of
the triggers in MLT-space, shown in Figure 6.4(b), we see a clear preference for
the night-time MLT sector, with the majority of events occurring in two distinct
regions between 2000-2200 MLT and 0000-0200 MLT. In both cases, these distribu-
tions show little variation from those of the original Carson et al. [2013] database.
As was discussed in Section 4.3.4, EMIC waves are known to occur in several,
distinct 𝐿-MLT sectors. The traditional understanding is that generation is lim-
ited to plasmaspheric plume regions, with occurrence peaking in the afternoon
sector[e.g. Meredith et al., 2003]. More recent wave observations from the Van
Allen Probes have suggested a more uniform distribution of EMIC waves, with a
preferred generation region in the morning-afternoon sectors [Saikin et al., 2015].
Figure 4.4 gives an overview of various published EMIC distributions.
Figure 6.5(a) shows the distribution of our POES-observed triggers ar-
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Figure 6.5: (a) Absolute distribution of the the updated POES trigger database in 𝐿-MLT
space. MLT increases counter-clockwise from the bottom in half-hour increments, while
the 𝐿-value increases radially outwards from the centre in steps of 0.5𝐿. (b) As in (a), after
normalisation for the satellite positions in 𝐿-MLT space.
ranged in 𝐿-MLT space (cf. Figure 5 from Carson et al. [2013]). Immedi-
ately obvious is the fact that this distribution does not match any of the
published EMIC-wave observation distributions in Figure 4.4. While the
majority of the published distributions peak in the 12-18 MLT range, our

















Imhof et al. [1986]
Millan et al. [2002]
Figure 6.6: A reproduction of Figure 9 from
Imhof et al. [1986], showing 14 REP events
(in blue) detected by polar-orbiting satellites
with correlated narrow ion spikes, and Fig-
ure 5 from Millan et al. [2002], showing the
location of 9 REP events (in red) detected by
a balloon-borne X-ray detector, thought to be
driven by EMIC scattering.
reason for this difference is not imme-
diately clear, and has resulted in ques-
tions regarding the credibility of the
database. We defer proof of the trigger
database validity until Chapter 8.
Figure 6.5(b) shows the same dis-
tribution as above, normalised by the
dwell-time of the POES satellites over
the survey period. We observe a 3-4
order of magnitude difference between
these occurrence rate values and those
in Figure 4.4, suggesting that only a
small fraction of EMIC-waves result in
electron precipitation. Reasons for and
side-effects of this difference will be
discussed more in a later chapter.
It is important to note that each of
the studies presented in Figure 4.4 are
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based on the direct satellite observation of EMIC waves, while our trigger database
is based on the observation of energetic electron precipitation (EEP) and proton
precipitation, potentially driven by EMIC waves. If we consider other studies in-
vestigating short bursts of EEP, we find comparable L-MLT distributions. In a
similar study to Carson et al. [2013], Imhof et al. [1986] investigated bursts of EEP
that were correlated with precipitating ions using polar-orbiting satellites. In to-
tal, 41 REP triggers were identified in the satellite data, with 13 (32%) correlating
with simultaneous ion precipitation; the results of this study are reproduced in
Figure 6.6 in blue. A study by Millan et al. [2002] identified 9 instances of MeV-
range electron precipitation in data from a balloon-borne X-ray detector, which
they determined were likely to be scattered by EMIC-waves. These results are re-
produced in Figure 6.6 in red. Despite the small number of events in each of these
studies, we can see a close relation between the MLT and L-value distributions of
these events and the triggers produced by the Carson et al. [2013] algorithm. This
hints at a difference between the events detected through wave observations and
those detected through precipitation observations; this difference will be investi-
gated further in a later chapter.
6.3.2 Geographic location
Following the exclusion of the SAMA, we might expect that the rest of the triggers
to be relatively evenly distributed, geographically speaking. Instead, we find that
there is a slight bias in the trigger distribution towards the south of Australia.
This bias was noted by Carson [2012], and we see a similar biased distribution in
our data, with Southern Hemisphere events accounting for 46% of events, despite
only accounting for 36% of the geographical area (following the removal of the
SAMA). This result is shown in Figure 6.7(left).
Many possible explanations for this bias were investigated by Carson [2012],
however no solid conclusion as to the cause could be reached. One possibility
that was not considered was that the distribution seen in Figure 6.7(left) might be
skewed due to the distortion that occurs when magnetic coordinates are projected
onto the Earth’s surface. Binning the locations of the POES triggers in corrected
geomagnetic coordinates as opposed to geographic coordinates results in a signifi-
cantly reduced intensity in the south Australia hotspot, as seen in Figure 6.7(right).
We also note that in geomagnetic coordinates, the Southern Hemisphere accounts
for 42% of the surveyed area, as opposed to only 36% in geographic coordinates.
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Figure 6.7: (left) The geographic density distribution of the foot-of-the-fieldline location
of each POES trigger. (right) As in (left), but colour-shifted to show the density in cor-
rected geomagnetic coordinates.
It is worth noting that while transforming the trigger database to corrected
geomagnetic removes the South Australia hotspot, it introduces a new hotspot to
the west of the SAMA. This may be a result of the emptying of the DLC over the
SAMA, leading to relatively quieter radiation belt conditions west of the SAMA;
under quieter conditions, triggers will be easier to detect, leading to a higher trig-
ger density.
6.3.3 Geomagnetic Activity Indices
The occurrence of EMIC waves is strongly linked to geomagnetic activity, with
both geomagnetic storms and substorms understood to be drivers of the proton
anisotropy needed for EMIC wave growth (cf. Section 4.3.3). This is reflected in a
strong correlation between EMIC wave occurrence and measures of geomagnetic
activity, for instance Kp [Clausen et al., 2011]. It is unsurprising, then, that Carson
[2012] observed significantly increased trigger detection during geomagnetically
active times, showing correlations between trigger detection and storm-time Kp
and Dst. We mimic this analysis for the updated database, and include an addi-
tional analysis of the AE index as well.
Kp
The Kp index, described in Section 3.2.2, is an indicator of global geomagnetic
disturbance ranging from 0 (indicating no geomagnetic activity) to 9 (extremely
strong geomagnetic storms); in general, values above ∼4 indicate significant geo-
magnetic activity. Kp is reported at 3 hour intervals, which can make it difficult
to use it to study short-lived events such as our triggers. Carson [2012] mitigated
this issue by assigning a single Kp value to each POES half-orbit, and using this
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Figure 6.8: The absolute (a) and normalised (b) Kp distributions for the POES triggers,
as well as the (c) mean and median temporal evolution of the non-normalised Kp around
the trigger times.
Kp for each event. We utilise a different approach, choosing instead to linearly
interpolate between the two Kp values closest to each trigger time in an attempt to
obtain a more accurate result — as we shall see, these methods lead to essentially
the same result.
For our trigger database, the geomagnetic activity covers the whole range of
possible Kp values, as seen in Figure 6.8(a), with an obvious bias towards lower
Kp values. We observe an average Kp value of ∼3 (mean: 2.93, median: 2.86), very
similar to the Carson et al. [2013] database (mean: 2.84, median: 2.70), which does
not indicate a clear correlation between our triggers and geomagnetic activity. The
distribution of all Kp values over the study period is not uniform, however, with
higher Kp values being significantly less common than lower values. To properly
determine the correlation between Kp and the detection of trigger events, we must
consider a weighted Kp distribution.
We weight each observed Kp value by the relative frequency of that value over
the entire observation period, achieving the distribution seen in Figure 6.8(b). This
process highlights an obvious dependence on Kp, with the trigger occurrence rate
increasing approximately linearly with Kp. The very small number of cases where
𝐾𝑝 > 7 results in greatly increased uncertainty in this region. The weighted Kp
average for the trigger distribution is ∼6 (mean: 6.02, median: 6.26), which now
indicates a strong correlation between geomagnetic activity and the detection of
precipitation triggers.
Moving beyond the analysis reported by Carson [2012], it is also important
to determine how Kp varies with time both before and after the POES triggers.
We investigate this relationship using superposed epoch analysis (SEA), a time-
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series analysis technique used to reduce the effect of noise on a dataset, and extract
the underlying trend, if any. In essence, the SEA process involves analysing a
2D matrix of data, as opposed to the 1D vector used in simple statistics. In this
analogy, each row of the matrix represents a time-series of data centred on an
epoch, for instance our trigger event times, and each column represents a given
Δ𝑇 from the event (e.g., -3 days, +2 days, etc.). We then apply our statistic (e.g.,
mean, median) to each column, resulting in a single row vector, representing the
SEA time-series; ideally this should represent the underlying trend of the data.
We apply SEA to our (non-weighted) Kp data, selecting data that occurs within
±10 days of our trigger times; the results of this process are shown in Figure 6.8(c),
with the median shown in red and the mean shown in blue. From this it appears
that our triggers on average occur at the peak of geomagnetic activity, although the
low time resolution of the Kp data (3 hr resolution) makes it difficult to determine
exactly when the triggers occur relative to the onset. In the data prior to the trigger
detection, we see a slight enhancement in Kp starting about 10 days prior to the
trigger detection and peaking around 5 days prior. We also see a small drop off
in Kp before onset. This drop in Kp is consistent with the “calm before the storm”
effect, a calm period commonly observed before geomagnetic storm onset [e.g.
Clilverd et al., 1993]. This calm is believed to be related to slow uncompressed
solar winds that precede CIR and HSSWS [Borovsky and Denton, 2009; Borovsky
and Steinberg, 2006], which will be investigated later in the chapter.
Dst
The Dst index, described in Section 3.2.2, is another measure of geomagnetic ac-
tivity. We will follow Gonzalez et al. [1994] and define Dst < −30 nT as indicating
a small storm, with Dst < −100 nT indicating a strong storm. As with Kp, we
see a wide range of Dst values across the database, shown in Figure 6.9(a). For
our POES triggers, we observe an average Dst value of ∼-15 nT (mean: -18.22 nT,
median: -13.26 nT), essentially identical to the Carson et al. [2013] average (mean:
-17.66 nT, median: -13.88 nT). Like the Kp index, this unweighted analysis does
not indicate a clear correlation with storm-time activity.
When we weight the observed Dst values in the same manner as we did with
the Kp values, we find that the weighted average for Dst is well below -100 nT
(mean: -138.65 nT, median: -155.44 nT), which indicates very strong storm activity.
The weighted Dst distribution is shown in Figure 6.9(b). Like the Kp index, this
suggests that for stronger storms, we are more likely to detect a POES trigger.
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Figure 6.9: The absolute (a) and normalised (b) Dst distributions for the POES triggers,
as well as the (c) mean and median temporal evolution of the non-normalised Dst around
the trigger times.
Curiously, we also see an increase in trigger detection for strongly positive Dst, as
well as negative.
Figure 6.9(c) shows the SEA of the Dst data around the trigger detection times,
again with median in red, mean in blue. As with the Kp index, we see a slight
increase geomagnetic activity starting around 10 days before detection, followed
by a sudden positive excursion in Dst before storm onset (i.e., a decrease in Dst).
The increased time resolution of the Dst index (1 hr resolution(6)) indicates that,
on average, our triggers occur roughly 6 hours before the peak of the storm. In
other words, trigger detection is more likely during storm onset.
AE
The last geomagnetic index we consider is the AE index, described in Section 3.2.2.
AE has long be considered to be an indicator of substorm activity [e.g. Kamide and
Akasofu, 1983] and thus may be a useful predictor of EMIC wave activity. There
does not exist a fixed AE threshold above which a storm is happening; we have
taken 𝐴𝐸 ≳ 400 nT as indicative of storm activity, and 𝐴𝐸 ≳ 700 nT as indicative of
a strong storm. The range of AE values present in the trigger database are shown
in Figure 6.10(a), with an average AE value of around 350 (mean: 377 nt, median
312 nT), almost at storm activity level.
When we weight the AE data as with Kp and Dst, we can see a significant cor-
relation between trigger detection and AE. If we exclude the large AE outliers (i.e.,
𝐴𝐸 > 1500 nT) to avoid single data points from overly skewing the average, we
6We compared the tests of Dst with analogous tests of 1 min resolution SYM-H data, however
no difference was observed. As such, we have not included this in the study.
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Figure 6.10: The absolute (a) and normalised (b) AE distributions for the POES triggers,
as well as the (c) mean and median temporal evolution of the non-normalised AE around
the trigger times.
get a weighted average closer to 1000 nT (mean: 1015 nT, median 968 nT), well
above the 700 nT threshold we defined for a strong storm. The weighted AE dis-
tribution, shown in Figure 6.10(b), suggests a roughly linear relation between AE
and trigger occurrence.
Finally, we also investigate how AE evolves with time around the trigger
epochs, with Figure 6.10(c) showing the SEA of the AE data around the trigger
times. As with Kp and Dst, the AE index begins to increase several hours before
the trigger detection. The trigger observation time corresponds almost exactly
with the peak AE value, unlike the ∼6 hour offset we saw in the Dst data.
6.3.4 Solar Activity
In each of the geomagnetic indices considered above we observed the “calm before
the storm” phenomenon, which is believed to be related to CIRs and HSSWSs,
which in turn have been linked to substorm activity [Morley et al., 2009]. In this
section we examine the solar wind speed and proton density to determine if there
is a link between our triggers and the fast solar wind. We also investigate the 𝐵𝑧
and 𝐵𝑦 components of the IMF for signs of external substorm triggering [Lyons
et al., 1997].
All of the solar wind data used in this section comes from the NASA Advanced
Composition Explorer (ACE) satellite, which is located significantly upstream of
the Earth’s magnetosphere. To counteract this, the data used has been time-shifted
to coincide with the Earth’s bow shock, using the method described by King and
Papitashvili [2017].
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Figure 6.11: The absolute (a) and normalised (b) solar wind speed distributions for the
POES triggers, as well as the temporal evolution of the non-normalised (c) |𝑣𝑥| and (d) 𝑣𝑦
solar wind velocity components around the trigger times. In (c) and (d), the interquartile
range is shown shaded in red.
Solar Wind Speed
With both the Carson [2012] database and our own updated database, there is
little indication of any link between trigger activity and the instantaneous solar
wind speed (measured at the trigger time). The distribution of solar wind speeds
at the trigger times is shown in Figure 6.11(a), with a weighted distribution in
Figure 6.11(b). The weighted distribution shows that, until solar wind speeds
greater than 700 km/s, trigger occurrence appears to be relatively uniform. Above
700 km/s we see an increase in occurrence rate, suggesting a potential link be-
tween the trigger and fast solar wind streams. However, there are so few events
in this range (< 3% of the database) that it is difficult to draw any significant con-
clusions.
The temporal evolution of the solar wind velocity around the trigger times
is slightly more suggestive of a link between the triggers and HSSWSs. HSSWS
interfaces can be identified as a increase in the radial (𝑣𝑥) solar wind velocity com-
ponent and a west-east deflection in the 𝑣𝑦 solar wind component [Morley et al.,
2010]. Using SEA we investigate the typical variation in the solar wind |𝑣𝑥| and
𝑣𝑦 components, shown in Figures 6.11(c) and (d). For both of these, the median
velocity is shown in blue, with the 25%–75% quantile range shaded in red. The
result is strongly suggestive of HSSWS interfaces, with both an increase in |𝑣𝑥|
and a deflection in 𝑣𝑦 present at the trigger time. These signatures are present
even in the quantile data, indicating a link between fast wind occurrences and the
detection of our triggers.
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Figure 6.12: The absolute (a) and normalised (b) solar wind density distributions for the
POES triggers, as well as the temporal evolution of the non-normalised solar wind density
around the trigger times. In (c), the interquartile range is shown shaded in red.
Solar Wind Density
The solar wind density, measured in protons/cm3, also gives us an indica-
tion of the relative activity of the solar wind. This value is usually fairly low
(∼3 protons/cm3), but may get much higher during HSSWS interfaces and
Coronal Mass Ejection (CME) events. When we compare the solar wind density
to our trigger times, shown in Figure 6.12(a) (weighted in Figure 6.12(b)), we
find a clear correlation between an increase in density and the occurrence of
POES triggers, similar to that observed by Carson [2012]. As with the solar wind
velocity, this relation becomes tenuous at very high densities, due to the small
number of events in this region.
We also carry out a SEA of the solar wind density data around the trigger times
(shown in Figure 6.11(b), median in blue, 25%/75% quantiles in red). Roughly a
day before the triggers, the density starts sharply increasing, peaking at the trigger
time. This is consistent with the high-density shock region we would expect from
a HSSWS interface event [Morley et al., 2010].
IMF Bz
Finally, we consider IMF 𝐵𝑧. As was discussed in Chapter 3, southward excursions
in IMF 𝐵𝑧 are strongly associated with geomagnetic storms and substorms, both
of which are known to drive the growth of EMIC waves. When we investigate 𝐵𝑧
at our trigger times, however, there is no clear correlation between southward 𝐵𝑧
and trigger occurrence. Figure 6.13(a) shows the distribution of IMF 𝐵𝑧 values at
the trigger times, with the weighted distribution in Figure 6.13(b) — while there is
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Figure 6.13: The absolute (a) and normalised (b) IMF 𝐵𝑧 distributions for the POES trig-
gers, as well as the temporal evolution of the non-normalised IMF 𝐵𝑧 around the trigger
times. In (c), the interquartile range is shown shaded in red.
a preference towards an absolute deviation in 𝐵𝑧, this appears to be roughly equal
between northward and southward excursions.
We see a similar result when calculating the SEA of the 𝐵𝑧 data, shown in
Figure 6.13(c) (median in blue, 25%/75% quantile in red). There is no obvious de-
viation in 𝐵𝑧 at the trigger times, or at any other time within the ±10 day window
examined. The only sign of activity is in the interquartile range, which widens at
the trigger times, indicating a broader range of values.
6.3.5 Summary
We have shown that our updated trigger database is the same as the Carson et al.
[2013] database, with respect to the various indices examined by Carson [2012].
In addition, we showed that the triggers are likely to be associated with HSSWSs,
although curiously we found no evidence to suggest that the triggers were associ-
ated with substorms. We also extended the Carson [2012] analysis to include SEA
of the same parameters.
6.4 Investigating the database
Throughout the rest of this document we will be using the extended database of
POES precipitation triggers derived here to further investigate EMIC wave activ-
ity and precipitation. The first and most important investigation, which we will
cover in the next two chapters, is showing that these POES triggers are in fact re-
lated to EMIC-wave events. To do this, we need more that just the circumstantial
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evidence of a precipitation signature hypothesised to be associated with EMIC
wave activity. We will begin in the next chapter by showing, in depth, that it is
possible to directly link POES triggers to EMIC wave and electron precipitation
measurements from the ground. We will then carry out a broad study of the trig-
ger database with a number of ground-based magnetometers, showing that there







Physics is really nothing more than a search for ultimate simplicity,
but so far all we have is a kind of elegant messiness.
– Bill Bryson, A Short History of Nearly Everything
In the previous chapter, we used the Carson et al. [2013] detection algorithm
to extract a large database of precipitation triggers from the POES MEPED data,
and showed that these triggers had ties to indicators of geomagnetic activity. As of
yet, however, we have provided no proof that these triggers are actually associated
with EMIC waves. To justify using the trigger database to study EMIC waves we
must first link the triggers directly to EMIC wave observations, something we
cannot do using just the POES satellites.
In this chapter we will investigate in detail two case studies, both of which
represent a chance conjunction of a POES satellite with other instruments, both
ground- and space-based, capable of detecting EMIC-waves and any resulting
precipitation. Through these case studies, we will show how we can use other
instruments to validate the trigger database. We will use and expand upon this
result in Chapter 8, when we will properly validate a subset of the database, and
in doing so show the viability of the detection algorithm in general.
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Figure 7.1: The Northern Hemisphere foot-of-the-field-line locations of the 12 POES elec-
tron precipitation flux bursts detections associated with an EMIC wave event. For events
that occurred in the Southern Hemisphere, the IGRF magnetic conjugate location is used.
The yellow cross indicates the flux burst detected by the Carson et al. [2013] detection
algorithm, while the red crosses indicate flux bursts identified through manual investiga-
tion. IGRF 𝐿-shells from 3–6 are shown as black dashed lines.
7.1 Database Event #3678 - 13/14 August 2013(1)
Our first case study investigates database event #3678, which was detected by the
METOP-02 satellite on 13 August 2013 at 18:01:12, at 𝐿 = 5.0 and 20:30 MLT (i.e.,
the evening sector). The foot-of-the-field-line (FOFL) location of the satellite, de-
termined by tracing down the IGRF magnetic field line to an altitude of 110 km,
was calculated to be 66.5° N, 33.6° E; this is shown on the map in Figure 7.1 as a
yellow cross. This event occurred during a fairly geomagnetically quiet period,
with Kp < 4 for the entire event period, and Dst > −20.
No further triggers were detected in the database around this time. However
manual examination of the MEPED 0° E4 data from each of the POES satellites re-
vealed an additional 11 precipitation spikes occurring between 17:00–03:00 UT,
shown in Figure 7.1 as red crosses. Each of these spikes was consistent with
the Carson et al. [2013] defined signature for EMIC-driven electron precipitation.
These bursts of precipitation failed to be detected by the auto-detection algorithm
due to the conservative data checks described in Section 6.2.1. Details of each
of these precipitation bursts are given in Table 7.1. Although these precipitation
bursts were rejected by the auto-detection algorithm, and thus are not strictly trig-
gers, for simplicity’s sake we will refer to them as triggers for the rest of this sec-
tion.
The 12 detected triggers spanned a geographical region of ∼150° longitude and
were confined to 4.5 < 𝐿 < 5. In Figure 7.2 we plot the northern hemisphere
location of each trigger (finding the IGRF magnetic conjugate where necessary)
1This study is an extension of the case study published in Hendry et al. [2016].
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Figure 7.2: (a) The geographic longitude of the 13/14 August 2013 POES triggers against
the UT time of their detection. These points are fitted with a linear fit, showing the longi-
tudinal drift of the precipitation region. This line indicates a drift of approximately 15°/h.
(b) The MLT location of the POES triggers against the UT time of their detection, with a
line of best fit. Uncertainty in the fit means that the slope of this line is not significantly
different from zero.
against UT, observing a clear linear westward drift with time. The red line fitted
to the points in Figure 7.2(a) represents the line of best fit for the drift rate of the
triggers, with a calculated slope of -15.0° ±0.°/hr (UT). Figure 7.2(b) shows the
MLT for each trigger plotted against UT, with the red line again indicating the line
of best fit. The slope of the line (0.06±0.07 MLT/hr) is not significantly different
from a slope of zero, indicating that the precipitation source is likely static in MLT.
A note on POES
Before continuing, it is important to note that the 12 POES triggers used in this
study do not represent every satellite pass through the event region. A total of 35
satellite passes were made through the region where we might expect to observe
precipitation. However, 23 of the 35 passes produced no observable precipitation
in the E4 channel. There are several possible explanations for this:
1. There was no precipitation to be detected, i.e., at the time the POES satellite
passed through, no electrons were being precipitated. This would suggest
precipitation that is bursty in time.
2. The satellite missed the precipitation region; the precipitation region will
obviously be finite in longitude, so conceivably the satellites might not al-
ways be in the right location to detect precipitation.
3. The precipitation was too weak to be detected; i.e., was precipitation occur-
ring as the POES satellite passed through the detection region, but it was
below the noise floor of the satellite.
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Table 7.1: Detailed POES observations for the 13–14 August EMIC event. The satellite
locations were determined by tracing down the IGRF field line to an altitude of 110 km.
Time (UT) Satellite L Shell MLT Latitude Longitude
2013/08/13 17:14:30 METOP-01 4.7 20.6 66.0 46.3
2013/08/13 18:01:12 METOP-02 5.0 20.5 66.5 33.6
2013/08/13 20:01:18 METOP-01 5.0 20.9 −62.4 42.8
2013/08/13 20:47:06 METOP-02 5.1 20.7 64.1 347.6
2013/08/13 21:22:44 METOP-02 4.7 20.9 62.8 345.0
2013/08/13 21:41:26 METOP-01 4.8 21.0 −67.1 20.54
2013/08/13 21:51:55 NOAA-16 4.8 20.5 61.4 332.1
2013/08/13 22:27:16 METOP-02 4.9 21.0 −69.9 10.6
2013/08/14 00:55:17 NOAA-15 5.0 19.7 51.0 283.1
2013/08/14 01:13:35 NOAA-16 4.8 20.5 53.5 286.0
2013/08/14 02:38:35 NOAA-15 4.5 19.8 52.0 265.5
2013/08/14 02:55:19 NOAA-16 4.5 20.4 52.6 261.8
4. A combination of all of the above.
5. The MEPED experiment simply failed to detect (although we have no evi-
dence to suggest any instrument failure in the data).
Unfortunately, without more data it is impossible to determined exactly which
of these explanations is most likely.
7.1.1 Ground-based observations
The area containing the 12 POES triggers is well monitored by numerous ground-
based instruments, with multiple magnetometers, riometers, and AARDDVARK
VLF stations throughout the event region. Although the combined observations
of all of these instruments is necessary to investigate this event fully, we will
present the data from each instrument type (magnetometer, riometer, AARD-
DVARK) separately. For simplicity, we refer to each trigger by the order in which
they appear in Table 7.1.
Magnetometers
Within the region spanned by the 12 POES triggers we have access to data from
multiple different magnetometer stations, allowing us to track the precipitation
source region as it drifts from Europe westward over the Atlantic Ocean and North
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Figure 7.3: The geographic locations of the magnetometers used to investigate the 13/14
August 2013 EMIC wave event. For the Halley search-coil magnetometer (SCM), located at
the BAS Halley VI base in Antarctica, the Northern Hemisphere IGRF magnetic conjugate
point is plotted. IGRF L-shells from 3–6 are shown as black dashed lines.
America. In time order, EMIC waves are seen on the ground by magnetome-
ters from the Sodankylä Geophysical Observatory (SGO) chain of instruments in
Northern Finland, the Augsburg College magnetometer at Halley, Antarctica, and
the Canadian Array for Realtime Investigations of Magnetic Activity (CARISMA)
magnetometer array in Canada. The locations of these instruments are all shown
in Figure 7.3.
SGO magnetometer chain, Finland
The SGO magnetometer chain is located ∼20° west of where the first POES trigger
was detected at 17:14 UT, and ∼7° west of where the second trigger was detected at
18:01 UT. Between 17:25–18:25, starting at around the same time as trigger #1 was
detected, a rising-tone EMIC wave was observed in the Rovaniemi magnetometer,
shown in Figure 7.4. Identical, weaker waves were also observed in the Ivalo, So-
dankylä, and Oulu magnetometers(2). This simultaneous detection is most likely
due to the ionospheric ducting of EMIC waves, which allows observation of a sin-
gle EMIC wave over a broad latitudinal (and to a lesser extent, longitudinal) range
[e.g. Manchester, 1966]. No waves were observed at the Nurmijärvi magnetome-
ter, and no data was available from the Kilpisjärvi magnetometer. The wave in
the Rovaniemi magnetometer lasted for ∼1 hr, spanning 0.1–0.5 Hz.
Halley, Antarctica
Halley research station in Antarctica is home to a high quality magnetometer run
by the British Antarctic Survey (BAS) for Augsburg College, Minneapolis. Lo-
cated at 𝐿 = 4.7, Halley station is well placed for investigating this event. Starting
around 22:00 UT, the Halley SCM detected a rising-tone EMIC wave, shown in
2Each SGO station uses the same instrumentation, however slight variations in the gain of the
amplifier means that the magnetometers are not necessarily directly comparable [SGO, 2015].
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Figure 7.4: SCM data (𝐷-component) from the Ivalo, Rovaniemi, Sodankylä, and Oulu
magnetometers for the period 2013/08/13 15:00–21:00 UT. Each magnetometer clearly
shows the same EMIC wave signature from 17:25–18:25, strongest at Rovaniemi and
slightly weaker at the other three stations. The wave power measured at each magne-
tometer is plotted relative to an arbitrary reference.
Figure 7.5. This wave lasted from 22:00–22:45 UT, and was observed between 0.2–
0.7 Hz.
CARISMA, Canada
The CARISMA magnetometer array provides good coverage of Canada, with a
number of search-coil magnetometers (SCM) and Fluxgate Magnetometers (FGM)
covering the country. Although the CARISMA array has many more fluxgate
than search-coil magnetometers, the data quality from the SCMs tends to be much
higher. For this case study we focus solely on data from the SCMs.
Multiple magnetometers in the CARISMA array observed an EMIC wave oc-
curring at ∼02:55 UT, around the same time as POES triggers #11 and #12. The
strongest wave observation occurred in the Pinawa (PINA) magnetometer. This














Figure 7.5: SCM data (𝑥-component) from the Halley magnetometer for the period
2013/08/13 21:00–00:00 UT. A clear EMIC wave signature is seen between roughly 22:00–
22:45 UT. The wave power is plotted relative to an arbitrary reference.
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Figure 7.6: SCM data (𝐷-component) from the CARISMA PINA, THRF, and MSTK mag-
netometers for the period 2013/08/14 02:00–04:00 UT. A clear EMIC wave signature is
seen in all magnetometers between roughly 02:55–03:20 UT, stronger in PINA than in
THRF. The wave power measured at each magnetometer is plotted relative to an arbitrary
reference.
wave was a rising-tone EMIC wave, spanning 0.2–1.4 Hz from 02:55–03:20 UT
(on 14 August 2013). Waves with identical structure and timing, although lower
power, were observed in the Thief River Falls (THRF) magnetometer, located ∼2°
south of PINA, and the Ministik Lake (MSTK), located ∼3° north of PINA and
∼20 degrees west. Each of these waves are shown in Figure 7.6. The similarity
in the structure and timing of these waves suggests that they are simultaneous
detections of the same, ducted EMIC wave. No wave was observed in the Rabbit
Lake (RABB) magnetometer, located 8° north of PINA, however low data quality
from this magnetometer raises questions as to it’s validity during the observation
period.
Finally, an EMIC wave was observed in the Dawson City (DAWS) SCM from
roughly 05:00–05:25 UT. In is unclear if this wave is related to the previous wave
observations, however. We have no further POES triggers west of the CARISMA
Churchill line to suggest EMIC wave activity, nor do any of the magnetometers
east of DAWS, SCM or FGM, show any EMIC wave activity from 03:00–05:00 UT.
It is possible that the wave observed at DAWS is an unrelated EMIC wave event.
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Figure 7.7: The geographic locations of the riometers used to investigate the 13/14
August 2013 EMIC wave event. For the Halley riometers, located in British Antarctica,
the Northern Hemisphere IGRF magnetic conjugate point is shown. IGRF L-shells from
𝐿 = 3 − 6 are shown as black dashed lines.
Riometers
The majority of the SCM stations described above also house riometers, which
allow us to observe precipitation occurring in the small patch of the ionosphere
directly above the location. The riometer’s narrow observation window is in some
senses a double-edged sword; while the highly localised observations from the ri-
ometer gives us a high confidence as to the location of any observed precipitation,
it also requires any riometers we use to be in close proximity to the precipitation
region. In the following section we describe what each riometer within the pre-
cipitation region observed. The geographic locations of each of the riometers used
in this study are shown in Figure 7.7.
SGO, Finland
All of the SGO magnetometer stations described in the previous section are also
home to riometer instruments. Roughly half an hour before the SGO magnetome-
ter observations, the Sodankylä and Rovaniemi riometers, operating at 30.0 and
32.4 MHz respectively, both observed an increase in absorption, shown in Fig-
ure 7.8, with a slightly stronger response seen at Rovaniemi. For both riometers,
this increase started at around 17:00 UT, peaking at 17:38 UT and ending at around
18:30. The Sodankylä and Rovaniemi riometers are separated by Δ𝐿∼0.25 and have
view-cones with a half-width of Δ𝐿∼0.25. As the width of the POES triggers was
Δ𝐿∼0.15, it is likely that the footprint of the precipitation source that caused this
absorption increase passed between the two riometers. No increase in absorption
was seen in any of the other SGO-chain riometers.
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Figure 7.8: Absorption data from the Rovaniemi and Sodankylä riometers for the period
2013/08/13 15:00–20:00 UT. Both riometers show a clear increase in absorption between
∼17:00-18:30 UT, coinciding with the waves observed in Figure 7.4.
Halley, Antarctica
The BAS Halley research station is also home to two riometer instruments, one on
the surface and one buried. During the period of peak wave power observed by
the Halley SCM, both riometers observed a sudden increase in absorption above
the quiet-day curve, starting at 22:40 UT, peaking at 22:45 UT, and ending at 23:00
UT. The data from the surface riometer is shown in Figure 7.9 (the buried riometer
shows essentially the same response, only smaller, and so is not shown). Both of
these riometers have view-cones with a half-width of around Δ𝐿∼0.15, placing the
observed precipitation very close to Halley station.
GO-Canada array, Canada(3)
A large number of the CARISMA magnetometer sites are also home to riome-
ters, part of the GO-Canada project. From 02:58–03:18 UT, the riometer located
at Pinawa observed a sudden increase in absorption, shown in Figure 7.10, indi-
cating that electron precipitation was occurring somewhere within the view-cone



















Figure 7.9: Absorption data from the Halley riometer for the period 2013/08/13 21:00–
00:00 UT. We see a sudden increase in absorption between 22:40–23:00 UT, coinciding with
the waves observed in Figure 7.5.
3Formally the NORSTAR riometer array.
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Figure 7.10: Absorption data from the GO-Canada Pinawa riometer for the period
2013/08/14 01:00–05:00 UT. We see a sudden, short-lived absorption between ∼03:00-
03:15 UT, coinciding with the waves observed in Figure 7.6.
of the Pinawa riometer. The timing of this precipitation is roughly simultaneous
(±3 mins) with the EMIC wave observation at the same site, as well as with the
final POES trigger (#12). No other riometers in the Churchill chain were close
enough to the precipitation region to observe anything.
As with the magnetometers, we also consider the riometers west of the
Churchill line, despite having no POES precipitation triggers to suggest EMIC
wave activity. Both the Fort Smith (FSMI) and Fort Simpson (FSIM) riometers
show signs of significant precipitation from roughly 05:00–06:30. These riometer
signatures start at the same time as the EMIC wave observed in the DAWS
magnetometer, suggesting these detections are related. The FSMI and FSIM
riometers are both located at 𝐿 ∼ 6.8, which is far further north than any of our
POES triggers. It is highly likely, then, that both the EMIC wave observed in the
DAWS SCM and the precipitation observed in the FSMI and FSIM riometers are
unrelated to our POES-observed event.
AARDDVARK
Finally, we can also find evidence of electron precipitation during the trigger de-
tection period in data from the AARDDVARK network of VLF receivers. While
there were a large number of AARDDVARK receivers running during this period,
only those with transmitter-receiver paths crossing the precipitation region were
capable of detecting the electron precipitation. Additionally, many paths were
excluded due to phase drift [e.g., Thomson et al., 2011], or due to poor signal
strength from the transmitter. In the following section, we describe the paths that
observed precipitation, grouped based on their rough geographic region. The
paths used in this study are shown in Figure 7.11.
For all of the AARDDVARK data used in this section, we consider the data
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Figure 7.11: The geographic locations of the AARDDVARK transmitters (circles) and
receivers (squares) and the great circle paths between them (red lines) used to investi-
gate the 13/14 August 2013 EMIC wave event. For the Halley AARDDVARK receiver,
the Northern Hemisphere IGRF magnetic conjugate point is shown as a blank square just
off the coast of Labrador; the VLF paths leading from Halley are the calculated magnetic
conjugate paths. The mean IGRF L-shell of the POES precipitation triggers (𝐿 = 4.8) for
this event is shown as a black dashed line. Some transmitters have been omitted from the
map (NPM, NAA, ICV).
relative to an estimated quiet-day curve (QDC), rather than the raw signal. We
calculate this QDC by averaging the quietest days in the month surrounding the
event day. Where possible, we use the AARDDVARK amplitude data due to phase
drift and the difficulty of constructing an accurate QDC when using phase data.
SGO, Finland
The only European AARDDVARK receiver to observe clear evidence(4) of precipi-
tation during the POES trigger period was the SOD receiver in Sodankylä, Finland.
Three of the paths monitored by the SOD receiver detected precipitation during
this period: ICV, GBP, and GQD(5). Figure 7.12(a) shows the change in the re-
ceived signal amplitude of each transmitter from an estimated QDC, as observed
by the SOD receiver, while Figure 7.12(b) shows a close up map of these paths.
In each of the paths plotted in Figure 7.12(a), there appears to be some indi-
cation of activity starting just before 17:00 UT – this is potentially due to a small
(C1.8 class) solar flare that was observed in GOES from 16:49–17:06 UT.
Both of the British transmitter paths (GQD and GBP) show a sudden large
increase in the deviation of the signal amplitude from the QDC just after 17:20
UT, around the time that the SGO magnetometer EMIC wave signature begins,
peaking at ∼17:40 UT, and returning to the QDC at around 19:00 UT. The ICV
4Other receivers, such as the KIL receiver in Kilpisjärvi, Finland, showed potential signs of
precipitation, however noise and similar issues prevented any useful data from being extracted
from these paths.
5Note that the SOD AARDDVARK receiver actually consists of two antennas, one facing North-
South, and the other East-West; in this case we are using the East-West data for all three transmit-
ters.
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Figure 7.12: (a) The change in the received amplitude of the VLF signal from the ICV,
GQD, and GBP transmitters above an estimated QDC, as observed by the SOD AARD-
DVARK receiver. (b) The geographic locations of the SOD AARDDVARK receiver (de-
noted by a green square) and the VLF transmitters (shown as yellow circles) used to in-
vestigate the 13/14 August 2013 EMIC wave event. The paths between the transmitters
and the SOD receiver are shown as red lines, while the mean 𝐿-shell of the precipitation
region (𝐿 = 4.8) is shown as a dashed black line.
transmitter path sees a small excursion from the QDC at 17:25 UT, followed by a
sudden decrease in amplitude at 17:35 UT that ramps up into a large increase in
phase (this large increase is possibly due to the proximity of the terminator to this
path).
Halley, Antarctica
As well as a magnetometer and riometer, the BAS Halley (HAL) station also
houses an AARDDVARK VLF receiver. For this study, four of the paths moni-
tored by HAL saw signs of electron precipitation: DHO, NAA, NLK, and NPM.
These paths are each shown on the map in Figure 7.13(b), with a close up of the
HAL receiver in Figure 7.13(c). The length of these paths means that the signal
strength was typically very low, and in the case of this event only partially sunlit;
as a result, the QDCs are only rough approximations. The change in the received
signal amplitude along each of these paths is shown in Figure 7.13(a).
At around 21:35 UT, a small increase was observed in the signal strength of
each of the NAA, NLK, and NPM paths – this was likely due to a small (C4.4
class) solar flare that was observed in GOES between 21:31–21:43 UT. This was
not seen in the DHO path, as this path was not sunlit at the time of the flare.
At around 22:25 (sufficient time after the flare that the effects will likely have
dissipated [Ratcliffe, 1972]), the NPM path showed a sudden, significant drop
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Figure 7.13: (a) The change in the received amplitude of the VLF signal from the DHO,
NAA, NLK, and NPM transmitters above an estimated QDC, as observed by the Halley
AARDDVARK receiver. (b) The geographic locations of the HAL AARDDVARK receiver
(denoted by a green square) and the VLF transmitters (shown as yellow circles) used to
investigate the 13/14 August 2013 EMIC wave event. The paths between the transmitters
and the HAL receiver are shown as red lines, while the mean 𝐿-shell of the precipitation
region (𝐿 = 4.8) is shown as a dashed black line. (c) A zoomed in representation of the
area denoted by the black rectangle in (b), showing the relative locations of each path
compared to the mean precipitation 𝐿-shell, represented by the dashed black line.
in signal strength of around 8 dB lasting around 30 minutes. This drop in sig-
nal strength coincided with both the HAL SCM EMIC waves observation and the
HAL riometer absorption increase. During the later part of this drop in signal
strength, we also observed a sudden change change in the amplitude of the other
three paths, with each path showing rapid oscillations around the QDC. The si-
multaneity of these changes is possibly indicative of the precipitation source pass-
ing over the top of the HAL receiver.
It is worth noting that there appears to be a ∼10–15 minute offset between when
the NPM→HAL path observed the precipitation and when the other three paths
observed the precipitation. The NPM→HAL path is also the only of the four paths
with a southward heading relative to Halley. This possibly indicates a precipita-
tion region that is not constant in 𝐿-shell (relative to Halley), but rather reaches
lower 𝐿-shells as the precipitation region drifts over Halley.
Canada, North America
As with magnetometers and riometers, Canada is well instrumented by AARD-
DVARK VLF receivers. During this case study, precipitation was observed at the
Ottawa (OTT), Churchill (CHUR), and St. Johns (STJ) receivers, in the paths from
the GBP, NRK, NAA, and NLK transmitters. Each of these paths is shown on the
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Figure 7.14: The geographic locations of the Canadian AARDDVARK receivers (denoted
by green squares) and the VLF transmitters (shown as yellow circles) used to investigate
the 13/14 August 2013 EMIC wave event. The paths between the transmitters and re-
ceivers are shown as red lines, while the mean 𝐿-shell of the precipitation region (𝐿 = 4.8)
is shown as a dashed black line. The IGRF conjugate location of the Halley AARDDVARK
receiver is shown as a blank square for reference. POES triggers #6 and #10 are shown as
red crosses for comparison.
map in Figure 7.14; for reference, we have also included the IGRF conjugate point
of the Halley VLF receiver as a blank square and the footprints of the 6th and 10th
POES triggers as red crosses.
The changes in amplitude of each these paths from the approximate QDCs
are shown in Figures 7.15 and 7.16. Note that for the OTT→NRK path, the signal
phase was used instead of the amplitude, due to excessive noise in the amplitude
data.
From 21:41–21:47 UT, we observed a sudden increase in the amplitude of the
GBP transmitter signal measured by the CHUR receiver. There was a slight over-
lap between this amplitude increase and the C4.4 class flare identified above in
the Halley AARDDVARK section, however we do not believe this amplitude in-
crease was caused by the solar flare. The peak flux of the flare occurred at 21:38
UT and ended at 21:43 UT. In contrast, the peak amplitude increase along the
GBP→CHUR path occurred at 21:44, well after the X-ray peak, and slightly after
the flare had already abated. The start of this precipitation observation coincided

























Figure 7.15: The change in the received amplitude and phase of the VLF signal along the
GBP→CHUR and NRK→OTT paths respectively, above an estimated QDC.
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Figure 7.16: The change in the received amplitude of the VLF signal along the
NAA→CHUR and NLK→STJ paths above an estimated QDC.
with the 6th POES precipitation trigger, shown as a red cross on the map in Fig-
ure 7.14, which occurred at 21:41 UT.
From 22:30–22:50 UT, we observed a decrease in the phase of the signal along
the NRK→OTT path. This path passes just to the west of the northern IGRF con-
jugate point of Halley, and the phase decrease occurred roughly simultaneously
with both the EMIC wave and the precipitation measurements made at Halley.
We also see a prolonged increase in phase from 21:15–22:00 UT along the same
path; this could potentially be due to the precipitation region passing over the
NRK transmitter, although it could also be due in part to the flare mentioned pre-
viously.
For the paths with transmitters to the west (Figure 7.16), we observed a
decrease in amplitude occurring from ∼01:10–01:30 UT (on 14 August) on the
NAA→CHUR path. This amplitude decrease was mirrored in the NLK→STJ
path, although with a much longer duration due to the east-west nature of the
path. The simultaneity of the onsets of these amplitude changes suggests that
the precipitation occurred at roughly the crossover point of the two paths. The
location of the crossover point coincides with the FOFL 10th POES trigger, shown
as a red cross on the map in Figure 7.14.
7.1.2 Summary
Using the POES trigger database, we have identified an extended period of en-
hanced EMIC wave activity. Throughout the precipitation region defined by the
POES precipitation triggers, we see significant evidence of EMIC waves at mul-
tiple separate sites; at each of these sites, we also have evidence of simultaneous
electron precipitation from both riometers and AARDDVARK instruments.
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Over Europe, we have clear evidence of EMIC wave activity in four of the SGO-
chain magnetometers, with simultaneous precipitation observed in riometers at
Sodankylä and Rovaniemi as well as in several AARDDVARK paths viewed from
Sodankylä. These observations are closely bookended by POES triggers, and are
consistent with the location of the drifting source region outlined at the start of
this section.
As the source region drifts westward from Europe, we see a burst of POES
triggers around Iceland. In the midst of these triggers we see clear evidence of
precipitation on the GBP→CHUR AARDDVARK path, which passes through the
middle of the POES triggers, around the time as the triggers.
As the source region drifts further westward, it passes over Halley research
base. At Halley, we observe simultaneous EMIC waves in the search-coil magne-
tometer, as well as precipitation in both riometers and on several AARDDVARK
paths.
Finally, the source region drifts over North America. Here we observe simul-
taneous precipitation in two AARDDVARK paths; the intersection point of these
two paths is almost exactly the location of the 10th POES trigger. We then observe
EMIC waves in two separate CARISMA magnetometers at the same time as pre-
cipitation is observed in the Pinawa GO-Canada riometer and at the same time as
the final POES trigger.
The intent of this case study was to prove that the POES precipitation trig-
gers can be used as an indicator of EMIC wave activity. In this case, we used a
single trigger detected by one of the POES satellites to identify 11 further POES-
observed precipitation bursts that were rejected by the trigger algorithm. Using
these precipitation bursts, we were able to trace the path of an EMIC source region
as it drifted westward across the world. For almost the entire 10-hour observation
period, we were able to provide ground-based evidence of EMIC wave activity,
whether through magnetometer observations of EMIC waves, or riometer and
AARDDVARK observations of electron precipitation. We are able to conclude
that we were observing a constant source of both EMIC waves and precipitation.
This case-study clearly shows the utility of the POES triggers for detecting EMIC
activity, and for finding conjugate observations of EMIC activity through POES-
observed precipitation and ground-based instrumentation.
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Figure 7.17: The geographic locations of the instruments used to investigate the 24
September 2013 EMIC wave event. The NOAA-15 FOFL location is shown by a red cross,
while the RBSP-A FOFL location is shown by a cyan star. VLF transmitters are shown as
yellow circles, and AARDDVARK receivers as green squares. The yellow square shows
the location of the Husafell magnetometer. The IGRF L-shell of the POES and RBSP satel-
lites (𝐿 = 4.8) is shown as a dotted black line.
7.2 Database Event #784 - 24 September 2013(6)
Our second case study is based on database event #784, which was detected by
the NOAA-15 satellite on 24 September 2013 at 16:41:56 UT at 𝐿 = 4.81, 16:30
MLT (i.e., the afternoon sector). The FOFL location of the satellite, determined by
tracing down the IGRF magnetic field line to an altitude of 110 km, was calculated
to be 63.2° N, 346.3° E, shown as a red cross on the map in Figure 7.17. No other
POES triggers were identified in the trigger database, nor were any extra triggers
found upon manual examination. This event occurs during the main phase of a
small storm (Kp =4, Dst 𝑚𝑖𝑛=-25 nT), roughly 5 hours after a SSC.
At the time of this POES trigger detection, the footprint of the Radiation Belt
Storm Probe A (RBSP-A) was located very close to the FOFL location of the NOAA-
15 satellite. The footprint of RBSP-A at 16:42 UT is shown on the map in Figure 7.17
as a cyan star, roughly 4° longitude west and 0.3° latitude south of the NOAA-15
footprint. At the time of this conjunction, the EMFISIS instrument aboard RBSP-A
observed an EMIC wave, shown in Figure 7.18 lasting from 16:42–17:05 UT, with
an additional weaker burst occurring between 17:10–17:23 UT.
Calculating the local ion gyrofrequencies using the magnetic field strength at
the satellite , we find that the majority of the wave power occurs between the
helium and oxygen gyrofrequencies (i.e., the wave is helium band), with a small
amount of wave power between the helium and hydrogen gyrofrequencies as well.
The helium and oxygen gyrofrequencies are shown in yellow and white respec-
tively; the hydrogen gyrofrequency is too high (∼2.5 Hz) to be shown.
6This study builds on the case study published in Rodger et al. [2015].
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Figure 7.18: RBSP-A EMFISIS data (𝑥-component) for the period 24 September 2013
16:30–17:30 UT. Clear EMIC wave signatures are seen between roughly 16:42–17:05 UT
and 17:10–17:23 UT. The wave power is plotted relative to an arbitrary reference. The he-
lium and oxygen gyrofrequencies calculated using the magnetic field at the satellite are
shown in yellow and white respectively.
Both the NOAA-15 and RBSP-A FOFL locations are very close to Iceland,
which is home to a number of ground-based instruments. One of these is the
National Institute of Polar Research (NIPR) SCM in Husafell(7), shown on the
map in Figure 7.17 as a yellow square. The data from Husafell for the period
16:00–18:00 UT is shown in Figure 7.19, with a clear EMIC wave signature seen
between 16:15–17:45 UT. In addition to starting earlier, we note that the structure
of this wave is significantly different from the wave observed by RBSP-A; in
particular, the hydrogen-band portion (between 0.7–0.95 Hz) of the EMFISIS-
observed wave is not seen on the ground. The absence of the hydrogen band in
ground observations is a known phenomenon [e.g. Usanova et al., 2008], which
we will discuss in more detail in the next chapter.
A similar wave to the wave observed in Husafell was also seen in the NIPR
Tjornes magnetometer (not shown), located in the northeast of Iceland, although
with weaker wave power.
Iceland is also home to AARDDVARK instrumentation, with both a VLF trans-
mitter (NRK) and an AARDDVARK receiver in Reykjavik (REY). A number of
AARDDVARK paths show evidence of electron precipitation during the course
of this event: NRK→OTT, NRK→STJ, NDK→REY, and DHO→REY. Each of these
VLF paths is shown on the map in Figure 7.17, with the transmitters shown as
yellow circles and the receivers shown as green squares.
Each of these paths show significant deviation from an estimated QDC in both
the phase and amplitude data at the event time, shown in Figure 7.20. The onset of
7Husafell is home to both a fluxgate and search-coil magnetometer; as with the CARISMA
data in the first case study, we use only the SCM due to the increased data quality.
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Figure 7.19: SCM data (∆𝐷-component) from the NIPR Husafell magnetometer for the
period 24 September 2013 16:00–18:00 UT. A clear EMIC wave signature is seen between
roughly 16:15–17:45 UT. The wave power is plotted relative to an arbitrary reference.
these perturbations coincides with the onset of the EMIC wave observation seen
in RBSP-A (although after the onset of the wave seen in the HUSA SCM data). This
timing, when paired with the POES precipitation observations, points to the EMIC
wave as being the most likely driver of the precipitation observe in AARDDVARK.
7.2.1 Discussion
This remarkable conjunction between these two satellites represents possibly the
strongest case for the Carson et al. [2013] algorithm that we can make. During this
event the RBSP-A and NOAA-15 satellites occupied essentially the same magnetic
field line, and simultaneously observed both EMIC wave activity and precipita-
tion believed to be driven by EMIC wave activity. Combined with our ground-
based observations, this case study provides very strong proof of the link between















Figure 7.20: The change in the received amplitude (left) and phase (right) of the VLF
signal along the NRK→STJ (blue), DHO→(red), NRK→OTT (orange), and NDK→REY
(purple) paths respectively, above an estimated QDC.
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7.3 Conclusions
The intent of this chapter was to show that the POES trigger produced by the
Carson et al. [2013] algorithm can be used to locate EMIC wave activity in other
instruments. We showed through two case studies that at least two of the triggers
in the database were strongly linked to direct evidence of EMIC wave activity,
with multiple ground-based magnetometer observations in the first study and a
fortuitous conjunction with the RBSP-A satellite in the second. Unfortunately, case
studies such as these, while useful, do not allow us to make statements regarding
the database as a whole.
In the next chapter, we will use similar methods to those used in this chapter
to investigate the entire POES trigger database. In doing so, we will show that the
vast majority of the POES triggers can be associated with EMIC wave activity.
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Validating the POES database(1)
We demand rigidly defined areas of doubt and uncertainty!
– Douglas Adams, The Hitchhiker’s Guide to the Galaxy
One of the main issues with using POES electron precipitation observations
as a proxy for EMIC wave detection is the lack of any supporting wave measure-
ments. The POES satellites do not carry any instruments capable of directly de-
tecting EMIC wave activity, which makes it impossible to state conclusively that
the observed precipitation is actually due to EMIC waves rather than some other
driver. The ability to detect EMIC waves does exist on other satellites, for instance
the Van Allen probes, however conjunctions between these satellites and the POES
satellites are typically very rare. This makes it very difficult to investigate the va-
lidity of the EMIC precipitation database as a whole in situ. In the previous chap-
ter we showed that at least some of the events in the trigger database are EMIC
driven, however a more careful analysis is needed to demonstrate this EMIC link
for the database as a whole.
One of the key results from the previous chapter is that it is possible to observe
EMIC waves and their resulting precipitation from the ground, a result backed up
by several published studies [e.g. Clilverd et al., 2015; Rodger et al., 2008]. In this
chapter we analyse the database as a whole, correlating the timing and location
of the POES triggers with EMIC waves observed in several ground-based magne-
tometers. In doing so, we hope to confirm the link between the POES triggers and
EMIC waves. Initially, we focus on the Halley magnetometer, due to the quality
of its data.
1This chapter is an extension of the statistical study published in Hendry et al. [2016].
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8.1 The Halley SCM comparison
When considering the link between POES triggers and ground-based wave obser-
vations, we must consider the problem of causality. For POES triggers that occur
directly overhead of a magnetometer, the link between an observed wave and the
precipitation appears clear; however, as soon as any spatial or temporal separa-
tion between trigger and wave occurs, the link becomes more tenuous. The first
case study of the previous chapter (Section 7.1) shows that there is the potential for
significant longitudinal separation between a magnetometer EMIC signature and
a POES trigger. Establishing the link between such widely separated observations
without intermediate wave or precipitation observations is difficult, however.
To limit any causality issues, we initially restrict ourselves to only POES precip-
itation triggers that occur within ±15° longitude of the Halley station, the equiv-
alent of approximately ±1 h MLT. Due to the aggressive removal of the South
Atlantic Magnetic Anomaly (SAMA) region by Carson et al. [2013] and the un-
fortunate location of the Halley station within this removed region, we can only
consider triggers in the Northern Hemisphere, around the (IGRF) magnetic con-
jugate point of the Halley station (56.6° N, 304.4° E). We only include EMIC wave
signatures that occur within one POES half orbit of the POES trigger (roughly
±1 h in time).
The Halley search coil magnetometer first started recording Pc1–Pc2 wave data
in 2005, although since then it has had a few significant lapses in coverage. The
main such lapse occurred in 2014, when a major electrical outage suspended all
science operations at Halley for 4 months. There are also several occasions when
data from the station exist but are unusable due to calibration or other issues. In
total, usable Halley SCM data exist for 2346 of the 3777 POES-reported precipi-
tation events (62%). Of these, 1292 occur in the Northern Hemisphere, and 149
occur within ±15° of the Halley magnetic conjugate point (∼6% of the events with
usable data).
The Carson et al. [2013] algorithm does not filter for multiple detections of the
same precipitation event across the different POES satellites, so it is possible for
a single electron precipitation event to be represented multiple times in the pre-
cipitation trigger database. We are proceeding under the assumption that waves
and triggers that occur within ±1 hr of each other are linked. For consistency,
we use the same definition for comparing triggers: any POES triggers within the
sampled longitude region that are separated by less than an hour are considered
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to be part of the same event.
Of the 149 near-Halley triggers, there are 142 unique precipitation events. For
each of these 142 unique events, we must examine the Halley SCM data for evi-
dence of EMIC wave activity around the time of the POES-detected precipitation.
8.1.1 Investigating SCM data
To both save time and ensure the quality of the resulting data, the investigation
of the Halley SCM data was carried out manually. For each event, the SCM data
was examined for evidence of EMIC wave activity; namely, distinct bursts of wave
power in the Pc1–Pc2 frequency range. Instances of wave power across a wide
range of frequencies with no observable lower limit within the resolution of the
instrument were dismissed as broadband noise and were not counted as EMIC
waves. EMIC waves that exhibited a clear rising tone structure (i.e., increasing in
frequency with time) were counted as IPDP-type EMIC waves. In total, 102 of the
141 unique precipitation events (72%) coincided with an EMIC wave observed in
the Halley SCM.
It is important to note that in our initial comparison of the POES and Halley
SCM datasets, we did not take into account the latitudinal separation of the POES
satellite from Halley at the time of the POES trigger. Ducting within the Earth-
ionosphere waveguide means that EMIC waves that reach the ground might be
detected over a range of 𝐿-shells, although the extent of this ducting is compli-
cated [e.g., Kim et al., 2010, and sources within]. Perhaps unsurprisingly, POES
triggers that have a greater latitudinal separation from Halley are less likely to
have associated EMIC wave observations from the Halley station SCM. We sug-
gest that this also supports the conclusion that the triggers and EMIC waves are
directly linked.
If we restrict our analysis to events that occur within ∣Δ𝐿∣ < 1 of the Halley
magnetometer(2), the number of successful detections becomes 80 out of 92 events
(87%); at ∣Δ𝐿∣ < 0.5 it becomes 47 out of 51 events (92%). This result confirms
that a very high proportion of the POES triggers are associated with EMIC waves
when the satellites are close to being directly overhead (i.e., ±15°) of the Halley
2For easy comparison with other magnetometers and between hemispheres, we use the differ-
ence in 𝐿-shell here, as opposed to latitude. For Halley, a difference of ±1 𝐿-shell is the equivalent
of about ±5° latitude in the Northern Hemisphere, and about ±3° in the Southern Hemisphere,
both calculated using IGRF. Due to the variations in the IGRF model, the 𝐿-shell of Halley varies
from year to year, with a variation of approximately 0.15 𝐿-shells across 1998–2015.
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conjugate point.
EMIC wave structure
In Section 4.3.1 we broadly described three separate categories of EMIC waves:
unstructured (sometimes referred to as hydromagnetic chorus), structured (also
known as pearl pulsation), and IPDP (rising tone waves). Unstructured EMIC
waves are believed to be the most common, comprising ∼50% of EMIC waves
observed by Kuwashima et al. [1981], while structured EMIC make up around
20-25%. IPDP-type waves are thought to only make up ∼3% of the EMIC waves
identified by Kuwashima et al. [1981].
Perhaps because they are so rare, compared to the structured and unstructured
EMIC wave types, IPDP-type waves have been largely ignored when considering
EMIC-driven electron precipitation. Despite an early study by Lukkari et al. [1977]
showing significant correlation between IPDP-type waves and riometer-observed
electron precipitation, it has only been in recent years that IPDP-type waves have
been studied, with promising results [e.g. Clilverd et al., 2015; Rodger et al., 2008].
For each of the EMIC waves identified in Section 8.1.1, we examined the wave
to determine if it was IPDP-type, or one of the other EMIC wave types. Of the 102
unique waves observed, 68 (67%) were determined to be IPDP-type rising tone
waves; essentially the same proportion of IPDP-type waves (68%) were observed
within ∣Δ𝐿∣ < 0.5. Such a high proportion of IPDP-type waves, given the reported
low natural occurrence of this wave type, shows a clear tendency towards IPDP-
type waves for the POES triggers.
8.1.2 The question of drift in longitude and time
So far we have neglected the possibility of a drifting EMIC source region. By re-
stricting ourselves to POES triggers that occurred within ±15° of the Halley mag-
netometer, we have ensured a strong test for a causal link between the triggers
and any observed waves, at the expense of a much smaller sample size. In Sec-
tion 7.1 we presented a study of a long-lived EMIC source region that covered
approximately 150° longitude(3). Several published case studies also show EMIC
events with large longitudinal extents [e.g., Clilverd et al., 2015; Engebretson et
3This value is for the Northern Hemisphere; in contrast, in the Southern Hemisphere the trig-
gers spanned 200°.
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al., 2015]. These publications all demonstrate that significant separation between
a POES trigger and EMIC wave is possible; to properly investigate the waves that
drive the scattering producing the larger trigger database, we must consider drift-
ing events, outside of the 15° restriction.
In the previous section, we examined SCM data within ±1 h of the POES trig-
ger, which corresponds roughly to the period of a single POES half-orbit. If we
maintain this time restriction but allow for a drifting source region, we can con-
sider POES triggers that occurred further away in longitude from Halley. To the
best of our knowledge, very little study has yet been done regarding the limits of
EMIC source region drift rates, so we must impose our own limits. In the Clil-
verd et al. [2015] case study, the EMIC source region crossed ∼8.5 h of MLT in
about 1.5 h UT, equivalent to ∼85°/h of westward longitudinal drift. Rounding
up, we consider POES triggers that occurred up to ±90° in longitude away from
Halley. EMIC waves seen at Halley within ±1 h of these triggers can still con-
ceivably be causally linked to the POES triggers, although obviously the linkage
becomes more tenuous at greater longitudinal separations from Halley.
Using this new longitude range we have a further 525 POES triggers, in ad-
dition to the 149 near-Halley triggers investigated previously. Again, we restrict
ourselves to Northern Hemisphere triggers for consistency, and to avoid any po-
tential contamination issues due to the SAMA region.
Estimating the drift rate
When we consider a single POES trigger in isolation, we have no way of knowing
the drift rate of the driving EMIC source region (assuming, of course, that is it
EMIC-driven). Instead, we make two assumptions regarding the nature of the
source region:
1. The source region only drifts westward, i.e., ΔMLT ≤ 0, and
2. The longitudinal drift rate of the source region is between 15–90°/h(4).
The first of these assumptions is based on the fact that EMIC wave generation is
driven by anisotropic proton populations, enforcing a strictly negative MLT drift.
The second of these assumptions is more tenuous, an approximation based on the
extrema observed in the literature, for instance Clilverd et al. [2015]. We use these
4equivalent to ∆MLT ≤ 6 h/h.
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assumptions to restrict our investigation of the Halley data to physically possible
time periods.
A quick example
Consider a hypothetical POES trigger that occurred at 12:00 UT, 45° east of the
Halley magnetometer. At the quickest possible drift-rate, 90°/h, we would expect
to see EMIC waves at Halley within 30 mins of the POES trigger, i.e., at 12:30 UT. At
the slowest drift rate, 3 h would have to pass before the source region driving our
hypothetical trigger reached Halley; however, this violates our ±1 h restriction
on the allowable time lag between trigger and wave. So, for this event we only
examine Halley SCM data between 12:30–01:00 UT.
If this hypothetical trigger occurred at the same time, but instead occurred 45°
west of Halley, the same argument would follow, except that the wave observation
would precede the POES trigger, instead of following it. Thus, we would examine
the Halley SCM data between 11:00–11:30 UT on the day of the 12 UT trigger.
Examining the magnetometer data
For each of 525 new POES triggers described above, we again consider the Hal-
ley SCM data, taking into account the potential drift of the source region, again
looking for EMIC waves that occur within an hour of the POES trigger. As before,
there were instances where multiple POES satellites detected the same given pre-
cipitation event. With these accounted for, there were 503 unique POES triggers
observed over the 2005–2015 period that occurred between 15–90° from Halley.
In total, 256 of these 503 unique POES triggers (∼51%) coincided with EMIC
wave observations at Halley. This result along with the < 15° triggers, binned
by absolute longitudinal distance from Halley, is shown in blue in Figure 8.1.
A “background” rate of EMIC wave observation, described in detail in the next
section, is shown in red. Unsurprisingly, the number of coincident observations
between POES and Halley drops off as the longitudinal distance from Halley in-
creases, reaching a EMIC observation rate of around 40% at ±90° longitude from
Halley.
47% of all of the EMIC waves observed at Halley were rising-tone IPDP waves.
The absolute longitude distribution of these IPDP-type waves is shown in blue in
Figure 8.2. There appears to be a dependence on the longitudinal distance from
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Figure 8.1: Distribution of the POES trigger-associated EMIC waves observed at Halley,
shown in blue, binned according to the absolute geographical longitudinal distance of the
triggers from Halley. For comparison the distribution of the EMIC waves associated with
a set of “random” triggers observed at Halley, binned in the same manner, is shown in
red.
Halley on the chance of a wave being an IPDP-type wave; for distances <60° lon-
gitude from Halley, the chance of a wave being an IPDP-type wave is ∼57%, while
at distances greater than this, the chance drops to ∼31%.
Regarding Hendry et al. [2016]
It is important to note that the result presented in the previous section differs
slightly from the result published in Hendry et al. [2016]. In this paper we were
able to link POES triggers located from 75–90° from Halley to EMIC waves only
27% of the time. In the updated database, this number has risen to 40%, a sig-
nificant increase. We also see a slightly increase in the other bins as well. This is
in part due to an unusually high EMIC wave observation rate for POES triggers
detected in 2015 and between 75–90 degrees from Halley (56%), for which we do
not have an explanation.
8.1.3 Chance detections
When comparing two datasets together, as we are with the POES triggers and
the Halley SCM data, there is always a non-zero possibility of a “fake” positive
comparison (in this case, an EMIC wave observation occurring simultaneously
with an unassociated POES trigger) purely due to random chance. By quantifying
the likelihood of such a chance occurrence, we can ensure that our observations
are not simply due to random coincidence.
To investigate the chance of a random trigger coinciding with an EMIC wave
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Figure 8.2: Ratio of IPDP-type EMIC waves observed at Halley as a percentage of all
EMIC waves observed, shown in blue, binned according to the absolute longitudinal dis-
tance of the triggers from Halley. For comparison the ratio of IPDP-type waves for the
“random” waves observed at Halley, binned in the same manner, is shown in red.
at Halley, we generate a set of “random” triggers, independent of any true POES
precipitation triggers, that mimick the longitude and MLT distributions of the real
triggers. We repeat the process of checking Halley for EMIC waves around these
random times, with the results shown in red in Figure 8.1. There is little variation
in the success rate based on the distance of the random events from Halley as
expected for a non-causal dataset, with an average success rate of ∼18%.
Bearing this result in mind, we note that even at 75–90° from the Halley mag-
netometer the chance of a real POES trigger correlating with an EMIC wave at
Halley is much higher than the random case (roughly 2× higher). This contra-
dicts our earlier published result in Hendry et al. [2016], in which the random
chance of a wave observation at 75–90° was very close to the rate for true chance.
Finally, we also checked the wave-type of these randomly observed waves,
with on average ∼26% of the waves being IPDP-type. This is much greater than
the rate published by Kuwashima et al. [1981] (∼3%), but is still well below the rate
of IPDP-type waves observed for the true trigger events. Unlike the true events,
there is no longitudinal dependence on the chance of a randomly observed wave
being IPDP-type. This distribution is shown in red in Figure 8.2.
8.1.4 Wave bands
To identify the significance of the EMIC-waves associated with the triggers pro-
duced by the Carson et al. [2013] algorithm, it is important to know which ion
band the waves occur in. Previously published results have suggested that helium
band EMIC waves are more likely to drive the precipitation of < 2 MeV electrons
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than hydrogen band EMIC [Meredith et al., 2014]. The band that each wave is cat-
egorized into will therefore influence the relevance of the POES-detected EMIC
activity to radiation belt dynamics.
The precipitation spikes in the POES data are very narrowly defined in IGRF 𝐿
with each event typically occurring across an 𝐿-shell range of around 0.3𝐿, consis-
tent with previously published case-studies [e.g. Mann et al., 2014]. We are there-
fore able to use the 𝐿-shell location of the POES-observed precipitation spikes to
calculate the ion gyrofrequencies at the IGRF-determined geomagnetic equator
for the POES trigger locations. By comparing the calculated gyrofrequencies to
the frequency ranges of the associated EMIC waves observed at Halley, we are
able to determine the ion band of each wave.
It is highly likely that our database will include waves from each of the hydro-
gen, helium, and oxygen wave bands. However, the distinction between waves in
the helium and the oxygen wave bands is only meaningful when oxygen is present
in the wave generation region; in the absence of oxygen, no oxygen wave band oc-
curs, and therefore no oxygen stop-band occurs. Without accurate ion density
data, we cannot determine if a wave is truly an oxygen band wave, or instead is
a helium band wave due to a lack of oxygen at the geomagnetic equator. For this
reason, we categorise our waves as either hydrogen band waves, or helium/oxy-
gen band waves.
Of the 102 unique precipitation-causing EMIC waves observed at Halley
linked to POES triggers, all but 3 occurred at frequencies below the POES-
calculated helium gyrofrequency, in the helium/oxygen band. Of the 256
observed waves in the broader analysis, 31 (∼12%) occurred within the hydrogen
band, while the rest occurred in the helium/oxygen bands.
The lack of any significant population of hydrogen band EMIC waves in those
observed at Halley contrasts with previously published studies on EMIC occur-
rence, which show hydrogen band EMIC occurrence rates relative to other bands
significantly greater than we have observed [Saikin et al., 2015]. The absence of hy-
drogen band EMIC on the ground has been noted previously; for instance, in the
case study published by Usanova et al. [2008] hydrogen and helium band EMIC
waves were observed simultaneously in space by a THEMIS satellite, but only the
lower-frequency helium band EMIC were observed in ground-based magnetome-
ter data.
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8.2 Additional magnetometers
The conclusions from the Halley magnetometer represent only the EMIC wave
behaviour at a single location, and do not discount the possibility of an isolated
result. In this section we briefly present the results of identical studies carried
out at the Athabasca ground-based magnetometer, as well as several magnetome-
ters from the CARISMA magnetometer chain, and show that the conclusions are
largely the same, regardless of the magnetometer used. As with the Halley mag-
netometer data, all investigations of these addition magnetometers were carried
out manually.
8.2.1 Athabasca
We repeat the investigations carried out in the previous few sections on the
data from the Athabasca SCM, which provides ongoing measurements from
7 September 2005. As with the Halley magnetometer, we at first restrict our
analysis to POES triggers that occur within ±15° longitude of the Athabasca SCM.
The Athabasca magnetometer is far enough west in longitude that the SAMA
region is not an issue, so we also include events from the Southern Hemisphere in
our analysis, using the IGRF determined magnetic conjugate point of Athabasca
(-63.3° S, 203.7° E) as the focal point.
In total, we consider 205 unique POES triggers from Athabasca. These triggers
are reasonably evenly distributed between the hemispheres, with 56% of triggers
in the Southern Hemisphere, and 44% in the North. Of these 205 triggers, 113
(55%) occurred within ±1 hr of an EMIC wave observed at the Athabasca mag-
netometer. We observe a slightly higher rate of EMIC wave observations in the
Northern Hemisphere, with 64% of triggers correlating with an EMIC wave ob-
servation at Athabasca, compared to 50% in the Southern Hemisphere.
Further restricting these events based on their L-shell separation from
Athabasca increases the success rate of the detection algorithm: 97/144 (67%) of
the events occurred within ∣Δ𝐿∣ < 1, while 61/78 (78%) of the events occurred
within ∣Δ𝐿∣ < 0.5. Once again, the Northern Hemisphere had a slightly higher
success rate with these restrictions: for events with ∣Δ𝐿∣ < 1, 78% of Northern
Hemisphere triggers had associated waves, compared to 60% of Southern Hemi-
sphere triggers. Similarly, at ∣Δ𝐿∣ < 0.5, 84% of Northern Hemisphere triggers
























Figure 8.3: Distribution of the POES trigger-associated EMIC waves observed at
Athabasca, shown in blue, binned according to the absolute longitudinal distance of the
triggers from Athabasca (or its Southern Hemisphere conjugate point). For compari-
son the distribution of the EMIC waves associated with “random” triggers observed at
Athabasca, binned in the same manner, is shown in red.
triggers.
Around 47% of the trigger-associated waves observed at Athabasca were IPDP-
type waves. There was no significant difference in the proportion of IPDP-type
waves between the hemispheres, with 49% IPDP in the northern hemisphere and
44% IPDP in the southern hemisphere.
We also extend this analysis to include the possibility of drifting EMIC source
regions, as in Section 8.1.2, examining POES triggers that occur within ±90° of
Athabasca in both the Northern and Southern Hemispheres. Within this longi-
tudinal range, we find 975 unique POES triggers; like the ±15° triggers, these are
split roughly evenly between the hemispheres (46% North, 54% South). 283 (29%)
of these triggers coincided with EMIC waves observed at the Athabasca SCM, with
both the Northern and Southern Hemispheres showing ∼30% coincidence rates.
Like the Halley magnetometer, the chance of a POES trigger being associated with
an EMIC wave observed in the Athabasca magnetometer drops off with longitudi-
nal distance from Athabasca. The combined Southern and Northern hemisphere
distributions of these detections are shown in blue in Figure 8.3.
Roughly 33% of the EMIC waves observed in the wider Athabasca study were
IPDP. Unlike the ±15° triggers, there is a significant difference in proportion of
IPDP-type waves between the two hemispheres: in the Southern hemisphere, only
26% of observed waves were IPDP, compared to ∼41% of waves in the Northern
Hemisphere. Unlike the Halley magnetometer, the chance of a wave being IPDP
does not appear to depend on the longitudinal distance from Athabasca.
As with the Halley data, we calculate the chance that a randomly chosen POES
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trigger will coincide with an EMIC wave observed in the Athabasca SCM data,
with a success rate of ∼14% across all longitudinal ranges. At distances of 75–
90° from Athabasca, the success rate of the true triggers approaches that of the
random triggers. The results of this analysis are shown in red in Figure 8.3. Only
19% of these random triggers were IPDP-type EMIC waves.
Finally, we classify each of the observed EMIC waves as being either hydrogen
band or helium/oxygen band EMIC. Of the 113 wave events with POES triggers
< 15° latitude from Athabasca, only 8 (7%) occurred in the hydrogen wave band,
with the rest occurring in the helium/oxygen bands. Of the 283 events observed
in the broader analysis, 71 (25%) occurred in the hydrogen wave band. Interest-
ingly, the hydrogen band waves were observed disproportionately in the south-
ern hemisphere: 32% of southern hemisphere events occurring in the hydrogen
band, compared to only 15% of northern hemisphere events. At this time we have
no explanation or speculation to explain this difference.
8.2.2 CARISMA
The CARISMA chain of magnetometers allows us to investigate the POES trig-
gers from multiple different latitudes along the same longitude, allowing us to
determine latitudinal differences in EMIC detection. We use the magnetometers
located at Fort Churchill (FCHU), Island Lake (ISLL), and Pinawa (PINA), each
of which house both fluxgate and search-coil magnetometers; for this study we
used both types of data, investigating each magnetometer type independently and
combining the results.
As before, we investigated Northern hemisphere POES triggers that occurred
within ±15° longitude of the magnetometers - the southern conjugate points of
these CARISMA magnetometers have significant overlap with the SAMA region
defined by Carson et al. [2013], so we do not consider the southern hemisphere
for these magnetometers. For the FCHU, ISLL, and PINA magnetometers respec-
tively, we found 40/109 (36%), 64/110 (58%), and 60/107 (56%) unique wave/trig-
ger conjugations. It is worth noting that the success rate for the PINA SCM magne-
tometer was much higher than the PINA fluxgate magnetometer, with 76% of the
POES triggers investigated resulting in a positive EMIC wave observation. The
other SCM magnetometers did not observe a similar difference in success rate.
For these three magnetometers 20%, 43%, and 63% of the waves respectively were
IPDP-type EMIC waves.
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Extending the investigation to include drifting source regions, we found
164/559 (29.3%), 216/567 (38.1%), and 153/601 (25.5%) wave/trigger conjuga-
tions, with 2%, 36%, and 29% respectively being IPDP EMIC waves. In the case of
FCHU, the highest latitude magnetometer, only two of the observed EMIC waves
were IPDP. This suggests that IPDP are strictly a lower-latitude phenomenon,
and potentially undergo a lesser degree of ducting than other wave types.
The CARISMA magnetometers show similar wave band compositions to the
Halley and Athabasca magnetometers. At FCHU, only 1 of the events within
±15° latitude fell into the hydrogen wave band; in the broader analysis, 9 of the
events (8%) were hydrogen band. At ISLL, there were 3 (6%) hydrogen band waves
within ±15° latitude and 16 (10%) in the broader analysis. At PINA, there were no
hydrogen band waves within ±15° latitude and 13 (15%) in the broader analysis.
8.3 Spatial distribution of EMIC waves
Due to their fixed nature, using ground-based magnetometers to investigate the
𝐿-shell distribution of EMIC waves is difficult. Generally only waves that occur
close to the magnetometers will be detected (where the exact definition of “close”
depends on a number of factors, including the strength of the wave and the iono-
spheric conditions). No such difficulties exist with investigating MLT distribu-
tions, although, as any given magnetometer will sample all MLT sectors over the
course of a day.
8.3.1 MLT
Using the combined observations from Halley, Athabasca, and the CARISMA
magnetometers we find that EMIC waves that coincide with a POES trigger are
present across all MLT sectors, shown in Figure 8.4(a). The waves show a clear
preference for the afternoon and evening MLT sectors, peaking between 21-22
MLT. There is also a significant population in the post-midnight to morning MLT
sector. These peaks mirror the MLT distribution of the POES triggers in general
(cf. Figure 6.4). If we normalise the MLT of the observed EMIC waves by the over-
all POES trigger MLT distribution, shown in Figure 8.4(b), we get essentially a flat
distribution. This suggests that the sample of POES triggers used to compare with
the magnetometers are representative of the POES trigger database as a whole.
If we split the observed EMIC waves into IPDP and non-IPDP waves, we find
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Figure 8.4: (a) MLT distribution of all of the POES trigger-associated EMIC waves ob-
served across all studied magnetometers. (b) Same as (a), but normalised by the MLT
occurrence of the POES trigger database as a whole.
that IPDP waves are confined almost entirely to the afternoon-evening MLT sec-
tors, i.e., from 15-22 MLT. The non-IPDP type waves are less well confined, occur-
ring across almost all MLT regions. The distribution of the IPDP waves in MLT
is shown in Figures 8.5(a), with a normalised histogram shown in Figure 8.5(b).
It is clear that even after accounting for the natural weighting of the database to-
wards the evening MLT sector, IPDP-type waves are far more likely to occur in the
afternoon-evening sectors.
Finally, splitting the observed EMIC waves by wave-band, we find the hydro-
gen band waves occurred across all MLT sectors, with a significant peak in the
post-midnight sector (1-4 MLT). Helium band waves also occurred across all MLT
sectors, with a significant occurrence peak in the evening sector (19-22 MLT).
8.3.2 L-shell
As we did when determining the wave-band of the EMIC waves, we can use the 𝐿-
shells of the POES triggers associated with each wave to estimate the 𝐿-shell of the
wave itself(5). The 𝐿-shell distribution of the combination of all wave-associated
POES triggers is shown in Figure 8.6.
Splitting the waves into IPDP and non-IPDP waves again, we find that IPDP
waves tend towards slightly lower 𝐿-shells, with a median IPDP 𝐿-shell of 𝐿 = 4.8,
compared to the non-IPDP median 𝐿 = 5.5. The IPDP waves also tend to be more
5This assumes that the EMIC source region is constant in 𝐿-shell, and does not change as it
drifts. As we will see later, this may not necessarily be accurate.
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Figure 8.5: (a) MLT distribution of every POES trigger-associated IPDP-type EMIC waves
observed across all studies magnetometers. (b) Same as (a), but normalised by the MLT
occurrence of the POES trigger database as a whole.
tightly clustered around the magnetometers, with 83% of IPDP waves occurring
within ±1 L-shell of the magnetometers, compared to only 61% of the non-IPDP
waves. The three CARISMA magnetometers also show a significant 𝐿-shell de-
pendence of the IPDP waves, with the high 𝐿-shell FCHU magnetometer observ-
ing very few IPDP waves, while the lower 𝐿-shell ISLL and PINA magnetometers
observed much greater proportions of IPDP waves.
There are distinct differences between the 𝐿-shell distributions of the hydrogen
band EMIC waves and the helium/oxygen band EMIC waves. Only one of the
observed hydrogen band waves occurred below 𝐿 = 5. By comparison, none of
the helium/oxygen band EMIC waves occurred above 𝐿 = 8, with over 50% of the
waves occurring at 𝐿 < 5.
8.3.3 Global view
Finally, it is worth considering the geographic distribution of trigger-associated
waves around the magnetometers. For this, we consider just Halley. Figure 8.7(a)
shows the success rate for Halley, as a function of latitude and longitude. As well
as a clear peak directly over Halley, indicated by a white star, we see heightened
success rates to the east of Halley, trending towards lower 𝐿-shells the further
from Halley we get. Interestingly, we do not see any similar trend to the west of
Halley, with success rates dropping off rapidly with longitude. Given an east-to-
west drift of the EMIC source regions, this inhomogeneity suggests that we are
far more likely to see a trigger to the east of Halley followed by a wave at Halley
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Figure 8.6: (a) 𝐿 distribution of all of the POES trigger-associated EMIC waves observed
across all studied magnetometers. (b) Same as (a), but normalised by the 𝐿 occurrence of
the POES trigger database as a whole.
than a wave at Halley and then a trigger to the west of Halley. This may indicate
that the precipitation triggers occur close to the start of the EMIC wave, such that
those to the west of Halley have no preceding wave for Halley to see. Finally, this
plot also seems to suggest that the EMIC source regions tend to drift higher in
𝐿-shell as they drift around the world.
For reference, Figure 8.7(b) shows the same plot, calculated with our random
trigger times; the result is a relatively uniform distribution of success rates from
10–30% (although with a curious, unexplained peak just to the west of Halley).
8.4 Summary
Each of the magnetometers studied in this Chapter showed significant numbers of
EMIC waves coincident with POES electron precipitation triggers. For POES trig-
gers that occurred within ±15° longitude of each magnetometer, including the
magnetic conjugate points of the Halley and Athabasca magnetometers, we see
successful detection rates of between 50–65%, except for the FCHU magnetome-
ter, which sees only 42%, likely due to the high latitude location of the magne-
tometer. Restricting the events further based on the 𝐿-shell distance of the POES
triggers from the magnetometers, we see even greater increases in successful de-
tection rates, with the Halley magnetometer in particular detecting EMIC waves
for 92% of the POES triggers that occur within ∣Δ𝐿∣ < 0.5 of the Halley northern


































Figure 8.7: (a) Latitude-longitude distribution of the Halley magnetometer success rate
for the POES trigger database. The location of the Halley station is denoted by a white
star. (b) Same as (a), but for the random triggers.
detected precipitation spikes and EMIC wave activity.
When considering the possibility of a drifting source region in MLT, we see a
consistent picture across all of the magnetometers studied. For POES triggers that
occur close to the magnetometers (or their magnetic conjugate points) we see high
rates of successful EMIC wave observation. As the longitudinal distance from
the magnetometer increases, this success rate drops off, until it approaches the
“noise” success rate, i.e., the rate of successful EMIC wave detection seen for fake
POES triggers with no (intentional) association with any precipitation signatures.
A significant proportion of EMIC waves observed in this chapter were rising
tone IPDP-type EMIC waves. IPDP-type waves accounted for over 50% of all EMIC
waves observed when the POES triggers were within ±15° longitude from the
magnetometers. In comparison, the random triggers with no associated particle
precipitation spikes only consisted of 20 − 25% IPDP-type waves, suggesting a
preference in the algorithm, or indeed in the scattering mechanism itself, towards
IPDP-type waves. This result is direct evidence supporting the precipitation link
inferred by Lukkari et al. [1977], who showed that IPDP-type waves were closely
linked to increases in riometer absorption.
The majority of the POES precipitation-associated EMIC waves we observed in
this study occurred in the helium/oxygen bands, with only a very small portion
occurring in the hydrogen band. Across all magnetometers, over 85% of observed
waves occurred in the helium/oxygen bands. This is likely in part due to our
choice of magnetic field model – for simplicity, we used the IGRF field model to
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calculate the ion gyrofrequencies at the magnetic equator. Using a more realistic
field model, for instance one of the Tsyganenko field models, likely would have
increased the number of waves determined to be in the hydrogen band. Indeed,
if we recalculate the wave band for the Halley events using the T89 model [Tsy-
ganenko, 1989], we find that 21 (19%) of the events within 15° longitude and 61
(24%) of the events across the broader longitude range fall into the hydrogen band.
These results are significantly larger than the proportion calculated using IGRF,
though they are still smaller than the proportion seen by Saikin et al. [2015]. This
possibly indicates a preference in the detection algorithm towards helium band
EMIC, which might be due to differences in the characteristics of the electron pre-
cipitation scattered by the waves in each band. Alternatively, it could simply re-
flect the known difficulty in detecting hydrogen band EMIC waves in ground-
based instruments, due to lower power or unfavourable propagation character-
istics [Engebretson et al., 2008; Usanova et al., 2008]. Finally, it might indicate a
greater difficulty for hydrogen band waves to satisfy the electron resonance con-
dition [Denton et al., 2015]. Of all of the hydrogen band waves observed in this
study, only ∼ 7% were IPDP-type waves.
In comparing all of the wave-associated POES triggers, we showed that IPDP-
type waves were restricted to the afternoon and evening MLT sectors, and oc-
curred predominantly at lower 𝐿-shells. Non-IPDP EMIC waves occurred in all
MLT sectors, with a peak occurring in the post-midnight sector. The helium/oxy-
gen band waves were observed across all MLT shells with a peak in the evening
sector, with over 50% of the waves occurring at 𝐿 < 5. Hydrogen band waves
were almost exclusively found at 𝐿 > 5, again across all MLT sectors, with a peak
in the post-midnight sector. Investigation of high 𝐿-shell EMIC waves was limited
by a lack of high-latitude magnetometer stations, and by a lack of POES triggers
at high 𝐿-shells. This possibly indicates a preference in the detection algorithm
towards lower 𝐿-shell events. Alternatively, it could indicate that the higher 𝐿-
shell EMIC waves, which our study suggests are almost exclusively non-IPDP
hydrogen band waves, are less likely to cause relativistic electron precipitation
detectable by POES.
Finally, we considered the distribution of trigger-associated waves in latitude
and longitude around the Halley magnetometer, and observed a significantly
higher detection success rate for POES precipitation triggers to the east of Hal-
ley. Triggers to the west of Halley saw significantly reduced success rates. This
possibly indicates a tendency for the POES precipitation triggers to occur close
to EMIC wave onset. We also observed an apparent 𝐿-shell drift, suggesting that
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EMIC waves may drift to higher 𝐿-shells as they drift westward around the world.
One aspect of our trigger detection algorithm that still remains to be investi-
gated is the “miss rate”, i.e., how often there is EMIC present that the algorithm
fails to detect. This can happen either when there is no electron precipitation
present in the energy range to which POES is sensitive, or when there is excessive
noise in either of the P1 or E4 loss cone channels, preventing a successful trigger
detection. We have already shown that there is a general paucity of hydrogen
band waves, high 𝐿-shell waves, and non-IPDP waves, possibly indicating that
these types of waves do not readily precipitate electrons. We will consider this
question further in the next chapter.
The high success rate of EMIC wave detections by POES triggers located in
close proximity to the magnetometers studied confirms that our detection algo-
rithm is a valid means of detecting EMIC wave activity via POES electron precip-
itation data, and shows that the POES precipitation trigger database is made up
of primarily EMIC-driven electron precipitation events. In the next few chapters,
we will use the POES precipitation data to further investigate the characteristics of
EMIC waves and their interactions with radiation belt electrons on a larger scale





The absence of evidence is not the evidence of absence.
– Carl Sagan, Cosmos
In the past few chapters we have linked the POES precipitation triggers to ob-
servations of EMIC wave activity and shown that, under certain circumstances,
this link can be very strong. In Chapter 8 we showed that for triggers occurring
very close to Halley, 92% of the time they could be positively matched with EMIC
waves observed in the Halley SCM data. This clearly indicates a solid link between
the POES precipitation triggers and EMIC waves.
Our understanding of the POES triggers is still incomplete, however. We know
that the Carson et al. [2013] algorithm is not exhaustive, and misses some fraction
of events; in the case study in Section 7.1, for instance, 11 of the 12 electron precip-
itation bursts observed were not detected by the algorithm. We also know, from
the literature, that not every EMIC event necessarily causes electron precipitation
visible in the POES satellites [e.g. Usanova et al., 2014]. In this chapter we carry
out a study of waves from the ground and how these relate to the POES triggers;
this essentially reverses the study in the previous chapter, allowing us to better
understand how our precipitation triggers fit into the population of EMIC waves
as a whole.
9.1 Surveying the Halley magnetometer
To establish a baseline of just how common EMIC waves are, as seen on the
ground, we examined a year of magnetometer data from the Halley SCM (1
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Figure 9.1: A series of IPDP-type EMIC waves observed on 31 May 2013. Each wave
burst shows a clear “rising-tone” structure, that is, increasing frequency with time.
January 2013–31 December 2013). This year was chosen to maximise the number
of POES satellites active during the survey period (cf. Table 5.1). We examined
each day of data, and recorded the time and frequency extents of all instances of
EMIC wave activity observed in the data. While we have endeavoured to include
all waves visible in the Halley SCM data, some waves close to the noise floor will
have been excluded from this study. In addition, we must be mindful that not all
EMIC waves present in space (and thus potentially capable of producing electron
precipitation) are able to be detected on the ground [Engebretson et al., 2008;
Usanova et al., 2008].
As well as the timing and frequency information of the waves, we also exam-
ined the structure of the waves, grouping them into three broad categories: IPDP,
structured, and unstructured waves(1). Where a classification could not be deter-
mined (typically due to the resolution of the data, the wave power relative to the
noise floor) we classified the wave as “unstructured”. Examples of each of these
wave types are shown in Figures 9.1, 9.2, and 9.3. We note that additional classi-
fications exist within these broad categories [e.g., Kuwashima et al., 1981; Menk
et al., 1992], however such fine-grained categorisation is beyond the scope of this
study.
















Figure 9.2: A structured EMIC wave observed on 5 March 2013. The clear pulsation
structure, reminiscent of a Moiré pattern, is characteristic of structured EMIC waves.
1The differences between these wave types are discussed in detail in Section 4.3.1.
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Figure 9.3: A series of unstructured EMIC waves bursts observed on 27 January 2013.
The bursts of wave power lack any distinguishing structure, and so are classified as un-
structured waves.
While it would also be instructive to determine the wave-band of the observed
waves, this turns out to be both a significant and imprecise task. In the previous
chapter, we were able to estimate the ion gyrofrequencies using the location of
the POES satellites at the time of the trigger detections. Without these triggers,
and bearing in mind the ability for EMIC waves to duct over a significant 𝐿-shell
range [Kim et al., 2010], we cannot easily determine the 𝐿-shell of the EMIC source
region, and thus the ion gyrofrequencies.
9.1.1 Survey results
In total, 741 EMIC waves were observed in the 2013 Halley data. This represented
roughly 82,000 mins of EMIC wave activity, constituting ∼16% of SCM observa-
tions made in 2013. Of these observed waves, 171 (23%) were IPDP waves, 372
(50%) were structured waves, and 198 (27%) were unstructured waves.
We observed a significant difference in the temporal length(2) of each wave
type, with both structured and unstructured waves on average lasting far longer
than IPDP waves. In total, we observed only 5,400 mins of IPDP wave observa-
tions, representing only ∼7% of the total EMIC observation time. In contrast, we
observed 20,000 mins of unstructured waves and 56,600 mins of structured waves,
representing 24% and 69% of the total EMIC observation time respectively.
Clearly there is a significant difference in the average length of the differ-
ent wave types. The mean length of the IPDP waves was only 30 mins (median
length 21 mins), with 95% of waves having a length of < 1 hr. Both unstructured
and structured waves were typically much longer, with mean lengths of 100 and
157 mins respectively (median 68 and 90 mins). The longest structured waves ob-
served were over 12 hours long.
2We use “length” instead of “period” here to avoid potential confusion with the wave period.
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9.2 Comparison with POES
In the previous chapter, we investigated how often waves were observed on the
ground, given a precipitation trigger seen in one of the POES satellites, with a
success rate of around 92% for triggers very close in longitude and 𝐿-shell to Hal-
ley. To understand the relevance of these trigger-associated waves, however, we
must also determine how often we observed precipitation triggers, given a wave
observed on the ground. As with the previous chapter, we are restricted to the
Northern Hemisphere, due to the proximity of Halley to the SAMA region.
Throughout 2013, data is available from all seven of the POES satellites(3). For
each of the 741 EMIC waves observed at Halley in 2013, we examined each of the
POES satellites to determine if any of them were close to the Halley station at the
time of the wave observation. We define “close” to be within ±15° longitude of
Halley’s Northern IGRF conjugate point and 2 < 𝐿 < 10, to match the Carson et
al. [2013] 𝐿-shell restrictions. To allow for comparison with the previous chapter,
we initially allow satellite passes that occurred up to 1 hr before or after the wave
observation.
Of the 741 observed EMIC waves, 720 (97%) occurred while at least one POES
satellite fulfilled the restrictions described above. To ensure that this high con-
junction rate was not the result of the large 𝐿-shell window, we repeated this test,
but only considered a satellite “close” if it passed within ∣Δ𝐿∣ < 0.5 of Halley. This
resulted in 690 (93%) events with close POES passes.
This apparently incredibly high conjunction rate is most likely due to the ±1 hr
buffer around the wave observations that we have imposed. This buffer allows
for POES passes that just miss the wave observation (in time), as per the previous
chapter. However, this buffer also means that, at minimum, we are considering
2 hr of POES data; as the orbital periods of the POES satellites are ∼101 minutes,
this means that we will always have a complete orbit from each of the POES satel-
lites. Combined with the good ground coverage provided by the POES constel-
lation, this means that in any period of time greater than 1 POES orbit we will
almost always have a satellite pass close to Halley.
To determine if this buffer time was biasing our results, we repeated the tests
without it. In total, 517 (70%) of the observed EMIC waves had close POES passes
for 2 < 𝐿 < 10, while 443 (60%) had passes for ∣Δ𝐿∣ < 0.5. Unsurprisingly, this
3In the case of the NOAA-17 satellite this coverage ceased on 10 April, due to the decommis-
sioning of the satellite.
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almost exclusively removed waves with a length of less than one POES orbital
period.
9.2.1 POES trigger comparison
Given such a large proportion of events that have near-simultaneous close POES
passes, we might expect a similarly large proportion of events to have POES trig-
gers associated with the waves. However, when we investigate the POES trig-
ger database we find that throughout 2013 only 13 triggers occurred within ±15°
longitude of Halley, even before taking into account wave observation times. Of
these, 12 (92%) occurred within ±1 hr of a wave at Halley, and 9 (69%) occurred
while a wave was being observed (i.e., without the ±1 hr buffer). 6 (42%) of the
13 triggers occurred within ∣Δ𝐿∣ < 0.5 of Halley.
The 13 triggers described above coincided with 15 different waves; 4 occurred
at the same time as IPDP-type waves, 7 occurred at the same time as structured
waves, and 4 occurred at the same time as unstructured waves(4).
9.3 Detection statistics
Using the data presented in Section 9.1.1, we can estimate the probability of a
randomly chosen event time coinciding with an EMIC wave, and thus validate
the “chance detection” rate estimated in Section 8.1.3.
Given a wave that starts at time 𝑡𝑠 and ends at time 𝑡𝑒, the chance 𝑃 (c) of a




where 𝐿 is the length of the observation period (525,600 mins, for 2013). In
a case with two waves, the probability of a random event time coinciding with
either of the waves is:
𝑃 (c1|2) = 𝑃 (c1) + 𝑃 (c2) − 𝑃 (c1) ∩ 𝑃 (c2) (9.2)
4We have more waves than triggers due to the fact that we occasionally have a trigger that
occurs close to 2 separate waves. In such cases we have included both waves, as we cannot be sure
which (if any) is the driving wave.
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where 𝑃 (c1) ∩ 𝑃 (c2) is the probability of a random time coinciding with both
waves, in the case of waves that overlap in time. This has the value:
𝑃 (c1) ∩ 𝑃 (c2) =
⎧{
⎨{⎩
0 𝑡𝑒,1 < 𝑡𝑠,2
𝑡𝑒,1−𝑡𝑠,2
𝐿 𝑡𝑒,1 > 𝑡𝑠,2, 𝑡𝑠,2 > 𝑡𝑠,1
(9.3)












𝑃 (c𝑖) ∩ 𝑃 (c𝑗) (9.4)
Thus we can calculate the probability of a random event coinciding with an
EMIC wave. Using the data from Section 9.1.1, a single random event time has a
∼15% chance of coinciding with a wave.
In the previous chapter we allowed a ±1 hr window around the trigger time,
extending the range over which we could detect EMIC wave activity. For our
purposes, this is equivalent to extending 𝑡𝑠 and 𝑡𝑒 by an hour each way for each
wave event, so:
𝑡′𝑠 = 𝑡𝑠 − 1 hr (9.5)
𝑡′𝑒 = 𝑡𝑒 + 1 hr (9.6)
where the 1 hr can of course be replaced by any value. Replacing 𝑡𝑠 and 𝑡𝑒 with 𝑡′𝑠
and 𝑡′𝑒 in equations 9.1 and 9.3 allows us to calculate the probability of detecting
a wave, given this 2 hour window. For 2013, this probability comes to ∼25%. This
differs slightly from the value seen in the previous chapter (18%), although this is
likely due to the small sample size used in this chapter.
9.4 Discussion
In this chapter, we showed that while IPDP-type waves make up a significant pro-
portion of EMIC waves by number (∼23%), when weighted for the length of each
wave, EMIC waves only make up around 7% of total EMIC wave observations.
This flies in the face of the result we saw in the previous chapter, where the ma-
jority of waves observed near Halley (∼67%) were IPDP-type waves. This certainly
seems to suggest that IPDP-type waves are closely related to EMIC-driven electron
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precipitation. However, it does not explain the large number of non-IPDP waves
also observed.
One possibility is that IPDP-type waves are more efficient scatterers of elec-
trons, resulting in IPDP-type waves making up a higher proportion of observed
precipitation-causing waves. Another possibility is that non-IPDP waves are such
efficient scatterers of electrons, that within a few minutes of onset, they have de-
pleted the relativistic electron populations [Summers et al., 2007]. As a result, only
satellite passes occurring within a few minutes of wave onset would result in posi-
tive detections. This would greatly reduce the proportion of non-IPDP waves rela-
tive to IPDP-type waves, however this then leads to the question of how scattering
could occur over many hours, such as we saw in the case study in Section 7.1.
It should be noted that the year chosen for this survey, 2013, was geomagnet-
ically very quiet, particularly at the beginning of the year. This could potentially
explain the lack of precipitation observations – with smaller electron populations
within the radiation belts, we naturally expect fewer POES triggers.
9.5 Summary
One of the issues that has plagued research of EMIC-driven electron precipitation
has been the lack of any experimental evidence; until very recently [e.g. Miyoshi
et al., 2008; Rodger et al., 2008], there was very little experimental evidence that
EMIC waves could cause electron precipitation at all, despite theory suggesting
the possibility for almost half a century [Thorne and Kennel, 1971].
In order to show evidence of EMIC waves driving electron precipitation, you
must have evidence of both waves and electron precipitation. In the past, stud-
ies of EMIC-driven electron precipitation have started with EMIC wave observa-
tions, and searched for signs of electron precipitation, typically not finding any(5).
In contrast, when we started with electron precipitation and searched for EMIC
waves, we were extremely successful [Hendry et al., 2016]. The results of this
chapter give an insight into the reason behind this contrast of results.
In one year of SCM data from Halley, we observed 741 EMIC waves, averaging
just over two a day. However, in the same period, we only had 15 instances (∼2%)
of waves associated with POES precipitation triggers. It seems clear that although
electron+ion precipitation may imply EMIC wave activity, the reverse is not true:
5To our knowledge, none of this work has been published; we assume due to the lack of results.
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waves do not imply precipitation.
This is a very intriguing result, and definitely has important ramifications
when considering how important EMIC-driven electron precipitation is for radi-
ation belt dynamics as a whole. In the next few chapters we will attempt to char-
acterise the energy and flux ranges of what precipitation we do see from EMIC





spectra: DEMETER case studies
Everything makes sense a bit at a time. But when you try to think of
it all at once, it comes out wrong.
– Terry Pratchett, Only You Can Save Mankind
Regardless of how common EMIC-driven electron precipitation is, it is worth
examining the POES precipitation trigger database in more detail. For us to fully
understand the effect that EMIC waves have on the dynamics of the radiation
belts, we must consider the characteristics of the precipitation caused by the
waves. The two most important aspects of the electron precipitation that we
must consider are a) the energy range of the precipitation, and b) how much
precipitation is occurring.
In theory, the amount of precipitation caused by EMIC waves (or perhaps
more accurately, the rate of precipitation) is easy to calculate using the POES
MEPED data. However, this information is of little use if we do not also know
the energy distribution of this precipitation. Unfortunately, the relatively coarse
energy resolution of the POES MEPED instruments prevents us from easily de-
termining this distribution. We must instead turn to other instruments to obtain
this information.
In this chapter, we will use electron flux data from the DEMETER satellite to
investigate the energy spectra of several of the POES precipitation triggers. The
DEMETER IDP instrument offers very high resolution electron flux data at a rea-
sonably high time resolution, making it ideal for our purposes. The main limi-
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Figure 10.1: The IGRF FOFL locations of the POES and DEMETER satellites, used to
investigate the 18 November 2005 EMIC wave event. The NOAA-17 IGRF FOFL location
is shown by a red cross, while the DEMETER FOFL location is shown by a cyan star. The
IGRF L-shell lines from 𝐿 = 2 − 6 are shown as black dashed lines.
tation of the DEMETER satellite is the lack high-latitude data, which limits us to
events 𝐿 ≲ 3, with extreme examples occasionally reaching 𝐿∼5.5. The DEMETER
satellite, and the instruments it carries, is discussed in full in Chapter 5.2.
10.1 Database Event #2120 - 18 November 2005(1)
Database event #2120 was detected by the NOAA-17 satellite on 18 November
2005 at 13:00:31 UT, located at 𝐿 = 5.1 and 0.6 MLT, south of Tasmania. The IGRF
FOFL location of the satellite (-52.4358° S, 150.9466° E) is shown as a red cross
in Figure 10.1. At this time, NOAA-17 observed a sudden increase in electron
flux across all three MEPED 0° electron loss-cone channels, as well as the 0° P6
electron-contaminated channel. Nearly simultaneously, an increase in flux was
observed in the 0° P1 proton channel. No flux was observed in the high energy
proton channels, indicating that all of the P6-observed flux was due to electrons
(i.e., in this case P6=E4). The flux increase was short-lived in all channels, lasting
only 8 seconds in the MEPED data and spanning ∼0.2 𝐿-shells. No electron flux
was noted before or after the flux increase, suggesting that all of the observed flux
was due to a single source.
On the same day at 13:36:43 UT the IDP instrument aboard the DEMETER
satellite, located at 𝐿 = 5.2 and 23.9 MLT, observed a sudden increase in electron
flux. The IGRF FOFL location of the DEMETER satellite at the event time is shown
1This study is a extension of the case study published in Hendry et al. [2017].
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as a cyan star in Figure 10.1. At the same time, the DEMETER ICE instrument ob-
served a burst of wave power between the hydrogen and helium gyrofrequencies,
shown in Figure 10.2, indicating the presence of EMIC waves. We note that the
resolution of the ICE instrument is unfortunately insufficient to reveal any details
of the observed wave. The spatial proximity of these observations to the POES
event suggests that both satellites were observing the same event, slightly sepa-
rated in time and space.
Figure 10.2: DEMETER ICE 𝐸𝑧 wave data,
showing a burst of EMIC wave activity at
the event time. The solid black lines indi-
cate, from top to bottom, the hydrogen and
helium gyrofrequencies determined at the
IGRF magnetic equator. The dashed black
line indicates the time of the electron flux
burst in the DEMETER IDP instrument.
All of the IDP energy channels be-
tween 150 − 1500 keV showed sig-
nificant enhancement above the back-
ground flux; for energies > 1.5 MeV
the flux approached the noise floor of
the instrument. We calculated the ap-
proximate background flux levels at
the time of the enhancement by lin-
ear interpolation of the flux levels be-
fore and after the enhanced spectrum.
The background (orange line) and en-
hanced flux (blue line) of the DEME-
TER observed event are both shown
in Figure 10.3(a). By taking the dif-
ference between this expected back-
ground and the event-time flux we isolated the enhanced flux, as shown by the
blue crosses in Figure 10.3(b).
A note regarding POES vs DEMETER and trapped vs loss-cones flux
As was noted in Chapter 5.2, the DEMETER IDP instrument samples ostensibly
trapped flux, with pitch angles just above the bounce loss cone. Ideally, this would
mean that it was sampling the same trapped populations as the NOAA-17 90° de-
tector at the event time (ignoring for now the slight differences in time, 𝐿, MLT,
and altitude of the satellites). While a comparison of the fluxes measured by each
instrument should confirm this, directly comparing the MEPED and IDP instru-
ments is not possible, due to a difference in the time resolution of their data (2 s
resolution for POES, 4 s resolution for DEMETER) and because the DEMETER IDP
fluxes are all differential fluxes, compared to the POES MEPED integral fluxes.
Fortunately, the processing required to carry out this comparison is relatively sim-
ple.
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Figure 10.3: (a) Electron flux burst (blue) in the DEMETER IDP instrument observed on
18 November 2005 at 13:36:43 UT, with estimated background flux (orange). (b) DEME-
TER IDP enhanced flux (i.e., with electron background removed) with fitted power law,
e-folding, and peaked distributions.
The time resolution difference between the instruments is easy to fix, simply
down-sampling the POES data to 4 s resolution. Converting the DEMETER differ-
ential fluxes to a set of integral fluxes comparable to the POES electron channels
is done using the same method as described in Whittaker et al. [2014]; as with
Whittaker et al. [2014], we scale the DEMETER flux by a small constant factor (2.7,
in this case) to account for the difference in altitude of the instruments. The result
is a set of integral fluxes that represent an estimate of what the MEPED E1–E4
channels would observe, given the electron fluxes observed by DEMETER. Fig-
ure 10.4 shows the results of this process, with panels (a), (b), (c), and (d) showing
the MEPED measured and DEMETER estimated fluxes for the E1, E2, E3, and E4
channels respectively. Evidently, there is a close resemblance between the two
sets of fluxes in both time variation and magnitude, suggesting they represent
electrons scattered by the same process from the same source population.
We must also consider the issue of exactly which electrons we are interested
in; while we have shown that the NOAA-17 90° electron fluxes are similar to the
DEMETER IDP electron fluxes, these both represent trapped electrons, while we
are primarily interested in precipitated (i.e., 0° loss-cone) electrons. It has been
theorised that, for waves with amplitudes ≥ 1 nT, EMIC waves are capable of
causing the strong diffusion of electrons [Summers and Thorne, 2003]. This strong
diffusion would mean that any electrons scattered into the bounce loss cone would
likely be present in the trapped detectors as well. The similarity of both the POES
90° electron fluxes and the converted DEMETER flux described above to the POES
0° electron fluxes certainly suggests this is the case, however more analysis is nec-
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Figure 10.4: NOAA-17 90° electron flux data, resampled to 4 s resolution (in red), com-
pared to the estimated MEPED flux at the DEMETER satellite location (in blue), generated
from the DEMETER IDP data.
essary.
Analysing the amplitude of the EMIC wave observed by DEMETER in this
study is complicated by the lack of any magnetic field measurements of the wave;
only the electric field data, shown in Figure 10.2 was available from the DEMETER
ICE instrument. To estimate the amplitude of the magnetic component of the




where 𝑐 is the speed of light, and 𝑛 is the refractive index, and ℰ is the electric field





where 𝜔pe is the electron plasma frequency, 𝜔 is the wave frequency, and Ωe is
the electron cyclotron frequency. Using the IGRF magnetic field strength at the
satellite and electron density from the DEMETER Langmuir probe, we calculate
the refractive index to be ∼600 for a wave at 2.5 Hz. The ICE electric field amplitude
(i.e., ℰmax) at 2.5 Hz is approximately 0.8 mV/m, which gives us an estimated
magnetic field amplitude of 1.4 nT. This suggests that the observed EMIC wave
is indeed capable of causing strong diffusion, and thus that we are sampling the
same scattered electron population in each of the instruments described above.
2We use ℰ here as opposed to the more traditional 𝐸 to avoid confusion with energy, which
we have also denoted with 𝐸.
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10.1.1 Event Analysis
To better understand the energy characteristics of the electron precipitation seen
by POES and DEMETER, we must fit an energy-dependent flux distribution 𝑗(𝐸)
to the DEMETER data. Traditionally, studies of EMIC-driven electron precipi-
tation have used power law [e.g., Clilverd et al., 2015; Rodger et al., 2015] and
e-folding (or exponential) [e.g., Millan et al., 2007] distributions to describe the ob-
served electron precipitation flux. Current EMIC-scattering theory suggests that
EMIC-scattering is subject to an energy-limit, below which scattering cannot occur
- for these distributions we represent this as a hard cutoff, below which the flux is
zero. Some recent studies of EMIC-driven electron flux have also used ‘peaked’
distributions to represent the electron flux distribution [e.g., Li et al., 2013], which
are better able to reproduce a more gradual increase in flux near the lower energy





0 𝐸 < 𝐸𝑚𝑖𝑛





0 𝐸 < 𝐸𝑚𝑖𝑛
𝐴𝑒𝐸/𝐸𝑓 𝐸 ≥ 𝐸𝑚𝑖𝑛
(10.4)
𝑗peaked(𝐸) = [𝑒𝛼1−𝛽1 ln 𝐸 + 𝑒−𝛼2+𝛽2 ln 𝐸]
−1
(10.5)
In the first two equations, 𝐴 is a constant scaling value and 𝐸𝑚𝑖𝑛 is the lower cutoff
energy. For Equation 10.3, 𝛽 is the power law spectral index. For Equation 10.4,
𝐸𝑓 is the e-folding energy. Equation 10.5 produces a distribution peaked around
a central energy 𝐸𝑝:
𝐸𝑝 = 𝑒(𝛼1+ln 𝛽1+𝛼2−ln 𝛽2)/(𝛽1+𝛽2) (10.6)
with the shape of the distribution controlled by the two spectral indices 𝛽1
and 𝛽2 and the scaling factors 𝛼1 and 𝛼2. Using this equation we are able to pro-
duce flux distributions very similar to those seen in Figure 4(b) of Li et al. [2014];
Figure 10.5 shows a reproduction of this figure, fitted with a peaked distribution.
Both Equations 10.3 and 10.4 have a distinct lower cutoff energy, represented
by 𝐸𝑚𝑖𝑛. The peaked distribution (Equation 10.5) does not have this same quantity,
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.
Figure 10.5: The simulated electron precipitation spectrum from Figure 4(b) of Li et al.
[2014] (blue crosses) fitted with the peaked distribution (red), 𝑅2 = 0.99.
as the smooth increase in flux does not lend itself to a well defined lower limit.
Instead, we refer to the central energy 𝐸𝑝, which represents where the peak flux
intensity occurs, and is a good indication of the energy around which the majority
of the precipitation occurs.
The decaying portion (i.e. 𝐸 > 250 keV) of the enhanced flux spectrum (Fig-
ure 10.3(b)) is well fit by both a power law (Equation 10.3; 𝛽 = −1.659, 𝐸𝑚𝑖𝑛 =
250 keV; 𝑅2 = 0.99) and e-folding (Equation 10.4; 𝐸𝑓 = −263 keV, 𝐸𝑚𝑖𝑛 = 250 keV;
𝑅2 = 0.98) distributions, although the e-folding distribution appears to decay
faster at higher energies than observed by DEMETER. However, both of these
distributions have sharp lower boundaries, which do not accurately reproduce the
more gradual increase in flux seen from 150-250 keV in Figure 10.3(b). By using
the peaked distribution we are able to fit the DEMETER flux with a more accurate
spectrum (𝛼1 = 31.5, 𝛼2 = 14.1, 𝛽1 = 6.8, 𝛽2 = 1.8; 𝐸𝑝 = 234 keV; 𝑅2 = 0.99). This
spectrum, as well as the power law and e-folding spectra, are shown plotted over
the enhanced DEMETER flux data in Figure 10.3(b).
Using these fitted distributions as approximations to the true flux spectrum,
we are able to produce a simulated POES response via the Yando et al. [2011]









where 𝐶channel is the number of counts in a given channel, 𝐺 is the energy depen-
dent geometric factor for each channel provided by Yando et al. [2011], Δ𝐸 is the
energy resolution of the discrete flux distribution, and 𝐸max is the maximum en-
ergy of the discrete flux distribution. 𝐺 and ̃𝑗 represent the continuous forms of
the relevant quantities. Note that we must scale the DEMETER spectrum 𝑗 by a
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constant factor to account for the differences between the DEMETER IDP instru-
ment and the POES 0° MEPED instrument. In other words:
𝑗′(𝐸) = 𝐴𝑗(𝐸) (10.8)
where 𝑗′ is the scaled distribution. In this case, a scale factor of 𝐴 = 0.2 was
used.
E1 E2 E3 E4
Reported 62 56 30 11
E-folding
Calculated 59 56 36.5 3
Error 4.8% 0.0% 22% 73%
Power law
Calculated 59 56 30 14
Error 4.8% 0.0% 0.0% 27%
Peaked
Calculated 62 56 28 11
Error 0.0% 0.0% 6.7% 0.0%
Table 10.1: The calculated response of
the POES MEPED electron channels to the
DEMETER-derived flux spectra. All fluxes
are in units of counts s−1.
The results of this process are
shown in Table 10.1. From these results
it is evident that the peaked distribu-
tions accurately reproduces the POES-
observed flux, with slightly less accu-
rate results produced by the power law
distribution. The e-folding distribu-
tion is unable to reproduce the E4 ob-
served flux due to the more rapid drop
off observed at higher energies.
10.1.2 Summary
This case-study is useful for a number
of reasons. Most importantly, it gives
us an idea of the shape of the precipi-
tation spectrum associated with EMIC
wave scattering. It also proves that de-
tectors from both POES and DEMETER can be used to detect these scattered elec-
trons. Finally, we also have in-situ evidence, low resolution although it is, of the
presence of EMIC wave activity near the time of a POES precipitation trigger.
10.2 Database Event #2061 - 04 June 2005
On 04 June 2005 at 18:59:24 UT the NOAA-17 satellite, located at 𝐿 = 4.0 and
22.6 MLT, observed a sudden burst of electron and proton precipitation, identified
as an EMIC wave precipitation trigger by the Carson et al. [2013] algorithm. This
precipitation burst was longer than the burst in the previous case study, lasting
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Figure 10.6: The IGRF FOFL locations of the POES and DEMETER satellites, used to
investigate the 04 June 2005 EMIC wave event, as well as the locations of Nurmijärvi SCM
and the Jyväskylä riometer. The NOAA-17 IGRF FOFL location is shown by a red cross,
the DEMETER FOFL location is shown by a cyan star, Nurmijärvi is shown as a red square,
and Jyväskylä is shown as a green circle. The IGRF L-shell lines from 𝐿 = 3−6 are shown
as black dashed lines.
roughly 15 seconds in the MEPED data, although it still spanned only ∼0.2 𝐿-
shells(3). As with the previous case study, no proton flux was detected in the P5
proton channel, and so we are able to use the P6 channel as the E4 electron channel.
The E4 channel was free from other sources of electron flux before and after the
main flux burst, again suggesting a single source; the same was not true of the
E1–E3 channels, however, each of which features significant flux activity after the
main flux burst. We will consider this additional flux later in the study. The IGRF
FOFL location of NOAA-17 at the time of this event (63.51° N, 35.34° E) is shown
as a red cross on Figure 10.6.
Just 22 seconds prior to this POES trigger, at 18:59:02 UT, the IDP instrument
on board the DEMETER satellite, at the time located at 𝐿 = 4.0 and 22.5 MLT,
observed a sudden increase in electron flux. At the same time, a clear burst of
EMIC-band wave-power could also be seen in the DEMETER ICE instrument,
shown in Figure 10.7. This wave-power occurred predominantly below the hy-
drogen gyrofrequency, calculated at the geomagnetic equator using IGRF with
a T89 external field (𝐾𝑝 = 5+). We note that wave power also appears to exist
below the helium gyrofrequency (calculated in the same manner), however the
resolution of the magnetometer data is insufficient to determine the presence of
the expected band-gap. The FOFL location of the DEMETER satellite at this time
3The speed of the POES satellites, measured in the somewhat unconventional 𝐿-per-second,
increases at higher 𝐿-shells. As such, the higher 𝐿-shell event in the first case study featured a
much shorter burst, despite covering the same ∆𝐿.
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Figure 10.8: (a) Electron flux burst (blue) in the DEMETER IDP instrument observed on
04 June 2005 at 18:59:02 UT, with estimated background flux (orange). (b) DEMETER IDP
enhanced flux (i.e., with electron background removed) with fitted power law, e-folding,
and peaked distributions.
(63.3° N, 33.77° E) is shown as a cyan star on Figure 10.6. No sign of chorus wave














Figure 10.7: DEMETER ICE 𝐸𝑧 wave data,
showing a burst of EMIC wave activity at
the event time. The solid black lines in-
dicate, from top to bottom, the hydrogen,
helium, and oxygen gyrofrequencies, deter-
mined at the IGRF+T89 magnetic equator.
The dashed black line indicates the time of
the electron flux burst in the DEMETER IDP
instrument.
As with the previous case study,
we observed a large increase in elec-
tron flux above the background in all
of the IDP energy channels. The back-
ground flux level at the event time was
estimated by linearly interpolating be-
tween the flux levels observed directly
prior to and after the period of en-
hanced flux. The background and en-
hanced flux of the DEMETER data for
this event are shown in Figure 10.8(a),
with the isolated enhanced flux shown
in Figure 10.8(b). We note the the flux
intensity observed in DEMETER for
this event was roughly three times that
seen in the previous case study, indi-
cating a much stronger event.
From around 19:00 UT to 20:15 UT, beginning at around the same time as
both the POES and DEMETER precipitation bursts, a strong IPDP-type wave was
observed in SCM data from the Nurmijärvi station, part of the SGO chain of
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Figure 10.9: SCM data (𝐷-component) from the Nurmijärvi magnetometer for the period
04 June 2005 18:00–21:00 UT. A clear EMIC wave signature is seen between roughly 19:00–
20:15 UT. The wave power is plotted relative to an arbitrary reference.
magnetometers(4) located at 60.51° N, 24.65° E. This wave is shown in Figure 10.9.
At the time of the precipitation observations made by POES and DEMETER, this
wave was just below the helium gyrofrequencies (calculated using T89 as above),
determined at the location of the POES and DEMETER satellites. Nurmijärvi is
∼10° west of the FOFL locations of the two satellites, and is shown as a red square
on Figure 10.6.
Nurmijärvi station does not house a riometer, however the Jyväskylä station,
located ∼1° east at 62.42° N, 25.28° E, does house a 32.4 MHz riometer. From
around 18:45 UT to 19:45 UT, the Jyväskylä riometer observed a sudden increase
in absorption, consistent with energetic electron precipitation into the ionosphere
directly overhead. This absorption peaked at 19:12 UT at around +4dB above the
background level. The absorption data for Jyväskylä is shown in Figure 10.10. The
location of the Jyväskylä riometer is shown as a green circle on Figure 10.6.
This event represents an impressive happenstance of the right instruments be-
Time (UT)
















Figure 10.10: Absorption data from the Jyväskylä riometer for the period 04 June 2005
18:00–21:00 UT. There is a clear increase in absorption between ∼18:45-19:45 UT, coinciding
with the waves observed in Figure 10.9.
4This was also seen in several of the more northward magnetometers, although with greatly
reduced wave power compared to Nurmijärvi.
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ing in the right place at the right time. In the following section we will consider
this data in the same manner as the previous section, comparing the DEMETER
IDP and MEPED measurements. We will also consider the impacts of the calcu-
lated electron precipitation spectrum on the ionosphere, and compare this to the
riometer measurements made at the Jyväskylä riometer.
10.2.1 Event Analysis
We analysed this event in the same manner as the previous case study, fitting
power law, e-folding, and peaked distributions (Equations 10.3, 10.4, and 10.5
respectively) to the enhanced DEMETER flux shown in Figure 10.8(b). Each of
the fitted distributions provided an excellent fit to the observed flux for energies
>250 keV, although again only the peaked distribution was able to accurately fit
the smooth increase in flux seen at energies lower than this.
The decaying portion (i.e., 𝐸 > 250 keV) of the enhanced flux spectrum is well
fit by a both power law (𝛽 = −1.464, 𝐸𝑚𝑖𝑛 = 250 keV; 𝑅2 = 0.98) and e-folding
(Equation 10.4; 𝐸𝑓 = −397 keV, 𝐸𝑚𝑖𝑛 = 250 keV; 𝑅2 = 0.97) distributions. Unlike
the previous case study, in this case the e-folding distribution appears to provide a
better fit to the DEMETER observed flux at higher energies, at the expense of the fit
at lower energies. As before, these simplistic distributions do not accurately repro-
duce the more gradual increase in flux seen from 150-250 keV in Figure 10.8(b). In
contrast, using the peaked distribution we are able to fit the DEMETER flux with a
more accurate spectrum (𝛼1 = 31.8, 𝛼2 = 13.6, 𝛽1 = 7.10, 𝛽2 = 1.51; 𝐸𝑝 = 234 keV;
𝑅2 = 0.99). This spectrum, as well as the power law and e-folding spectra, are
shown plotted over the enhanced DEMETER flux data in Figure 10.8(b).
As before, we use these fitted distributions to produce a simulated POES re-
sponse using Equation 10.7. Unlike the previous case study, this event has the
added complication of non-negligible electron background flux and proton con-
tamination of the MEPED electron channels. To properly compare the POES and
DEMETER measurements of the enhanced flux, we must remove all of these ex-
ternal flux sources.
Contaminating proton flux
Both the POES MEPED 0° and 90° electron flux channels used in this study appear
to have non-negligible unrelated flux, shown in Figure 10.11 as flux above the
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Figure 10.11: Electron flux observed in the POES MEPED electron telescopes, with the
0° E1, E2, E3, and 90° E1, E2, and E3 channels shown in panels (a)–(f) respectively. Areas
of high background flux are highlighted in yellow - note that only the 90° channels appear
to be affected by background electron flux.
noise floor both before and after the event spike. In the 0° channels, this unrelated
flux is almost entirely proton contamination. In the 90° channels we must consider
the effect of background electron flux, shown in Figure 10.11 highlighted in yellow,
as well as proton contamination.
It is important to consider the order in which we remove these contaminat-
ing effects. Although we are only interested in the proton contamination of the
MEPED data at the event time, we cannot ignore the effects of proton contami-
nation on the non-event flux (i.e., the “background” flux). Calculating the back-
ground flux before removing the effects of proton contamination would likely
result in an over-estimation of the background flux, and skew our results.
To calculate the amount of proton contamination affecting each POES MEPED
channel, we use a similar method as we used to calculate the simulated POES
response in the previous section. As well as the normal geometric factor curves,
Yando et al. [2011] produced a set of “contaminated” geometric factor curves, rep-
resenting the response of each POES MEPED channel to contaminating flux – in
other words, the response of the MEPED electron flux channels to proton flux, and
vice versa. Thus, if we have a proton flux distribution, we can use Equation 10.7
along with the contamination geometric factor curves for the electron instruments
to calculate the expected proton contamination of each electron channel.
Unfortunately, to our knowledge, no proton equivalent of the DEMETER IDP
instrument exists. To estimate a proton flux distribution, we must instead use the
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five POES MEPED proton channels(5), combined with the Yando et al. [2011] ge-
ometic factor curves. To produce these distributions, we use the method described
by Peck et al. [2015], who tested several distribution types to determine the best
for calculating proton contamination of the POES MEPED electron data. Peck et
al. found that a weighted combination of e-folding, power-law, and Maxwellian
distributions produces the best results – for simplicity we use only a single distri-
bution, the double-Maxwellian distribution. The double Maxwellian distribution
was found by Peck et al. to produce the best results of any single distribution, and
is given by:
𝑗Maxwell×2(𝐸) = 𝐸 (1 +
𝐸
2𝐸0
[𝑒𝑞1+𝑞2𝐸 + 𝑒𝑞3+𝑞4𝐸]) (10.9)
where 𝑞1−4 are free parameters and 𝐸0 is the particle rest energy (9.38×105 keV
for protons).
As was discussed in Section 5.1.4, the POES MEPED proton telescopes are
known to suffer from increasing degradation of the silicon detector over time. Al-
though the event in this case-study is only a few years after the launch of NOAA-
17, the degradation is still expected to be serious enough to cause significant issues
with determining the correct level of proton contamination [e.g. Asikainen et al.,
2012; Sandanger et al., 2015]. To attempt to rectify this degradation, we use the
𝛼-parameters provided by Sandanger et al. [2015] to amend the MEPED proton
telescope energy bins(6). As the 0° and 90° telescopes feature different levels of
degradation, the resulting energy bins of these telescopes are different. The new
energy bins are shown in Table 10.2(7). We use these modified bins to adjust the
Yando et al. [2011] geometric factor curves to approximate the geometric factor
curves for the degraded instruments.
Using the same minimisation method described by Peck et al. [2015], we found
the best fit for the POES MEPED 0° and 90° proton fluxes. We then combined these
with the modified Yando et al. [2011] geometric factor curves to produce an esti-
mated contaminating proton count for each of the (true) electron channels. E4 is
5Technically six, although we are assuming that the proton contribution to the P6 channel is
zero. One could also argue that we are only in fact using four channels, since we have required
P5 to be zero as well - this is technically a data-point, but it turns out that excluding P5 from the
fitting process typically does not change the result at all.
6We use the values from Sandanger et al. [2015] because they provide 𝛼-parameters for the
P1–P5 channels, as opposed to Asikainen et al. [2012], who only provided 𝛼-parameters for P1–
P3.
7No 𝛼-parameters were provided for P6, but as we are assuming that the proton contribution
to P6 (and P5) must be zero, this is inconsequential.
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Original Degraded 0° Degraded 90°
P1 30–80 keV 44–134 keV 38–115 keV
P2 80–250 keV 134–333 keV 115–285 keV
P3 250–800 keV 333–936 keV 285–840 keV
P4 800–2500 keV 936–2800 keV 840–2550 keV
P5 2500–6900 keV 2800–6900 keV 2550–6900 keV
Table 10.2: Recalculated POES MEPED proton bins, adjusted for degradation of the pro-
ton detector using the 𝛼-factors provided by Sandanger et al. [2015]. Note that this is only
true for the NOAA17 satellite, and only for the 2005 year.
not considered as we have, by definition, required it to have no proton component.
The results of this process are tabulated in Table 10.3.
Contaminating background flux
Even after the removal of the proton contamination, there is still significant back-
ground electron flux in the POES MEPED data, particularly in the 90° channels.
We use the same method used previously to remove background flux from the
DEMETER data, by interpolating between the flux values before and after the
main event spike, in each of the E1, E2, E3, and E4 electron channels. The results
of this process are tabulated in Table 10.3.
Simulated POES response
We are now in a position to calculate a simulated POES MEPED response to the
calculated DEMETER flux distribution, using the same method as in the previ-
ous case study. The results of this process are shown in Table 10.3. As with the
previous case study, we see reasonable agreement between the simulated and ob-
served POES responses, indicating that the DEMETER observed flux is likely to
be the true flux of the EMIC wave scattering event.
10.2.2 Ionospheric impact(8)
For this case study, we were incredibly fortunate to have both a ground-based
magnetometer and a riometer located very close to the FOFL point of the ob-
served precipitation. In particular, the observation of an electron precipitation
8This work was completed with the assistance of Craig Rodger, who carried out the modelling
of the observed precipitation to the ionosphere.
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Flux 0° 90°
E1 E2 E3 E4 E1 E2 E3 E4
Measured 4224 2880 1248 688 7616 4736 2000 528
Contamination 2045 675 31 0 3570 1309 70 0
Background 0 0 0 0 1674 1399 800 100
Target 2179 2215 1217 688 2372 2028 1130 428
Calculated 2451 2307 1081 609 2292 2156 1001 568
Error 11% 4.6% 11% 11% 3.4% 6.4% 11% 33%
Table 10.3: The calculated response of the POES MEPED electron channels to the
DEMETER-derived flux spectra. Within this table, ‘Measured’ refers to the degradation-
corrected flux reported by the NOAA17 satellite, ‘Contamination’ refers to the amount of
proton contamination calculated for each channel, ‘Background’ refers to the amount of
unrelated background flux calculated for each channel, and ‘Target’ refers to the remain-
ing flux, after the external sources have been removed. ‘Calculated’ refers to the result of
our fitting process. All fluxes are in units of counts s−1.
signature in the Jyväskylä riometer gives us another opportunity to test our cal-
culated DEMETER precipitation spectrum.
The riometer data from Jyväskylä, plotted in Figure 10.10, showed a sudden
increase in cosmic noise absorption (CNA) above the background around the time
of the POES and DEMETER flux spikes. When compared with the EMIC wave ob-
served at Nurmijärvi, we see a good overlap between the start of the wave and the
absorption increase, strongly suggesting that the wave and the ΔCNA are linked.
The peak ΔCNA at Jyväskylä occurs at 19:12 UT, with a peak absorption increase
of 4.03 dB.
To compare this with the expected ΔCNA from the POES and DEMETER ob-
served electron flux, we replicate the method presented by Rodger et al. [2012].
Initial estimates using the full fitted spectrum from Section 10.2.1 produce an es-
timated absorption seen at Jyväskylä of around 9.8 dB. Such a large absorption,
while theoretically possible, is unlikely even for a very large precipitation event.
A more sensible absorption of 4.15 dB can be obtained by reducing the spectrum
to 35% of the original flux, however we have no justification for this reduction
other than fitting the riometer absorption data.
Closer examination of the fitted DEMETER spectrum (Figure 10.12) reveals a
possible reason for the discrepancy between the satellite- and ground-observed
precipitation. The error bars on the DEMETER IDP spectrum in Figure 10.12 are
a constant 15% error based on the worst case reported by Whittaker et al. [2013].
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Figure 10.12: A zoomed-in version of Figure 10.8, extended to show the region from
1500–2000 keV where the peaked and power-law fits stop accurately reproducing the
DEMETER flux.
Up to ∼1500 keV, the peaked spectrum produces a very good fit of the DEMETER
data; beyond this, the DEMETER flux decays faster than the peaked spectrum, to
an extent not explained by measurement error. It is not immediately clear what
exactly is causing this decay at relativistic energies. Similar flux patterns (e.g.,
roughly power-law decay for 𝐸 < 1 MeV, exponential for 𝐸 > 1 MeV) have been
observed previously in DEMETER data [van de Kamp et al., 2016].
If we introduce a hard cutoff to our fitted spectrum at 2 MeV, we can reduce
this absorption to roughly 6 dB at 100% of the flux, which is a much better rep-
resentation of what we see in the Jyväskylä data, although still a little stronger
than the observed value. Of course, changing the fitted spectrum changes how
the spectrum fits the POES data. In particular, the E4 channel is now too small.
At this point, we run the risk of over-fitting our data, introducing more and
more parameters in an attempt to perfectly reproduce our observations. Instead,
we will concede that we cannot convincingly merge the POES, DEMETER, and
riometer observations into a single cohesive story. Fortunately, we can still glean
useful information from this case study.
10.2.3 Summary
Like the previous study, this event shows us that the POES and DEMETER satel-
lites can both be used to detect electrons scattered by EMIC waves. We also have
additional evidence for the “peaked” distribution as a model of the EMIC-driven
electron precipitation.
Unlike the first case study, our POES data for this event was significantly
affected by both proton contamination and background electron flux. We
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have shown that it is possible to reverse these effects and extract only the
EMIC-scattered flux.
Finally, we had added confirmation that this trigger was a “true” EMIC event,
with a clear EMIC wave signature observed on the ground in the Nurmijärvi
magnetometer. We also showed evidence of precipitation in the Jyväskylä, but
were unable to completely reproduce this riometer signature with the DEME-
TER/POES data.
10.3 Conclusions
Through using the much higher energy resolution DEMETER data, the two case
studies presented in this chapter give us an insight into the energy spectra we
might expect from EMIC-driven electron precipitation events. Interestingly, both
of these events feature precipitation at much lower energies than was theoretically
thought possible from EMIC waves.
We cannot make any conclusive statements regarding EMIC-driven electron
precipitation from just these case studies, however. In the next chapter, we will
consider the whole POES trigger database, and attempt to replicate the fitting pro-
cess from this chapter on each event in the database. In doing so, we hope to pro-
vide a broad look at what kind of precipitation we can expect from EMIC wave
driven electron precipitation, in general.
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Precipitation characteristics of the
trigger database(1)
There is no point in using the word ’impossible’ to describe
something that has clearly happened.
– Douglas Adams, Dirk Gently’s Holistic Detective Agency
The POES precipitation trigger database allows us a hitherto impossible
chance to investigate the precipitation characteristics of EMIC waves. Whereas
before we have been restricted to case studies and theoretical analysis, with the
trigger database we have a large number of actual precipitation measurements,
which we have shown are strongly correlated with EMIC wave activity. By
investigating these precipitation events in a manner similar to the previous
chapter, we can determine the energy distribution of each trigger event, and
therefore make general statements about the electrons scattered by EMIC waves.
11.1 Fitting energy spectra
In the previous chapter, we relied upon coincidental conjunctions of the POES
and DEMETER satellites to determine the energy spectrum of the EMIC-scattered
electron precipitation seen in the POES MEPED data for each of the events stud-
ies. Unfortunately, for the vast majority of the events in the precipitation trigger
database no such conjunction exists. Instead, we must determine the energy spec-
trum using only the POES data. As the POES MEPED data for any given event
1This chapter is an extension of the statistical study published in Hendry et al. [2017].
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consists of only four data points (i.e., the 0° E1, E2, E3, and E4 channels), care must
be taken so as not to over-fit the data.
In the previous chapter, we were able to use the DEMETER IDP measured flux
to strongly constrain the fitting of our test spectra (i.e., Equations 10.3, 10.4, and
10.5); without this data, the fitting process is more complicated. This process can
be broken down into five steps:
1. Prepare the data, by removing proton contamination and background elec-
tron flux from the POES MEPED data.
2. Produce a test spectrum that approximately fits the POES MEPED response
to the precipitation.
3. Calculate the simulated POES MEPED response to the test spectrum.
4. Calculate the error in the simulated response, relative to the true response.
5. Modify the parameters of the test spectrum to reduce the error, and return
to step 3.
These steps are repeated until the error has been minimised(2). Steps 3–5 of
this process are identical to the process used to calculate the proton spectrum in
Section 10.2.1. Steps 1 and 2 each represent a fairly complex process, so we have
expanded upon the description of these steps below.
11.1.1 Removing contaminating flux
As with the events in the previous chapter, we must ensure that we are only con-
sidering the scattered electron precipitation when we fit our spectra to the POES
precipitation. In other words, we must ensure that we remove any contaminat-
ing proton flux from the event data, as well as any unrelated background electron
flux.
Proton contamination
As was discussed in Chapter 10.2.1, it is essential that we calculate the proton con-
tamination of the flux peak and surrounding data before the background electron
2Or, potentially, a local minima has been found.
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flux is considered, to ensure that we only remove the true background flux, and
not any false, contamination-induced flux. While this was a fairly simple task in
Chapter 10.2.1, it turns out that replicating this procedure for the trigger database
as a whole has complications.
In the previous chapter we addressed the degradation of the MEPED proton
detectors; we were able to use the degradation 𝛼-factors provided by Sandanger
et al. [2015] to counteract this effect, and approximate the true response of the
MEPED proton channels. Unfortunately, taking this degradation into account for
the entire database is not possible. The Sandanger et al. degradation factors are
only provided for the NOAA-16, NOAA-17, NOAA-18, and METOP-02 satellites,
and only cover times up until April 2013 at the latest. If we were to analyse only
the events for which we could address the degradation, we would immediately
remove ∼40% of our total trigger event database. Thus, in the interest of maximis-
ing the number of events we can study, we exclude the effects of degradation from
our analysis.
When calculating the proton contamination of the electron data for each of
the events in the database, using the same method as in the previous chapter, we
occasionally encounter events for which the calculated contamination is greater
than the measured electron flux. This clearly represents a failure in this process, as
a negative flux measurement is obviously impossible(3). If the difference between
the calculated contamination and the measured flux could conceivably be due
to instrument error (i.e., 𝐶measured ≈ 𝐶contam), we set the electron flux to zero.
Otherwise, we exclude such events from analysis, as we cannot trust the data to
be correct. The total number of events excluded during this and the following
processes is described later, in Section 11.2.
Background electron flux
Unfortunately, removing the background electron flux from the trigger database
is not nearly as easy as the proton contamination removal was. In the previous
chapter, this background flux was removed manually, with the start and begin-
ning of the main flux spike determined by eye. While it is certainly possible to
determine the edges of the main peak without manual input, automating this pro-
cess is error-prone, and could seriously jeopardise the quality of the final result.
For this reason, we will exclude any of the events in the trigger database where
3Possible reasons for this are discussed in depth in Appendix B4.3.
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the background electron flux is significantly above the noise floor in any of the
electron channels.
Unfortunately, even determining where the main flux spike occurs for any
given event is not necessarily an easy task. In the E1–E3 channels particularly,
it can be difficult to determine where the flux bursts actually start, given the nois-
iness of the data. For instance, consider Figure 11.1 — although the presence of a
peak is obvious in this instance, it is not immediately clear where the edges of the
peak are.





















Figure 11.1: POES MEPED 0° E1 flux
for database event #73 (05/05/1999 22:57:06
UT). For this event, although the main flux
spike (indicated by the dashed red line) is
clear, we cannot easily determine where the
edges of the flux spike are. This event, and
others like it, have been excluded from fur-
ther analysis in this chapter.
Fortunately the E4 channel is
largely unaffected by background
flux, and so we can use the E4 flux
as an indicator of where we expect
the edges of the peak to be in each
channel. We estimate the edges of the
flux spike in E4 as the first data-points
on either side of the peak that drop
below the quantisation error level
of the main peak — typically this is
around 5% of the peak flux(4). We
use this as a cut-off as this value
represents a significant amount of
background flux for the measured
flux. Using the peak-width defined
by these edges, we can estimate the
amount of background flux present in
each (proton decontaminated) channel. Any event with background flux above
the quantisation error level of the main peak is excluded from further analysis.
11.1.2 Producing a test spectrum
Ideally, we want our initial test spectrum to be as close as possible to the best fit
possible, both to minimise the time it takes to produce the final fit, and to avoid
the possibility of getting stuck in a local minima during the fitting process. In the
previous chapter, we saw that the peaked distribution (Equation 10.5) consistently
4The quantisation error for any given flux measurement has to do with the quantisation of the
POES MEPED flux channels that takes place during the processing of the data. This is discussed
in detail in Appendix B3.3.
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produced a better fit that either the power law (Equation 10.3) or the e-folding
(Equation 10.4) distributions. We will therefore focus on the peaked distribution.
In order for us to produce a good initial test spectrum, we need to have some
idea of what the distribution looks like. This is not an easy task, made even more
difficult by the limited information we have available to us. The design of the
POES MEPED instrument is such that the electron channels are not directly com-
parable, despite their energy overlaps. While the E1 channel measures (roughly)
> 30 keV electrons, and the E2 channel measures (roughly) > 100 keV electrons,
we cannot determine the population of 30 − 100 keV electrons simply by subtract-
ing the E2 flux from the E1 flux due to differences in their energy-dependent geo-
metric factors(5). As a small saving grace, however, we can get an idea of the basic
energy distribution of the true spectrum by comparing the E3 and E4 channels.
The E3:E4 ratio
The flux observed by POES MEPED E1, E2, and E3 electron channels must obey
the following inequality(6):
𝐶E1 ≥ 𝐶E2 ≥ 𝐶E3, (11.1)
The electron contaminated P6 channel, which we have been calling the E4
channel, has no such restrictions, however, and can be both greater or smaller
than the E3 channel. The reason for this can be seen by closely examining the
Yando et al. [2011] geometric factors, reproduced in Figure 11.2. Considering the
E3 and E4 curves, we can see there is a cross-over point in the sensitivities of the
channels at ∼1400 keV. This cross-over means that for electron flux at energies
> 1400 keV, the E4 channel will respond more strongly than the E3 channel. In
contrast, electron flux at energies < 1400 keV will cause a stronger response in the
E3 channel.
Given this observation, it follows that if the ratio E3:E4 is greater than 1 (i.e.,
E3>E4), then the majority of the observed electron flux must have energies <
1400 keV. If E3<E4, however, we must have a strongly relativistic electron dis-
tribution, with the majority of the electron flux having energies > 1400 keV. As
5See Appendix B for a full discussion on the differences between what the channels nominally
measure, and what they actually measure; in particular, see Sections B3, B4.3, and B3.4.
6The reason for this is based in the binning logic of the POES MEPED instrument (described
in detail in Appendix B3.3), and is not related to the instrument detector itself. As a result, this
inequality is uneffected by proton contamination and, at least in theory, should always be true.
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Figure 11.2: Reproduction of the electron geometric factor curves for the E3 and E4 (i.e.
electron contaminated P6) channels from Yando et al. [2011]. The cross-over point of the
sensitivities of these two channels is indicated by the dashed red line, at ∼1400 keV.
an added bonus, the E3 channel is largely uncontaminated by protons, with only
protons having energies > 400 keV possessing enough energy to influence the E3
channel - thankfully protons this strong are relatively rare. The E4 channel is of
course proton free by definition. This means that, regardless of our ability to fit
the POES data with a flux spectrum, we can use the E3:E4 ratio to estimate the
energy distribution of the flux for each event.
To estimate the 𝐸𝑝 for an event, we use the following relationship:
𝐸𝑝 ∼
E4
E3 × 1000 keV (11.2)
This is obviously a very rough relation, but as we only need an estimate for our
initial test spectra, the accuracy of this relation is not terribly important. This rela-
tionship was determined empirically by comparing the E3:E4 ratio of a collection
of random test spectra with the calculated 𝐸𝑝 for the same collection.
To test this relation, we compare it to the case study in Section 10.1. For this
event, E3 = 30 and E4 = 11 — this gives us a calculated 𝐸𝑝 of around 370 keV,
which is close to the observed value of 230 keV.
Estimating an initial spectrum
Recall that the peak energy of the peaked distribution (Equation 10.6) is given by
𝐸𝑝 = 𝑒(𝛼1+ln 𝛽1+𝛼2−ln 𝛽2)/(𝛽1+𝛽2) (10.6)
We can also define an equation for the total electron flux:
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for 𝛽2 > 1 (11.6)
(11.7)
Although we cannot calculate the value of 𝐽 directly from the POES MEPED
flux measurements, we can estimate it as follows:
𝐽 ∼ E1 × 65 cm−2 sr−1 (11.8)
Again, this was empirically determined by calculating a number of test spec-
tra, and comparing the total flux 𝐽 of the distributions with the estimated E1 mea-
sured flux for those spectra. If we again compare this approximation to the case
study in Section 10.1, with E1 = 62, we calculate an estimated total electron flux
of ∼4000 electronscm−2 sr−1 s−1, which is close to the actual value of around 4600
electrons cm−2 sr−1 s−1.
To produce an initial test spectrum for each event in our database, we must as-
sign values to each of 𝛼1, 𝛼2, 𝛽1, and 𝛽2. In each of the case studies in the previous
chapter, we had 𝛽1 ∼ 7 and 𝛽2 ∼ 2. We will use these as our initial 𝛽 parameters
for each event. Thus, for our initial test spectrum we must choose 𝛼1 and 𝛼2 such
that the above equations for 𝐸𝑝 and 𝐽 are satisfied.
Rearranging Equations 10.6 and 11.6, we get the following:







(1 + 𝛽1) (1 − 𝛽2) 𝐽
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These equations allow us to produce estimates for 𝛼1 and 𝛼2.
11.2 Results of the fitting process
We carried out the process described in the previous section on the entirety of
the POES trigger database (excluding those triggers excluded due to quality or
fitting issues). During this fitting process, we discovered that the fitting process
consistently failed, or performed poorly, on particularly small triggers (i.e., those
with low levels of observed flux). When the fitting process was successful, there
was often a large number of possible solutions. To increase the reliability and
relevance of our results, we have excluded these “small” events from our analysis.
We have defined (somewhat arbitrarily) a small event to be one for which any
of the electron channels reported a count-rate of < 10 counts s−1. This filtering
process excluded 1626 events (43% of the database) from our analysis, leaving
2151 triggers.
As was described in the previous section, the proton removal process is not
perfect, and occasionally over-estimates the amount of contamination present in
the electron channels. Sometimes, this will result in the “decontaminated” elec-
tron channel reporting negative flux. This is obviously not possible, and we have
removed any triggers for which the decontaminated electron flux, either at the
event time or in the immediately surrounding data, was strongly negative(7). We
have also removed events where the proton removal process resulted in “impos-
sible” electron channel fluxes (i.e. fluxes that violate Equation 11.1). In total, 353
of the 2151 remaining events (16%) were removed due to problematic proton re-
moval, leaving 1798 triggers.
As well as the contamination issues, some of the events in the database were
also removed due to excess background electron precipitation, as discussed in Sec-
tion 11.1.1. Although this excess precipitation can potentially be removed manu-
ally, this process is not easily automated. For this reason, we have excluded these
events from our analysis. A total of 975 triggers were removed (54% of the re-
maining 1798), leaving 823 triggers to be analysed.
Finally, a number of the events in the database could not be adequately fit us-
ing our fitting method. To determine the overall quality of the fit, we use the
“maximum error” of the event, which we define as the largest percentage differ-
7As was noted above, events for which the decontaminated electron precipitation is only
slightly negative (<∼ 5%) are simply set to zero.
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Rodger et al. [2015] power-law
Peaked (degraded)
Figure 11.3: The peaked (blue), and power-law (red) spectra fitted to the NOAA-15 elec-
tron data for the 24 September 2013 EMIC wave event. An second peaked spectrum, fitted
to the data after an attempt to reverse proton degradation, is plotted in yellow.
ence of the calculated response from the measured response across all of the POES
MEPED electron channels. Bearing in mind the ∼5% quantisation error described
in the previous section, we consider any fit with a maximum error of < 5% to be
a “good” fit. Conversely, any event with a maximum error of greater than 15%,
we consider to be poorly fit. To ensure the reliability of our results, we have ex-
cluded these poorly fit events from further analysis. In total, 174 events (21% of
the remaining 823 events) were removed due to poor fits, leaving 649 events to be
considered further (17% of the entire database). We note that a large proportion
of the events (77.5%) had a maximum error of < 5%, indicating a very good fit.(8)
11.3 Database Event #784 - 24 September 2013 - re-
visit
We are now in a position to revisit the second case study from Chapter 7, which
featured a remarkable conjunction between the NOAA-15 and RBSP-A satellites,
to determine the flux distribution 𝑗(𝐸) of the POES-observed precipitation. When
this event was analysed for the Rodger et al. [2015] research paper, an approach
8These final numbers differ from the numbers presented in Hendry et al. [2017] (649 vs 610
well-fitted events, 21% vs 8% poorly fit events, 77.5% vs 66% very good fits), due to a slight change
in the processing of the events. This resulted in a greater number of events to be fit, but also a
higher proportion of poorly fit events. This is likely because the newly included events were more
“borderline”, and therefore less likely to be able to be fit. We also modified the fitting algorithm
to be slightly more rigorous, hence the higher proportion of “very good” fits.
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similar to the process described in the previous section was used. As our approach
is now slightly more rigorous, and uses the peaked distribution (Equation 10.5) as
opposed to a truncated power-law distribution (Equation 10.3), we will re-analyse
the event to determine if the conclusion from Rodger et al. [2015] has changed.
When this event was originally fit in Rodger et al. [2015] using the truncated
power-law fit, we were not able to provide a particularly accurate fit. We specified
a power-law spectrum 𝛽 in the range (−2.7, −1.7), with a lower cut-off energy in
the range (140, 230) keV and 𝐽 ∼ 1.25×104 cm−2 sr−1 s−1. One possible power-law
spectrum in this range (𝛽 = −2.7, 𝐸min = 230 keV) is plotted in red in Figure 11.3.
The results of this fit are shown in Table 11.1.
E1 E2 E3 E4
Measured flux 187.5 131.5 62 10
Contamination 24 6 0 0
Target 163.5 125.5 62 10
Power-law flux 147.5 139.5 69.5 10
Error 9.8% 12.0% 12.1% 0.0%
Peaked flux 147.5 139.5 62 10
Error 9.8% 12.0% 0.0% 0.0%
Table 11.1: Power-law and peaked flux distribution
estimates for the NOAA-15 measured fluxes for the 24
September 2013 case study.
This database event was
one of the 649 well-fit events
in our precipitation trig-
ger database (i.e., using the
peaked distribution), al-
though with a maximum error
of 10.9% it was not one of
our “very good” fits. This
fit had 𝐸𝑝 = 237 keV, and
𝐽 = 1.18 × 104 cm−2 sr−1 s−1,
and is shown in blue in Fig-
ure 11.3. From this figure,
is it clear that our new fit
represents a close match to the
published fit.
We calculated only a small amount of proton contamination for this event,
and found no significant background electron precipitation in any of the elec-
tron channels. The specifics of the fit are shown in Table 11.1. We should not
end our investigation of this event at that point, however. As was mentioned in
Section 11.1.1, we have thus far ignored the degradation of the MEPED proton
detectors (described in Section 5.1.4) in our analysis. While for some events this
degradation is negligible, at the time of the current event the NOAA-15 satellite
had undergone 15 years of proton degradation; we cannot discard the possibility
of it having been severely degraded at the time of our case study. The immedi-
ate result of this degradation is an under-representation of the true proton flux
values. This would then result in an underestimate of the proton contamination
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expected in the MEPED electron channels, which in turn will generally lead to
an underestimate for 𝐸𝑝 and an overestimate for 𝐽, i.e., the electron precipitation
variables.
Protons P1 P2 P3 P4
Measured flux 7252 295.5 2 0
Calculated flux 7231.5 295.5 2 0
Electrons E1 E2 E3 E4
Measured flux 187.5 131.5 62 10
Contamination 293 84 2 0
Result -105.5 47.5 60 10
Table 11.2: Proton flux calculated using
the Asikainen et al. [2012] 𝛼-factors, and
the resulting contamination expected in the
MEPED electron channels. The resulting E1
value is clearly impossible.
To our knowledge, no published
research exists outlining the expected
degradation level of the NOAA-15
satellite in 2013. The closest approxi-
mation we can make is using the 2011
NOAA-15 degradation 𝛼-factors from
Asikainen et al. [2012] as an estimate
for 2013. We apply these factors to
estimate the proton contamination of
the electron channels, using the same
method as our case study in Chap-
ter 10.2.1. The results of this process
are shown in Table 11.2, and are clearly
erroneous; the newly estimated proton
contamination of the E1 channel is significantly larger than the actual E1 mea-
surement, which is clearly impossible. We also note that E2<E3, in violation of
Equation 11.1. This hints at inaccuracies in the 𝛼-factors reported by Asikainen
et al. [2012].
Electrons E1 E2 E3 E4
Measured flux 187.5 131.5 62 10
Contamination 114 58 3 0
Target 73.5 73.5 59 10
Peaked fit 77.5 73.5 59 10
Error (%) 5 0 0 0
Table 11.3: Electron flux calculated using
a peaked fit, for a “best guess” degradation
attempt.
While at this point there is little
more that we can do with any degree
of certainty, we can take the results of
Table 11.2 and make a “best guess” at
what the true flux distribution might
be. The degradation-guided contami-
nation estimates for both E1 and E2 are
less than E3 (which experiences almost
no contamination) — this might sug-
gest that, for this event, no electron flux
occurred below ∼300 keV. We therefore
expect both E1 and E2 to be roughly the same as E3. If we repeat the fitting
process, we get the results shown in Table 11.3. This fit has 𝐸𝑝 = 575 keV, and
𝐽 = 6041 cm−2 sr−1 s−1, shown in yellow in Figure 11.3. These values are fairly
different from the published values, with the new value for 𝐽 in particular about
half that of the published version.
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This result highlights the significance of the proton instrument degradation,
and indicates the need for a robust, precise process for reversing this effect. We
will discuss the potential effects of this degradation on our results in a later Sec-
tion.
11.4 Analysing Ep
For each of the 649 trigger events that were well fit by the fitting process, we have a
peaked distribution 𝑗(𝐸) that represents our best approximation to the actual flux
distribution. Using Equation 10.6, we can calculate the peak energy 𝐸𝑝 for each
event — by comparing the 𝐸𝑝 values of the entire well-fitted dataset, we are able
to make statements about EMIC-driven electron precipitation as a whole (with a
few caveats).
Of particular interest to us when investigating the POES MEPED triggers is
the energy range of the precipitation observed during each trigger. As was dis-
cussed in Chapter 4.2, there has been significant ongoing discussion regarding
EMIC waves and the energy range over which they can be expected to scatter
electrons into the loss-cone. In particular, the debate has centred around the lower
energy limit of EMIC-wave interactions with electrons; if this lower limit occurs
at energies > 1 − 2 MeV, as some have suggested [e.g. Chen et al., 2011; Li et al.,
2014; Lorentzen et al., 2000; Meredith et al., 2003; Rodger et al., 2008; Usanova
et al., 2014], then we can essentially exclude EMIC waves as significant drivers
of radiation belt dynamics, due to the relatively small flux levels in these energy
ranges. If, however, the lower limit of EMIC-electron interactions occurs at much
lower sub-MeV energies, as others have suggested and as has been observed in
numerous case studies [e.g. Chen et al., 2016; Clilverd et al., 2015; Li et al., 2007;
Millan et al., 2007; Millan et al., 2002; Omura and Zhao, 2013; Rodger et al., 2015;
Ukhorskiy et al., 2010; Woodger et al., 2015], then we must consider EMIC waves
as potentially important sources of electron precipitation.
During early analysis of the POES-observed trigger events, we used the power-
law and e-folding distributions described in the previous chapter (Equations 10.3
and 10.4 respectively), both of which feature a sharp lower boundary 𝐸𝑚𝑖𝑛. This
value allowed us to easily investigate the lower energy limit. In time, however, we
came to realise that a distribution with such a sharp lower boundary was unphys-
ical, and likely did not accurately represent the true distribution of the electrons
(e.g., the DEMETER IDP flux shown in Figure 10.3). With our peaked flux dis-
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Figure 11.4: Distribution of 𝐸𝑝 for the well-fitted database events.
tribution (Equation 10.5) we were able to accurately represent this flux. However
because the peaked distribution 𝑗peaked(𝐸) is continuous in 𝐸, with no sharp lower
boundary, we are now unable to specify an exact point at which the lower energy
limit occurs.
For many purposes, for instance determining the effect that the EMIC-driven
precipitation has on the atmosphere, investigating just the peak energy 𝐸𝑝 is suffi-
cient, as it tells us the approximate energy around which the majority of the event
flux is occurring. We will thus focus on 𝐸𝑝 as the main metric regarding the energy
distribution of the EMIC-driven electron precipitation.
Figure 11.4 shows the distribution of 𝐸𝑝 for the 649 fitted electron precipitation
triggers, binned according to a logarithmic scale in keV. Immediately, we can see
two distinct populations present in the fitted events. The dominant population,
comprising around 61% of the fitted events, occurs roughly between 200–400 keV.
A smaller secondary population, around 23% of the fitted events, occurs in the
0.6–2 MeV range. Very few events (< 3%) have 𝐸𝑝 > 2 MeV.
In Section 11.1.2 we described a method of using the ratio of the E3 and
E4 channels to estimate the energy distribution of POES electron precipitation.
Should this test prove accurate, it represents a very useful way of estimating the
flux distribution of the POES electron data. Figure 11.5 shows (a) the estimated
𝐸𝑝 for each event, calculated using Equation 11.2, and (b) the absolute difference
of this energy from the fitted value. On average, the estimated 𝐸𝑝 value was
less than 200 keV from the fitted value, which represents a very good result,
particularly given the very rough nature of the estimate.
Figure 11.5(a) highlights a potential issue with the E3:E4 approach, however
— compared to Figure 11.4, there is a notable absence of a peak around the 200–
400 keV range in Figure 11.5(a). In hindsight, this is not entirely unsurprising;
neither E3 nor E4 responds at all to electrons < 300 keV, and E4 responds only
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Figure 11.5: (a) The estimated 𝐸𝑝 values for the well-fitted database events, calculated
using Equation 11.2. (b) The difference between the fitted and estimated 𝐸𝑝 values for the
well-fitted database events.
weakly to electrons < 500 keV. We therefore cannot expect this estimate to per-
form well at lower energies. It is possible a similar ratio could be developed using
E1 and E2 as well, however these energy channels are much more prone to both
background electron precipitation and proton contamination, and thus are likely
to introduce more problems.
11.5 The total precipitation flux J
As well as 𝐸𝑝, we can learn a lot about our events by considering the total flux 𝐽,
calculated using Equation 11.3. We defer an in-depth analysis of 𝐽 and the impact
it has on the neutral atmosphere chemistry until the next chapter, presenting only
a brief overview of the results in this section.
Figure 11.6 shows the distribution of the total flux values for each of the well-
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Figure 11.6: Distribution of the total flux values 𝐽 for the well-fitted database events.
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Figure 11.7: Distribution of the estimated total flux values 𝐽 for the well-fitted database
events, calculated using Equation 11.8.
fitted POES precipitation triggers. The events are fairly evenly distributed be-
tween around 103 − 106 electrons cm−2 sr−1 s−1, with an average of around 1.24 ×
104 electrons cm−2 sr−1 s−1. For comparison, Figure 11.7 shows the distribu-
tion of the total flux for the fitted events calculated using our rough estimation
from Equation 11.8 — like the fitted events, the estimated fluxes occur between
103 − 106 electrons cm−2 sr−1 s−1, with an average of around 1.22 × 104 elec-
trons cm−2 sr−1 s−1, a deviation of only 1.6%. On average, the difference between
the fitted and estimated fluxes was about 12%. Like the 𝐸𝑝 estimate, this is a sur-
prisingly good result, which might reflect consistent physical processes driving
the precipitation.
The upper limit on this flux distribution, 106 electrons cm−2 sr−1 s−1, repre-
sents a significant amount of precipitation, though we note that it is consistent
with the POES reported fluxes. To compare these results with published events,
we consider Blum et al. [2013]. In this study the authors described precipitation
events, later suggested by Blum et al. [2015] to be EMIC wave-driven, with peak
fluxes for electrons between 0.58–1.6 MeV of 5 × 104 electrons cm−2 s−1. When we
restrict our well-fit events to this same energy range, we see total fluxes between
102 − 105 electrons cm−2 sr−1 s−1, consistent with the fluxes observed by Blum
et al. [2013].
In both Figures 11.6 and 11.7, there is a sharp drop off in event occurrence at
around 103 electrons cm−2 sr−1 s−1. This drop off is not natural, but is instead an
artefact of the filtering of small events described in Section 11.2. If we use Equa-
tion 11.8 to estimate the total flux for the entire database, shown in Figure 11.8, we
can see that the distribution is much smoother, approaching a log-normal distri-
bution. Thus, we expect that for the entire database the total flux for precipitating
electrons lies between 102 − 106 electrons cm−2 sr−1 s−1.
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11.6 Events with Wave Observations
In Chapter 8 we compared the POES trigger database with ground-based SCM
data from a number of stations around the world, with significant success. Of
the 649 well-fit events described above, 284 (∼44%) occurred near one of the mag-
netometers considered in Chapter 8. Of these, 148 (∼52%) have associated EMIC
wave observations at one of the SCM stations.
Figures 11.9 and 11.10 show the 𝐸𝑝 and 𝐽 distributions for the fitted events
with associated wave observations. These distributions are clearly very similar to
Figures 11.4 and 11.6, suggesting our fitted values for 𝐸𝑝 and 𝐽 are representative
of EMIC-driven electron precipitation events.
In Chapter 8, we also classified each wave based on the wave band it occurred
in, and whether or not the wave was an IPDP-type wave or not. For each of our
well-fitted events with EMIC wave observations, 91% occurred in the helium/oxy-
gen wave band, and 57% were IPDP-type waves. These values are not significantly
different from the entire list of observed EMIC waves. No significant difference
could be observed in either 𝐸𝑝 or 𝐽 between IPDP and non-IPDP waves. Too few
waves were observed in the hydrogen band to make a meaningful comparison.
11.7 Discussion
The results presented in this chapter are somewhat surprising. Not only does
it seem that EMIC-driven electron precipitation can at occur at (relatively) low
energies, but it would also appear that these comparatively low values of 𝐸𝑝 are
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Figure 11.8: Distribution of the estimated total flux values 𝐽 for all of the database events,
calculated using Equation 11.8.
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Figure 11.9: 𝐸𝑝 values for well-fitted database events with associated wave observations.
the dominant form of EMIC-driven electron precipitation. Of all our fitted events
∼84% had 𝐸𝑝 values < 1 MeV, with only 13% showing 𝐸𝑝 values between 1–2 MeV.
This result seems to be counter to the prevailing theories of EMIC-driven elec-
tron precipitation; many of these theories suggest a ∼2 MeV lower limit on reso-
nant electron interactions with EMIC waves, whereas we have observed almost ex-
clusively < 2 MeV precipitation. The answer to this apparent contradiction may lie
in recently published theories of non-resonant electron scattering by EMIC waves
[Chen et al., 2016], which allowed for the scattering of electrons into the bounce
loss cone at energies as low as 100s of keV.
Another possibility, put forward by Smith et al. [2016], suggests that the lower
energy “softer” electron precipitation spectra may not, in fact, be due to EMIC-
driven scattering. The authors suggest the precipitation may instead be due to
current sheet scattering (CSS), described in Section 3.4.2. Their theory is that
CSS, which can scatter both relativistic electrons and energetic protons into the
BLC, may get mistaken for EMIC-driven electron precipitation by the Carson et
al. [2013] detection algorithm. They suggest that this softer precipitation would
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Figure 11.10: Total flux values for well-fitted database events with associated wave ob-
servations.
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Figure 11.11: Estimated 𝐸𝑝 (left) and 𝐽 (right) values for all database events, plotted vs
MLT and L-shell.
occur closer to MLT midnight, while the true EMIC precipitation would occur
more duskward, towards the expected EMIC-wave source region.
At face value, the Smith et al. [2016] hypothesis appears to have some merit;
if we plot the estimated 𝐸𝑝 for the entire database using Equation 11.2, shown in
Figure 11.11 (left), we do indeed see a tendency towards lower peak energies in
the post-midnight sector. Similarly, if we plot the estimated 𝐽 in the same fashion,
shown in Figure 11.11 (right), we see different total flux in precisely the same areas
that we see lower 𝐸𝑝 values, which we might interpret as evidence of a different
process driving precipitation in these areas. However, if we compare these figures
to the 𝐸𝑝 and 𝐽 values for the fitted events (i.e., not estimated values), plotted in
Figure 11.12, we see no such differences in the post-midnight sector. This suggests
that the post-midnight variations we are seeing are due to inaccuracies in our





















































Figure 11.12: Calculated 𝐸𝑝 (left) and 𝐽 (right) values values for all well-fitted database
events, plotted vs MLT and L-shell.
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Indeed, if we delve more carefully into data, we find that the events in the post-
midnight sector were strongly filtered due to excessive background precipitation.
Figure 11.13 shows the proportion of events removed due to the background pre-
cipitation filter, plotted by MLT and L; there is a clear overlap between the events
removed due to background precipitation and the lower 𝐸𝑝 and higher 𝐽 values.
Finally, if we compare the estimated 𝐸𝑝 and 𝐽 values for the events removed due
to excessive background with those not removed, in Figures 11.14 and 11.15, we
can clearly see that the removed events almost completely explain the abnormal






































Figure 11.13: Proportion of events removed
due to excess background electron flux, plot-
ted vs MLT and L-shell.
This data shows that the events
that are occurring in the post-midnight
sector are strongly affected by some
secondary process, likely substorm-
driven electron precipitation. This pro-
cess causes large amounts of lower-
energy electron precipitation under-
neath the bursty precipitation being
detected by our detection algorithm.
When this precipitation is ignored, we
see very little difference in the average
𝐸𝑝 and 𝐽 values suggesting that all of
the observed precipitation is likely due










































Figure 11.14: Estimated 𝐸𝑝 for events removed due to background electron flux (left)
compared to those not removed during this process (right), plotted vs MLT and L-shell.
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Figure 11.15: As in Figure 11.14, but with 𝐽.
Another aspect of the Smith et al. [2016] theory that is worth addressing con-
cerns the MLT distribution of the particle precipitation detected by the Carson
et al. [2013] algorithm. Traditionally, EMIC wave generation has been associated
with the afternoon MLT sector (although recent results from RBSP has suggested a
more uniform MLT distribution, particularly for helium band waves, which make
up the majority of our database [Saikin et al., 2015]). The fact that the MLT distri-
bution of our database tends more towards midnight (see Figure 6.5) is, to Smith
et al. [2016], a cause for concern. However as we saw in Chapter 9, our database
represents only a tiny fraction of all EMIC waves. It is not beyond reason that,
while EMIC-wave generation is strongly weighted towards the afternoon sector,
precipitation causing EMIC waves are more strongly weighted towards the mid-
night sector. Indeed, in Chapter 9 we found that IPDP-type waves were almost
exclusively located in the evening (16–24 MLT) sector. If IPDP are as important to
electron precipitation as our results have suggested, then the shift towards mid-
night seen for the events in our database is an expected result, rather than an
unexplained phenomenon.
11.7.1 Important Caveats
When interpreting these results, it is important to be wary of the inherent selection
bias present in our analysis as well as the database itself. In filtering our database
to increase the quality of our events, we have introduced the risk of excluding a
subset of the events that may have produced different results.
Perhaps the biggest risk is our filtering out of “small” events, which excluded
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Figure 11.16: Fitted 𝐸𝑝 for all well-fitted events, plotted against the age of the detecting
satellite (in days) at the time of the trigger detection. The yellow line represents the least-
squares best fit to the data, showing a slight downward trend in calculated 𝐸𝑝 with the
age of the satellites.
almost half of the database and may have biased our results towards lower-energy
events. The nature of the electron populations within the radiation belts means
that electron fluxes at higher energies tend to be much smaller than fluxes at lower
energies. Thus, we would expect the events with higher 𝐸𝑝 to have, on average,
smaller 𝐽 than the events with lower 𝐸𝑝. By filtering out events with very small 𝐽
from our database, we may have inadvertently excluded a number of events with
energies > 2 MeV.
We also excluded a large number of events due to the presence of “back-
ground” electron flux. This was necessary to ensure that we were only fitting the
event flux, and not any other unrelated electron flux. It is not immediately clear
whether excluding these events may have biased the results. It is possible that the
background flux is not as unrelated as we initially thought, and was indicative
of a separate class of events, with different 𝐸𝑝 and 𝐽 distributions; unfortunately,
without manually removing the background from a large number of events (or
devising a means of removing it automatically), we are currently unable to clarify
this issue.
We noted at the start of this chapter that, due to the lack of suitable research
on the matter, we were unable to reverse the effects of the POES proton channel
degradation as we did in the previous chapter. As we saw in Section 11.3, this
can cause us to underestimate of the amount of proton contamination present in
the electron channels, which in turn lowers the fitted 𝐸𝑝 value. Indeed, there does
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appear to be a slight trend in the fitted 𝐸𝑝 values: Figure 11.16 shows the energy
of each of the well-fitted events, plotted according to the total flight time (in days)
of the satellite that detected the event. The fitted trend-line has a negative slope of
-0.04 keV/day (±0.0031 keV/day), which is small, but significant. If we compare
events from the first year of each satellite to the eighth year of each satellite, we
observe a distinct shift towards lower energies in the later events. The median
𝐸𝑝 is ∼370 keV for events that occur in the first year of a satellites life, compared
to ∼285 keV for events in the eighth year of a satellites life. This is potentially an
important factor that should be taken into consideration if utilising the results of
our study.
Finally, it is necessary to recall the results of Chapter 9 — we observed 741
EMIC waves at the Halley magnetometer, of which only 2% were POES trigger
events. As such, we must always keep in mind that while the results of this chapter
are important, and suggest that some EMIC waves can scatter electrons at low-
energies, it is certainly not necessarily true of all EMIC waves.
11.8 Conclusions
The results of this chapter seem to suggest that, at least for a subset of EMIC waves,
the scattering of sub-MeV electrons is not only possible, but the dominant occur-
rence. This raises the possibility of these EMIC waves being a significant driver
of radiation belt dynamics, as well as causing significant changes in atmospheric
chemistry. In the next chapter we will use the fitting results from this chapter to
estimate the effect this precipitation may have on the Earth’s atmosphere.
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If it looks like a duck, and quacks like a duck, we have at least to
consider the possibility that we have a small aquatic bird of the
family Anatidae on our hands.
– Douglas Adams, Dirk Gently’s Holistic Detective Agency
In the last few chapters, we have shown that the precipitation trigger database
is, most likely, driven by the EMIC wave scattering of electrons into the BLC. We
have also shown that these trigger events represent appreciable sources of ener-
getic electron precipitation into the atmosphere. In this chapter, we consider the
geophysical impact of these events. By determining the effect that this precipita-
tion has on the Earth’s atmosphere, we can state whether or not these events are
potentially relevant from na environmental perspective.
12.1 Precipitation and the neutral atmosphere
It has long been known that the precipitation of energetic particles into the Earth’s
atmosphere can drive the creation of nitrogen and hydrogen molecules that in
turn lead to the catalytic loss of ozone from the atmosphere [e.g. Rusch et al.,
1981; Solomon et al., 1981]. Typically these catalysts, called odd nitrogen (NO𝑥)
and odd hydrogen (HO𝑥), are short-lived due to their volatility. However, during
winter the lack of sunlight can lead to long lifetimes for the NO𝑥 molecules, which
are destroyed by photolysis. Should these NO𝑥 molecules occur in the polar re-
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gions this can lead to significant ozone loss over the winter months, as they are
not consumed during their reaction with ozone. Indeed, it was recently shown
that electron precipitation into a polar atmosphere leads to the destruction of at-
mospheric ozone and, in turn, may produce significant changes in winter surface
air temperatures in the polar regions [Andersson et al., 2014; Seppälä et al., 2009].
It is clear that electron precipitation is an important driver of atmospheric
chemistry, however exactly how important is a difficult question to answer. To
determine the impact of our observed events on the atmosphere, we would need
to calculate the expected ionisation due to the electron precipitation of each event,
and use this as input to an atmospheric chemistry model [e.g., Turunen et al., 2009]
to calculate the production of NO𝑥 and HO𝑥 and the resulting depletion in atmo-
spheric ozone. Such an analysis is outside the scope of this thesis. Instead, in
this chapter we will calculate the expected ionisation rates of a selection of rep-
resentative events from our database, and compare these to published studies of
electron precipitation and atmospheric ozone losses. In doing so, we will estimate
the relative importance of our precipitation to the neutral atmosphere.
We will consider three separate case studies of particle precipitation into the
ionosphere, and the effect that this precipitation has on the neutral chemistry of
the atmosphere. The first, by Verronen et al. [2005], investigated the impact of
a series of solar proton events that occurred from October–November 2003. The
second, by Rodger et al. [2010b], investigated the impact of electron precipitation
driven by geomagnetic storms in September 2005. The third, by Seppälä et al.
[2015], investigated the effect of electron precipitation resulting from a series of
substorms from April–May 2007.
12.1.1 Verronen et al. [2005] solar proton events
From 23 October to 4 November 2003 a series of incredibly strong solar flares,
coronal mass ejections, and Solar Proton Events (SPE) known as the Halloween
storms struck the Earth, causing severe geomagnetic storms resulting in signifi-
cant enhancement in particle flux within the radiation belts and driving particle
precipitation into the ionosphere. The largest of these flares, an X45 class flare on 4
November, was the largest solar flare ever recorded [Thomson et al., 2004]. Using
Geosynchronous Operational Environmental Satellite (GOES) proton flux data,
Verronen et al. [2005] calculated the expected ionisation rates caused by the as-
sociated SPEs; the results of this process are shown in Figure 12.1(a), reproduced
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Figure 12.1: (a) Ionisation rates calculated by Verronen et al. [2005] for the series of solar
proton events that occurred from 23 October to 4 November 2003. Reproduced from Fig-
ure 1 of Verronen et al. [2005]. (b) Interpolated ionisation rates for three instances in (a).
Crosses indicate the anchor points of the interpolation.
from Figure 1 of Verronen et al. [2005].
The most significant ionisation calculated by Verronen et al. [2005] occurred
on 29 October at the time of a large SPE, peaking at over 104 el. cm−3 s−1, de-
noted in Figure 12.1(a) by a blue dashed line. The estimated altitude-dependent
ionisation rate for this event is shown in blue in Figure 12.1(b). This was calcu-
lated using the MATLAB interp1 function using spline interpolation, with the
edges of the contours from Figure 12.1(a) as the as the anchor points; these are
shown in Figure 12.1(b) as blue crosses. Two smaller events, peaking at around
102 and 103 el. cm−3 s−1, occurred on 30 October and 5 November, denoted in Fig-
ure 12.1(a) by red and black dashed lines respectively. As before, the interpolated
altitude-dependent ionisation rates are shown in Figure 12.1(b) in red and black,
with crosses indicating the anchor points.
Verronen et al. [2005] modelled the impact that these SPEs had on the neu-
tral atmosphere, estimating the depletion in ozone due to catalytic destruction;
the results of this process are shown in Figure 12.2, reproduced from Figure 3(d)
of Verronen et al. [2005]. Following the 29 October SPE, significant depletion of
ozone was seen, with a 95% loss of ozone seen at an altitude of 78 km. Similar re-
ductions were seen following the 30 October SPE, with > 80% reductions in ozone.
The 5 November SPE saw only ∼30% reductions, however this could potentially
be due to the time of day of the event, or because it was significantly smaller than
the other SPEs.
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Figure 12.2: Ozone depletion calculated by Verronen et al. [2005] for the series of so-
lar proton events that occurred from 23 October to 4 November 2003. Reproduced from
Figure 3(d) of Verronen et al. [2005].
12.1.2 Rodger et al. [2010b] geomagnetic storms
Using a combination of AARDDVARK and DEMETER data, Rodger et al. [2010b]
investigated the effects of a period of significant geomagnetic activity in Septem-
ber 2005. As well as a series of X-class flares, several CME were observed, trigger-
ing geomagnetic storms up to Kp = 8. By restricting themselves to lower 𝐿-shells
(𝐿 = 3), Rodger et al. were able to avoid the significant ionisation caused by the
solar flares and associated SPEs, allowing them to investigate solely the electron
precipitation driven by the geomagnetic storm.
With electron flux spectra derived from the AARDDVARK and DEMETER
data, Rodger et al. [2010b] followed a similar method as Verronen et al. [2005], cal-
culating the expected ionisation rate due to the electron precipitation, and mod-
elling the impact to atmospheric chemistry and the resulting loss of ozone. The
ionisation rates calculated are shown in Figure 12.3(a), reproduced from Figure 5
of Rodger et al. [2010b]. Notably, the peak ionisation rate calculated is several
orders of magnitude smaller than those of Verronen et al., peaking at less than
102 el. cm−3 s−1. Figure 12.3(b) shows the altitude-dependent ionisation rate for a
single point in time, derived from Figure 12.3(a) at the time denoted by the black
dashed line.
At might be expected, the greatly reduced ionisation rates calculated by
Rodger et al. [2010b] resulted in significantly less ozone depletion than was
seen by Verronen et al. [2005], as can be seen in Figure 12.4(left), reproduced
from Figure 8 of Rodger et al. [2010b]. Rodger et al. note that this lack of ozone
depletion was due to the rapid photochemical destruction of the HO𝑥 and NO𝑥
created by the electron precipitation. Repeating the calculation of ozone loss
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Figure 12.3: (a) Ionisation rates calculated by Rodger et al. [2010b] for the period of geo-
magnetic activity in September 2005. Reproduced from Figure 5 of Rodger et al. [2010b].
(b) Ionisation rates for the dashed black line in (a).
given the same ionisation rates into a winter atmosphere, they found ozone
depletions as high as 35% (Figure 12.4(right)).
12.1.3 Seppälä et al. [2015] substorms
The period from 27 April to 6 May 2007 was characterised by rapid and intense
substorm activity; in total 61 substorms were observed over this period, peaking at
a rate of ∼15 substorms per day (compared to the average of 3–4 a day). Beharrell
et al. [2015] analysed these substorms, and produced a model of substorm-driven
electron flux into the upper atmosphere that was able to reproduce ground-based
observations of electron precipitation made during the disturbed period. This
modelled electron precipitation and the resulting atmospheric ionisation was
used by Seppälä et al. [2015] as input into an atmospheric neutral chemistry
model, from which they calculated the production of HO𝑥 and NO𝑥, and the
resulting loss in ozone. Figure 12.5(a), reproduced from Figure 2 in Seppälä et al.
[2015], shows the calculated ionisation caused by the substorm-driven electron
precipitation. Figure 12.5(b) shows the peak altitude-dependent ionisation rate of
the most significant event, occurring on 29 April as indicated by a dashed black
line in Figure 12.5(a). Figure 12.6, reproduced from Figure 3 of Seppälä et al.
[2015], shows the simulated loss in ozone density calculated by Seppälä et al.
[2015] using their atmospheric chemistry model. As with the ionisation rate, the
greatest ozone loss occurred on 29 April, peaking at around 55% ozone loss.
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Figure 12.4: (left) Ozone depletion calculated by Rodger et al. [2010b] for the period of
geomagnetic activity in September 2005. (right) As with the (left) plot, for for a winter,
non-sunlit atmosphere. Reproduced from Figure 8 of Rodger et al. [2010b].
12.2 EMIC and the neutral atmosphere
To estimate how effective our trigger database events are at driving the creation
of atmospheric HO𝑥 and NO𝑥, and thus the destruction of atmospheric ozone, we
will choose a representative subset of the fitted event spectra from the previous
chapter and compare them to the case studies described above. Using these elec-
tron energy spectra, we will calculate an expected ionisation rate due to the pre-
cipitation of these electrons into the atmosphere and draw correlations between
these rates and those of the three case studies to estimate an expected ozone de-
pletion rate.
12.2.1 Spectra selection
To ensure we are investigating a representative sample of the trigger database, we
must choose our spectra to cover the range of parameters seen across the database.
We first split the database in two, based on the peak energy 𝐸𝑝. In Figure 11.4 we
found that the database was largely divided into those with 𝐸𝑝 in the range 200–
400 keV, and those in the range 600–2000 keV, so these are logical subsets to focus
on. We then consider the ranges of total flux 𝐽 within these subsets. For the lower
energy events, we consider three total flux ranges: 103.5 − 104, 104 − 104.5 , and
105.5 − 105.5 electrons cm−2 sr−1 s−1. For the higher energy range, we consider
spectra in the range 103 − 104 electrons cm−2 sr−1 s−1. Finally, for each of these
four subsets, we selected three spectra that best represented the spread of spectral
parameters (i.e., 𝛼1, 𝛽1, 𝛼2, 𝛽2) seen in the group, giving us a total of twelve events
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Figure 12.5: (a) Ionisation rates calculated by Seppälä et al. [2015] for the period of sub-
storm activity in April/May 2007. Reproduced from Figure 2 of Seppälä et al. [2015]. (b)
Ionisation rates for the dashed black line in (a).
to consider. These events are summarised in Table 12.1.
Ionisation rate calculations(1)
We calculate the ionisation rates for each of our spectra using the method de-
scribed in Rodger et al. [2010a], using Island Lake, Canada (53.86° N, 265.34° E,
L=5.3) on 21 March as our modelling point. Each energy spectrum is modelled as
a discretised collection of mono-energetic electron beams; for each of these beams,
an altitude specific energy deposition is found. The total energy deposition for the
event is found by integrating across the entire energy range of the spectrum (for
Figure 12.6: Ozone depletion calculated by Seppälä et al. [2015] for substorm activity in
April/May 2007. Reproduced from Figure 3 of Seppälä et al. [2015].
1The calculation of the ionisation rates as described in this section was carried out by Professor
Craig Rodger.
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Table 12.1: Spectral parameters of Equation 10.5, 𝐸𝑝 (keV) and 𝐽 (elec-
trons cm−2 sr−1 s−1), for the representative event spectra.
𝛼1 𝛽1 𝛼2 𝛽2 𝐸𝑝 𝐽
I 32 6.5 9.3 1.3 245 5.1 × 103
A II 34 6.9 10.8 1.5 248 5.9 × 103
III 36 7.2 12.8 1.8 264 5.7 × 103
I 31 6.4 9.9 1.2 271 1.8 × 104
B II 35 7.1 13.8 1.8 281 1.5 × 104
III 31 6.4 17.5 2.4 276 1.3 × 104
I 31.2 6.6 10.6 1.2 264 3.7 × 104
C II 32.9 7.2 14.4 1.8 224 3.3 × 104
III 23.8 5.1 24.4 3.3 327 3.6 × 104
I 43.5 6.7 9.7 1.3 949 4.0 × 103
D II 46.9 7.1 14.8 2.0 1012 4.0 × 103
III 50.3 7.2 25.8 3.4 1408 2.4 × 103
our purposes, this will always be 10–10000 keV). The resulting altitude specific en-
ergy deposition for the entire spectrum is then divided by the ionisation energy
of a single molecule, which is taken to be ∼35 eV, to give an altitude-dependent
ionisation rate.
Note that for each of the ionisation rate profiles calculated in the following
sections, the profiles were calculated for both a day- (18:00 UT, 12:00 LT) and night-
time (06:00 UT, 00:00 LT) atmosphere. In all cases, the day and night ionisation
rates were indistinguishable by eye, and so we have taken them to be essentially
identical. For all of the following considerations, we will be using the night-time
ionisation rates.
Database spectra: low energy, small flux — AI,AII,AIII
We first consider the energy spectra falling in the 𝐸𝑝 range 200–400 keV, with total
fluxes between 103.5 − 104 electrons cm−2 sr−1 s−1. We must note that while we
have called these “small” flux events, this is a relative term. As we noted in the pre-
vious chapter, we have artificially removed the smallest events from our database
of fitted spectra already, due to the difficulties in fitting such small events. The
calculated ionisation rates for these spectra are plotted in Figure 12.7(a). Each
of the ionisation curves for these events is fairly similar, peaking at altitudes of
around 50–60 km and trailing off towards 40 km — this similarity is likely due to
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Figure 12.7: Altitude-dependent ionisation rates calculated for each energy spectra in the
representative sample of the trigger database. These are split into (a) low energy, small
flux, (b) low energy, medium flux, (c), low energy, high flux, and (d) high energy spectra.
the small range of 𝐸𝑝 values. The peak ionisation rate for each curve is between
2 × 102 and 4 × 102 el. cm−3 s−1.
Database spectra: low energy, medium flux — BI,BII,BIII
Next, we consider slightly larger events, still in the same 𝐸𝑝 range. These events
have total fluxes between 104 − 104.5 electrons cm−2 sr−1 s−1. The calculated
ionisation rates for these spectra are plotted in Figure 12.7(b). There is a more
marked difference between the ionisation rates for these spectra than was seen
in the small events, with peaks between 50–70 km and ionisation rates between
4 × 102 − 1.6 × 103 el. cm−3 s−1.
Database spectra: low energy, high flux — CI,CII,CIII
As is to be expected, the largest events in the database have the most significant
effect on the atmosphere. These events, which are in the 𝐸𝑝 range 200–400 keV
with total fluxes between 104.5 − 105.5 electrons cm−2 sr−1 s−1, are shown in Fig-
ure 12.7(c). Again, there is significant variation within the group, peaking be-
tween 50–70 km, with ionisation rates between 1.1 × 103 − 3.3 × 103 el. cm−3 s−1.
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Database spectra: high energy — DI,DII,DIII
Finally, we consider events in the higher 𝐸𝑝 range, from 600–2000 keV, with 103 −
104 electrons cm−2 sr−1 s−1. These higher energy events, with ionisation curves
shown in Figure 12.7(d) were very similar to the low energy small events, peaking
between 50–60 km with peak ionisation rates of around 3×102−6×102 el. cm−3 s−1.
12.2.2 Timing
One of the major differences between our precipitation trigger events and the case
studies described in this chapter is the length of time that they are active for. Each
of these case study events were very long, lasting for several days. In comparison,
our trigger database events are unlikely to last much longer than an hour, let alone
days. This will restrict the ability of our events to destroy ozone, particularly if
they occur during the day — once the source of precipitation is gone, the gener-
ated HO𝑥 and NO𝑥 will rapidly decay, preventing the further loss of ozone. The
exception to this, of course, is events that occur in the winter months — as Rodger
et al. [2010b] showed, the lack of photochemical destruction of NO𝑥 in the winter
atmosphere allows for much greater ozone losses.
12.3 Discussion
Perhaps the most striking observation we can make about the calculated ionisation
rates for our precipitation database is that they are remarkably large, and pene-
trate deep into the atmosphere, with even the smallest events reaching at least
70 km altitude. It is also interesting to note that, besides an order of magnitude
difference in the peak ionisation, there is surprisingly little variation in ionisation
rates shown in Figure 12.7 across the subsets listed above.
To permit a simple comparison of our calculated ionisation rates with the pub-
lished case studies, we highlight an “ionisation region” in Figure 12.8(a). This
region, shown shaded in grey, is bounded by the minimum and maximum ioni-
sation rates for any given altitude, taken across all of the calculated ionisation rates
above. Superimposed on top of this we plot each of the ionisation rates extracted
from the case studies described earlier.
Examining Figure 12.8(a), it is immediately clear that the trigger events are




















































Figure 12.8: Comparison between the ionisation rates of our trigger database spectra
and the ionisation rates from the three case studies. The grey shaded region represents
the limits all of the calculated ionisation rates for (a) the full trigger event spectra, and (b)
the trigger event spectra truncated at 3 MeV.
the SPEs are capable of ionisation at much lower altitudes than the trigger events,
we see similar ionisation rates and peak altitudes to the small and medium SPEs.
At the altitudes at which Verronen et al. calculated the greatest loss of ozone, from
roughly 70–80 km, we see very similar ionisation rates between the trigger events
and the small and medium SPEs. A direct comparison between the Verronen et al.
SPE events and our own trigger events is difficult, due to the significant difference
in length of each event (hours to days for the SPEs, compared to tens of minutes
for our trigger events). However, the rapid depletion of ozone seen from HO𝑥
[e.g., Frederick, 1976] means that even for short events such as ours we may see
significant ozone depletions from even the smallest of our fitted events(2).
We note that, while large, the ionisation rates seen in the substorm study by
Seppälä et al. [2015] occur at a much higher altitude than those driven by our
precipitation triggers, and so no meaningful comparison can be drawn.
12.3.1 High energy concerns
In Section 10.2.1, we discussed our inability to adequately fit riometer data,
given our fitted energy spectrum. In particular, we noted that our fitted energy
spectrum, produced using our “peaked” distribution, did not decay as rapidly
2Although again, recalling that we excluded the smallest trigger events from the fitting pro-
cess.
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Figure 12.9: Altitude-dependent ionisation rates calculated for each energy spectra in
the representative sample of the trigger database, with all flux > 3 MeV set to zero. These
are split into (a) low energy, small flux, (b) low energy, medium flux, (c), low energy, high
flux, and (d) high energy spectra.
at higher energies (i.e. >1 MeV) than was suggested by the DEMETER data.
Ultimately, we concluded that a more accurate distribution might have an
exponential decay imposed after a certain point, to mimic the general lack of
electron flux available to scatter at higher energies. Due to the lack of electron
flux measurements available at these high energies, however, we were unable to
fully address this issue.
It is likely that this same issue will affect the ionisation rates we have calculated
in this chapter. Each of the test spectra we used to calculate our ionisation rates
in this chapter have small, but non-negligible, electron fluxes up to energies of
10 MeV. Even small amounts of flux at energies this high have the potential to
drive significant ionisation of the atmosphere. To determine exactly how strong
this effect is, and whether it has a significant impact on our conclusions regarding
ozone depletion, we repeat our ionisation rate calculation with truncated versions
of the test spectra we used earlier. For each spectrum, we apply a hard cutoff at
3 MeV, setting all flux values at energies higher than this to zero. While unphysical,
this will give us an idea of the extent of the effect that the high energy electron flux
has on our on our calculations.
The ionisation rates calculated for our truncated spectra are shown in Fig-
ure 12.9, plotted to the same scale as Figure 12.7. Unsurprisingly, removing the
> 3 MeV component from our spectra significantly raised the lower edge of our
calculation ionisation, from < 40 km to ∼50 km. Other than this, however, there is
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little different between the truncated spectra and the original spectra. As before,
we generate an “ionisation region” from the maximum and minimum ionisation
rates for each altitude, shown in Figure 12.8(b) compared to the case study ioni-
sation rates. The ionisation rates in the region of highest ozone depletion are still
similar to the Verronen et al. [2005] small and medium SPEs, suggesting signifi-
cant ozone depletions may still be possible even for our energy-restricted events.
We note that the truncated spectra ionisation rates now also bear a resemblance
to the Rodger et al. [2010b] geomagnetic storm-driven ionisation rate, peaking at
a similar altitude, although with 1–2 orders of magnitude larger ionisation rates.
Given that Rodger et al. estimated a 30% depletion in ozone for their spectra, we
may expect significantly greater depletions from our spectra, simply due to the
increase in ionisation. As with the Verronen et al. [2005] SPEs, however, the sig-
nificant difference in timing makes a direct comparison complicated.
12.3.2 Summary
Although it is not a replacement for a full simulation using a neutral atmosphere
chemistry model, the comparisons we have made to existing published case stud-
ies allow us to estimate the relevance of our trigger database to atmospheric chem-
istry. Based on the results seen in this chapter, it seems likely that the precipi-
tation represented by our database has the potential to drive significant loss of
atmospheric ozone, even for smaller events in the database. This effect will be
significantly enhanced for precipitation into a winter atmosphere.
We also discovered that the higher energy components (i.e. > 3 MeV) of our
precipitation spectra were surprisingly unimportant when considering the im-
pact to the atmosphere. In both of the Rodger et al. [2010b] and Verronen et al.
[2005] calculations of ozone loss, the peak ozone destruction occurred around 70–
80 km, well above the region of ionisation caused by the higher energy compo-
nents. Given that our confidence in our flux spectra increases at lower energies
(as this is where the POES coverage is strongest), we can be confident that some





This is where we’ve filled ourselves up with so many questions that
they’re starting to overflow and become answers.
– Terry Pratchett, Feet of Clay
13.1 Summary
One of the biggest issues that has plagued research into the interactions between
EMIC waves and radiation belt particles, in particular energetic electrons, has sim-
ply been a lack of experimental data. While observations of EMIC waves them-
selves are plentiful, correlating these observations with direct evidence of electron
precipitation has proven to be remarkably difficult. As a result, until recently most
research into the characteristics of EMIC wave-driven electron precipitation has
been theoretical in nature. In recent years, technological advances and increases in
radiation belt coverage have finally provided, through focused case studies, clear
evidence of electron precipitation driven by EMIC wave scattering. With these ob-
servations, however, has come disagreement — many of these case studies show
clear evidence of electron precipitation within energy ranges previously thought
to be at or under the very lower limit of EMIC-wave interaction. Solving this dis-
agreement cannot be done through one-off case studies. Rather, a broader, more
statistical approach is needed to determine if these case studies represent pure
happenstance or are indicative of a more general trend.
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13.1.1 Precipitation as an EMIC wave detection tool
The focal point of this thesis has been a database of proton-precipitation associ-
ated electron precipitation events — our POES precipitation triggers — detected
using the Carson et al. [2013] detection algorithm. This algorithm, and by exten-
sion the trigger database, represents an exciting opportunity for in-depth inves-
tigation of the link between EMIC wave activity and energetic electron precipita-
tion. To ensure as broad a look at these triggers as possible, we extended the orig-
inal database of 2331 trigger events published by Carson et al. [2013] to include
POES MEPED data up until the end of 2015, including data from the METOP-01
satellite, increasing the database to 3777 trigger events. Any investigation of this
trigger database is fruitless, however, without adequate evidence that the POES
precipitation triggers truly represent EMIC wave driven electron precipitation,
and thus by proxy EMIC wave activity.
We have shown, through two in-depth case studies, that the Carson et al. [2013]
precipitation triggers can be used to locate EMIC wave activity. In the first of these
studies, we investigated a single precipitation trigger that occurred on 13 August
2013. From this trigger, we identified a broad region of electron precipitation in
both POES and ground-based instruments. Throughout this precipitation region,
observations of EMIC wave activity were made at a number of ground-based mag-
netometer stations, well correlated in both time and space with the POES trigger
and related precipitation. In the second case study, we investigated a single POES
trigger that occurred on 24 September 2013. In a remarkable coincidence at the
time of this trigger detection the RBSP-A satellite was, within experimental er-
ror, on the same magnetic 𝐿-shell as the POES satellite. Using the EMFISIS mag-
netometer instrument, we showed a clear EMIC wave signature occurring at the
same time and location as the POES precipitation trigger. Evidence of both this
wave and the precipitation were also seen in ground-based instruments.
From these case studies, it is clear that at least some of the POES trigger
database can be used to locate EMIC wave activity. To determine if this correla-
tion with EMIC wave activity was true for the database as a whole, or was rather
simple coincidence, a broader, more in-depth study was needed. We compared
the database as a whole to a number of ground-based magnetometers, seeking to
answer the question: given a precipitation trigger, do we see EMIC wave activity?
We were able to show that the answer to this question was a resounding “yes”,
with conjunction success rates as high as 92% for triggers observed very close
to the magnetometers. Furthermore, we showed that the chance of a successful
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trigger-wave conjunction decreased as the displacement of the trigger from the
magnetometer increased, suggestive of drifting EMIC source regions.
As well as showing a strong link between the Carson et al. [2013] precipita-
tion triggers and EMIC wave activity, in our investigation of the trigger-wave link
we showed that the POES precipitation trigger database was almost exclusively
driven by helium-band waves. We also found that IPDP-type waves were strongly
represented in our database, compared to published studies of IPDP occurrence
rates, suggesting a potential link between the precipitation triggers and IPDP-type
waves.
In a reversal of our trigger-wave comparison, we also considered a year’s worth
of data from the Halley magnetometer, identifying all observable EMIC waves
in the data. We compared this to the precipitation database to determine what
fraction of all EMIC waves the precipitation database represented. We found that
only a tiny fraction of the total EMIC population, ∼2%, were associated with POES
precipitation triggers. This suggests that EMIC waves that cause POES-observable
electron precipitation represent only a small proportion of the total EMIC wave
population, though this issue is complicated by the propagation of EMIC waves
in the ionospheric duct.
Through this in depth study of the POES precipitation trigger database, we
have shown that the Carson et al. [2013] detection algorithm can be used to detect
EMIC wave driven electron precipitation, even in the absence of EMIC wave data.
The confirmation of the link between the POES triggers and EMIC waves allows
us to study the precipitation observed by POES, and draw conclusions regarding
the characteristics of EMIC wave interactions with radiation belt electrons.
13.1.2 EMIC electron energy spectra
Although the POES trigger database represents an unparalleled opportunity to
investigate the characteristics of EMIC-driven electron precipitation, the useful-
ness of the POES electron flux data is restricted by the limited energy resolution
of the MEPED telescopes. To provide an insight into the expected energy spectra
of EMIC-scattering electron precipitation, we carried out a series of case-studies,
comparing POES precipitation triggers to flux data from the DEMETER satellite’s
much higher resolution IDP instrument. On two separate occasions, we were able
to locate instances where a trigger-detecting POES satellite occurred close in both
space and time to the DEMETER satellite, allowing us to carry out a direct com-
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parison of the fluxes observed by both. In each case, the DEMETER satellite ob-
served electron precipitation that was well fitted by a “peaked” distribution with
which we were able to accurately reproduce the POES-observed fluxes. In both
instances, significant electron fluxes were observed down to energies < 500 keV.
With these case studies, we have not only shown that the POES precipitation
triggers can be modelled by a peaked flux distribution, but we have also provided
additional evidence for low-energy (i.e., sub-MeV) electron precipitation associ-
ated with EMIC wave activity. To determine if these low energy events are sim-
ply one-off coincidences, or were representative of the database as a whole, we
calculated energy spectra for a subset of the POES trigger database. We used the
peaked distribution derived from the DEMETER flux data, and fit roughly 20%
of the trigger database. We found that, contrary to the traditional understand-
ing of EMIC-driven electron precipitation, the vast majority of our trigger events
showed significant electron flux in the sub-MeV energy range. We suggest that
this may be evidence for non-resonant scattering.
13.1.3 Atmospheric impact
Finally, we considered the impact that the precipitation events represented by our
trigger database would have on the Earth’s neutral atmosphere. Electron pre-
cipitation is known to be a significant driver of changes to neutral atmosphere
chemistry, in particular ionisation driven ozone losses; it is important, then, to
determine whether or not our database events are relevant to atmospheric chem-
istry. From our database of well-fitted trigger events, we selected a representative
subset of twelve events. For each of these events, we calculated an expected ion-
isation rate, due to the incident electron precipitation to the neutral atmosphere,
and compared these ionisation rates to existing publications of ionisation-driven
ozone losses. We found that the trigger database events were remarkably large,
comparable in ionisation rate magnitudes to solar proton events, and several or-
ders of magnitude larger than seen in geomagnetic storms. From this, we con-
clude that the trigger database events are likely to have significant effects on at-
mospheric chemistry, though the magnitudes of this effect will be tempered by




As with any research, the results of this thesis have left a great many unanswered
questions, which we hope to address (or hope others will address) in future re-
search. We outline some of these issues below.
13.2.1 A new algorithm
As we have shown, the Carson et al. [2013] detection algorithm provides an ex-
cellent source of EMIC-driven electron precipitation events. As we noted in Sec-
tion 6.2.2, however, significant numbers of potential triggers are being discarded,
due to the limitations imposed by Carson et al. [2013]. With a redesigned algo-
rithm, it may be possible to remove some of these restrictions and increase the
number of triggers detected by the algorithm. Care would have to be taken, of
course, to ensure that the false positive rate of any new algorithm did not increase.
13.2.2 The IPDP question
In published studies of the relative occurrence rates of the different categories
of EMIC wave, IPDP-type waves are relatively unimportant. For instance,
Kuwashima et al. [1981] found the IPDP waves constituted only 3% of all EMIC
wave observations. In our own survey of Halley magnetometer data, we found
similar results, with IPDP-type waves making up only 7% of total EMIC obser-
vation time, and 23% of total EMIC waves. In contrast, in our comparison of the
POES precipitation triggers with magnetometer data, over 50% of precipitation
triggers that occurred within ±15° longitude of a magnetometer coincided with
IPDP-type waves. There is clearly a link between the POES precipitation triggers
and IPDP type waves — further studies, both theoretical and experimental, are
needed to explain this link.
13.2.3 An extended SCM survey
In Chapter 9, we carried out a short survey of one year’s worth of Halley SCM
data, identifying all observable EMIC waves, and categorizing them based on
their wave type. To better understand EMIC waves and their associated occur-
rence statistics, it would be worthwhile expanding this survey to include both
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more years of data from the Halley SCM, as well as data from other magnetome-
ters around the world. In particular the CARISMA magnetometer array, with its
broad coverage of Canada with high-quality instruments, offers the potential for
significant insight into the drift characteristics of EMIC wave events.
A riometer comparison
Related to the above extended SCM survey, it would be instructive to compare
the results of an extensive EMIC wave census with riometer data. The major-
ity of high-quality SCM sites, including Halley, the SGO chain, and many of the
CARISMA sites, are also home to riometer instruments. By comparing observa-
tions made at these riometer sites to EMIC wave surveys, possibly by superposed
epoch analysis, we would be able to better characterise which EMIC waves are
most likely to be associated with electron precipitation.
13.2.4 TARANIS and beyond
In Chapter 10, we provided two case studies utilising electron flux data from the
DEMETER satellite. The successor to this satellite, Tool for the Analysis of Radia-
tion from lightning and Sprites (TARANIS), will provide an even greater oppor-
tunity for comparisons with POES data. In particular, TARANIS will feature the
successor to the IDP instrument, the Instrument for the Detection of high Energy
Electrons (IDEE), capable of sampling high time resolution, directional electron
fluxes up to energies of 4 MeV. In particular, the IDEE will measure BLC parti-
cles. Once TARANIS is in orbit, currently projected for launch in late 2019, it will
provide an excellent opportunity to extend the case studies we carried out with
DEMETER data.
13.2.5 A full chemistry model
In Chapter 12, we provided an estimate of the impact of our precipitation events
on the neutral atmosphere by comparing calculated ionisation rates for our trig-
ger events with published research for various sources of atmospheric ionisation.
In the future, we hope to carry out a full atmospheric chemistry model analy-
sis of our POES-observed precipitation, to properly determine the impact of our
events on the atmosphere. This would involve comparisons with ground-based
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instruments, such as riometers or the AARDDVARK network, to determine the
time-scales of the trigger events, as seen from the ground.
13.2.6 POES degradation
Although not directly related to the conclusions of this thesis, the degradation is-
sues faced by the POES MEPED instrument are a significant cause for concern for
this, and any other scientific experiment that utilizes POES MEPED data. While
some work has been done to attempt to quantify this degradation and provide
means to reverse it, significant issues still exist with these approaches. Properly
addressing the degradation of the MEPED instrument is essential for the contin-





AARDDVARK Antarctic-Arctic Radiation-belt Dynamic Deposition VLF Atmo-
spheric Research Konsortia
ACE Advanced Composition Explorer
AE Auroral Electrojet
BAS British Antarctic Survey
BLC bounce loss-cone
CARISMA Canadian Array for Realtime Investigations of Magnetic Activity
CHUR Churchill
CIR Co-rotating Interaction Region
CME Coronal Mass Ejection
CNA cosmic noise absorption
CRRES Combined Release and Radiation Effects Satellite
CSS current sheet scattering
DAWS Dawson City





DSCOVR Deep Space Climate Observatory
Dst disturbance storm-time
EEP energetic electron precipitation
ELF extremely low frequency
EMFISIS Electric and Magnetic Field Instrument Suite and Integrated Science
EMIC Electomagnetic Ion Cyclotron






GOES Geosynchronous Operational Environmental Satellite
GSE Geocentric solar ecliptic
GSM Geocentric solar magnetospheric
HAL Halley
HF high frequency
HCS heliospheric current sheet
HUSA Husafell
IAGA International Association of Geomagnetism and Aeronomy
ICE Instrument Capteur Electrique
ICM Induction Coil Magnetometer
IDEE Instrument for the Detection of high Energy Electrons
IDP Instrument Détecteur de Particules
IGRF International Geomagnetic Reference Field
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Acronyms
IMF Interplanetary Magnetic Field
IPDP intervals of pulsations of diminishing periods
ISEE Institute of Space-Earth Environmental Research
ISLL Island Lake
ISGI International Service of Geomagnetic Indices
IVA Ivalo
LT Local Time
MEPED Medium Energy Proton and Electron Detector
MLT Magnetic Local Time
MSTK Ministik Lake
NIPR National Institute of Polar Research
NOAA National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration




POES Polar-orbiting Operational Environmental Satellite
QDC quiet-day curve
RABB Rabbit Lake
RBSP Radiation Belt Storm Probe
REY Reykjavík
ROV Rovaniemi




SEA superposed epoch analysis
SEM-2 2nd generation Space Environment Monitor




SPE Solar Proton Event
SSC storm sudden commencement
STEL Solar-Terrestrial Environment Laboratory
STJ St. John’s
SWEPAM Solar Wind Electron, Proton, and Alpha Monitor
TARANIS Tool for the Analysis of Radiation from lightning and Sprites
TED Total Energy Detector
THRF Thief River Falls
UT Universal Time
VLF very low frequency






Otago Physics Department PhD student
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Compiled from various external sources and my own notes. All information
contained within is, to the best of my knowledge, correct and accurate as of the
time of writing.
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B1 Purpose
This document is intended as a compilation of all that I have learnt about the POES
satellites, and specifically the MEPED instrument, during my time in the Otago
Space Physics research group (2011–2017). The POES satellites are a very useful
source of information about energetic particle activity within the radiation belts,
however there are many caveats and pitfalls that must be navigated to ensure that
the data is used correctly.
In the past 5–6 years, I have used the POES MEPED data extensively, and have
learnt a lot about proper and judicious use of the data. It would be remiss of me
to just take that information with me when I leave the group – this document will
hopefully be of use to any who follow me, so that they can build on what I have
learnt, and avoid many of the issues that plagued me.
In this document I will focus solely on the MEPED instrument from the SEM-2
instrument suite (defined later). There exists a lot of potentially useful data in the
TED instrument, as well as the SEM-1 instrument suite, however I have not had
occasion to use these. The SEM-1 instrument is different enough from the SEM-2
that most of the information contained in this document is not relevant to that
data, while the TED instrument examines data that has so far been outside the
purview of the Otago Space Physics group.
Within the Otago Space Physics group, we almost exclusively use MATLAB
for data processing, with a little bit of legacy FORTRAN as well. For this reason,
whenever I refer to processing of the POES data, it will be from the perspective of
a MATLAB user. A lot of what is said in here is completely agnostic of the coding
environment, but occasionally there will be MATLAB-specific information.
B2 Introduction
The POES spacecraft constellation is a set of weather and search-and-rescue
satellites that have been flying in some form since the early days of the space
race. The first satellites in what would eventually become known as the POES
project were the Television Infrared Observation Satellites (TIROS), launched
in the 1960s. The success of the first TIROS satellite saw the program continue,
through many iterations, to the current day. To date over 40 TIROS-class satellites
have been launched, with the most recent being the NOAA-19 satellite, launched
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in 2009. Three additional MetOp satellites, launched by the European Space
Agency (ESA), are also part of the modern POES program and carry many of the
same instruments as the NOAA POES satellites.
B2.1 Instrumentation
Since the launch of the TIROS-N satellite in 1978, the POES satellites have carried
the Space Environment Monitor (SEM) suite of instruments, used for measuring
the flux of energetic ions and electrons within the radiation belts. The launch of
the NOAA-15 satellite in 1998 saw the introduction of the 2nd generation Space
Environment Monitor (SEM-2) instrument suite. These instruments should not be
confused with the identically named Space Environment Monitor carried by the
GOES satellites.
The SEM-2 instruments are separated into two groups – those that make up the
Total Energy Detector (TED), and those that are part of the Medium Energy Proton
and Electron Detector (MEPED). The TED instruments are designed to measure
protons and electrons with energies from 50 eV up to 20 keV. To date, none of the
research carried out by the Otago University Space Physics Research Group has
required this data, and as such I will not be describing it within this document.
Of more interest to us is the MEPED instrument. MEPED measures more “geo-
physically interesting” electrons and protons – nominally in the > 30 keV energy
range. The theoretical maximum energy for protons detectable by the MEPED in-
struments is ∼1.1 GeV, though these are obviously fairly rare. I have called these
“nominal” energy ranges due to various factors that affect the actual energy ranges
of each MEPED instrument – these will all be discussed in due time.
B2.2 The future of POES
One of the reasons the POES spacecraft constellation is so useful is the large
dataset of continuous data that it provides. The SEM-2 instrument suites are
(hypothetically) inter-calibrated, meaning that data from two separate POES
satellites should be directly comparable (see the section on Data Issues for some
caveats to this). In theory, the current POES satellites should continue to fly for
many more years yet. The NOAA-15 satellite has been flying for 19 years, as of the
time of writing, and is still operating. The most recently launched POES satellite,
MetOp-01 (confusingly, also referred to as MetOp-B), launched in September
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2012, and a third MetOp satellite, MetOp-03 (MetOp-C), is due to launch in
October 2018. Even if we use the shortest POES lifespan (NOAA-17, which was
decommissioned after only 11 years), there conceivably could be continuous
SEM-2 data until at least 2029.
That said, the POES satellites do not last forever, and in recent years the de-
commissioning of these satellites has started. The first of these was the NOAA-17
satellite, which was decommissioned on 10 April 2013, after roughly 11 years in
space. Roughly a year later, on 09 June 2014, NOAA-16 was also decommissioned,
14 years after it launched.
After the launch of MetOp-03 in 2018, no further POES satellites will be
launched, spelling the end of the current POES program. The planned replace-
ment, the National Polar-orbiting Operational Environmental Satellite System
(NPOESS), has been discontinued. Instead, NASA and NOAA will be launching
the Joint Polar Satellite System (JPSS). Sadly, these satellites currently do not
appear to have any radiation-belt monitoring instruments on board. The ESA and
EUMETSAT will also be producing a follow up to the MetOp satellites, called
MetOp-SG (second generation). However, like the JPSS this does not appear to
feature any radiation belt monitoring instruments.
After the launch of MetOp-03, we will be reliant on other radiation belt satel-
lites (for instance the Van Allen Probes and TARANIS), or ground-based instru-
mentation. The latter of these is likely the best option for long-term continu-
ous measurement of radiation belt dynamics, due to the relatively small costs of
ground-based instrumentation compared to satellites, as well as much longer life
spans. The obvious downside is the lack of in-situ measurements of radiation belt
activity.
B2.3 Availability
The availability of data from the POES satellites is summarized in Table B2.1
B3 The MEPED instrument
The MEPED instrument has been the main source of data from POES that the
Otago Space Physics group has used (or indeed the only source – we have never
used TED, to my knowledge). In this chapter I will briefly describe the detectors
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Table B2.1: Launch and decommission dates for each of the modern POES satellites








contained within MEPED and their ideal outputs. In a later chapter I will out-
line several points that anyone using the POES data should know before using
the MEPED data. In the following sections, I will cover both the directional and
omni-directional POES MEPED telescopes. I will focus more on the directional
telescopes, as they tend to be more useful for our purposes, and they are the in-
struments I have spent the majority of my time using.
The following is only a cursory glance at the POES telescopes. For a full, de-
tailed coverage of the telescopes and their hardware, see Evans and Greer [2000].
B3.1 Directional telescopes
Each MEPED instrument contains four directional telescopes, two of which mea-
sure electron flux and two of which measure proton flux. Each of these telescopes
are 15° (half-angle) cones. The electron telescopes are identical, as are the proton
telescopes (though the electron telescopes are not the same as the proton tele-
scopes). One of each pair of telescopes is oriented such that it points antiparallel
to the direction of travel, while the other of the pairs points perpendicular to the
first, outward along the Earth-satellite vector. These are referred to as the 90° and
0° telescopes respectively, and nominally they measure trapped (90°) and loss-
cone (0°) flux. See the section on particle flux pitch-angle dependence for more
information on this.
The 0° and 90° telescopes for both particles accumulate their flux data over
alternating seconds (so the 0° detectors accumulate flux for one second, then the
90° telescopes accumulate for one second, and so on). This means that although
the POES data in theory has one-second resolution, in practise each directional
telescope only has a resolution of two seconds (and it only accumulates over half
of that time).
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The two electron telescopes measure electron flux via a silicon detector covered
by a thin nickel foil (intended to absorb incident protons). The telescope logic bins
the incident electrons according to their energy into three (nominal) energy bins:
> 30 keV, > 100 keV, and > 300 keV (called E1, E2, and E3 respectively). It is worth
noting that these energy bins overlap – theoretically, a 50 keV electron would only
be present in the E1 channel, while a 1 MeV electron would be present in all three.
The two proton telescopes have a similar construction to the electron tele-
scopes, with two silicon detectors instead of one. Instead of the nickel shield,
the proton telescopes feature a strong (∼0.2 T)magnetic field, which deflects in-
cident electrons, preventing them from striking the sensor. The incident protons
are binned according to their energy, similar to the electrons, though the proton
bins do not overlap. There are six proton energy bins; their nominal energy ranges
are:
P1 30–80 keV P4 800–2500 keV
P2 80–250 keV P5 2500–6900 keV
P3 250–800 keV P6 > 6900 keV
The measured flux from all of the directional telescopes is reported as a count
rate in units of 𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑙𝑒𝑠 𝑠−1, which is an integral flux unit(1). The conversion from




where 𝑗0 is the incident particle flux, units 𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑙𝑒𝑠 sec−1cm−2sr−1, 𝐶 is the
count rate described above, and 𝐺 is a geometric factor, which in theory relates the
size of the sensor and the observation window to the measured flux. With each
of the POES instruments, the nominal geometric factor is 𝐺 = 100 cm2sr, which
works well for rough estimates of the POES measured flux.
For more precise uses of the POES flux, it is necessary to consider the energy
dependence of the POES sensors – due to peculiarities in the sensor construction,
a constant geometric factor does not accurately represent how the instrument re-
sponds to particle flux. More information will be provided regarding this in a
later section.
1An integral flux unit is one that sums the flux across a whole range of energies, and reports
the result as a single value. The alternative is a differential flux unit, which reports the flux for a
single energy value.
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B3.2 Omni-directional detectors
As I mentioned previously, I have not really had much dealings with data from
the omni-directional detectors, so I cannot really go into specifics on their usage.
I’ll outline their general form here, though.
The MEPED instrument contains 4 “omni-directional” proton detectors, each
of which features a 60° (half-angle) aperture, mounted to view radially outwards
from the Earth (parallel to the 0° directional detectors). The four omni-directional
detectors are called P6, P7, P8, and P9; it is important to note that there is an
ambiguity between the omni-directional P6 channel and the directional P6 channels.
In general, the latter will also have a 0° or 90° specifier following it, removing the
ambiguity(2). The nominal energy ranges sampled by each of the omni-directional
detectors are:
P6 16–250 MeV P8 70–250 MeV
P7 35–250 MeV P9 140–250 MeV
though the omni-directional detectors are affected by many of the same caveats
as the directional telescopes (see the POES data caveats section for a full coverage
of these issues).
The omni-directional detectors have longer accumulation times than the direc-
tional telescopes, due to the generally lower levels of proton flux at the energies
sampled. The P6 and P7 detectors both have an accumulation time of 2 seconds,
while the P8 and P9 detectors have an accumulation time of 4 seconds. Obviously,
this means that the omni-directional detectors will have a lower time resolution
than the directional telescopes.
B3.3 How MEPED measures flux
As was mentioned previously, each MEPED instrument measures particle flux via
a silicon sensor housed inside a telescope (the construction of which varies de-
pending on the particular telescope). The detectors count based on pulse-height
analysis; when a charged particle (e.g. an electron or proton) strikes a silicon de-
tector, it induces a charge in the detector directly proportional to the kinetic en-
2Another way to check this, if you’re still not sure, is to determine what the smallest non-zero
value is. The noise floor on the directional telescopes (i.e. the smallest non-zero flux) is 1 count/s.
Due to their longer accumulation times, the P6 and P7 omni-directional detectors have a noise floor
of 0.5 counts/s, while P8 and P9 have a noise floor of 0.25 counts/s. Note that this only applies to
the raw data – processed data cannot be checked in this way.
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ergy of the particle. The total charge induced in the detector is then measured
after some integration time (85 ns in the case of MEPED), and binned into the en-
ergy bins described above according to the height of the pulse. This is repeated
over the course of one second, and the pulses are then summed to give the total
“counts” for the given second. This whole process recurs every other second. The
0° and 90° telescopes share the same counting electronics, so the 0° and 90° counts
alternate [Asikainen and Mursula, 2011].
Table B3.3: MEPED Binning Logic
LS1 LS2 LS3 LS4 LS5 LS6
Proton Telescope Channels (0/90)
P1 + -
P2 + + -
P3 + + -
P4 + + -
P5 + + -
P6 + - +
Electron Telescope Channels (0/90)
P1 + -
P2 + + -
P3 + + -
(+) logical TRUE (i.e., threshold exceeded); (-) logical FALSE)
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MEPED binning logic
The MEPED directional instruments bin input using simple energy threshold
logic. The levels and logic used are outlined in Tables B3.2 and B3.3, both of
which are borrowed from Yando et al. [2011].
Flux quantisation
An important aspect of the POES data that often goes unnoticed(3) is the quanti-
sation of the POES data that occurs at some stage during the data storage process
(exactly when is inconsequential). Due to what I assume are either bandwidth
or memory limitations, the counts for each energy channel of each instrument
are converted into an 8-bit unsigned integer (I assume this happens aboard the
satellite). These integers are then converted back into a count value by whatever
conversion code you happen to use.
The obvious issue with this process is that for most of the energy channels we
expect counts higher (sometimes several orders of magnitude higher) than 256
(the maximum value storable in an 8-bit integer). Instead of a one-to-one map-
ping, we essentially end up “rounding” the counts to a given value, then con-
verting that value directly to an unsigned integer (I believe this is called surjective
mapping). On the other end, the integer is converted back to the rounded value
using a lookup table (obviously the original accurate count value is lost).
The rounding that occurs during this process is not linear (i.e., it’s not rounded
to the nearest hundred), although it’s not strictly logarithmic/exponential either.
As can be seen in Figure fig. B3.1 on the following page, the MEPED count bins
are linearly spaced for the first 33 bins (0.0 − 32.0 counts/s), after which the bin
spacing appears to be roughly exponential, of the form:
𝐶 = 6.77e𝑛/20.19; 𝑛 ∈ ℕ, 32 < 𝑛 < 256
The exact bins used are given later in this document.
The rounding used in this conversion process means that it is impossible for
us to obtain certain flux values (for instance, we can never have a count rate of
34 counts/s), and introduces not insignificant error to the flux values presented
in the data files. The exponential nature of the MEPED binning algorithm means
3It took me a few years of using the data before I realised what was going on.
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Figure B3.1: A representation of the flux bins used in the POES MEPED data conversion
algorithm. Note that the first 33 bins are linearly spaced, while the rest of the bins are
exponential. To show this, the y-axis is plotted on a linear scale from 0-32, then logarithmic
(base-10) scale for values > 32.
that the error never becomes overwhelmingly large; it is typically around ±4−6%,
depending on the flux level. I believe this error is taken into account in the error
bars presented in the new data files (though I have not checked this yet).
This error also propagates to the processed data (both the new format pro-
cessed and the old “corrected” processed data), though I don’t know for sure how
the error levels are affected by this.
B3.4 Flux conversion
As was mentioned earlier, what POES reports having measured is not strictly an
accurate reflection of the actual particle flux striking the detectors. What POES
actually measures is more complex, and for that we look to the Yando et al. [2011]
work. Yando et al. present a set of energy dependent geometric factors, which
represent how each POES channel responds to particles of a particular energy;
high resolution versions of these geometric factors are shown in Figure B3.2. It is
possible to use these geometric factors to get a more accurate estimation of the true
flux measured by POES, using the “bow-tie” method [Green, 2013]. This involves
finding a single geometric factor that will convert the count rate to a flux value
with the smallest error, bearing in mind that the spectral shape of the actual flux
being measured cannot be known, and varies considerably.
The equation to be solved is as follows:
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Figure B3.2: Geometric factor curves for the electron (top) and proton (bottom) POES
MEPED telescope responses to electrons and protons, respectively. Note that these are
higher resolution than the figures that appear in Yando et al. [2011] (Karl Yando, personal





where 𝐺(𝐸) is the energy dependent geometric factor, in units of cm2-str, and
𝐽(𝐸) is the differential particle flux, in units of #/cm2-str-sec-keV. The method used
by NOAA for the protons assumes that the flux variation with energy within a





𝐺(𝐸)𝐽(𝐸)𝑑𝐸 ≈ 𝐺𝑓 𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙𝐽(?̃?)
where 𝐺𝑓 𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙 is a constant, and 𝐽(?̃?) is the flux at some representative energy
?̃?. A number of power-law and e-folding distributions were considered, attempt-
ing to cover representative ranges of likely energy spectra. The value of 𝐺𝑓 𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙
was then found by choosing the value of ?̃? such that the spread of possible 𝐺 is
minimised for all spectral shapes.
For the electron channels and the P6 channel, the approximation used above
is no longer valid, as the energy width of the channels is too large. Instead, the
approximation used is
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solving these for 𝐺𝑓 𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙 for a range of power-law and e-folding distributions
gives again a value of 𝐺𝑓 𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙 and 𝐸min such that the spread of 𝐺 was minimised.
The results of this process are shown in Table B3.4. Fluxes are obtained by multi-
plying the raw count rate by the appropriate 𝐺𝑓 𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙 value.
Channel ?̃? (keV) 𝐺𝑓 𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙 ±𝑑𝐺 Resulting Flux Units
P1 39 100/42.95 100/14.97 #/cm2-str-sec-keV
P2 115 100/135.28 100/47.43 #/cm2-str-sec-keV
P3 332 100/401.09 100/167.50 #/cm2-str-sec-keV
P4 1105 100/1128.67 100/573.42 #/cm2-str-sec-keV
P5 2723 100/2202.93 100/2243.53 #/cm2-str-sec-keV
P6 6423 100/0.41 100/0.18 #/cm2-str-sec
Channel 𝐸min (keV) 𝐺𝑓 𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙 ±𝑑𝐺 Resulting Flux Units
E1 40 100/1.24 100/0.62 #/cm2-str-sec
E2 130 100/1.44 100/0.32 #/cm2-str-sec
E3 287 100/0.75 100/.19 #/cm2-str-sec
E4 612 100/0.55 100/0.40 #/cm2-str-sec
Table B3.4: Conversion quantities for the bow-tie process.
B4 MEPED processing
The MEPED data files downloaded from the POES satellites are in a highly com-
pressed, binary format, unsuitable for typical use. Fortunately, these have been
converted (by multiple organisations) to formats more easily digestible by the likes
of MATLAB. There have been multiple data formats used for the POES MEPED
data, which we will describe in detail below.
B4.1 Data formats
The MEPED data that we use within the Otago Space Physics group all comes
from the National Geophysical Data Centre (NGDC), part of the National Oceanic
and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA). As of October 2017, this data is lo-
cated at http://satdat.ngdc.noaa.gov/sem/poes/data/. There are several differ-
ent datasets stored here; the most important of these are the swpc (legacy format)
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The format of the data at each of these links is described in the following sections.
SWPC — legacy binary
The data located in the swpc/ directory is an obsolete POES data format, stored
as binary data format in files with a .bin extension. I believe these binary files
were created using raw data straight from the satellite (there may be one or more
additional intermediate steps, but it’s a bit of a moot point from our perspective).
By itself, this binary data is not particularly useful, as it’s not feasible to read it
directly into MATLAB(5). Instead we convert it from the binary form into a dif-
ferent, more readable format. Traditionally, this was the .cdf format, though in
more recent years I have converted the entire dataset to the .mat format (the na-
tive MATLAB file format). This format is both quicker (potentially several orders
of magnitude so) and easier to use in MATLAB, which makes it an obvious im-
provement. The obvious downside is the lack of compatibility with other systems
such as SciPy or IDL, which may not have native .mat capabilities(6). For this rea-
son (among others), we have complete datasets of both file formats (as well as the
binary data as a backup).
Binary data conversion
Extracting useful data from the binary POES files is not terribly difficult, and a
couple of tools exist for doing this. The first of these (chronologically) was based
on code downloaded from ViRBO, written in FORTRAN. This ViRBO code con-
verts the .bin files to .cdf format. The CDF file format is a NASA file format
4This data used to be located at http://satdat.ngdc.noaa.gov/sem/poes/data/full, but it
would appear that as of 23 December 2015 this data has been moved, possibly to maintain a more
consistent directory structure.
5You could write a program to read the binary data straight into MATLAB, however there is
significant calculation involved in converting the binary files to a useful format. As a result, it is
almost always a better idea to pre-convert the data, and load from that.
6I believe that there actually do exist functions for loading .mat files into both IDL and SciPy,
though I can’t comment as to their reliability and/or speed.
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designed for storing scientific data. It can be read natively by MATLAB, though it
is not as quick or easy as loading from the native .mat format. It is also important
to note that the CDF file format is not the same as the netCDF file format, which
is also used for storing scientific data. From here on out I will refer to this code as
“the ViRBO algorithm”.
One of the major downsides of the CDF file format as we have been using it
is that, while the CDF file format does allow for internal compression, we have
not been using this option. This means that the CDF file sizes are typically very
large (∼ 28 MB each), and must be zipped for efficient storage. This zipping adds
an extra step to the process of loading POES data, and slows loading down con-
siderably. MATLAB .mat files also support internal compression, and it is turned
on by default. This results in much more efficient storage and loading. The use
of native MATLAB files also has several benefits beyond storage size and loading
speed, probably key of which is simply ease of use.
One of the key processes that occurs during the conversion from binary to
CDF format by the ViRBO algorithm is an attempt to remove contamination from
the electron and proton flux data. The nature and extent of this contamination
will be covered in a later section. The short version is that the electron telescope
data can be contaminated by energetic protons, and vice versa. Some attempt has
been made to reverse this contamination, resulting in “corrected” versions of each
flux variable. The extent to which this contamination removal was successful is
a matter for some debate (see the work by Whittaker et al. [2014] for a detailed
coverage of this, or later in this document for a brief overview).
The FORTRAN code from ViRBO used to convert the binary data to CDF for-
mat can be tricky to get working on modern operating systems. To make this
process easier, I have rewritten the conversion code in C, which should easily
compile on any modern UNIX-based machine (or Windows, provided you’re us-
ing Cygwin or similar). There are slight differences in the data produced by the
FORTRAN and the C algorithms, due to the way in which their respective com-
pilers handle floating-point numbers. These differences are negligible, however,
and only affect the “corrected” variables (more on that later).
B4.2 netCDF data format
Sometime in 2013, the NGDC began a new era of POES data processing. This new
era involved a new set of data files with more information than before, including
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error bars and local magnetic field components. These new files are found in the
raw/ and processed/ links listed previously. The actual raw data counts should
not have changed appreciably between the old and new data formats, however
other aspects will have changed, primarily those associated with the magnetic
field data. I have to date not run any checks comparing the data, however I be-
lieve the manner in which the magnetic field data is calculated has been changed
between the two data formats. As a result any magnetic field information, as well
as any variables derived from the magnetic field data, may have changed slightly.
This change should not be significant. One of the major benefits of this change
is that the L-shell data now goes far beyond the old limit of 𝐿 = 20 (I believe it
now reaches L-shells as high as 𝐿 = 100. This will hopefully result in much more
accurate calculations involving large L-values(7).
The new POES data format is split into two separate files for each day of POES
data, with a separate file for each satellite. Each of these files are stored in the
netCDF format (.nc), which evolved from, but is now completely different from,
the old .CDF format. The latest netCDF format is in fact a modified HDF5 format,
with some restrictions. MATLAB is capable of reading .nc files, though the pro-
cess is not easy or clean. To make the process of using this new data easier, I have
converted the new .nc files to the MATLAB-native .mat file format. This format
is much quicker and easier to use than .nc, so I highly suggest using it instead.
As I mentioned previously, there are two different files for each day of POES
data, described as “raw” and “processed” respectively. These are not the same as
the the old files, which had data called “uncorrected” and “corrected”. In the new
files, the “raw” data is data straight from the satellite, with no processing beyond
the conversion from binary to a human-readable format. The processed data has,
as the name suggests, been processed to try and correct various data issues (these
are described in more detail later). Most importantly is the fact that, unlike the
old format data, no attempt has been made to reverse the contamination issues.
For the most part, you will likely be wanting to use the processed data.
The new data format has a few extra variables that were not present in the old-
format data. Probably the most useful of these are the new error-bar variables,
which give at least an estimate as to the errors present in the POES data. Again,
this does not touch on the contamination errors, so care must be taken when using
these.
A full variable list for each file format is given later in this document.
7Assuming, of course, that the new L-shells are in fact accurate and valid.
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Missing data
For a number of different reasons, data in the MEPED files will occasionally be
missing. The most common reason for “missing” data in the POES files is due to
the disparity between the time resolution of the files and the time resolution of
the different variables. As was mentioned previously, the 0° and 90° telescopes
have one second accumulation periods, alternating back and forth. This means
that every alternate second in the data files there is a “missing” data point for
these variables – it’s obviously not actually missing, as it was never going to be
there to begin with. Other data issues, such as bad data or instrument calibration
can also result in missing data; these will be covered in greater detail later in the
document.
When data is missing, it is replaced with a placeholder value to ensure a con-
tiguous dataset. For most of the POES files, this placeholder value is -999 – this is
an obviously invalid value chosen such that it cannot be mistaken for a real flux
(or other variable) value. Due to an error in the ViRBO algorithm, some data files
will occasionally replace this value with -99900 instead. If data is loaded using
my load_poes loader code, these will be automatically replaced with a NaN value.
There are several ways to deal with these missing data values. The typical
approach is to interpolate the data, for instance:
1 nan_filt = isnan(poes_var) || poes_var<=-999;
2 interp_var = interp1(time(nan_filt),poes_var(nan_filt),time,’spline’);
If you’re using my load_poes code, this interpolation can be carried out automat-
ically. When interpolating data, it is important to choose the right interpolation
method for your particular use-case. In many cases, a linear interpolation will
work fine, however sometimes you will want to use either the ’spline’ or ’pchip’
methods, which in general result in a more accurate fit. See Figure fig. B4.3 on the
next page for a comparison of these methods.
In the most recent data files, the new .nc files, there is an additional missing
data placeholder that can be found only in the L-shell variable (L_IGRF, found in
the processed files). Occasionally (several times a day) the value of the L-shell
will be set to -1. This is due to the code used to calculate the L-shell:
I traced your question to our FORTRAN code (invarm.for for my



















Pchip  - MSE=0.978
Figure B4.3: A comparison of the MATLAB interp1 function interpolation methods. In
this instance, both the ’spline’ and ’pchip’ methods were fairly close to the actual data,
with ’pchip’ showing a slightly better fit (MSE closer to 1 indicates a better fit).
whereby L_IGRF is set to -1:
1) If the mirror point for a given pitch angle is below 200km.
2) If the pitch angle is outside of the range [0,90].
The latter is probably the case you are seeing.
(Rob Redmon, personal communication, December 2015)
These values can be safely ignored, though it is sometimes slightly annoying to
not have L-shell data for a particular data point. In these cases, you can interpolate
the data, as before, or calculate the L-shell yourself using an IGRF library (e.g.
IRBEM), though this is significantly more time-consuming.
B4.3 Data errors
On the face of it, the POES data is very simple to use. Each file is self-contained,
with all of the variables represented in a simple linear time-series format. When
used with MATLAB, the data can be plotted straight from the data file without
issue. For instance (using my POES loader function load_poes):
1 data = load_poes(’poes_n16_20140101.mat’,’struct’,’interp’);
2 plot(data.time,data.P1_90);
That said, however, there are several things that any user of the POES data should
know before making use of it, so as to not make mistakes interpreting the data.
Possibly the biggest of these issues regards the instrument sensitivity and con-
tamination; this is a big enough issue that I’m going to tackle it in its own chapter,
following this one. The rest of this chapter will be dedicated to other, smaller
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(though no less important) data errors. In the next chapter, I will discuss pecu-
liarities with the data that are not errors as such, but rather cases where the data
is not necessarily representing what it claims.
Some of the issues discussed in this chapter will affect only the raw data, or
only the processed data. For most applications, using the processed data is prefer-
able, as it has already addressed many of the issues I will cover. If you do need to
use the raw POES data, there are several things you need to know before using it.
I will try to specify if a particular issue only affects certain types of data.
Channel swapping
This section affects only legacy processed data files [all .cdf files]
As was mentioned earlier, the ViRBO algorithm used to convert the .bin POES
data to the more usable .cdf format had a significant bug in its implementation.
When the algorithm packs the “corrected” data that had been calculated from the
binary file into the CDF file, it flips the 0° and 90° data, so that the 0° data is saved
under a 90° variable name, and vice versa. We have known about this bug for a
number of years, but unfortunately at this stage it is simpler to leave the bug in
place and code around it, than to convert all of our existing files and code.
This bug should largely be a non-issue for the majority of people using the
POES data, as both Craig and I have written POES loader code which automat-
ically flips these variables so that you get the right variables. If you write your
own code for loading these files, care must be taken to ensure these variables are
correctly flipped.
This bug affects all .cdf files, whether they were created from .bin or .nc files,
as well as the .mat files that are straight conversions of the .cdf files. The new
format files are unaffected (.nc, or .mat from .nc).
The following variables are affected by this bug:
It’s important to note that, as the P6 data is never corrected, P6 data can always
be loaded without having to worry about flipping the data.
Repeated data
This section affects only legacy data files [all .cdf]
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0 E1 corrected 0.03-2.50 MeV ⟷ 90 E1 corrected 0.03-2.50 MeV
0 E2 corrected 0.10-2.50 MeV ⟷ 90 E2 corrected 0.10-2.50 MeV
0 E3 corrected 0.30-2.50 MeV ⟷ 90 E3 corrected 0.30-2.50 MeV
0 P1 corrected 0.052 MeV ⟷ 90 P1 corrected 0.052 MeV
0 P2 corrected 0.138 MeV ⟷ 90 P2 corrected 0.138 MeV
0 P3 corrected 0.346 MeV ⟷ 90 P3 corrected 0.346 MeV
0 P4 corrected 0.926 MeV ⟷ 90 P4 corrected 0.926 MeV
0 P5 corrected 2.628 MeV ⟷ 90 P5 corrected 2.628 MeV
Occasionally in the .cdf format files, multiple data points will exist for a single
point in time. This generally will be seen as a “rewind” in the time variable. This
can cause problems with data interpolation, as it means that the time variable
will no longer be unquely determined, nor will it be monotonically increasing.
The repeated data points are generally not the same.
The precise cause of this is explained in the MEPED ATBD:
Once all the data has been read, the processing checks to see that
the data are ordered correctly by time. Frequently, times are re-
peated in the level1-B files because the telemetry download from
the satellites was stopped, backed up, and then restarted. Any du-
plicate times are replaced with data records appearing earlier in
the file replaced by later data records. (Green [2013])
This explains the processing carried out on the new .nc format files. The same
can easily be done to the legacy files during loading.
In-flight calibration
This section affects only legacy data [all .cdf] files
Periodically each POES spacecraft will carry out calibration of the MEPED in-
strument. I’m not aware of what actually occurs during these periods, but the
data at these times is useless. Calibration periods are indicated by the MEPED IFC
variable, which is normally 0 (or false), and is set to 1 (or true) during periods of
calibration. During periods when the MEPED IFC flag is true, all data should be set
to NaN. Calibration tends to occur near the equator, and so does not tend to affect
geophysically interesting data.
Care has to be taken at the boundaries of the IFC periods; occasionally the
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MEPED IFC flag is switched off before the calibration is complete. For safely, at
least 1 second of data on each side of the IFC period should be considered “bad”,
just to be on the safe side.
Logical errors
This section potentially affects all POES data files
Due to how the logic works in the MEPED instrument there are certain things in
the data that are logically impossible. If they occur, it’s a sign that something has
gone wrong. These are detailed below:
Negative data
This applies specifically to the MEPED flux data, but also applies to some of the
other auxiliary variables as well, such as MLT or L-shell data. By definition, the
MEPED particle flux data cannot be negative (it would imply particles were flow-
ing outwards from the instruments). This should be impossible with the raw data
values, due to how they are created, but it happens semi-regularly with the CDF
processed data. This occurs when the processing code over-corrects the data, and
removes too much flux from a given channel. When this occurs, the data should
be set to zero, or the noise-floor.
This is completely separate from the previously mentioned data placeholders,
which are set to -999 (or occasionally -99900); these should be removed or replaced
before any data processing is attempted.
I do not believe that this issue affects the new .nc processed data products, as
no contamination correction takes place.
Relative sizes of E1/E2/E3
Due to how the logic of the MEPED detector works, there are certain data values
that the electron channels can have that logically should not be possible. Namely,
E3 must always be less than E2, which must always be less than E1. The electron
channels are all integral, which means that any flux measured by the E2 channel
must also be measured by the E1 channel. The exact relationship between the
fluxes in E1, E2, and E3 are complicated by geometric factor issues (this is covered
in a later chapter), but the simple rule is as follows:
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E1 ≥ E2 ≥ E3
If ever this is not the case, something strange has gone on in the data, and the
data cannot be trusted. Note that proton contamination of the electron channels
cannot explain this phenomenon. It is also worth noting that the same does not
apply to the electron contaminated P6 channel (a.k.a. the E4 channel in the new
data format). It is entirely possible for the E4 channel (i.e. the electron contami-
nated P6 channel) to measure a flux greater than the E3 channel. In fact it seems
to happen quite a lot - it’s indicative of a highly relativistic electron spectra.
Also worth noting is that the proton channels do not follow similar rules. The
P1 channel only measures protons from 30-80 keV, and the P2 channel only mea-
sures protons from 80-240 keV. It is entirely possible (and indeed does happen) for
P2 to measure a greater proton flux than P1. It simply indicates an abnormal (but
still physically possible) proton spectra. It also could be due to high levels of elec-
tron contamination (over certain energy ranges, P2 is more heavily contaminated
than P1).
B4.4 Data peculiarities
In this section I will discuss issues with the POES data that are not errors, as such,
but rather “misrepresentations”. At times, POES data may appear to show some-
thing that is not true to reality, which can easily lead to incorrect conclusions. I
will attempt to cover all of the cases of this that I know of in this chapter, though
I will leave the biggest of these, cross-contamination/geometric factor issues and
degradation issues, until later in this document.
POES pitch-angle space
Within the Space Physics group we commonly colloquially refer to the 0° and 90°
MEPED detectors as the loss cone and trapped flux detectors. This refers to the
fact that particles with a pitch angle of close to 0° will almost certainly be lost
into the atmosphere, while those with a pitch angle of 90° are almost certainly
not going to be lost. If the 0° and 90° detectors only ever measured particles near
0° and 90° respectively, then they would actually be loss cone and trapped flux
detectors. Unfortunately, this is not the case. The actual pitch angles measured by
the MEPED instruments varies fairly significantly, particularly near the equatorial
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regions.
Earlier I mentioned that the MEPED 0° and 90° detectors are aligned point-
ing radially outwards from the Earth and perpendicular to this respectively. This
means that near the poles, where the field lines head roughly radially outwards
from the Earth, the 0° telescopes are largely measuring loss cone electrons, while
the 90° telescopes largely measure trapped particles. As the satellites move equa-
torward, however, the field lines shift towards an orientation parallel to the sur-
face of the Earth. This means that in the equatorial regions, the 0° telescopes tend
to measure more trapped electrons and the 90° telescopes sample more and more
of the loss cone.
The MEPED instrument pitch angle issue is further complicated by the fact
that each of the MEPED directional telescopes has a angular half-width of 15°.
This finite width means that each directional telescope measures a range of pitch
angles, which in turn can mean that a single telescope can potentially be mea-
suring a combination of trapped, drift loss cone and bounce loss cone particles.
This obviously makes it difficult to use these measurements for any analysis that
is dependent on particles being trapped or lost.
Traditionally within the Otago Space Physics group, we tend to not be hugely
interested in the equatorial regions, so the effect of this pitch angle reversal is
somewhat lessened. Obviously it is not a sharp change though, so we get a gradual
shift from the 0° telescopes measuring just loss cone particles to measuring just
trapped particles, and all of the implied combinations in between. It is fairly easy,
if somewhat time-consuming, to determine exactly what each MEPED telescope is
measuring at any given time by calculating the bounce and drift loss cone angles,
and comparing these values to the POES reported pitch angles sampled by each
telescope. The POES data files give the central angle of the telescopes - for the
directional telescopes, you should add ±15° to these values to detemine the range
of pitch angles sampled by each instrument(8).
A previous PhD student of Craig, Rory Gamble, did some work showing ex-
actly what POES was measuring (i.e., BLC, DLC, trapped) at any given point in
space by calculating the DLC and BLC at each point and recording what fraction
of each POES was sampling. The results of this are reproduced in Figure [REF].
8If you’re trying to calculate the range of pitch angles sampled by each instrument, it’s impor-
tant to remember that for angles close to 90° (or 0°) that the angles wrap. For instance if POES is
reporting a pitch angle of 80°, then the range of the instrument is 65°-90°. If you use a pitch angle




The SAMA refers to the South Atlantic Magnetic Anomaly (also sometimes called
the South Atlantic Anomaly (SAA)), which is a region on Earth where the mag-
netic field is weaker (due to the offset of the magnetic dipole from the true centre
of the earth). In this region, the radiation belts pass closer to the earth’s atmo-
sphere; as a result, there is increased precipitation in this region (particles that
are going to be lost here are said to be in the drift loss cone). In this region, the
POES fluxes are usually significantly increased above the typical, reaching very
high levels. It’s quite difficult to differentiate between drift loss cone flux and
actual event related flux in this region, so it’s usually best to give it a miss.
NWC Precipitation
It has been shown [Gamble et al., 2008] that man-made radio transmissions from
high-powered VLF transmitters are capable of driving the loss of energetic elec-
tron from the radiation belts, particularly the Australian NWC transmitter. For
this reason, care must be taken when using data during periods when the POES
satellites are flying over the NWC VLF transmitter in Western Australia (roughly
21.8° S, 114.2° E). The NWC VLF transmitter is known to induce electron pre-
cipitation in this region, so care must be taken to ensure this is not mistaken for
something else.
Random Errors
Sometimes, data from POES just does not make sense. Sometimes the data from
POES is just wrong, for no obvious reason. Due to the intermittent and unpre-
dictable nature of these data errors, there is unfortunately no easy way of testing
for these errors. Fortunately, if you’re doing long-term averaging, these errors
should be averaged out. The section below outlines an example of this in detail, so
you know what to look for.
31 May 2014 90°: P6 count rate spike in N18
At 19:46:34 UT on 31 May 2014, the 90° P6 channel count rate on the NOAA-18
satellite spiked up to 5759.5 from zero for a single data point before returning to a
count rate of zero on the next data point. 24 seconds later at 19:46:58 UT, the same
channel spiked up to a count rate of 3807.5 from zero, returning back to zero on
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the next data point. None of the other 90° channels registered a count rate higher
than the noise floor, nor did any of the omni-directional detectors register above
the noise floor. The 0° detectors were all at or near the noise floor, except for E3,
which spiked up to 3999.5 at 19:46:43 UT for a single data point. If you’ve read
what I wrote above, this should be an immediate red flag - it is logically impossible
for E3 to be greater than E2 and E1, due to the overlapping energy ranges. The
same does not technically apply to P6, but if P6 ≫ E1/E2/E3 it is an indicator that
something might not quite be right.
In this particular case, I believe that the spikes are simply a data error. It is
possible that a cosmic ray hit a bit in the data and flipped it. Whatever the cause,
it is clearly in the wrong area of the radiation belts for any kind of high-energy
particle, and the rest of the channels don’t support what the P6 or E3 channels are
claiming.
Unfortunately these types of random errors are very hard to automatically de-
tect. Sometimes you do get random single data point bursts of high energy flux
(usually these will be visible across multiple channels though). The level of flux
measured in these particular events is high, but not unphysically so. P6 and E3
count rates higher than the count rates demonstrated here are not uncommon in
legitimate events, so flagging based purely on count rate isn’t going to work. You
could flag P6 vs E3, but that ignores the fact the P6 can also detect protons (that’s
what it’s supposed to do). You could include P5, and the omni-directional detec-
tors, but suddenly you’re loading 3 − 4× as much data as you should have to,
just so you can detect one-in-a-million occurrences when the data spikes where it
shouldn’t.
B5 Contamination
Despite our best efforts, it turns out it is rather hard to make a radiation belt in-
strument that measures just electrons, or just protons. It’s no easy task to let elec-
trons into your detector, while also ensuring that all protons (and heavier ions) are
ignored. In the case of POES, the sensors used respond to both electrons and pro-
tons. In order to minimise cross-contamination between the different detectors
(i.e. minimising proton flux measured by the electron detectors and vice versa),
both the electron and proton detectors contain some manner of shielding, dis-
cussed briefly earlier in this document. This shield is not perfect, however, and

























































Figure B5.4: Geometric factor curves for the contamination of the electron (top) and
proton (bottom) POES MEPED telescopes due to to protons and electrons, respectively.
The P4 and P5 channels have essentially no electron contamination, and so have been
excluded from this figure. As with Figure B3.2, these are higher resolution than the figures
that appear in Yando et al. [2011] (Karl Yando, personal communication, 30 August 2013).
The response of the POES MEPED instruments to contaminating particle flux
is complicated; fortunately, as well as producing energy-dependent geometric fac-
tor curves for typical particle fluxes, Yando et al. [2011] also produced geometric
factor curves for contaminating fluxes. High resolution versions of these curves are
presented in Figure B5.4. The important aspects of this figure are outlined below.
B5.1 Electron response to protons
Figure B5.4(top) presents the electron channel responses to protons. From this, it’s
evident that if there weren’t any electrons around, the electron detectors would
make pretty good 130-2500 keV proton detectors (or 400-2500 keV in the case of
E3). Essentially, this figure shows that in the presence of protons with energies
> 100 keV, the electron detector count rates cannot be taken at face value. Any
protons that occur in P4 need to be removed from all of the electron channels, as
well as most of the protons that occur in P3, and some fraction of the protons that
occur in P2 (though not for E3).
The cause of this contamination is reasonably simple: the foil covering the
electron detectors prevents protons with energies < 100 keV from entering the
detector; at energies greater than this, protons can penetrate this foil and contam-
inate E1 and E2. E3 is not contaminated at first, as the binning logic of the electron
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telescope excludes them from the E3 channel. Eventually, when the energies pass
400 keV, the binning logic starts recording the protons as electrons. Finally, when
the proton energy surpasses about 2500 keV, binning logic rejects them, and they
no longer get registered as counts.
B5.2 Proton response to electrons
In Figure B5.4(bottom), which presents the proton channel response to electrons,
we can see that the majority of the proton detectors (barring P4 and P5), respond
quite strongly to electrons. While the P1, P2, and P3 detectors all respond strongly
to electrons about about 500keV, these channels also typically have a lot of proton
flux in them. Most useful to us is the P6 channel, due to the fact that > 6900 keV
protons are very rare. The strong response of P6 essentially gives us another, >
600 keV electron detector, provided that the P5 channel registers no flux.
B5.3 Removing contamination
The removal of contaminating fluxes is essential for proper use of the POES data.
While proton flux data can typically be used without consideration for electron
fluxes (in most cases, the proton flux will simply drown out the electron flux), the
electron flux data can often be overwhelmingly contaminated by proton flux.
For broad studies, or large averaged studies, it will usually be sufficient to use
the corrected data present in the .CDF format files. This correction is done using
the method outlined by Lam et al. [2010]. An important thing to bear in mind,
however, is that there is no attempt to remove electron contamination from the
proton data. Generally, this isn’t a problem, as there is usually far more proton
flux than electron contamination, so it can largely be ignored. It’s not always the
case though, so if you’re looking at proton data and the high-energy (e.g. greater
than ∼ 500 keV) electron flux is significant, be wary. The corrections suggested by
Lam et al. [2010] were tested by Whittaker et al. [2013], and found to be adequate,
if not perfect.
For single-event case studies, it is still feasible to use the Lam et al. [2010] cor-
rections, but it’s probably worth thinking about it on a case-by-case basis at this





The process of removing proton contamination from the electron data is fairly
simple. The first step is to fit the reported proton counts with a candidate spec-
tra. The choice of spectra is important, as are the initial spectral parameters —
should they be bad estimates to the actual distribution, the final fit may be a poor
representation of the true flux. For typical proton flux distributions, Peck et al.
[2015] found that a double Maxwellian distribution (Equation B.1) produced the
best fit for a single spectra, although a weighted combination of e-folding, power
law, and double Maxwellian distributions was the best overall. For simplicity, we
typically use only a single distribution.
𝑗Maxwell×2(𝐸) = 𝐸 (1 +
𝐸
2𝐸0
[𝑒𝑞1+𝑞2𝐸 + 𝑒𝑞3+𝑞4𝐸]) (B.1)
Using this energy spectra, combined with the Yando et al. [2011] proton geo-
metric factor curves and the Peck et al. [2015] minimisation procedure, it is possi-
ble to produce an estimate to the true POES MEPED proton fluxes. The resulting
flux distribution is then combined with the Yando et al. [2011] contaminated geo-
metric factor curves to produce an estimate of the contamination of the electron
channels.
It is worth noting that contamination will largely only occur in instances where
P3> 0. For the most part, if only P1 and P2 have flux, contamination of the electron
channels will largely be negligible.
B5.4 Potential contamination removal problems
Removing the contamination from POES is a non-trivial task. It is possible to get a
non-unique spectra for the protons, or it may be that the proton flux distribution
is poorly fit by any and all candidate spectra. Below I will outline some of the
problems that I’ve come across, and potential solutions to them.
Unable to fit a spectra
Occasionally, it will appear to be impossible to get any single distribution to prop-
erly fit the proton data. There are a few reasons why this might happen, some of
which are listed below:
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Multiple spectra: The radiation belts aren’t always a nice simple place. Some-
times (in fact probably most of the time) you can get multiple phenomenon oc-
curring at the same time, some accelerating particles, some scattering them, some
precipitating them, and so on. This can result in spectra that don’t fit a nice power
law or exponential distribution. In this instance, it is worth considering the ap-
proach used by Peck et al. [2015], and use a weighted average of several flux dis-
tributions. If you can combine the POES observations with another satellite (for
instance DEMETER, which has a much higher energy resolution) you may find
this task a lot easier.
Cutoffs: It is not uncommon for radiation belt drivers to have energy limits.
Above or below these limits, they are incapable of interacting (or at least, inca-
pable of efficiently interacting) with particles, which can lead to sharp cutoffs in
energy spectra. As an example, consider EMIC waves: EMIC waves are known to
have a lower bound on the energy of the electrons they can resonate with. When
they do resonate with electrons, they can scatter them into the bounce loss cone.
This is seen in the POES 0° data as a sudden spike in precipitation in the electron
channels. When fitting spectra to this data, we have to take the lower energy limit
of the EMIC-scattered electrons into account, otherwise we will never manage to
fit the data.
Non-unique spectra
Often you may find that you don’t have a unique solution to your calculated spec-
tra; there are many different spectra, all of which reproduce your reported values
almost exactly (or at least within error). This is often the case if your observed
fluxes are very small, or if you’re lacking data in one or more channel (i.e. if P6 re-
ports zero counts). There’s not really a lot you can do here, as you can’t just invent
new data points to remove potential spectra. One thing to make sure is that the
contamination due to the spectra is sensible. Your only other option, other than
just abandoning this event altogether, is to look to other sources for information
on the spectra, for instance ground-based receivers (e.g. AARDDVARK), or other
satellites (e.g. DEMETER).
B5.5 Regarding electron contamination
In this section, we have considered the electron contamination of the proton in-
strument to be negligible (excluding, of course, the P6/E4 channel). While this is
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a fair approximation, particularly if the proton channel fluxes are much greater
than the electron channel fluxes, at times the electron contamination of the pro-
ton channels can be appreciable. In such cases, it may be necessary to also remove
electron contamination from the proton channels as well as the proton contamina-
tion from the electron channels. This is obviously a much more difficult task than
just removing protons from the electron channels, as now the calculated proton
contamination depends on the level of electron contamination, and vice versa.
The general method that I have used in the past to remove both electron and
proton contamination is a simple iterative process, whereby we first estimate the
proton contamination of the electron channels, remove this contamination from
the electron channels and then calculate the electron contamination of the proton
channels, and so on and so forth. Eventually, an equilibrium of sorts should be
reached, at which point the process can stop.
B6 Degradation
As well as contamination of the POES MEPED instruments, the POES satellites
are known to suffer significantly from degradation of their silicon detectors. This
degradation is due to the constant, repeated impact of protons on the silicon re-
sulting in a “dead layer” forming on the surface of the detectors. Particles passing
through these dead layers will still deposit energy, but this energy will be unable
to be measured by the MEPED instrument. In essence, this results in the mea-
sured energy of any given proton being slightly less than this true energy. Over
time, this results in a general shift in the energy bounds of each channel. As this
degradation is due to the impact of lower-energy protons, this effect is understood
to be largely restricted to the proton telescopes.
The degradation of the POES proton telescopes is not something that can be
fixed, and unlike the contamination of the instruments, it is not a matter of sim-
ply calculating the degradation amount and reversing the process. The results of
this degradation means that information on the lowest energy protons is being
lost entirely. Over time, the severity of this problem increases, as the dead layer
increases in thickness. This results in a growing uncertainty as to what the ac-
tual proton flux incident on the POES instruments is. Perhaps most importantly,
without accurate proton flux data, it is very difficult to reverse the effects of con-
tamination on the electron instruments. Clearly understanding this issue is key
for future use of the POES MEPED instruments.
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There have been several published attempts to quantify the levels of degrada-
tion of each of the POES satellites [e.g., Asikainen and Mursula, 2011; Asikainen
et al., 2012; Sandanger et al., 2015], however these are not perfect, and have drawn
some criticism [e.g. Peck et al., 2015]. The common theme to each of these studies
has been the comparison of existing POES satellites to new satellites, the theory
being that newer satellites will have very little degradation, and so represent a
more accurate picture of the “true” fluxes. These comparison rely on several fac-
tors: (a) new satellites being launched, (b) close passes between these satellites,
and (c) relatively static fluxes.
The first of these is obvious; without new satellites, we have nothing to com-
pare our old satellites to. We also need these satellites to pass by each other rela-
tively closely (the closer the better), so that the satellites are measuring as close to
the same flux as possible. Ideally, these conjunctions will be close in both space
and time. There will always be some separation, however, and hence the desire
for relatively stable fluxes; this ensures that there will be relatively little change in
the true flux distribution between when each satellite samples the flux.
These requirements are obviously quite stringent, and place severe restrictions
on the number of comparisons that can be made. It also means that we have only a
few opportunities to calculate degradation factors for each satellite (i.e., whenever
a new satellite is launched). This also means that for later satellites, for instance the
METOP-01 and -03 satellites, we will have almost no chance to determine degra-
dation factors.
B6.1 Estimating degradation effects
Although the process of actually calculating POES degradation is very difficult,
once this process has been carried out, estimating the effects this has on the data
is relatively simple. In the published studies of POES degradation [e.g. Asikainen
et al., 2012; Sandanger et al., 2015] the degradation of each proton flux channel is
reduced to a single 𝛼 − 𝑓 𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟. This factor indicates the factor by which the lower
energy limit of each channel has increased by. So, for instance, suppose for the
P1, P2, and P3 channels we had 𝛼1 = 2, 𝛼2 = 1.5, 𝛼3 = 1.2 respectively. The lower
limits of these channels (30 keV, 80 keV, 250 keV) would be shifted upwards to
60 keV, 120 keV, and 300 keV respectively. These obviously represent significant




Once these factors have been determined, it is necessary to adjust the Yando
et al. [2011] geometric factor curves to account for these changes. This is typically
quite a rough process, but the errors introduced are likely to be smaller than the
errors involved in the degradation estimation. These new geometric factor curves
can now be used to calculate, for instance, the proton flux spectra for calculating
contamination of the electron flux channels.
B7 MEPED Variables
In this section, I will describe the various POES file formats, where they come
from, and what variables are contained within.
B7.1 CDF file
The CDF files were traditionally the main POES data file. They were converted
directly from the BIN files downloaded from the NOAA website (before .BIN be-
came an obsolete format). The only difference between this filetype and the .MAT
filetype converted from the CDF format is the variable names. The CDF vari-
ables often have characters in them that are not valid MATLAB variable char-
acters, so I had to change them. So, for instance, 0 MEPED p/a at the fofl be-
comes poes_0_MEPED_p_a_at_the_fofl (because MATLAB variables cannot con-
tain spaces or slashes, and cannot start with a number). In general, spaces, slashes,
and other punctuation are replaced with underscores. Where necessary, I will
specify both the CDF variable name and the converted MAT variable name. Pay
careful attention to case, as capital letters are included, and variable names are
case sensitive. These are listed in the order they appear in the CDF files. Note
that some TED specific variables have been excluded from this description.
year This is the current year of the data. This value cannot always be trusted.
For some reason (cosmic rays?) the year reported by the POES satellites will
occasionally be incorrect. Be wary when using this variable.
day of year
The day of the year this data occurs on. There is no month data in the POES
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2 dom=day(datenum(year,0,day_of_year));
where mnth will produces integers 1..12, representing the 12 months of the
year.
hour, minute, second
These are all pretty self-explanatory. Bear in mind that on the odd occasion,
time values will repeat themselves. See Section B4.3 for more info.
satellite altitude
The height of the satellite above the surface of the earth in km.
orbit number
The current orbit of the satellite. This basically just a monotonically increas-
ing integer. Note that this does not exist in newer files, as this variable is not
included in the new .nc files.
90 P1 → poes_90_P1, 90 P2 → poes_90_P2, etc
The 90° proton and electron data channels, in flux units. As mentioned pre-
viously, you should divide this data by 100 to get back to counts/s. This
data occurs every second second (whether it’s odd or even is not necessarily
clear, due to repeating time points - see Section B4.3).
0 P1 → poes_0_P1, 0 P2 → poes_0_P2, etc
The 0° proton and electron data channels, as above.
Omni-directional P6, P7, P8, P9
The omni-directional proton channels, in counts/s. I don’t believe the CDF
data has omni-directional variables with flux data, and I’m not entirely sure
whether it has the same geometric factor as the directional telescopes (i.e. I
don’t think it’s as simple as just multiplying by 100 to get flux units). The
new .nc format data does have a calculated flux, and it would in theory be
possible to port it back to the old data if needed. The P6 and P7 detectors
have a 2 second integration time, while P8 and P9 have a 4 second integration
time. Unlike the directional telescopes, the omni-directional detectors have
a noise floor of 0.5 for P6 and P7 and 0.25 for P8 and P9 - this is due to their
higher integration time. The minimum non-zero count is 1, which combined
with a 2 (or 4) second integration time gives 0.5 (or 0.25) counts/s.
satellite inclination
This is the inclination (in degrees) of the satellite’s orbit. This data is not
included in the new .nc files.
sub-satellite latitude, longitude
These gives the latitude and longitude of the satellite, in degrees, of the point
on the ground directly below the satellite. This point is derived in geodetic
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coordinates, not geocentric. These are slightly different.
radial component of B at the satellite
east component of B at the satellite
south component of B at the satellite
scalar value of B at the satellite
The magnetic field components located at the satellite, in nT. The radial com-
ponent points radially Earthward, the east and south components point, as
should be expected, east and south. The scalar value is the length of the
resulting B vector. I believe these components are different for the new .nc
files. I’ll cover that in the variable description.
0 degree MEPED p/a at the satellite → poes_0_degree_MEPED_p_a...
90 degree MEPED p/a at the satellite → poes_90_degree_MEPED_p_a...
The pitch angles, in degrees, of the various instruments in the satellite’s ref-
erence frame.
radial component of B at the fofl
east component of B at the fofl
south component of B at the fofl
scalar value of B at the fofl
As above, except located at the foot-of-the-field-line, as traced down from
the satellite to an altitude of 120 km (per the POES user spec).
0 degree MEPED p/a at the fofl → poes_0_degree_MEPED_p_a...
90 degree MEPED p/a at the fofl → poes_90_degree_MEPED_p_a_at_the_fofl
As above, except the value as it is at the foot-of-the-fieldline.
fofl geographic latitude, longitude
The geographic latitude and longitude of the satellite at the foot-of-
the-fieldline. This location should be approximately where precipitation
measured by the satellite should be expected to strike the atmosphere/iono-
sphere above the earth.
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fofl geomagnetic latitude
fofl geomag longitude
The geomagnetic latitude and longitude of the satellite at the foot-of-the-
fieldline. Note the slightly different variable names for latitude and longi-
tude, in contrast to the geographic lat/long.
McIlwain L-value
The current L-value of the satellite. For the .cdf files, this was calculated
using the INVAR FORTRAN program, which uses the IGRF model (as per
the POES user spec). Note that for the .cdf format files, this value is capped
at 𝐿 ≤ 20.0 (the new .nc format files go much higher in L).
corrected magnetic latitude
The corrected magnetic latitude of the satellite, calculated using the IGRF
model, I believe at the foot of the field-line.
sub-satellite local time
The local time directly beneath the satellite. Note that this is not the magnetic
local time. Per the POES user spec:
The local time is calculated at the sub-satellite location by as-
suming the local time is the Universal Time incremented by one
hour for every 15° east of the Greenwich meridian. The equation
of time is not used in the calculation, so this variable is only ap-
proximately the true local solar time at the sub-satellite point. The
local time is also returned as an angle from 0° to 360° with 0° being
midnight.
fofl magnetic local time
The MLT of the satellite at the foot-of-the-fieldline. As with the local time,
this is returned as an angle, in degrees, between 0 and 360. To convert to
hours, this variable should be divided by 15.
MEPED On-Off, TED On-Off
Boolean values that return true if the MEPED/TED instruments are on, and
false if they’re off.
MEPED IFC, TED IFC
Boolean values that return true if the MEPED/TED instruments are under-
going In-flight calibration. See Section B4.3 for more information on this
process.
mu processor in use
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mu processor error flag
Boolean flags to indicate a) which micro-processor is being used (0 for A, 1
for B) and b) if a processor error is detected or not.
0 P1 corrected 0.052 MeV → poes_0_P1_corrected_0_052_MeV
0 P2 corrected 0.138 MeV → poes_0_P2_corrected_0_138_MeV
0 P3 corrected 0.346 MeV → poes_0_P3_corrected_0_346_MeV
0 P4 corrected 0.926 MeV → poes_0_P4_corrected_0_926_MeV
0 P5 corrected 2.628 MeV → poes_0_P5_corrected_2_628_MeV
90 P1 corrected 0.052 MeV → poes_90_P1_corrected_0_052_MeV
90 P2 corrected 0.138 MeV → poes_90_P2_corrected_0_138_MeV
90 P3 corrected 0.346 MeV → poes_90_P3_corrected_0_346_MeV
90 P4 corrected 0.926 MeV → poes_90_P4_corrected_0_926_MeV
90 P5 corrected 2.628 MeV → poes_90_P5_corrected_2_628_MeV
0 E1 corrected 0.03-2.50 MeV → poes_0_E1_corrected_0_03_2_50_MeV
0 E2 corrected 0.10-2.50 MeV → poes_0_E2_corrected_0_10_2_50_MeV
0 E3 corrected 0.30-2.50 MeV → poes_0_E3_corrected_0_30_2_50_MeV
90 E1 corrected 0.03-2.50 MeV → poes_90_E1_corrected_0_03_2_50_MeV
90 E2 corrected 0.10-2.50 MeV → poes_90_E2_corrected_0_10_2_50_MeV
90 E3 corrected 0.30-2.50 MeV → poes_90_E3_corrected_0_30_2_50_MeV
Corrected values for the POES MEPED particle detectors. For the proton in-
struments, the data is in differential flux units, while for the electron instru-
ments the value is an integral flux. The corrections made here are outlined
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in Section B3.4.
B7.2 NC file
The .nc files are a new filetype being produced by NOAA to replace the now-
obsolete .cdf filetype. As mentioned previously, I have taken it upon myself to
create a program that converts this filetype back to the old .cdf filetype, with a
few minor differences. The biggest of these is the fact that a) some variables no
longer exist, and b) some variables have changed slightly. I have also added a
couple of new variables to the end of the new .cdf files, but this shouldn’t change
how the files work. The .nc files themselves have significantly more information
than the old files. As well as the new processed values (which I should add don’t
take into account contamination), there are also variables that give indications as
to the error values in the particle flux data. The .nc files come in two forms - raw,
and processed. As before, I will list the variables as they appear in the .nc files. At
this stage I have not seen fit to rename them for the .mat files, as all of the variable
names are valid MATLAB file names. If a variable comes from a raw files, I will
add a ‘(r)’ after the variable name, a ‘(p)’ if it comes from a processed file, and an
(a) if it is in both.
In the interests of space, I will be leaving out any variables addressing the TED
instrument. I will also ignore several variables that have no consequence to gen-
eral MEPED use - if a particular variable doesn’t appear in this list, it is probably
largely irrelevant for most use cases (there are a lot of variables that describe very
low-level processes, which are unimportant for general use). It’s also possible that
I don’t know what the variable does.
year (a)
This gives the current year of the data.
day (a)
The day of the year this data occurs on. There is no month data in the POES









This variable is an integer, representing the number of milliseconds from the
start of the day. The new format files do not have hours/minutes/seconds
variables. You can create them as follows:
1 dn=datenum(year,0,day,0,0,double(msec)/1000);
2 hr = hour(dn);
3 mn = minute(dn);
4 sec = second(dn);
Note that unlike the .cdf format, this will produce a floating point second
- there is more precision. Whether you want to heed this, round it, floor
it, ceil it, or just ignore it is up to you. Do beware that there appears to be
a slight drift in the msec data. While each datapoint is normally separated
by 2000 milliseconds (i.e. 2 seconds), on occasion it will drop to 1990-1999
milliseconds, which can add up over several years of data.
satID (a)
An ID identifying the satellite the data is from. Note that this is NOT just
the satellite number, for instance METOP-01 appears to have an ID of 11.
sat_direction (a)
Boolean value - 0 indicates travelling south, 1 indicates travelling north.
alt (a)
The height in km above the surface of the earth.
lat, lon (a)
I believe this to be the sub-satellite latitude and longitude of the satellite,
which represents the point on the Earth’s surface directly below the satellite.
mep_pro_tel0_cps_p1, p2, etc (r)
The 0° proton count rate data for the proton channels. This is the integral
raw count rate, measured in counts/s.
mep_pro_tel90_cps_p1, p2, etc (r)
As above, but for the 90° proton channels.
mep_pro_tel0_flux_p1, p2, etc (p)
The 0° proton differential flux data for the proton channels, in units of
protons cm−2 s−1 str−1 keV−1. This calculated from the raw proton count
rate using a bow-tie method. For a full description of this process, see
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the MEPED telescope processing ATBD, described in the Further Reading
section.
mep_pro_tel0_flux_p1_err, p2, etc (p)
The error in the proton fluxes for the 0° instrument due to the Poisson count-
ing statisics (I believe this is related to the quantisation issue described in
Section B3.3), and the bow-tie fitting process. It does not include other error
sources, for instance degradation of the instrument, contamination, and dif-
ferences in individual satellite calibrations. At some stage I hope to address
the first of these issues, while I’ve covered the second issue rather in-depth
earlier in this document.
mep_pro_tel90_flux_p1_err (p)
As above, but for the 90° instrument.
mep_ele_tel0_cps_e1, e2, e3 (r)
As above, but for the 0° electron count rate.
mep_ele_tel90_cps_e1, e2, e3 (r)
As above, but for the 90° electron count rate.
mep_ele_tel0_flux_e1, e2, e3 (p)
The 0° electron integral flux data for the electron channels, in units of
electrons cm−2 s−1 str−1. As with the protons, this is calculated from the
raw electron count rate using a bow-tie method. For a full description of
this process, see the MEPED telescope processing ATBD.
mep_ele_tel0_flux_e4 (p)
This is a special channel, added to the NC data format. This channel repre-
sents the electron flux measured by the contaminated P6 channel, converted
to an integral flux using the same bow-tie method as the other channels. A
check is put in place to ensure that no protons are also being detected by the
P5 channel. In the presence of protons, this channel will be NaN’d out. This
channel has a nominal lower energy limit of 612 keV.
mep_ele_tel0_flux_e1_err, e2, e3, e4 (p)
As above, but with errors for the 0° electron channels.
mep_ele_tel0_flux_e1, e2, e3, e4 (p)
As above, but for the 90° electron channels.
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mep_ele_tel0_flux_e1_err, e2, e3, e4 (p)
As above, but with errors for the 90° electron channels.
mep_omni_cps_p6, p7, p8, p9 (r)
The count rate for the omni-directional proton detectors, as in the .cdf for-
mat.
mep_omni_flux_p1, p2, p3 (p)
These flux values represent estimated proton fluxes as measured by the
MEPED omni-direction proton detectors. Somewhat annoyingly, they’ve
decided to call these P1, P2, and P3. These should not be confused with
the directional P1, P2, and P3 channels. These are calculated by fitting ones
or more power-laws to data from the four omni-directional telescopes, and
then converting these power-laws to three values, representing the flux
over three energy ranges which span the energy range of the four output
channels. For more information on this, read the MEPED OMNI processing
ATBD, described in the Further Reading section. It appears to be quite an
in depth algorithm, and I have not looked into the specifics of it.
mep_omni_flux_flag_fit (p)
This variable indicates the type of fit used to fit the omni-directional flux.
Read the ATBD for more info.
mep_omni_flux_flag_iter_lim (p)
Boolean flag indicating if the number of iterations taken to fit the data was
reached.
mep_omni_gamma_p1, p2, p3 (p)
The exponents used in the power law fits.
Br_sat (p)
Radial component of the magnetic field at the satellite, as in the .cdf data.
Bt_sat (p)
Theta component of the magnetic field at the satellite. This is possibly anal-
ogous to the southward component in the CDF data.
Bp_sat (p)
Phi component of the magnetic field at the satellite. This is possibly analo-
gous to the eastward component in the CDF data.
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Btot_sat (p)
Scalar value of the magnetic field strength at the satellite.
Br_foot, Bt, Bp, Btot
As above, but located at the foot-of-the-fieldline, calculated using the IGRF
model field.
geod_lat_foot, lon (p)
Geodetic (similar, but not identical to, geographic) latitude and longitude at
the foot-of-the-fieldline, in degrees.
aacgm_lat_foot, lon (p)
Corrected altitude-adjusted geomagnetic latitude and longitude at the foot-
of-the-fieldline, in degrees.
mag_lat_foot, lon (p)
Magnetic latitude and longitude at the foot-of-the-fieldline, in degrees.
It’s not immediately clear to me what the difference between this and the
AACGM latitude and longitude values are.
mag_lat_sat, lon (p)
Magnetic latitude and longitude at the satellite, in degrees.
Bx_sat, By, Bz (p)
The x-, y-, and z-components of the magnetic field at the satellite, where
Bx points radially earthward, By points antiparallel to the satellite’s velocity
vector, and Bz points perpendicular to the other two to complete the right-
hand set.
meped_alpha_0_sat, 90 (p)
Central pitch angle of particles measured by the 0° and 90° MEPED detectors
at the satellite.
meped_alpha_0_foot, 90 (p)
Central pitch angle of particles measured to the 0° and 90° MEPED detectors
when traced down to the foot-of-the-fieldline.
L_IGRF (p)
The IGRF L-value of the satellite.
MLT (p)
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Abstract On 31 May 2013 several rising tone electromagnetic ion cyclotron (EMIC) waves with intervals
of pulsations of diminishing periods were observed in the magnetic local time afternoon and evening
sectors during the onset of a moderate/large geomagnetic storm. The waves were sequentially observed in
Finland, Antarctica, and western Canada. Coincident electron precipitation by a network of ground-based
Antarctic Arctic Radiation-belt Dynamic Deposition VLF Atmospheric Research Konsortia and riometer
instruments, as well as the Polar-orbiting Operational Environmental Satellite (POES) electron telescopes,
was also observed. At the same time, POES detected 30–80 keV proton precipitation drifting westward
at locations that were consistent with the ground-based observations, indicating substorm injection.
Through detailed modeling of the combination of ground and satellite observations, the characteristics of the
EMIC-induced electron precipitation were identified as latitudinal width of 2–3° or ΔL=1 Re, longitudinal width
~50° or 3 h magnetic local time, lower cutoff energy 280 keV, typical flux 1× 104 el cm2 sr1 s1> 300 keV.
The lower cutoff energy of themost clearly defined EMIC rising tone in this study confirms the identification of a
class of EMIC-induced precipitation events with unexpectedly low-energy cutoffs of<400 keV.
1. Introduction
Electron precipitation driven by electromagnetic ion cyclotron (EMIC) waves in the Pc1-Pc2 range (0.1–5Hz)
has been suggested as a significant loss mechanism for outer radiation belt fluxes of electrons in the 1–5MeV
energy range [Millan and Thorne, 2007]. Information about EMIC waves can be obtained from satellites
[Meredith et al., 2014] and by ground-based instrumentation [Erlandson et al., 1996]. There are two
principal regions where EMIC waves are found, close to the outer edge of the plasmasphere on the
duskside of the Earth [Fraser and Nguyen, 2001], and at high latitudes on the dayside [Usanova et al., 2008].
The first group of EMIC waves, occurring near the plasmapause, is at the right L shells to interact with
outer radiation belt electrons in the 3< L< 6 range and provide an electron loss pathway. Wave-particle
cyclotron resonance interactions between the EMIC waves and <100 keV energy proton populations are
likely to be ubiquitous, while under certain conditions, anomalous cyclotron resonance may also drive
electron precipitation into the atmosphere. However, although proton precipitation (30–80 keV) coincident
with EMIC wave occurrence has been observed [Søraas et al., 2005; Sandanger et al., 2007], electron
precipitation driven by EMIC waves has been much more difficult to characterize [e.g., Rodger et al., 2008].
Energetic electron precipitation has been associated with a subset of EMIC waves defined as intervals of
pulsations with diminishing periods (IPDP). IPDP are observed in the evening sector during
geomagnetically disturbed periods [Yahnina et al., 2003, and references therein]. Yahnina et al. [2003]
showed that the IPDP generation mechanism operates when newly injected protons drift westward,
meeting a boundary of the dense plasmasphere such as the plasmapause or the plasmaspheric bulge
region. The IPDP events were preceded by the injections of energetic protons (~100 keV) and were thus
found to be related to substorm activity. The duration of IPDP events is typically shorter than other Pc1
wave types, with the duration being a few tens of minutes. NOAA Polar-orbiting Operational
Environmental Satellite (POES) Space Environment Monitor-1 (SEM-1) satellite observations of precipitating
electrons from EMIC-IPDP waves showed enhanced fluxes in the >30 keV channel [Yahnina et al., 2003],
although we note that in an integral channel, this may be caused by energies significantly higher than
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~30 keV. However, the presence of the medium energy electrons is at odds with theoretical studies, which
suggest precipitation energies of ~1MeV [Thorne and Kennel, 1971; Kersten et al., 2014, and references
therein], and do not account for potential proton contamination in the electron channel, which is now
known to be significant for the POES Space Environment Monitor-2 (SEM-2) instrument [Yando et al., 2011].
At relativistic electron energies (>1MeV), bursts of precipitation have been observed by SAMPEX and are
commonly referred to as precipitation bands [Blake et al., 1996]. The precipitation bands that occur during
active geomagnetic conditions have been associated with EMIC waves [Bortnik et al., 2006, and references
therein]. The bands are detected in the afternoon dusk sector during geomagnetic storms and have a
correspondence with the radial location of the plasmapause [Imhof et al., 1986]. Precipitation bands
typically span a few degrees in latitude and increase in magnitude and occurrence during the main phase
of storms, particularly at L shells consistent with the inner edge of the outer radiation belt [Blum et al., 2015].
EMIC-driven energetic electron precipitation into the atmosphere has been detected using the technique of
subionospheric radio wave propagation by Rodger et al. [2008]. In that study Rodger et al. [2008] analyzed a
small group of events detected using subionospheric radio wave propagation techniques to show that the
electron precipitation events driven by EMIC-IPDP waves occurred close to the location of the duskside
plasmapause (L~4.4) and during moderate geomagnetic activity (Kp~4). The electron precipitation was
assumed to have a monoenergetic spectrum of ~2MeV, partly to explain the subionospheric radio wave
signatures and partly to explain the lack of any riometer signatures. No satellite data was compared with
the ground-based data shown.
Miyoshi et al. [2008] undertook a case study of electron precipitation using the POES SEM-2 telescopes.
During a proton aurora that was observed from the ground in September 2005, POES flew through the
region above and detected >800 keV electron precipitation. Ground-based magnetometer data indicated
the presence of hydrogen band EMIC waves with 0.5–0.9 Hz frequency. With a magnetic latitude that was
close to the plasmapause at the time, both proton and electron precipitation were confirmed, but they
had different latitudinal width in agreement with theoretical estimates made by Jordanova et al. [2007].
The observations were a clear confirmation that ions with energies of tens of keV can affect the evolution
of relativistic electrons in the radiation belts via cyclotron resonance with EMIC waves.
Later, Carson et al. [2013] investigated the POES SEM-2 data set using an algorithm that identified EMIC-driven
events when low-energy (30–80 keV) proton precipitation was present at the same time as high-energy
electron precipitation (~1MeV) and when no high-energy proton precipitation was observed (which could
cause false positive identifications). Carson et al. [2013] found that electron precipitation was observed on
the duskside (16–02 magnetic local time (MLT)) and on or just outside of the plasmapause. The
precipitation events were associated with periods of increased geomagnetic activity, and as showed, an
11 year solar cycle dependence on the levels of geomagnetic activity, peaking during the declining phase
when coronal interaction regions are most prevalent. However, no clear description could be made of the
energy spectrum of the precipitation or the size of the precipitation region (other than it being relatively
narrow in L shell). No ground-based data was compared with the satellite data shown.
Further analysis of the POES EMIC database showed two populations of precipitation event, one with a lower
energy cutoff of >400 keV and a second with <400 keV (A. T. Hendry, C. J. Rodger, M. A. Clilverd, T. Raita,
Lower Energy cut-off limits of EMIC wave-driven energetic electron precipitation, submitted to Geophysical
Research Letters, 2015). The first type is predicted by anomalous cyclotron resonance [Thorne and Kennel,
1971; Albert and Bortnik, 2009], while the second type is predicted by nonresonant scattering (L. Chen et al.,
Non-resonant interactions of electromagnetic ion cyclotron waves with relativistic electrons, submitted to
Journal of Geophysics Research Space Physics, 2014). Rising tone hydrogen band EMIC waves can drive
nonlinear resonances with electrons as low as 500 keV [Omura and Zhao, 2013]. However, a simulation
using CRRES EMIC wave power showed that only electron energies of >5MeV would be lost from the
radiation belts through precipitation into the atmosphere [Kersten et al., 2014]. Thus, there is uncertainty in
the published literature as to the mechanisms involved in EMIC-induced electron precipitation, as well as the
range of electron energies that would be involved.
In this study we analyze in detail an 8 h period of data during which EMIC waves were observed by three
ground-based magnetometer sites, subionospheric radio wave perturbations were seen at several
Antarctic Arctic Radiation-belt Dynamic Deposition VLF Atmospheric Research Konsortia (AARDDVARK)
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locations, and energetic electron precipitation events were detected by an EMIC-scattering algorithm applied
to POES SEM-2 observations. The period analyzed here is from 18:00 UT on 31 May 2013 until 02:00 UT on
1 June 2013. The observations are summarized, intercomparisons made between instrument responses,
and the energetic electron precipitation characteristics inferred. We confirm the previous observations of
electron precipitation by EMIC-IPDP waves, provide an estimate of the lower cutoff of the electron
energies involved, and determine the precipitation fluxes entering the atmosphere.
2. Experimental Setup
To study the energetic electron precipitation fluxes into the atmosphere we use narrow band subionospheric
very low frequency (VLF) and low-frequency (LF) data spanning 19–38 kHz received sites that are part of the
AARDDVARK network ([Clilverd et al., 2009] for further information see the description of the array at www.
physics.otago.ac.nz/space/AARDDVARK_homepage.htm). The subionospheric radio waves come from
VLF/LF transmitters that are stable in amplitude and frequency and thus provide good quality signals for
the analysis of perturbations caused by changes in the Earth-ionosphere waveguide driven by electron
precipitation. Figure 1 shows the location of the transmitters (circles) and receivers (diamonds) involved in
this study as well the great circle subionospheric propagation paths between them. The propagation paths
typically span the range of 3< L< 6 and are thus sensitive to electron precipitation driven by EMIC waves
occurring close to the plasmapause, which is typically located at L~4–5 (indicated by contour lines on
the map).
The EMIC wave observations are provided by three sites. In the northern hemisphere we make use of the
Finnish array of pulsation magnetometers, focusing on the Oulu magnetometer located at L~4.4 [Rodger
et al., 2008], and the CARISMA induction coil magnetometers, focusing on Fort Smith, Canada at L=6.8
[Mann et al., 2008]. In the southern hemisphere we use pulsation magnetometer data from Halley,
Antarctica [Engebretson et al., 2008], which is located at L~4.5. The approximate locations are shown in
Figure 1 (blue squares). We concentrate on the frequency range of 0.1–1Hz, in which Pc1-Pc2 and IPDP
waves are known to occur.
Figure 1. The locations of the main subionospheric propagation paths from the AARDDVARK network analyzed for the
effects of EMIC-driven electron precipitation on 31 May 2013. The great circle paths (green lines) connect transmitters
(green circles) to receivers (red diamonds). Search coil magnetometer locations are indicated by blue triangles. Constant
L shell contours at 100 km altitude are shown as solid (L = 4) and dashed (L = 5) black lines.
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In this study we also make use of particle measurements by the SEM-2 instrument package on board the
POES spacecraft which are in Sun-synchronous orbits at ~800–850 km altitudes [Evans and Greer, 2004].
SEM-2 includes the Medium Energy Proton and Electron Detector, in addition to the Total Energy Detector.
Together these instruments monitor electron fluxes from 50 eV up to 2700 keV. The POES SEM-2
instrument has been comprehensively described in Rodger et al. [2010], and so we will just note here that
it provides measurements of the trapped and precipitating particle populations with 2 s time resolution.
We use the algorithm described in Carson et al. [2013] to detect EMIC-driven precipitation during the
study period, noting that Carson et al. were not able to unambiguously link the events detected in that
study with ground-based signatures of EMIC waves and thus defined their events as proton precipitation
associated relativistic electron precipitation events (PPAREP).
3. Results
The background geomagnetic conditions for the period studied here are shown in Figure 2. The study period
straddles the onset of a moderate/large geomagnetic disturbance, with Kp rising from 2 before 16:00 UT
on 31 May to Kp~7 by 00:00–03:00 UT on 1 June 2013. Solar wind speed shows an increase at ~16:00 UT
on 31 May, with a weak shock event seen at 15:32 UT by SOHO. The solar wind density rises gradually
Figure 2. Geomagnetic conditions for 18:00–00:00 UT on 31 May 2013, during the onset of a geomagnetic disturbance late
on 31 May. The solar wind speed, solar wind density, geomagnetic activity index Kp, and substorm index AL are plotted in
separate panels.
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from ~16:00 UT, with high-density values occurring toward the end of the day. During the actual study period
shown in Figure 2, the solar wind speed, solar wind density, and geomagnetic activity levels remain relatively
unchanging. However, the substorm index, AL [Juusola et al., 2011], shows several features that could be
substorm signatures occurring during the beginning of the study period, and we particularly note the one
evident at ~20:00 UT on 31 May as a sharp decrease of ~130 nT followed by a gradual recovery lasting
about 1 h.
3.1. EMIC Wave Observations
Search coil magnetometer (SCM) observations from Oulu (Finland), Halley (Antarctica), and Fort Smith (Canada)
from 18:00 to 24:00 UT on 31 May are shown in Figure 3. Wave power is shown over the frequency range of
0–1Hz. The main features that can be observed at all three sites are EMIC-IPDP waves, with elements rising
from 0.1 to ~0.5Hz. The IPDP features are initially seen at Oulu at ~20:30 UT (~22:00 MLT), with Halley
responding after 21:00 UT (~18:15 MLT), and Fort Smith farther west responding after ~21:30 UT (~13:30 MLT).
The IPDP features are significantly more distinct in the Halley data. We show Fort Smith data here (L~6.8),
although we note that the L~4.5 site at Ministik Lake shows the same features at the same time as Fort Smith
but is less clearly identified because of local noise conditions. The frequency range over which the EMIC-IPDP
waves are observed is appropriate for cyclotron resonance with O+ band ions [Engebretson et al., 2008].
This is consistent with previous observations of an increased generation of oxygen band EMIC waves
during geomagnetic storms [Braysy et al., 1998].
The timing of the EMIC waves is potentially associated with the motion of low-energy ions drifting westward
from an injection region near MLT midnight, crossing ~8.5 h of MLT in about 1.5 h, suggesting a drift period at
L~4.5 of ~4.5 h and a proton energy of ~30–60 keV, assuming a pitch angle of 45°. This proton energy is the
energy expected to be involved in the generation of EMIC waves, with a drift motion expected for substorm-
injected protons from a nightside injection region [Spasojevic and Fuselier, 2009]. The occurrence of the
substorm observed at ~20:00 UT in the AL index in Figure 2 is consistent with the observations presented
here. As electrons injected during a substorm drift eastward from the midnight injection region, there is
Figure 3. Pulsation magnetometer data from Oulu, Finland (MLT =UT + 1:30), Halley, Antarctica (MLT = UT 2:44), and Fort
Smith, Canada (MLT = UT 8:07) from 18:00 to 24:00 UT on 31 May 2013. The color scale represents the Pc1-Pc2 wave
power (arbitrary units) in the 0.1–1 Hz frequency range. Intervals of pulsations of diminishing periods (IPDPs) are observed
at all three sites, arriving later at the more westward locations (in the order Oulu-Halley-Fort Smith).
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no expectation of any substorm-driven electron precipitation on the duskside, i.e., where we observe the
EMIC waves, unless the EMIC waves are generating the electron precipitation themselves.
3.2. PPAREP Observations
Figure 4 shows a map of the POES SEM-2 precipitating >300 keV electron fluxes for orbits which occurred
during 21:15–22:00 UT on 31 May 2013. Enhanced fluxes can be seen in between the L=4 and L= 5
contours shown on the map. The fluxes of >300 keV electrons within the contours are typically
1 × 104 el cm2 sr1 s1. Using the algorithm developed by Carson et al. [2013], the POES SEM-2 data set
was analyzed over the same period. Several positive identifications of PPAREP events were made, and the
insert of Figure 4 shows the L shells and MLT values overplotted on a cartoon of the wave-particle
interaction regions adapted from Summers et al. [2007]. The events appear to be located in a range of MLT
and occur on L shells that are parallel to the plasmapause, consistent with the larger sample of events
shown in Carson et al. [2013]. The events were observed at geographic longitudes that are similar to those
ground-based sites shown in Figure 1, i.e., longitudes around the Weddell Sea region ranging from ~0°E to
~315°E in the southern hemisphere. The four events are clustered within ±15min of 21:32 UT but span an
MLT range from 18:00 to 21:00 MLT, suggesting that a region covering ~3 h in MLT is simultaneously
experiencing electron precipitation.
Recent studies have extended the analysis of POES SEM-2 electron precipitation events identified by
the Carson et al. [2013] algorithm (A. T. Hendry et al., submitted to, 2015). Using the calibrated,
decontaminated, and integral POES electron precipitation flux measurements at >30, >100, >300,
and >700 keV [Yando et al., 2011], an energy spectrum and flux magnitude can be calculated for each
event. Because of the integral flux measurements, it is possible for all four of the SEM-2 channels to
register enhanced fluxes even if the energy distribution is limited to energies considerably higher
than the nominal energy range for that channel. This could explain the observations of >30 keV EMIC-
driven fluxes reported by Yahnina et al. [2003], although proton contamination is a possibility in that
case [Yando et al., 2011]. Of the four PPAREP events identified and plotted in Figure 1, three provided
real solutions to the flux and spectral gradient calculations (A. T. Hendry et al., submitted to, 2015).
The electron energy spectral gradient (k) of the EMIC-IPDP event at 21:30 UT was k=2.3, with the lowest
energy present given as 280 keV and the highest as >5MeV. In section 4.2 we will combine the PPAREP
Figure 4. A map of the orbits of POES during 21:15–22:00 UT on 31 May 2013. The color scale represents the >300 keV precipitating electron flux. Contours of L = 4
and L = 5 are shown by dashed lines. Inset: the MLT and L shell of relativistic electron precipitation events observed by POES at about 21:30 UT on 31 May 2013.
Superimposed on this map is a cartoon representation of the plasmasphere and wave-dominated regions described by Summers et al. [2007].
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results for the 21:30 UT period with
ground-based observations in order




The AARDDVARK network has a large
number of receivers, which typically
record narrowband signals from 10 or
so transmitters [Clilverd et al., 2009].
In this study we focus on individual
paths that cover the L shell ranges that
pass under the magnetic field line
footprints of the plasmapause region
(L~3–5). Figure 5 shows the phase
and amplitude of the GVT transmitter
(UK) received at Sodankylä, Finland,
during the study period. The nondis-
turbed amplitude and phase variations
are represented by the dashed lines.
Phase and amplitude variations are
near nondisturbed levels until ~21:00 UT,
when a large negative amplitude
perturbation and a rapidly changing
negative/positive phase perturbation
are observed, labeled (a). The charac-
teristics of the amplitude perturbation
are very similar to those previously
reported by Rodger et al. [2008], i.e.,
an amplitude change of 12 dB asso-
ciated with EMIC-driven electron preci-
pitation on a UK-Finland path. We
report, for the first time, the phase
change of ~±25° observed with the
EMIC event (indicated by red lines).
Both the amplitude and the phase
perturbations develop very quickly,
reaching a maximum within 15min of the first signs of deviation away from the nondisturbed levels. The
geographic longitude range of the section of the GVT-SGO path that intersects the L = 4 and L= 5 contours
(see Figure 1) is stated in Figure 5, indicating the longitude sector where the path is most likely to be
responding to EMIC-driven electron precipitation [Carson et al., 2013].
The phase data from four additional paths are presented in Figure 6. The format of the panels is the same as
for Figure 5. The panels represent paths that are shown in Figure 1, and perturbations are labeled (a)–(d) in
time ascending order. The longitude range of the section of the path intersecting L=4–5 is shown, with
the top-left graph (GVT, UK to Ny Ålesund, Svalbard) being the most easterly path and the bottom-right
graph (NPM, Hawaii to Halley, Antarctica) being the most westerly. However, because the NPM-Halley
propagation path lies within the L=4 and L= 5 contours for ~100° of longitude to the west of Halley, the
integrated phase effect along that bit of the path makes perturbation (c) by far the largest event of
the four. Perturbation (a), coincident with the EMIC wave seen at Oulu at 21:00 UT, is observed in all
panels other than NPM-Halley, suggesting that electron precipitation is occurring over a longitude
range of 55 ± 10°, i.e., from Europe (14°E–25°E) to the Atlantic south of Greenland (320°E–340°E),but not
farther west. The phase perturbation is typically 25° in each of the paths. Perturbations (b), (c), and (d) are
Figure 5. The variation of the amplitude and phase of the GVT transmitter
(UK) received at Sodankylä, Finland, along a path covering 2.5< L< 5.3
on 31 May 2013. The longitude range over which the path crosses the
L = 4–5 contours (see Figure 1) is stated. The dashed line represents the
variation observed during a typical nondisturbed day (2 June 2013). A
large perturbation, labeled (a), is observed at 21:00 UT, coincident with
the EMIC IPDP wave observed at Oulu, Finland, shown in Figure 3. The
red bars indicate the maximum deviations.
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only observed on some of the paths. The NRK, Iceland to St. John’s, Newfoundland, path is unusual in that it
shows all of the perturbations, including perturbation (b) at 21:30 UT, which is the time of the first strong IPDP
EMIC wave seen at Halley and the time of the POES-identified PPRAREP signatures. We note here that the
conjugate point of Halley is close to the NRK, Iceland to St. John’s, Newfoundland, path as shown in Figure 1
by the yellow triangle.
Analysis of the NLK-Churchill subionospheric path (see Figure 1) indicates a clear phase perturbation at 22:00 UT
(not shown). This timing is consistent with the start of the IPDP activity seen at Ministik Lake/Fort Smith in
Figure 6. Same as Figure 5. The variation is shown of the phase of several transmitters received at four different locations.
The left-hand graphs represent the northern European paths, while the right-hand graphs represent western-Atlantic
paths. The vertical lines indicate the time of themost obvious phase perturbations as well as the approximate times of EMIC
waves observed on 31 May 2013 in northern Europe (21:00 UT) and western Atlantic longitudes (22:00–23:00 UT).
Perturbations observed are labeled (a)–(d). See text for more details.
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western Canada. As shown in Figure 1, the NLK-Churchill propagation path passes close to the Ministik site, and
together they confirm the suggestion of an IPDP-induced precipitation region moving westward.
The time variation of the Halley SCM Pc1-Pc2 wave power in the range of 0.05–0.5 Hz, the Halley riometer
absorption, and the NRK-St. John’s phase perturbation for the study period are shown in Figure 7. We use
NRK-St. John’s due to the similarity of the longitude range at L= 4–5 compared with that of Halley. The
vertical lines indicate the same times as in previous figures along with the same labeling given to features
in the panels. Both the SCM and riometer measurements are made essentially overhead of the detectors at
Halley (with fields of view that are 100 s of km, centered on the instrument), while the NRK-St. John’s path
responds to propagation conditions in the region conjugate to Halley as shown in Figure 1. Thus, it would
appear from Figure 7 that perturbation (a) is not observable from Halley on any instrument, while
perturbation (b) is seen by the SCM and riometer and therefore must be close to Halley or just to the east.
Perturbation (c) at 22:45 UT is observed west and east of Halley in the AARDDVARK data, overhead at
Halley in the riometer data, but does not have a clear association with any specific EMIC wave feature at
Oulu or Halley. Perturbation (d) is clearly observed in the riometer data overhead of Halley, also in the
conjugate AARDDVARK data, and appears to be associated with an increase in Pc1-Pc2 wave power
observed at Oulu and Halley. However, the broadband nature of the Pc1-Pc2 wave power (as shown in
Figure 7. (top) The power in the Pc1-2 wave band (0.05–0.5 Hz) observed by the search coil magnetometer at Halley,
Antarctica, during 31 May to 1 June 2013. (middle) The variation in the Halley riometer absorption. (bottom) The phase
perturbation observed on the Iceland NRK transmitter received at St. John’s. The vertical dash-dotted lines represent the
times of peak electron precipitation observed in Figures 5 and 6. Perturbations are labeled as in Figure 6.
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Figure 3) is not consistent with EMICwave activity butmore suggestive of a geomagnetic disturbance. However,
although only some specific features coincide in the data plotted in Figure 7, there is overall similarity in all of
the panels where the Halley SCM, riometer absorption, and AARDDVARK phase perturbation data show
increased activity levels from ~21:30 UT lasting until ~00:30 UT the next day.
4. Calculating EMIC-Driven Electron Precipitation Characteristics
Using the Long Wave Propagation Code (LWPC) [Ferguson and Snyder, 1990], we have calculated the VLF
wave propagation from the transmitters of interest to their respective receivers. In LWPC the transmitted
wave propagates in the Earth-ionosphere waveguide, with the lower boundary given by a surface
conductivity map. The upper boundary condition is provided by a D region electron density altitude
profile. We use a Wait ionosphere, where the electron number density (i.e., elm3), Ne, increases
exponentially with altitude z and is defined in terms of a sharpness parameter β and a reference height h′
[Wait and Spies, 1964]. The β and h′ of the ambient ionosphere are provided by the analysis of Thomson
et al. [2007], Thomson and McRae [2009], and Thomson et al. [2011] and depend on the time of day
being modeled.
Initially, complete days of observations were compared with the LWPC output, in order to give confidence
that the D region modeling parameters (β and h′) were appropriate for each path. Then β and h′ were
systematically varied over the part of the path that spanned L= 4–5 during the time of the EMIC event, i.e.,
ΔL= 1, in order to compare the calculated phase and amplitude changes with the observed perturbation
values on 31 May 2013. The latitudinal separation between L=4 and L= 5 contours is about 3°, which is
consistent with the width of EMIC precipitation bands observed by SAMPEX [Blum et al., 2015]. The β and
h′ of the rest of the path were kept the same as the nondisturbed case.
4.1. Analysis of Event (a)
Figure 8 shows the comparison between LWPC calculations and the GVT-Sodankylä observations on 30
May 2013, which we use as a representative nondisturbed day. In both of the phase and amplitude
panels the observed values are indicated by the solid line, while the LWPC results are represented
by the diamonds. A vertical dashed line indicates 21:00 UT, which is the time of the EMIC-driven
perturbation shown in Figure 5. The panels show that the LWPC modeling is capturing the
nondisturbed diurnal variation in phase and amplitude and that at 21:00 UT, the LWPC background
β and h′ values should be representative of the undisturbed ionosphere. The phase value at 21:00 UT
also suggests that the propagation path can be considered to be day lit, as the decrease toward typical
nighttime values has not started at that time. The lower two panels show the variation of the phase and
amplitude perturbations from the nondisturbed values as β and h′ are varied within a range that is
expected to occur as a result of electron precipitation. The initial nondisturbed values of β and h′ were
β = 0.32 km1 and h′= 76 km. At 21:00 UT the GVT amplitude shown in Figure 5 is perturbed by 12 dB;
at the same time the phase rapidly changes from a perturbation of 25° to +25° (indicated by red lines).
The two lower panels of Figure 8 indicate that these conditions are met when h′=~64 km, although it
is unclear which β value is most appropriate. Similar analysis (not shown) of the other three northern
hemisphere paths that respond to the electron precipitation associated with this event also suggests
that h′= 64 ± 1 km at the peak of the event but also provides little β information. This analysis
therefore indicates that EMIC-driven precipitation has lowered the reference altitude from ~76 km to
~64 km, but it is unclear what exact electron density profile exists around that altitude. At 64 km, the
most likely energy of electron precipitation that would produce excess ionization is ~300 keV [Turunen
et al., 2008].
4.2. Analysis of Event (b)
The second EMIC-IPDP event occurs at 21:30 UT and is observed by the magnetometer and riometer
instruments at Halley and the AARDDVARK path that passes close to the Halley conjugate location in the
northern hemisphere (NRK-St. John’s). The Halley AARDDVARK data from NPM Hawaii show only an onset
of disturbance in phase and amplitude at 21:30 UT rather than a peak in effect, although this is consistent
with electron precipitation initially only influencing a small part of the 13,387 km long propagation path,
i.e., electron precipitation only occurring overhead of Halley at that time and not to the west. Using LWPC
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as before, we find that the NRK-St. John’s phase perturbation of ~40° (as shown in Figure 6) is reproduced by
an h′=64 km, consistent with electron precipitation energies of ~300 keV.
We can combine the information gained from the AARDDVARK observations, Halley riometer, and the POES
SEM-2 precipitation channels to investigate this event more closely. Using the energy spectrum information
given by POES as described in section 3.2, we canmodel the electron density profile that would be generated
overhead of the Halley riometer. We do this using the ionosphere model described in Rodger et al. [2012].
Figure 9 (left) shows the results from the calculations, where the flux of electron precipitation with an
energy spectrum of k=2.3 and an energy range of 280 keV to 5MeV was varied over a wide range of
flux values and the resulting 30MHz riometer absorption calculated following the method described in
Rodger et al. [2012]. The observed absorption value of 0.4 dB is highlighted by a green circle and is
generated by an electron flux of 1 × 104 el cm2 s1 sr1. This flux level is consistent with the observed
fluxes reported by POES during the event. Figure 9 (right) shows electron density profiles for the ambient
Figure 8. (top) The observed amplitude and phase variation on a typical quiet day (solid lines) for the UK-Finland propagation
path, with LWPC modeling results for the same path and time of year (diamonds). A vertical dash-dotted line at 21:00 UT
represents the time of the EMIC precipitation event observed at Oulu, Finland. (bottom) The LWPC phase and amplitude
perturbations for a range of ionospheric sharpness values (β), where nondisturbed conditions are defined by the LWPC
ionospheric model at 21:00 UT. The red bars represent the perturbation levels observed in Figure 5.
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D region profile (black line) and the profile that would be generated by the precipitation required to give
0.4 dB riometer absorption in Figure 9 (left) (ΔCNA, red line). The background D region profile is given by a
combination of nighttime β and h′ values [Thomson et al., 2007] and the International Reference
Ionosphere model, again following the techniques described in Rodger et al. [2012]. The blue lines show
two electron density profiles based on Wait ionospheres defined by β and h′ values as labeled. Over the
altitude range that the reflection of oblique VLF waves would be occurring (50–70 km), there is good
agreement between the ΔCNA profile and h′=63–64 km, β = 0.3 km1. The h′ of the ΔCNA profile confirms
the h′ found by analysis of the AARDDVARK phase and amplitude perturbations (h′= 64± 1). In addition,
the analysis suggests that β = 0.3 km1 is the most likely value for the sharpness parameter—something
that the analysis of the AARDDVARK data was unable to determine accurately in this study.
Thus, we have shown that an EMIC-IPDP wave in the oxygen band is capable of precipitating electrons with
energies as low as ~300 keV. A distinct population of events with this sort of unusually low lower-energy
cutoff has recently been found, where the population occurred ~20% of the time in an extensive database
of EMIC events (A. T. Hendry et al., submitted to, 2015). Saikin et al. [2014] undertook a statistical study of
EMIC waves observed by the Van Allen Probes mission and found that oxygen band waves occurred in
~11–13% of EMIC events. Although the MLT distribution of oxygen band EMIC waves observed by Saikin
et al. [2014] shows no preference toward the evening sector position seen here, it may be that the low-
cutoff-energy population (<400 keV) is preferentially caused by Oxygen band EMIC waves.
4.3. Analysis of Events (c) and (d)
The largest phase perturbation occurs during events (c) and (d) on two of the AARDDVARK paths, peaking at
22:45 UT on the NRK-St. John’s path close to the Halley conjugate location and on the NPM-Halley path
looking west of Halley. The Halley riometer also shows a distinct peak in absorption at about 22:45–23:00 UT,
with the largest absorption value observed during the study period (0.5 dB). Phase perturbations of ~25° on
the GVT-Ny Ålesund path, ~50° on the NRK-St. John’s path, and 280° on the NPM-Halley path are modeled
by LWPC with h′= 64–65 km and in the case of NPM-Halley β =0.6 km1. The reason why the NPM-Halley
path has such a large phase perturbation compared with the other paths is due to the large part of the
propagation path that lies within the L=4–5 contours (see Figure 1), consistent with the LWPC modeling,
assuming that the whole of that part of the path is affected by electron precipitation. However, the
interpretation of event (c) is more difficult than for events (a) and (b). Observations suggest that overhead, as
well as east and west, of Halley longitudes (and Halley conjugate longitudes), electron precipitation fluxes
were increasing following a recovery from event (b) at 21:30 UT. At 22:45 UT almost all observations made in
Figure 9. (left) The calculated change in 30MHz riometer absorption (ΔCNA) at Halley at night for a range of flux magnitudes modeled with an energy range
(280 keV–5MeV) and spectrum (k=2.3) determined from analysis of event (b). The absorption with flux of 1 × 104 el cm2 s1 sr1 consistent with that reported by
both the POES and the observed Halley riometer absorption for event (b) is picked out by the green circle. (right) The electron density profile above Halley. The ambientD
region ionosphere from 40 to 150 km is given by the black line, while themodified profile for the green circled point in Figure 9 (left) is shown by the red line. The profiles
for two representative Wait ionospheres are marked in blue.
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D region profile (black line) and the profile that would be generated by the precipitation required to give
0.4 dB riometer absorption in Figure 9 (left) (ΔCNA, red line). The background D region profile is given by a
combination of nighttime β and h′ values [Thomson et al., 2007] and the International Reference
Ionosphere model, again following the techniques described in Rodger et al. [2012]. The blue lines show
two electron density profiles based on Wait ionospheres defined by β and h′ values as labeled. Over the
altitude range that the reflection of oblique VLF waves would be occurring (50–70 km), there is good
agreement between the ΔCNA profile and h′=63–64 km, β = 0.3 km1. The h′ of the ΔCNA profile confirms
the h′ found by analysis of the AARDDVARK phase and amplitude perturbations (h′= 64± 1). In addition,
th analysis suggests that β = 0.3 km1 is the most likely value for the sharpness parameter—something
that the analysis of the AARDDV RK data was unable to determine accurately in this study.
Thus, we have shown that an EMIC-IPDP wave in the oxygen band is capable of preci itating electrons with
energies as low as ~300 keV. A distinct populatio of vents with this sort of unusually low lower-energy
cutoff has recently been found, where the population occurred ~20% of the time in an extensive database
of EMIC events (A. T. Hendry et al., submitted to, 2015). Saikin et al. [2014] undertook a statistical study of
EMIC waves observed by the Van Allen Probes mission and found that oxygen band waves occurred in
~11–13% of EMIC events. Although the MLT distribution f oxygen band EMIC waves observed by Saikin
et al. [2014] shows no preference toward the evening sector position seen here, it may be that the low-
cutoff-energy population (<400 keV) is preferentially caused by Oxygen band EMIC waves.
4.3. Analysis of Events (c) and (d)
The largest phase perturbatio occurs during events (c) and (d) on two of the AARDDVARK paths, peaking at
22:45 UT on the NRK-St. John’s path close to the Halley conjugate location and on the NPM-Halley path
looking west of Halley. The Halley riometer also shows a distinct peak in absorption at about 22:45–23:00 UT,
with the largest absorption value observed during the study period (0.5 dB). Phase perturbations of ~25° on
the GVT-Ny Ålesund path, ~50° on the NRK-St. John’s path, and 280° on the NPM-Halley path are modeled
by LWPC with h′= 64–65 km and in the case of NPM-Halley β =0.6 km1. The reason why the NPM-Halley
path has such a large phase perturbation compared with the other paths is due to the large part of the
propagation path that lies within the L=4–5 c ntours (see Figure 1), consistent with the LWPC modeling,
assuming that the whole of that part of the path is affected by electron precipitation. However, the
interpretation of event (c) is more difficult than for events (a) and (b). Observations suggest that overhead, as
well as east and west, of Halley longitudes (and Halley conjugate longitudes), electron precipitation fluxes
were increasing following a recovery from event (b) at 21:30 UT. At 22:45 UT almost all observations made in
Figure 9. (left) The calculated change in 30MHz riometer absorption (ΔCNA) at Halley at night for a range of flux magnitudes modeled with an energy range
(280 keV–5MeV) and spectrum (k=2.3) determined from analysis of event (b). The absorption with flux of 1 × 104 el cm2 s1 sr1 consistent with that reported by
both the POES and the observed Hall y riomete absorption for event (b) is picked ou the green cir le. (right) T e electron density profile above Halley. Th ambientD
region i nosphere from 40 to 150 km is given by the black line, while themodified pr l for the green circled point in Figure 9 (left) is shown by the red line. The profiles
for two representative Wait ionospheres are marked in blue.
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D region profile (black line) and th profile that would be generated by the precipitation required to give
0.4 dB riometer absorption in Figure 9 (left) (ΔCNA, red line). The background D region profile is given by a
combination of nighttime β and h′ values [Thomson et al., 2007] and the International Reference
Ionosphere model, again following the techniques described in Rodger et al. [2012]. The blue lines h w
two electron density profiles based on Wait ionospheres defined by β and h′ values as labeled. Over the
altitude range that the r fl ction of oblique VLF waves would be occurring (50–70 km), there is good
agreement between the ΔCNA profile nd h′=63–64 km, β = 0.3 km1. The h′ of th ΔCNA profile confirms
the h′ found by analysis of the AARDDVARK phase and amplitude p rturbations ( ′= 64± 1). In addition,
the analysis suggests that β = 0.3 km1 is the most likely value for the sharpness parameter—something
that the analysis of the AARDDVARK data w s unable to determine accurately in this study.
Thus, we have shown that an EMIC-IPDP wave in the oxygen band is capable of precipitating electrons with
energies as low as ~300 keV. A distinct populatio of events with this sort of unusually low lower-en rgy
cutoff has recently been found, where the population occurred ~20% of the time in an extensive database
of EMIC events (A. T. Hendry et al., submit ed to, 2015). Saikin et al. [2014] undertook a statistical study of
EMIC waves observed by the Van Alle Pro s mission and found that oxygen band waves occurred in
~11–13% of EMIC events. Although the MLT distribution of oxygen band EMIC waves observed by Saikin
et al. [2014] shows no preference tow rd the evening s ctor position seen here, it may be that the low-
cutoff-energy population (<400 keV) is preferentially caused by Oxygen band EMIC waves.
4.3. Analysis of Events (c) nd (d)
The largest phase perturbation occurs during events (c) and (d) on two of the AARDDVARK aths, peaking at
22:45 UT on the NRK-St. John’s path close to the Hall y conjugate location and on th -Halley path
looking west of Halley. The Halley riometer also shows a distinct peak in bsorption at about 22:45–23:00 UT,
with the largest absor tion value observ d during the study period (0.5 dB). Phase perturbations f ~25° on
the GVT-Ny Ålesund path, ~50° on the NRK-St. John’s path, and 280° on the NPM-Halley path are modeled
by LWPC with h′= 64–65 km and in the case of NPM-Halley β =0.6 km1. The reason why the NPM-Halley
path has such a large phase perturbation compared with the other paths is due to the large part of the
propagation path that lies within the L=4–5 contours (see Figure 1), consistent with the LWPC modeling,
assuming that the whole of that part of the path is affected by electron precipitation. However, the
interpretation of event (c) is more difficult than for events (a) and (b). Observations suggest that overhead, as
well as east and west, of Halley longitudes (and Halley conjugate longitudes), electron precipitation fluxes
were increasing following a recovery from event (b) at 21:30 UT. At 22:45 UT almost all observations made in
Figure 9. (left) The calculated change in 30MHz riometer absorption (ΔCNA) at Halley at night for a range of flux magnitudes modeled with an energy range
(280 keV–5MeV) and spectrum (k=2.3) determined from analysis of event (b). The absorption with flux of 1 × 104 el cm2 s1 sr1 consistent with that reported by
both the POES and the observed Halley riometer absorption for event (b) is picked out by the green circle. (right) The electron density profile above Halley. The ambientD
region ionosphere from 40 to 150 km is giv n by the black line, while themodified profil for the green circled point in Figure 9 (left) is shown by the red line. The profile
for two representative Wait ionosphe s ar marked in blue.
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the longitude range studied here (>120°) show a peak of response. However, no clear EMIC wave can be
identified, and Figures 3 and 7 suggest that EMIC wave power, although elevated, is actually decreasing at
the time. Thus, if EMIC-driven precipitation does occur around 22:45 UT, it is likely to be contributing to only
a fraction of the perturbation levels observed, and another process is acting as well.
Event (d) is also observed by the riometer at Halley with an absorption level of 0.5 dB, and on the NRK-St.
John’s AARDDVARK path, as a short-lived, sharp-peaked phase perturbation. However, both search coil
magnetometers at Halley and Oulu suggest that the event is only accompanied by broadband Pi1-Pi2
wave power and thus is not an EMIC wave event. The electron precipitation seems localized to Halley
and Halley conjugate longitudes, but the driving mechanism is unclear, although the occurrence of
strong Pi1-Pi2 ULF noise and coincident riometer absorption is consistent with the onset of a
geomagnetic storm [Engebretson et al., 2008].
5. Discussion and Summary
During the onset of a moderate geomagnetic storm, several rising tone EMIC-IPDP waves were observed in the
evening sector with coincident detection of electron precipitation by ground-based AARDDVARK and riometer
instruments. At the same time the POES SEM-2 particle precipitation telescopes detected 30–80 keV proton and
280–5000keV electron precipitation at locations that were consistent with the ground-based observations. The
latitude of the electron precipitation is consistent with the location of the evening sector plasmapause (L~4).
The detection of electron precipitation occurred in an east to west order in both hemispheres, consistent
with the drift of 30–80 keV substorm protons injected close to magnetic midnight and drifting westward.
Through a combination of ground and satellite observations, the characteristics of the electron precipitation
were identified as the following:
1. latitudinal width of 2–3° or ΔL= 1 Re,
2. longitudinal width of ~50° or 3 h MLT,
3. lower cutoff energy of 280 keV,
4. upper cutoff energy of >5MeV, and
5. typical flux 1 × 104 el cm2 sr1 s1> 300 keV.
We find that the lower cutoff energy of the most clearly defined EMIC rising tone in this study is in the class
of events with cutoff <400 keV as described by recent work (A. T. Hendry et al., submitted to, 2015). The
presence of electron precipitation with energies of ~300 keV is confirmed through detailed modeling of
observed riometer and AARDDVARK radio wave perturbations. The oxygen band rising tone EMIC-IPDP
waves observed here appear to generate electron precipitation at lower energies than predicted through
anomalous resonance and instead, suggest that nonresonant scattering processes could be occurring.
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Abstract Electromagnetic ion cyclotron (EMIC) waves are thought to be important drivers of energetic
electron losses from the outer radiation belt through precipitation into the atmosphere. While the theoretical
possibility of pitch angle scattering-driven losses from these waves has been recognized for more than four
decades, there have been limited experimental precipitation observations to support this concept. We have
combined satellite-based observations of the characteristics of EMIC waves, with satellite and ground-based
observations of the EMIC-induced electron precipitation. In a detailed case study, supplemented by an
additional four examples, we are able to constrain for the first time the location, size, and energy range of
EMIC-induced electron precipitation inferred from coincident precipitation data and relate them to the EMIC
wave frequency, wave power, and ion band of the wave as measured in situ by the Van Allen Probes. These
observations will better constrain modeling into the importance of EMIC wave-particle interactions.
1. Introduction
It has long been recognized that wave-particle interactions with electromagnetic ion cyclotron (EMIC) waves
are an important driver for precipitation of relativistic electrons [e.g., Thorne and Kennel, 1971; Summers and
Thorne, 2003; Thorne, 2010]. EMIC waves are observed in the Pc1–Pc2 frequency range (0.1–5Hz). Thermal
anisotropy in the ring current proton population (tens to hundreds of keV) causes the waves to be generated
near the magnetic equator propagating as left-handed circularly polarized waves [e.g., Cornwall, 1965; Kennel
and Petschek, 1966], hence the term “ion cyclotron.” Recent experimental studies have shown that EMIC wave
growth can occur at all local times and can persist for hours and sometimes even days [Paulson et al., 2014;
Saikin et al., 2015]. Recent modeling studies have concluded that EMIC waves are very important sources
of relativistic and ultrarelativistic electron losses from the outer radiation belt [e.g., Drozdov et al., 2015;
Ni et al., 2015].
Despite the decades of recognition that EMIC waves could be significant drivers of electron precipitation,
until recently, there has been little experimental evidence of this. However, some progress is now being
made. Some of the earliest confirmation comes from ground-basedmeasurements showing evidence of rela-
tivistic electron precipitation from subionospheric very low frequency (VLF) and riometer observations along
with the start of simultaneous EMIC waves in ground-based magnetometers [Rodger et al., 2008]. Following
on from this, the properties of probable EMIC wave precipitation events detected using the expected signa-
ture for EMIC wave-driven losses seen in low-Earth orbit satellite data have been presented [Carson et al.,
2013]. One of these probable EMIC wave precipitation events was investigated in a case study using multiple
ground-based experiments [Clilverd et al., 2015] and was confirmed to be intense and EMIC wave driven, but
with unexpectedly low-energy cutoffs <400 keV similar to those suggested by Hendry et al. [2014]. At highly
relativistic electron energies, indirect evidence of the efficiency of EMIC waves to drive losses has been pro-
vided by Canadian ground-based magnetometer data and >2.3MeV trapped relativistic electron from the
Van Allen Probes [Usanova et al., 2014]. Thus, although there is increasing evidence of electron precipitation
from EMIC waves, the detailed characteristics of the precipitation and associated waves remain uncertain.
However, there are many examples in the literature where EMIC waves are observed on the ground or in
space for which there appears to be no electron precipitation occurring, even when the measurements are
available [e.g., Usanova et al., 2014; Engebretson et al., 2015]. There is also a growing recent experimental
evidence which suggests that EMIC waves may precipitate electrons with energies as low as a few hundred
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keV [Hendry et al., 2014; Clilverd et al., 2015; Blum et al., 2015] rather than the relativistic energies which are
widely produced in theoretical modeling [e.g., Meredith et al., 2003; Chen et al., 2011; Usanova et al., 2014].
There is some theoretical support for such comparatively low energy thresholds for EMIC-driven electron pre-
cipitation. Theminimum resonant energy for a He band EMIC wave inside the plasmasphere was shown to be
as low as ~100 keV for waves at ~1Hz [Omura and Zhao, 2013, Figure 2], and some quasi-linear theory has
indicated minimum resonance energies of ~300–400 keV [Summers and Thorne, 2003; Ukhorskiy et al., 2010].
In order to better constrain modeling and understand the importance of EMIC wave-particle interactions, it is
necessary to have in situ observations of the wave and plasma characteristics for EMIC waves which are
confirmed to be driving electron precipitation. In this paper we provide in situ observations supported by
ground-based precipitation measurements to fulfill this goal. We provide a detailed description of one event,
identifying for the first time the location, size, and energy range of EMIC-induced electron precipitation
caused by waves with in situ measurements of EMIC wave frequency, wave power, and ion band. We also
provide the wave and plasma parameters for four other similar events.
2. Experimental Data Sets
2.1. Van Allen Probes Observations
We make use of multiple experiments on board the Van Allen Probes, in particular the magnetometer and
wideband observations from the Electric and Magnetic Field Instrument Suite and Integrated Science
(EMFISIS) [Kletzing et al., 2013], including the cold plasma densities measurements [Kurth et al., 2015].
EMFISIS provides observations of the EMIC waves as well as the geomagnetic field intensities. Pitch angle
resolved electron fluxes are provided by the Magnetic Electron Ion Spectrometer (MagEIS) [Blake et al.,
2013] and the Relativistic Electron-Proton Telescope (REPT) [Baker et al., 2013] instruments.
2.2. Low-Earth Orbit Precipitation Observations
One source of precipitation observations comes from the Medium Energy Proton and Electron Detector
(MEPED) instrument on board the Polar-orbiting Operational Environmental Satellite (POES) [Evans and
Greer, 2004]. This data set is unusual in that it measures precipitation electron fluxes inside the bounce loss
cone. The characteristics of the POES electron precipitation measurements have been comprehensively
described in the literature [e.g., Rodger et al., 2010a, 2010b; Carson et al., 2013].
2.3. Ground-Based Observations
The other source of precipitation observations comes from narrowband subionospheric VLF sites that are
part of the Antarctic Arctic Radiation-belt Dynamic Deposition-VLF Atmospheric Research Konsortia
(AARDDVARK) network [Clilverd et al., 2009] (for further information see the description of the array at
www.physics.otago.ac.nz/space/AARDDVARK_homepage.htm). Subionospheric VLF responds to electron
precipitation which penetrates beneath the lower boundary of the ionosphere, that is, electrons with mini-
mum detectable electron precipitation energies of ~150 keV (day) and ~50 keV (night) [Rodger et al., 2012].
3. EMIC Event on 24 September 2013—Wave Activity
Figure 1 presents a set of spectrograms showing an EMIC event which started at 16:42UT on 24 September
2013 observed by EMIFISIS on board RBSP-A. Figure 1 (first to third panels) shows the three components of
the magnetic field in GSM coordinates. Figure 1 (fifth panel) shows the variation in the magnitude of the
geomagnetic field, also observed by the EMIFISIS magnetometer (Figure 1 (fourth panel) shows the variation
in the SYM-H geomagnetic index). Shortly before the onset of the EMIC wave the geomagnetic field changes,
with the magnitude of the total field altering by ~30 nT (i.e., ~14%) in 4min from 16:40 UT. This change can
also be seen in the He and O ion gyrofrequencies which are plotted as white lines in the spectrogram panels.
This is a fairly strong and clear example of a He band EMIC wave event. A summary of the wave and plasma
properties determined from the EMFISIS observations of this event is given in Table 1. The observations indi-
cate that this event occurred in the afternoon sector and about 0.6 RE inside the plasmapause.
Figure 2 (top) shows a spectrogram of the EMFISIS magnetic field extremely low frequency (ELF) and VLF
observations from RBSP-A across the same time period as shown in Figure 1. Here the spectrograms of the
summed magnetic field components have been taken. Figure 2 (bottom) shows the wave normal angle for
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the observations shown in Figure 2 (top). Typically, signals with wave normal angles <45° are likely to be
whistler mode waves, while those >75° would be indicative of magnetosonic waves [Gurnett and
Bhattacharjee, 2005] that are restricted to the region of the geomagnetic equator. Figure 2 indicates that
the ELF-VLF wave activity in the time period considered is quiet. Around this time there is an ~100–200Hz
magnetosonic wave that is fading out, as well as a weak ~50–90Hz magnetosonic wave which starts around
the time of the geomagnetic field decrease. Whistler mode wave activity is weak, particularly in the time
period of the strong EMIC wave. It is well known that whistler mode waves can pitch angle scatter electrons
Table 1. Properties at the Times of the Observed EMIC Wave-Driven Precipitation Eventsa
Date (Time: UT)
24 Sep 2013 (16:41) 24 Mar 2013 (6:57) 14 Aug 2013 (4:57) 27 Aug 2013 (15:52) 27 Aug 2013 (16:52)
L 5.1 5.7 5.3 5.3 5.8
MLT 16.5 23.7 18.1 17.9 18.7
fupper (Hz) 0.5 0.9 0.4 0.55 0.35
flower (Hz) 0.25 0.3 0.2 0.47 0.15
PSD wave power
Typical (nT2/Hz) 0.8 0.1 3 0.3 0.3
Peak (nT2/Hz) 10 1 42 2 6
Ne (cm
3) 190 79 63 112 43
fpe (kHz) 120 80 72 95 58
fce (kHz) 5.5 3.9 4.3 4.9 3.1
RBSP satellite A B B A A
Ion band He H He He He
aThe first event is that described in detail in this study. The parameters listed are as measured by RBSP. fupper, flower: upper and lower EMIC wave frequencies,
PSD: EMIC wave power spectral density, Ne: cold electron density, fpe: electron plasma frequency, and fce: electron gyrofrequency.
Figure 1. (first to third panels) Spectrograms of the three components of themagnetic field in GSM coordinates from the EMFISIS experiment on board RBSP-A on 24
September 2013. Wave power has units of nT2/Hz. The white lines show the local ion gyrofrequencies for He (top) and oxygen (bottom) ions. (fourth panel) The
SYM-H geomagnetic index. (fifth panel) The absolute value of the DC magnetic field reported by the same instrument. A blue dashed line marks the start of the EMIC
wave at 16:42 UT.
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magnetosonic wave that is fading out, as well as a weak ~50–90Hz magnetosonic wave which starts around
the time of the geomagnetic field decrease. Whistler mode wave activity is weak, particularly in the time
period of the strong EMIC wave. It is well known that whistler mode waves can pitch angle scatter electrons
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aThe first event is that described in detail in this study. The parameters listed are as measured by RBSP. fupper, flower: upper and lower EMIC wave frequencies,
PSD: EMIC wave power spectral density, Ne: cold electron density, fpe: electron plasma frequency, and fce: electron gyrofrequency.
Figure 1. (first to third panels) Spectrograms of the three components of themagnetic field in GSM coordinates from the EMFISIS experiment on board RBSP-A on 24
September 2013. Wave power has units of nT2/Hz. The white lines show the local ion gyrofrequencies for He (top) and oxygen (bottom) ions. (fourth panel) The
SYM-H geomagnetic index. (fifth panel) The absolute value of the DC magnetic field reported by the same instrument. A blue dashed line marks the start of the EMIC
wave at 16:42 UT.
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and cause precipitation [e.g., Thorne, 2010], whereas magnetosonic waves are up to 2 orders of magnitude
less effective at driving precipitation [Shprits et al., 2013].
4. Precipitation Observations
4.1. AARDDVARK
At 16:42UT the Northern Hemisphere footprint of the RBSP-A spacecraft was located near Iceland. We have
examined AARDDVARK data at this time, concentrating on Atlantic longitude observations in the region of
the RBSP-A observations. Figure 3 (top row) shows examples of the AARDDVARK observations made from
St. John’s, Canada (STJ, red line), and Reykjavik, Iceland (REK, blue line). The amplitude and phase perturbations
for two transmitters are plotted, with call sign NRK (red line in the figure, located in Iceland) and NDK (blue line,
located in North Dakota, USA). Figure 3 presents the change in amplitude and phase relative to undisturbed
conditions, i.e., the change relative to the quiet day curve. There are clear amplitude perturbations starting at
16:42UT (marked by the dashed vertical line). We observe consistent evidence of subionospheric perturbations
beginning at the start time of the RBSP-observed EMIC wave seen in Figure 1. As there is no significant whistler
mode wave activity occurring at this time (as shown in Figure 2), the EMIC wave is the most likely candidate for
driving the electron precipitation causing the observed AARDDVARK precipitation.
Figure 3 (bottom) shows a geographic map of the AARDDVARK paths analyzed in this study. Note that there is
both an AARDDVARK receiver and a VLF transmitter in Iceland, with the NRK transmitter symbol largely
obscured. In this plot AARDDVARK paths which were seen to respond to precipitation at the EMIC wave start
time are shown in green, while the unresponsive paths are shown as dashed light blue lines.
The AARDDVARK observations are clearly consistent with precipitation occurring near Iceland around the L
shells of the RBSP footprint. The size of the precipitation patch is sufficiently wide enough that transmitter
receiver paths to the immediate east and west of Iceland are affected but not so wide to affect those paths
from western European transmitters to Finland or from NPM to the Antarctic station, Halley. The observed
region of the EMIC-driven precipitation covers ~13–17 magnetic local time (MLT).
4.2. POES Observations
Near the start of the period during which the EMIC wave was observed by RBSP-A, there was a serendipitous
conjunction with NOAA 15, one of the POES that have been extensively used to investigate radiation belt
Figure 2. EMFISIS ELF/VLF magnetic field observations for the same time period shown in Figure 1. (top) Spectrogram of the summed magnetic field components
with units of nT2/Hz. (bottom) Wave normal angle with units of degrees, determined from Figure 2 (top) waveforms.
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Near the start of the period during which the EMIC wave was observed by RBSP-A, there was a serendipitous
conjunction with NOAA 15, one of the POES that have been extensively used to investigate radiation belt
Figure 2. EMFISIS ELF/VLF magnetic field observations for the same time period shown in Figure 1. (top) Spectrogram of the summed magnetic field components
with units of nT2/Hz. (bottom) Wave normal angle with units of degrees, determined from Figure 2 (top) waveforms.
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and cause precipitation [e.g., Thorne, 2010], whereas magnetosonic waves are up to 2 orders of magnitude
less effective at driving precipitation [Shprits et al., 2013].
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At 16:42UT the Northern Hemisphere footprint of the RBSP-A spacecraft was located near Iceland. We have
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the RBSP-A observations. Figure 3 (top row) shows examples of the AARDDVARK observations made from
St. John’s, Canada (STJ, red line), and Reykjavik, Iceland (REK, blue line). The amplitude and phase perturbations
for two transmitters are plotte , ith all sign NRK (red l n in t e figure, loca ed in Iceland) and NDK (blue lin ,
located in North Dakota, USA). Figure 3 presents the change in amplitude and phase relative to undisturbed
conditions, i.e., the change relative to the quiet day curve. There are clear amplitude perturbations starting at
16:42UT (marked by the dashed vertical line). We observe consistent evidence of subionospheric perturbations
beginning at the start time of the RBSP-observed EMIC wave seen in Figure 1. As ther is no sign ficant whistler
mode wave activity occurring at this time (a shown in Figure 2), he EMIC wave is the most likely candidate for
driving the electron precipitation causing the observed AARDDVARK precipitation.
Figure 3 (bottom) shows a geographic ma of he AARDDVARK paths analyzed in this study. Note that there is
both an AARDDVARK receiver and a VLF transm tter i Ic land, with th NRK ransmitter symbol largely
obscured. In this plot AARDDVARK paths which were seen to respond to precipitation at the EMIC wave start
time are shown in green, while the unresponsive paths are shown as dashed light blue lines.
The AARDDVARK observations are clearly consistent with precipitation occurring near Iceland around the L
shells of the RBSP footprint. The size of the precipitation patch is sufficiently wide enough that transmitter
receiver paths to the immediate east and west of Iceland are affected but not so wide to affect those paths
from western European transmitters to Finland or from NPM to the Antarctic station, Halley. The observed
region of the EMIC-driven precipitation covers ~13–17 magnetic local time (MLT).
4.2. POES Observations
Near the start of the period during which the EMIC wave was observed by RBSP-A, there was a serendipitous
conjunction with NOAA 15, one of the POES that have been extensively used to investigate radiation belt
Figure 2. EMFISIS ELF/VLF magnetic field observations for the same time period shown in Figure 1. (top) Spectrogram of the summed magnetic field components
with units of nT2/Hz. (bottom) Wave normal angle with units of degrees, determined from Figure 2 (top) waveforms.
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Figure 3. Summary of precipitation observations at the event time. (top row) Precipitating proton (left) and electron (right)
fluxes from NOAA 15. (middle row) The AARDDVARK amplitude and phase perturbations observed on the path NRK-St
John’s (Canada) (STJ, red) and NDK-Reykjavík (REK, blue). The black dashed line marks 16:42 UT. (bottom) Map of the
AARDDVARK paths analyzed in this study. RBSP-A northern (yellow) and southern (magenta) footprints are shown, as is the
POES trigger subsatellite point (blue star), AARDDVARK receivers (red diamonds), and VLF transmitters (green circles). In this
plot AARDDVARK paths which were seen to respond to precipitation at the EMIC wave start time are shown in green, while
the unresponsive paths are shown as dashed light blue lines.
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precipitation. The orbital track of NOAA 15 passed from south to north at the eastern edge of Iceland. At
16:41:55 UT the MEPED instrument on board this satellite observed a burst of proton and electron precipita-
tion with the signature expected from EMIC waves [Sandanger et al., 2009], detected by an automatic algo-
rithm [Carson et al., 2013]. The NOAA 15 precipitating proton and electron and the automatically detected
trigger event (marked by the arrow) are shown in Figure 3 (top row). The location of this algorithm trigger
event is shown as the blue star in Figure 3 (bottom), very close to the eastern end of the RBSP-A atmospheric
footprint. As this observation was made at essentially the same location and time as the start of the RBSP-A
EMIC wave observation, the precipitation includes both protons and a strong relativistic component as
expected for effective EMIC wave scattering, and RBSP-A reports no significant ELF/VLF wave activity; we
assume that the POES precipitation event was produced by the observed EMIC wave.
The precipitation spike has been analyzed as described in section 3.2 of Clilverd et al. [2015]. By using the
proton and electron precipitation measurements and a detailed understanding of the instrument response
[Yando et al., 2011], one can determine an energy spectrum, flux magnitude, and energy cutoff estimations
for the observed precipitation. This precipitation event is best fit with a power law, with spectral gradient
values from 2.7 to 1.7, lower energy precipitation cutoffs of 140–230 keV, upper cutoff estimates of
1.6–8MeV, and precipitation magnitudes of ~1.25 × 104 cm2 sr1 s1.
4.3. AARDDVARK Modeling
The location of the POES triggers event, and the RBSP-A footprints provide useful constraints on the likely
longitudinal range of the precipitation affecting the paths from GQD and DHO to Iceland, i.e., the transmitters
to the east of the Reykjavik receiver. We undertake modeling of the subionospheric perturbations predicted
from precipitation defined by the POES energy and power law gradient, using approaches previously
described [e.g., Rodger et al., 2012; Clilverd et al., 2015].
We find that the modeling is sensitive to the initial conditions, for example, comparatively small changes in
the starting location of the energetic electron precipitation change along the path (i.e., changes of tens of
kilometers). This is likely due to the relatively short, all sea path from the transmitter to receiver, such that
there is a high number of significant modes present in the Earth ionosphere waveguide and also the small
ionospheric region affected. Our modeling of the perturbations observed on the transmissions from DHO
(ΔAmplitude =+1.8 dB, ΔPhase =3°) and GQD (ΔAmplitude =+0.6 dB, ΔPhase =3°), at the EMIC wave
onset time, indicates that these changes are consistent with the effect caused by imposing the POES
precipitation observations, i.e., flux magnitudes of ~0.6–5× 104 cm2 sr1 s1. The modeling reproduces
the observations for power law gradients which have low-energy cutoffs, i.e., ~200 keV. It was not possible
to successfully model the subionospheric VLF perturbations using low-energy cutoffs of ~1MeV. Such cutoffs
produce much larger amplitude and phase perturbations than observed.
5. Trapped Electron Flux Observations
Figure 4 shows the RBSP-A MagEIS pitch angle resolved trapped fluxes with 1MeV (top) and 225 keV energies
(bottom). At the time of the geomagnetic field change and the start of the EMIC wave the fluxes change to a
butterfly distribution, with a 50% decrease in the 90° pitch angle fluxes from 16:41 to 16:44 UT. A similar
signature is seen in the MagEIS fluxes at energies >143 keV and in REPT fluxes ≤2.6MeV. The REPT fluxes
>2.6MeV are at noise levels. There is no evidence of significantly different behavior between the 2.6MeV
fluxes and those at lower energies, in apparent contradiction to the conclusions of Usanova et al. [2014],
although this could be obscured by the changes leading to the butterfly distribution.
Such butterfly distributions can be produced by magnetopause shadowing or by field line stretching and
drift shell splitting [e.g., Roederer, 1970; Sibeck et al., 1987] or by chorus and magnetosonic waves [Xiao
et al., 2015]. However, this does not explain the observations in our case, due to the small time dispersion
between the energies. The source of the distribution should be only ~0.6MLT away to be consistent with
the energy dispersion observed (i.e., located at ~16MLT). While we note that the butterfly distribution is unli-
kely to be caused bymagnetopause shadowing as the location is far frommagnetic noon, there has not been
evidence suggesting that such pitch angle distributions can be produced by EMIC waves. Nonetheless, the
change to this distribution makes it essentially impossible to see evidence of the pitch angle scattering
driving the observed precipitation.
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In our examination of RBSP-A EMIC wave data and comparison with precipitation data we found four other
events in which RBSP-A observed an EMIC wave, there was little evidence of confounding ELF/VLF whistler
mode wave activity, and AARDDVARK sites at Churchill (Canada), Fairbanks (Alaska), and Sodankylä
(Finland) confirmed the presence of energetic electron precipitation. The RBSP-A in situ measurements of
EMIC wave and plasma parameters for these four additional events, along with those for 24 September
2013, are given in Table 1. All of these five events have butterfly distributions in the MagEIS trapped electron
fluxes which begin near the wave start time. To the best of our knowledge such distributions have not been
observed in other published studies describing near-equatorial particle distributions associated with
EMIC waves.
In the current study we have chosen to concentrate on the analysis of the 24 September 2013 event, due to
the serendipitous conjunctions between RBSP-A, NOAA 15, and AARDDVARK network observations. None of
the other events listed in Table 1 have such close conjunctions. We note that there are multiple POES triggers
on 27 August 2013 and that the events on this day may deserve more attention in a future study.
7. Summary
For the first time we have combined satellite-based observations of the characteristics of EMIC waves, with
satellite and ground-based observations of the EMIC-induced electron precipitation. In a detailed case study,
supplemented by an additional four examples, we are able to identify the location of the EMIC-induced
electron precipitation inferred from coincident POES/AARDDVARK data and relate them to the EMIC wave
frequency, PSD wave power, and ion band as measured by the Van Allen Probes. We have also constrained
the size and energy range of the electron precipitation.
We find the following:
1. The precipitation-causing EMIC waves typically occur over the MLT range 16–00UT and at L~ 5.4 ± 0.4,
somewhat inside the plasmapause. The frequency of the EMIC waves is typically 0.3–0.5 Hz and is mostly
found within the helium band. The typical wave power spectral density is ~1 nT2/Hz, with peak powers
~10 times higher.
Figure 4. Butterfly pitch angle distributions seen in the MagEIS (top) 1MeV flux distributions and the (bottom) 225 keV distributions. The dashed red line marks the
start of the EMIC wave seen in Figure 1.
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2. The EMIC-induced electron precipitation was detected by the ground-based AARDDVARK network, with
one coincident measurement made by one of the NOAA POES. The region of electron precipitation
was small in geomagnetic latitude, i.e., <50 km (ΔL= 0.15), but high in flux, i.e., ~104 cm2 sr1 s1, with
a power law energy spectrum beginning at ~200 keV. Radio wave propagation modeling of the
AARDDVARK observations is supportive of the POES detection of a narrow latitudinal precipitation patch,
as well as extended in longitude through several hours of MLT, and occurring at the time of the EMIC wave
observed by RBSP.
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Confirmation of EMIC wave-driven relativistic
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Abstract Electromagnetic ion cyclotron (EMIC) waves are believed to be an important source of
pitch angle scattering driven relativistic electron loss from the radiation belts. To date, investigations
of this precipitation have been largely theoretical in nature, limited to calculations of precipitation
characteristics based on wave observations and small-scale studies. Large-scale investigation of EMIC
wave-driven electron precipitation has been hindered by a lack of combined wave and precipitation
measurements. Analysis of electron flux data from the POES (Polar Orbiting Environmental Satellites)
spacecraft has been suggested as a means of investigating EMIC wave-driven electron precipitation
characteristics, using a precipitation signature particular to EMIC waves. Until now the lack of supporting
wave measurements for these POES-detected precipitation events has resulted in uncertainty regarding
the driver of the precipitation. In this paper we complete a statistical study comparing POES precipitation
measurements with wave data from several ground-based search coil magnetometers; we further present
a case study examining the global nature of this precipitation. We show that a significant proportion of
the precipitation events correspond with EMIC wave detections on the ground; for precipitation events
that occur directly over the magnetometers, this detection rate can be as high as 90%. Our results
demonstrate that the precipitation region is often stationary in magnetic local time, narrow in L,
and close to the expected plasmapause position. Predominantly, the precipitation is associated with
helium band rising tone Pc1 waves on the ground. The success of this study proves the viability of POES
precipitation data for investigating EMIC wave-driven electron precipitation.
1. Introduction
Electron fluxes within the radiation belts are ever-changing, reflecting the constant competition between
acceleration, loss, and transport processes. Investigating the intricacies involved in each of these processes
is essential to fully understand the radiation belt environment, and how particle fluxes develop during times
of increased radiation belt activity. In recent years there has been an increased scientific interest in electron
losses from the radiation belts and the role that these losses play in radiation belt dynamics [Friedel et al., 2002;
Millan and Thorne, 2007]. Some of the most important drivers of radiation belt dynamics are wave-particle
interactions, which play a role in acceleration, loss, and transport processes [e.g., Thorne, 2010, and sources
within]. Identifying and quantifying the effects of each of these wave-particle interactions will provide a more
complete understanding of the evolution of the radiation belts during and following geomagnetic storms.
Electromagnetic ion cyclotron (EMIC) waves have been identified as a potential driver of significant particle
loss [Thorne and Kennel, 1971] and an understanding of the characteristics of EMIC wave-particle interactions
with high-energy electrons is the focus of this study.
EMIC waves are Pc1–Pc2 (0.1–5 Hz) waves that are generated near the magnetic equator by anisotropic ring
current protons [Jordanova et al., 2008], produced with increased frequency during and following geomag-
netic storms and substorms [Fraser et al., 2010], as well as in association with magnetic compressions [Clausen
et al., 2011; Usanova et al., 2012]. These waves are generated in one of three distinct frequency bands, i.e.,
below the hydrogen, helium, and oxygen ion gyrofrequencies, respectively. EMIC waves have been observed
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preferential generation at high L shells [e.g., Min et al., 2012; Usanova et al., 2012], while others suggest that
generation occurs more favorably near the plasmapause [e.g., Horne and Thorne, 1993; Pickett et al., 2010]. Most
studies of EMIC occurrence suggest that wave generation is focused primarily in the noon to dusk sector with
limited numbers of events occurring elsewhere [e.g., Anderson et al., 1992; Halford et al., 2010; Clausen et al.,
2011; Usanova et al., 2012]. Plasmaspheric plumes, located in the afternoon sector, have been reported as
having EMIC occurrence rates∼20 times higher than nonplume regions [Usanova et al., 2013]. However, recent
studies using the Van Allen probes have suggested that the distribution of low-L EMIC events (L<5) and He+
band EMIC events may be more uniformly distributed in magnetic local time (MLT) space [Saikin et al., 2015].
EMIC waves have long been known as a source of particle loss from the radiation belts, through cyclotron
interactions with protons [e.g., Lyons and Thorne, 1972] and relativistic electrons [e.g., Thorne and Kennel, 1971],
scattering the particles into the loss cone. EMIC-driven precipitation has recently come under scrutiny as a
potential source of significant electron losses from the radiation belts, though there is still debate regarding
the energy ranges and magnitudes of these losses.
The main limitation on EMIC-driven precipitation studies undertaken to date is the difficulty involved in
obtaining simultaneous wave and electron precipitation measurements. Determining precipitation character-
istics from satellite data has typically involved either theoretical calculations based on wave data [e.g., Meredith
et al., 2003] or on very small numbers of event-based coincident conjugate observations between satellites
or ground-based stations [e.g., Miyoshi et al., 2008; Clilverd et al., 2015]. Ground-based observations benefit
from near-constant measurements of wave data from multiple magnetometer chains worldwide; however,
observations of precipitation, if they exist at all, are typically limited to model-derived values based on
ionization of the upper atmosphere, which makes large-scale analysis difficult.
To date, there exist only limited observational studies investigating EMIC-driven electron precipitation. Wave
data from the CRRES satellite has been used in several large-scale studies to calculate the theoretical electron
precipitation energies, though these studies lack any actual precipitation measurements [e.g., Meredith et al.,
2003; Ukhorskiy et al., 2010; Chen et al., 2011; Kersten et al., 2014]. A number of case studies have been published
using direct observations of electron precipitation, though without corresponding wave measurements
[e.g., Bortnik et al., 2006; Millan et al., 2002, 2007]. More recently, an increase in the number of ground-based
stations capable of detecting EMIC waves as well as the launch of the Van Allen Probes has seen a number
of case studies published combining both wave and electron precipitation measurements [e.g., Miyoshi et al.,
2008; Rodger et al., 2008; Li et al., 2014; Clilverd et al., 2015; Usanova et al., 2014]. Due to the experimental lim-
itations of these studies, however, it is difficult to draw wholesale conclusions on EMIC wave precipitation
characteristics.
A study by Carson et al. [2013] sought to overcome the limitations based on the lack of EMIC precipitation
data by creating a database of EMIC wave events based on observations of precipitation itself. The key to this
database was an EMIC-driven precipitation signature identified in Polar Operational Environmental Satellite
(POES) Medium Energy Proton and Electron Detector (MEPED) data (data described in detail in section 2.1) by
Sandanger et al. [2007, 2009]. Based on the fact that EMIC waves are potentially able to scatter both energetic
protons and relativistic electrons into the loss cone, it was suggested that the presence of short-lived precip-
itation spikes in the POES 30–80 keV proton and >800 keV electron loss cone data should be indicative of
EMIC wave activity capable of influencing the radiation belts.
Carson et al. [2013] examined 12 years of POES MEPED data (1998–2012) from the six POES spacecraft avail-
able at the time (NOAA-15 through -19 and METOP-02). These authors developed an algorithm for finding
the precipitation events with the expected EMIC signature, following on from the Sandanger et al. [2007,
2009] reports. Carson et al. [2013] found 2331 wave-driven precipitation events. In the current study we have
extended the observational period of the database to the end of 2014 and included data from the METOP-01
satellite, which was launched in 2012. The updated database now contains 3337 POES-detected prospective
EMIC-driven precipitation events.
It is important to note that this database is not intended to be an exhaustive survey of POES-observed EMIC
precipitation events, as there are several aspects that limit the effectiveness of the detection algorithm. The
main limiting factor is the checks put in place to prevent false-positive detections—for this algorithm, a high
specificity was favored over a high sensitivity. As a result, there are many potential events which are ignored
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due to being too close to the instrument noise floor, having excessive background flux, or other such prob-
lems. It is often possible to identify by eye events that were missed by the Carson et al. [2013] detection
algorithm, but this process is obviously far too labor intensive to consider for the POES data set in its entirety.
This database also does not consider the possibility of EMIC-driven electron precipitation that occurs entirely
below 800 keV. Any such events could potentially be detected using the MEPED >300 keV electron detector;
however, contamination issues (described in section 2.1) significantly complicate this approach.
One of the main issues with using POES electron precipitation observations as a proxy for EMIC wave detection
[Sandanger et al., 2007, 2009; Carson et al., 2013; Wang et al., 2014] is the lack of any supporting wave mea-
surements. The POES satellites do not carry any instruments capable of directly detecting EMIC wave activity,
which makes it impossible to state conclusively that the observed precipitation is actually due to EMIC waves
rather than some other driver. The ability to detect EMIC waves does exist on other satellites, for instance, the
Van Allen probes; however, conjunctions between these satellites and the POES satellites are typically very
rare. This makes it very difficult to investigate the validity of the EMIC precipitation database as a whole in
situ. One recently reported example of such a conjunction supports the contention that the POES precipita-
tion events reported by the Carson et al. [2013] algorithm are indeed produced by EMIC waves [Rodger et al.,
2015]. In that study a POES-reported precipitation trigger occurred within seconds of RBSP-A observing the
start of an EMIC wave event, with POES located very near the base of the field line which passed through the
Van Allen Probe.
Previous studies have shown that it is possible to observe EMIC waves and their resulting precipitation from
the ground [e.g., Rodger et al., 2008; Clilverd et al., 2015]. As an initial step in this study, we will imitate this
analysis for a 10 h period of EMIC activity that corresponds to a POES-detected EMIC event in the updated
Carson et al. [2013] database. We show that for this event, there is a clear link between the POES-observed par-
ticle precipitation and EMIC waves observed on the ground. We then apply a similar analysis to the updated
Carson et al. [2013] database as a whole, finding that a significant portion of the database events correspond
with ground-based observations of EMIC waves. Finally, we provide observations from several additional mag-
netometers to emphasize the link between the POES-observed precipitation and the ground-based wave
observations. These results all provide significant confidence that the POES-detected precipitation events are
driven by EMIC waves.
2. Instrument Description
In this study we have made use of a number of ground- and satellite-based instruments to understand the
link between EMIC waves and the resulting electron precipitation. These are outlined below.
2.1. POES MEPED Instrument
We use data from the Polar Operational Environmental Satellite (POES) constellation, a set of meteorologi-
cal satellites in polar orbit at an altitude of ∼800–850 km around the Earth. Specifically, we use the Medium
Energy Proton and Electron Detector (MEPED) instrument from the second generation Space Environment
Monitor (SEM-2) instrument suite. The MEPED instrument measures radiation belt electron and proton fluxes
by way of four directional telescopes, two for electrons, and two for protons. These telescopes are aligned
orthogonally, such that one of each of the electron and proton telescope pairs points radially outward along
the Earth-to-satellite vector (the 0∘ detectors), while the other two telescopes point perpendicularly to these,
antiparallel to the velocity vector of the satellite (the 90∘ detectors). These two channels approximately mea-
sure loss cone and trapped particles, respectively, though this is complicated at equatorial latitudes and near
the South Atlantic Magnetic Anomaly [Rodger et al., 2010a, 2010b].
Each of the directional electron telescopes measures electron flux across three different energy ranges:
>30 keV, >100 keV, and >300 keV. These energy channels are referred to as the E1, E2, and E3 channels,
respectively. The proton telescopes are similarly split into six different energy channels: 30–80 keV,
80–250 keV, 250–800 keV, 800–2500 keV, 2500–6900 keV, and >6900 keV. These channels are numbered P1
through P6, respectively.
Both the electron and the proton telescopes contain shielding to prevent cross contamination from occurring.
In practice, however, some cross contamination still occurs. In other words, electrons above a certain energy
are able to penetrate the proton detector shielding and vice versa. The exact energies at which contamination
begins are not fixed, as it largely depends on the intensity of the incident flux. Roughly, the proton channels
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Figure 1. MLT versus L shell distributions of the POES satellites, for 1< L < 10. For each satellite, the location of each recorded data point is binned according
to its MLT and L shell, highlighting the favored MLT regions of each satellite. (bottom right) The combined location for the observations made by of all seven
POES satellites is also shown. For each plot, L shell increases radially outward from the center, while MLT increases in a counterclockwise direction with magnetic
midnight at the bottom and magnetic noon at the top.
start being contaminated by electrons with energies above ∼500 keV, while the electron channels are con-
taminated by protons with energies above ∼100 keV. This contamination is particularly noticeable in the P6
proton detector, which was intended to measure high-energy protons. In the absence of high-energy protons,
the P6 detector responds very strongly to relativistic electrons, allowing it to act as a fourth electron detector.
A detailed description of the POES satellites and their instruments can be found in Evans and Greer [2000].
A full quantitative analysis of the POES MEPED contamination can be found in Yando et al. [2011].
Each of the POES satellites has two preferred MLT regions, where they spend the majority of their time in orbit;
this is a direct consequence of the Sun-synchronous polar orbit that each satellite is in. The MLT range sampled
by each of the POES satellites is shown in Figure 1, as well as the combined MLT sampling for the combination
of all of the satellites. During their operational lifetimes, many of the POES spacecraft have experienced some
level of MLT drift [Sandanger et al., 2015], which is seen as a slight “smearing” of the data in Figure 1. This is
particularly noticeable in the NOAA-16 satellite, which experienced severe drift in the later years of its oper-
ational lifetime. The MLT range of the combined POES satellite constellation (Figure 1 (bottom right)) shows
significant coverage with measurements made over almost all L shells and MLT and only slightly reduced
coverage for low L shells (i.e., L<2) at 12 MLT. This broad coverage allows us to sample the entire MLT range in
which precipitation might occur, making the POES satellites ideal for investigating particle fluxes within the
radiation belts.
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2.2. Ground-based Magnetometers
In addition to the POES satellite data, we also use data from several ground-based search coil magnetometers
(SCM). Data are available from magnetometers operated by different institutions in various locations around
the world that give broad coverage of the Pc1–Pc2 frequency range. In this study, we focus primarily on
data from the Halley SCM, located at the British Antarctic Survey Halley station in Antarctica (75.6∘S, 26.2∘W;
L = 4.7). In addition to this, we also use data from a north-south chain of SCMs operated by the Sodankylä
Geophysical Observatory (SGO) in Finland, the Canadian Array for Realtime Investigations of Magnetic Activity
(CARISMA) chain of SCMs in Canada [Mann et al., 2008], and a magnetometer in Athabasca, Canada, run by
the Institute of Space-Earth Environmental Research at Nagoya University, Japan.
2.3. AARDDVARK
The Antarctic-Arctic Radiation-belt (Dynamic) Deposition-VLF Atmospheric Research Konsortium
(AARDDVARK) is a global network of very low frequency (VLF) wave receivers that continuously monitor
high-power, fixed-frequency VLF transmitters [Clilverd et al., 2009]. The amplitude and phase of the VLF sig-
nal from these transmitters is highly sensitive to perturbations in the conductivity at the lower boundary
of the ionosphere, which alter the Earth-Ionosphere waveguide through which the VLF waves propagate
(70–85 km). A major source of these ionospheric perturbations is electron precipitation; identifying and
modeling these changes to the received signal make it possible to identify and quantify the source of the
precipitation [Rodger et al., 2012]. In this study we use data from two AARDDVARK stations: Halley, Antarctica,
and Edmonton, Canada (53.4∘N, 113.0∘W; L = 4.2).
2.4. Riometers
Finally, we also use data from the 30 MHz riometer located at Halley, Antarctica, and from the SGO chain of
riometers in Finland. Riometers observe the relative opacity of the ionosphere by monitoring galactic radio
noise passing through the ionosphere. Riometers are sensitive to changes in the ionization of the ionosphere,
for instance, due to electron precipitation. Increased ionization will increase the absorption of the incident
radio noise, which can be modeled to quantify the precipitation source [Little and Leinbach, 1959]. Unlike
the AARDDVARK network, which is sensitive to ionospheric changes over a long path between transmitter
and receiver, riometers are sensitive to ionospheric changes in a relatively small region overhead. This makes
riometers useful for detecting local precipitation regions.
3. Case Study—13/14 August 2013
On 13 August 2013 at 18:01:12 UT, the Carson et al. [2013] algorithm detected concurrent spikes in the POES
METOP-02 P1 and P6 loss cone data consistent with EMIC wave-driven precipitation. Closer examination of the
data from each satellite showed 11 additional precipitation spikes consistent with EMIC-driven precipitation
that did not produce triggers in the detection algorithm, primarily due to large amounts of background noise
in the MEPED P1 channel. These detections occurred between 17:00 and 03:00 UT and spanned roughly a
150∘ longitudinal region. The L shell of each event was confined to 4 < L < 5, i.e., close to the typical L shell of
the plasmapause under nondisturbed geomagnetic conditions. The geographic location of each of these 12
detections, traced down the International Geomagnetic Reference Field (IGRF) line to an altitude of 110 km,
is shown on the world map in Figure 2 as a green diamond. The IGRF conjugate locations of each event are
shown as an hollow diamond. A full list of these detections and their locations is given in Table 1a.
When the geographic longitudes of the POES-detected precipitation spikes are plotted against the time of
their detection, as shown in Figure 3a, there is a clear essentially constant longitudinal drift with respect to
UT. The red line fitted to the points in Figure 3a represents the best fit for the drift rate of the precipitation
source, with a slope of (15.0± 0.6)∘/h. The locations of each of the POES-observed precipitation spikes in MLT
are shown in Figure 3b. The red line represents the best fit for the MLT drift rate of the precipitation source,
with a slope of (0.06 ± 0.07) MLT/h. The best fit is not significantly different from a slope of zero, indicating a
source region that is static in MLT. These observations are consistent with a long-lived region of electron pre-
cipitation at a constant ∼20–21 MLT, located close to the plasmapause, and with the expected characteristics
of EMIC-driven precipitation.
Around the time that the precipitation spikes were observed in POES, clear EMIC wave signatures were
observed in each of the Rovaniemi (66.8∘N, 25.9∘E; L = 5.1), Halley, and Pinawa (50.2∘ N, 96.0∘W; L = 4.0)
magnetometers. The locations of these magnetometers are shown as yellow stars in Figure 2, and a full list
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Figure 2. Map of the geographic locations of each detection of the 13 August 2013 EMIC-induced precipitation region.
Red circles indicate riometer locations, yellow stars indicate search coil magnetometer locations, solid green diamonds
indicate POES satellite relativistic electron precipitation locations, hollow green diamonds indicate the POES IGRF
magnetic conjugate locations, light blue squares indicate VLF transmitters, and dark blue squares indicate AARDDVARK
VLF receivers. The red lines indicate the great circle paths between the VLF transmitters and the AARDDVARK stations.
The POES satellite locations are calculated by tracing down the IGRF field line to an altitude of 110 km. L shell contours
from 3–6 are superimposed on the map.
of these detections is given in Table 1d. Several additional magnetometers from the SGO and CARISMA mag-
netometer chains also observed EMIC waves during the event, though with weaker power spectral density
signatures.
The wave data from each of the three magnetometers named above are shown in Figure 4. Each of the three
stations shows a clear rising tone EMIC wave, termed an IPDP (intervals of pulsations of diminishing periods)
EMIC wave [Troitskaya, 1961], during the event period. Overlaid on the data from each magnetometer is a solid
line, indicating the time in UT when the station is located at 20.5 MLT, as well as two dotted lines on either
side of the solid line, indicating 1 h MLT either side. In each station, the observed wave occurs close to this
MLT region, showing a clear relation between the POES-observed precipitation and the SCM observed waves.
Data from the SCM located at Athabasca, Canada, situated about 20∘ west of Pinawa, were also checked for
EMIC wave activity; however, none was observed within the specified MLT region. This is consistent with the
POES-defined precipitation region, which extends no further westward than the Pinawa magnetometer, as
seen in Figure 1.
Table 1a. POES Precipitation Observationsa
Time (UT) Satellite L Shell MLT Latitude (N) Longitude (N)
2013/08/13 17:14:30 METOP-01 4.7 20.6 66.0 46.3
2013/08/13 18:01:12 METOP-02 5.0 20.5 66.5 33.6
2013/08/13 20:01:18 METOP-01 5.0 20.9 −62.4 42.8
2013/08/13 20:47:06 METOP-02 5.1 20.7 64.1 347.6
2013/08/13 21:22:44 METOP-02 4.7 20.9 62.8 345.0
2013/08/13 21:41:26 METOP-01 4.8 21.0 −67.1 20.54
2013/08/13 21:51:55 NOAA-16 4.8 20.5 61.4 332.1
2013/08/13 22:27:16 METOP-02 4.9 21.0 −69.9 10.6
2013/08/14 00:55:17 NOAA-15 5.0 19.7 51.0 283.1
2013/08/14 01:13:55 NOAA-16 4.8 20.5 53.5 286.0
2013/08/14 02:38:35 NOAA-15 4.5 19.8 52.0 265.5
2013/08/14 02:55:19 NOAA-16 4.5 20.4 52.6 261.8
aDetailed POES observations for the 13–14 August EMIC event. The satellite locations were determined by tracing
down the IGRF field line to an altitude of 110 km.
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Table 1b. Magnetometer Wave Observationsa
Time Start (UT) Time End (UT) Location L Shell MLT Latitude Longitude
2013/08/13 17:30 2013/08/13 18:00 Rovaniemi 5.1 20.4–20.9 66.8 25.9
2013/08/13 22:15 2013/08/13 22:45 Halley 4.7 19.5–20.0 −75.6 333.8
2013/08/14 02:50 2013/08/14 03:10 Pinawa 4.1 20.2–20.5 50.2 264.0
aDetailed magnetometer observations for the 13 - 14 August EMIC event.
These wave observations suggest that IPDP are being repeatedly triggered in a single MLT region at different
UT, which are then seen by each station as they arrive at that MLT. This clearly ties the observed IPDP with the
POES-observed electron precipitation regions, also seen within a single MLT region.
At the same time as their respective SCM instruments observed EMIC waves, such as that shown for Halley
in Figure 5a, riometers at both the Rovaniemi and Halley stations showed sudden increases in absorption of
1.1 dB and 0.4 dB, respectively, indicative of energetic electron precipitation into the ionosphere above the
instruments. Given the close temporal and spatial proximity of the wave and precipitation observations at
each station, it follows that the precipitation observed in the riometers is most likely due to EMIC wave-driven
electron scattering. The absorption data for the Halley riometer are shown in Figure 5b. The locations of these
riometers are shown as red circles in Figure 2, and a full list of the riometer detections is given in Table 1c.
Concurrently with the riometer and SCM observations, the Halley AARDDVARK VLF receiver monitoring the
Hawaii-based VLF transmitter (21.420∘N, 158.2∘W, 21.4 kHz, callsign NPM) observed a sudden decrease in
the received amplitude of the VLF wave of about 8.2 dB. The amplitude data for the NPM VLF transmitter
as seen from Halley is shown in Figure 5c (blue line), with an approximate quiet day curve shown by the
red dashed line. Such a change in the VLF signal is indicative of electron precipitation somewhere along the
transmitter-receiver path; the relatively small time difference between the Halley riometer and AARDDVARK
observed precipitation suggests that the precipitation occurred relatively close to Halley, but along the VLF
path to the west of the station.
As well as the Halley VLF receiver, the AARDDVARK VLF receiver located in Edmonton, Canada, also observed
a sudden decrease of about 6.4 dB in received amplitude of the VLF signal from the Maine, USA, based trans-
mitter (44.6∘N, 67.3∘W, 24.0 kHz, callsign NAA). The timing of this drop in amplitude is consistent with the
POES-observed precipitation observed near the Pinawa magnetometer. The timing also agrees with the EMIC
wave observed at Pinawa, which suggests that the precipitation observed along the Edmonton-NAA path
likely occurred close to the Pinawa station. It is very likely that the precipitation observed by both the Halley
and the Edmonton VLF receivers was due to electrons scattered by the EMIC waves detected by the nearby
magnetometers. The locations of these VLF transmitters and receivers are shown as dark blue and light
blue squares, respectively, in Figure 2, with red lines indicating the great circle path between them. A full
description of both VLF detections is given in Table 1d.
4. Database Analysis
The Carson et al. [2013] database provides a useful source of potential EMIC-driven precipitation events for
study; however, there remains a lingering question as to whether the majority of the events are caused by
EMIC waves. Case studies such as that in the previous section show that at least some of the events in the
database do correspond to actual EMIC wave events, but they say nothing of the credibility of the database
as a whole. In this section we present the results of a comparison between the updated Carson et al. [2013]
database and data from the Halley search coil magnetometer, showing that a significant proportion of the
POES-detected precipitation events correspond with actual EMIC wave observations on the ground.
Table 1c. Riometer Precipitation Observationsa
Time Start (UT) Time End (UT) Location L Shell MLT Peak ΔAbsorption (dB)
2013/08/13 17:10 2013/08/13 18:10 Rovaniemi 5.1 20.1–21.1 1.1
2013/08/13 22:40 2013/08/13 22:55 Halley 4.7 20.0–20.2 0.4
aDetailed riometer observations for the 13 - 14 August EMIC event. Station locations are the same as the relevant
locations in Table 1b.
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Table 1d. AARDDVARK Precipitation Observationsa
Time Start (UT) Time End (UT) Location L Shell MLT Peak ΔAmplitude (dB)
2013/08/13 22:25 2013/08/13 22:55 Halley 4.7 19.6–20.2 −8.2
2013/08/14 02:50 2013/08/14 03:10 Edmonton 4.1 20.2–20.5 −6.4
aDetailed AARDDVARK observations for the 13 - 14 August EMIC event. The precipitation sources occur somewhere
along the path between the VLF transmitter and AARDDVARK receiver; without further modeling it is not possible to
determine the exact location. For the Halley AARDDVARK receiver, the slight offset from the riometer detection in Table 1c
suggests the precipitation occurred slightly east of the receiver. For the Edmonton receiver, the overlap with the Pinawa
magnetometer suggests the precipitation occurred directly over Pinawa.
4.1. SCM Wave Observations
The updated Carson et al. [2013] event database consists of 3337 precipitation events detected between 1998
and 2014 inclusive. The Halley search coil magnetometer first started recording Pc1–Pc2 wave data in 2005,
though since then it has had a few significant lapses in coverage. The main such lapse occurred in 2014,
when a major electrical outage suspended all science operations at Halley for 4 months. There are also several
occasions when data from the station exist but are unusable due to calibration or other issues. In total, usable
Halley SCM data exist for 1915 of the 3337 POES-reported precipitation events (57%).
We want to test whether EMIC wave activity at Halley coincides with the POES-observed precipitation triggers.
The case study presented in section 3 shows that there is the potential for significant longitudinal separation
between a magnetometer EMIC signature and a POES precipitation trigger. Establishing the link between
such widely separated observations without any intermediate wave or trigger detections is difficult, however.
To avoid this issue, we restrict ourselves to only POES precipitation triggers that occur within ±15∘ longitude
of the Halley station, the equivalent of approximately ±1 h MLT. Due to the aggressive removal of the South
Atlantic Magnetic Anomaly (SAMA) region by Carson et al. [2013] and the unfortunate location of the Halley
Figure 3. (a) The geographic longitude of the POES satellite-detected EMIC wave-driven electron precipitation spikes
against the UT time of their detection. The longitude of the satellite is calculated by tracing the IGRF field line down
from the satellite to an altitude of 110 km. These points are fitted with a linear fit, showing the longitudinal drift
of the precipitation region. This line indicates a drift of approximately 15∘/h. (b) The MLT location of the POES
satellite-detected EMIC wave-driven electron precipitation spikes against the UT time of their detection. The y scale of
this plot corresponds to the longitudinal range of the plot in Figure 3a. From this it is clear that detected precipitation
spikes are approximately constant in MLT.
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Figure 4. Search coil magnetometer data from the (a) Rovaniemi, (b) Halley, and (c) Pinawa magnetometers for the
period 2013/08/13 15:00 UT to 2013/08/14 06:00 UT. The solid white lines superposed on these plots indicate the local
time at each site that corresponds to 20:30 MLT, while the dashed white lines indicate 1 h MLT on either side. The wave
power measured at each magnetometer is plotted in dB relative to an (different) arbitrary reference. Figures 4b and 4c
show the x component of the SCM data, while Figure 4a shows the z component to avoid noisy data. In each case, the
EMIC signature is clearly visible in each magnetic component.
station within this removed region, we can only consider triggers in the Northern Hemisphere, around the
(IGRF) magnetic conjugate point of the Halley station (56.6∘ N, 304.4∘ E). We only include EMIC wave signatures
that occur within one POES half orbit of the POES trigger (roughly ±1 h in time).
Of the 1915 POES triggers for which there exists usable Halley SCM data, 998 of these occur in the Northern
Hemisphere, of which 131 occur within ±15∘ longitude of the Halley magnetic conjugate point. The Carson
et al. [2013] algorithm does not filter for multiple detections of the same precipitation event across the differ-
ent POES satellites, so it is possible for a single electron precipitation event to be represented multiple times
in the precipitation trigger database. Of the 131 near-Halley triggers, there were 125 unique precipitation
Figure 5. Observations of the 13 August 2013 EMIC wave precipitation event viewed from Halley. (a) The x component
of the search coil magnetometer wave power measured at Halley, plotted in dB relative to an arbitrary reference, with a
rising tone signature clearly visible from 22:30 to 22:50. (b) The Halley riometer absorption data for the event time as a
solid blue line, with a dashed red line indicating the approximate quiet day curve of the riometer. (c) Amplitude data of
the NPM VLF transmitter located in Hawaii, USA, as logged by the Halley AARDDVARK instrument. The blue line indicates
the amplitude of the signal, while the red dotted line indicates an approximate quiet day curve for the data.
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events. For each of these 125 unique events, we examined the Halley SCM data for evidence of EMIC wave
activity around the time of the POES-detected precipitation.
Investigation of the Halley SCM data was carried out manually. For each event, the SCM data were examined
for evidence of EMIC wave activity, namely, distinct bursts of wave power in the Pc1–Pc2 frequency range.
Instances of wave power across a wide range of frequencies with no observable lower limit within the resolu-
tion of the instrument were dismissed as broadband noise and were not counted as EMIC waves. EMIC waves
that exhibited a clear rising tone structure (i.e., increasing in frequency with time) were counted as IPDP-type
EMIC waves. In total, 81 of the 125 unique precipitation events (64.8%) coincided with an EMIC wave observed
in the Halley SCM. Around 63% of these waves were rising tone IPDP waves.
4.2. Detection Algorithm Effectiveness
In order to determine the ability of the Carson et al. [2013] algorithm to detect EMIC wave-driven precipitation,
it is necessary to establish how often the POES-observed precipitation spikes coincide with ground-based
SCM detections of EMIC waves. The above analysis based on waves observed at Halley suggests that at
least 60% of the POES precipitation triggers detected by the algorithm correspond with waves on the
ground. However, this still leaves the matter of the remaining 40% of events. Determining whether these
“nondetections” are simply cases where the waves did not reach the Halley magnetometer or are false
detections by the algorithm is important to confirming the validity of the database as a whole.
In our longitudinally restricted comparison of the POES and Halley data sets, we did not take into account
the latitudinal separation of the POES satellite from Halley at the time of the POES trigger. Ducting within the
Earth-ionosphere waveguide means that EMIC waves that reach the ground can be detected over a range of
L shells, though the extent of this ducting is complicated. Unsurprisingly, POES triggers that have a greater
latitudinal separation from Halley are less likely to have associated EMIC wave observations from the Halley
station SCM. If we restrict our analysis to events that occur within ΔL < 1 of the Halley magnetometer, the
number of successful detections becomes 65 out of 77 events (84.4%); at ΔL < 0.5 it becomes 37 out of 41
events (90.2%). This study confirms that a very high proportion of the POES triggers are associated with EMIC
waves when the satellites are directly overhead of the Halley conjugate point.
The nondetection of EMIC waves from ground-based instruments, when they are known to be occurring
from simultaneous space-based observations, has been reported previously. This may be due to ionospheric
attenuation or absorption/reflection of the incident waves [Engebretson et al., 2008]. Therefore, the absence
of ground-based wave observations for the POES precipitation triggers does not necessarily indicate a false
detection in the trigger data. Without further data though, for instance, in situ wave observations, it is not
possible to determine whether the EMIC waves do not exist, that is, to say the POES trigger is a false detection,
or if the EMIC waves are simply not reaching the ground.
4.3. Broader Database Analysis
EMIC source regions are often long-lived, as the case study presented earlier in this study shows. These
long-lived source regions manifest in the data as multiple closely spaced POES precipitation triggers and SCM
wave observations. In our example, the EMIC source region was constant in MLT, which resulted in a constant
westward longitudinal drift of the EMIC source region footprint at a rate of ∼15∘/h. Other previously pub-
lished case studies have shown EMIC source regions that drift more rapidly in MLT, for instance, Clilverd et al.
[2015] presented an example of an EMIC source region that crossed ∼8.5 h of MLT in about 1.5 h (equivalent
to a ∼85∘/h westward longitudinal drift rate).
In the previous sections, we considered POES that occurred within ±15∘ longitude of Halley, to maintain a
strong causal link between the triggers and any observed EMIC waves in the Halley SCM data. We examined
SCM data within ±1 h of the POES trigger, which corresponds roughly to the period of a single POES half
orbit. If we maintain this time restriction but allow a source region that drifts in MLT, we can consider POES
triggers that occurred further away in longitude from Halley. Using the drift rates seen in the Clilverd et al.
[2015] case study as an upper limit on source region drift rates, we are able to consider POES triggers that
occurred up to ±90∘ in longitude away from Halley. EMIC waves seen at Halley within ±1 h of these triggers
can still conceivably be causally linked to the POES triggers, though obviously the link becomes more tenuous
at greater longitudinal separation from Halley.
Using this new longitude range we have a further 408 POES triggers, in addition to the 131 near-Halley triggers
investigated previously. We restrict ourselves to Northern Hemisphere triggers for consistency and to avoid
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Figure 6. (a) Comparison of the EMIC wave detection success rate at Halley of the Carson et al. [2013] POES triggers,
shown in blue, compared to triggers chosen to be independent of any precipitation spikes, shown in red. Triggers are
binned by absolute longitudinal distance from Halley. (b) As above but with the Athabasca magnetometer.
any potential issues due to the SAMA region. For each of these new POES triggers we consider the Halley data,
taking into account potential drift of the source region, again looking for EMIC waves that occur within an
hour of the POES trigger. Due to the westward drift of the EMIC source regions, for events located eastward
of Halley only SCM data recorded after the trigger time was considered, while for events westward of Halley
data recorded before the trigger time was investigated. For each event, the longitudinal distance of the POES
trigger from Halley was used to calculate the time lag expected between the POES trigger and any Halley EMIC
observations—waves observed outside of this lag window were discounted. As before, there are instances
where multiple POES satellites detected a given precipitation event. With these accounted for, there were 393
unique POES triggers observed.
In total, 167 of the 393 unique POES triggers coincided with EMIC wave observations at Halley. Unsurprisingly,
the number of coincident observations between POES and Halley drops off as the longitudinal distance from
Halley increases, reaching a success rate of around 25% at ±90∘ longitude from Halley. 43% of these EMIC
waves observed at Halley were rising tone IPDP waves.
The question remains how many of these successful observations might be coincidental unrelated POES trig-
gers and EMIC waves. To investigate the chances of a random trigger unrelated to any real precipitation spikes
coinciding with an EMIC wave at Halley we generated a set of triggers independent of any POES precipita-
tion triggers that mimicked the longitude and MLT distributions of the real triggers. We repeated the process
of checking Halley for EMIC waves around these times. There is little variation in the success rate based on
the distance of the random events from Halley, with an average success rate of ∼18%. A comparison of the
database triggers compared to the nonprecipitation triggers is shown in Figure 6. Only 23% of these random
triggers corresponded with IPDP-type EMIC waves.
There is little difference between the success rate of the randomly chosen triggers and the real triggers that
occur at a distance of 75–90∘ longitude from Halley, suggesting that any true POES-Halley conjunctions
observed at this large longitudinal separation from Halley cannot reliably be distinguished from random coin-
cidental conjunctions. For POES triggers closer to Halley, there is a significantly increased chance above the
background of observing a coincident EMIC wave at Halley.
4.4. Wave Bands
To identify the significance of the EMIC waves associated with the triggers produced by the Carson et al. [2013]
algorithm, it is important to know which ion band the waves occur in. Previously published results have sug-
gested that helium band EMIC waves are more likely to drive the precipitation of <2 MeV electrons than
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hydrogen band EMIC [Meredith et al., 2014]. The band that each of the waves is categorized into will therefore
determine the relevance of the POES-detected EMIC activity to radiation belt dynamics.
The precipitation spikes in the POES data are very narrowly defined in IGRF L with each event typically occur-
ring across an L shell range of around 0.3 L, consistent with previously published case studies, e.g., Mann et al.
[2014]. We are therefore able to use the L shell location of the POES-observed precipitation spikes to calculate
the ion gyrofrequencies at the IGRF-determined geomagnetic equator for the POES trigger locations. The IGRF
magnetic field at the geomagnetic equator was calculated for each event using the International Radiation
Belt Environment Modeling library (IRBEM-LIB) [Boscher et al., 2015]. By comparing the calculated gyrofre-
quencies to the frequency ranges of the associated EMIC waves observed at Halley, we are able to determine
the ion band of each wave.
Though the database is likely to include waves from each of the hydrogen, helium, and oxygen wave bands,
we categorize the waves as being either hydrogen band or helium/oxygen band. The helium and oxygen
wave bands are separated by the oxygen gyrofrequency; however, this separation is only with the presence
of oxygen at the wave generation region. In the absence of oxygen density data, it is not possible to make the
distinction between the two bands.
Of the 81 unique precipitation-causing EMIC waves observed at Halley linked to POES triggers, all but one
occurred at frequencies below the POES-calculated helium gyrofrequency. Of the 167 coincident events in
the broader analysis, 21 (∼13%) occurred within the hydrogen band, while the rest occurred in the helium/
oxygen bands.
The lack of any significant population of hydrogen band EMIC waves in those observed at Halley contrasts with
previously published studies on EMIC occurrence, which show hydrogen band EMIC occurrence rates relative
to other bands significantly greater than we have observed [Saikin et al., 2015]. The absence of hydrogen band
EMIC on the ground has been noted previously; for instance, in the case study published by Usanova et al.
[2008], hydrogen and helium band EMIC waves were observed simultaneously in space via the Time History of
Events and Macroscale Interactions during Substorms (THEMIS) satellite, but only the lower frequency helium
band EMIC was observed in ground-based magnetometer data.
5. Additional Results
The conclusions from the Halley magnetometer represent only the EMIC wave behavior at a single location
and do not discount the possibility of an isolated result. In this section we briefly present the results of identi-
cal studies carried out at the Athabasca ground-based magnetometer, as well as several magnetometers from
the CARISMA magnetometer chain, and show that the conclusions are largely the same, regardless of the mag-
netometer used. As with the Halley magnetometer data, all investigations of these addition magnetometers
were carried out manually.
5.1. Athabasca Magnetometer
We carried out the same investigation described in section 4 on the data from the Athabasca SCM, which pro-
vides ongoing measurements from 7 September 2005. As with the Halley magnetometer, we at first restrict
our analysis to POES triggers that occur within ±15∘ longitude of the Athabasca SCM. The Athabasca magne-
tometer is far enough west in longitude that the SAMA region is not an issue, so we also include events from
the Southern Hemisphere in our analysis, using the IGRF-determined magnetic conjugate point of Athabasca
as the focal point. This filtering leaves us with 186 unique POES triggers, 107 of which (57.5%) occurred within
±1 hr of EMIC waves observed at Athabasca. Further restricting these events based on their L shell separation
from Athabasca increases the success rate of the detection algorithm: 87/130 (66.9%) of the events occurred
forΔL < 1, while 54/67 (80.6%) of the events occurred forΔL< 0.5. Around 43% of the waves were IPDP waves,
though there significant difference between the hemispheres (53% IPDP for triggers in the Northern Hemi-
sphere versus 36% IPDP in the Southern Hemisphere).
We also extend the analysis to include the possibility of drifting EMIC source regions, as in section 4.3, exam-
ining POES triggers that occur within ±90∘ of Athabasca, in both the Northern and Southern Hemispheres. In
this longitudinal range, we find 929 unique POES triggers. The 280 (30.1%) of these triggers coincided with
EMIC waves observed at the Athabasca SCM, roughly 37% of which were IPDP (though again, there is a signifi-
cant difference between the hemispheres, with 48% IPDP in the Northern Hemisphere versus 26% IPDP in the
Southern Hemisphere). As with the Halley data, we calculate the chance that a randomly chosen POES trigger
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will coincide with an EMIC wave observed in the Athabasca SCM data, with a success rate of ∼8% across all
longitudinal ranges. At distances of 75–90∘ from Athabasca, the success rate of the true triggers approaches
that of the random triggers. The results of this analysis are shown in Figure 6b. Only 21% of these random
triggers were IPDP-type EMIC waves.
Finally, we classify each of the observed EMIC waves as being either hydrogen band or helium/oxygen band
EMIC. Of the 107 wave events with POES triggers <15∘ latitude from Athabasca, only 8 (7%) occurred in the
hydrogen wave band. Of the 280 events observed in the broader analysis, 64 (23%) occurred in the hydro-
gen wave band. Interestingly, the hydrogen band waves were observed disproportionately in the Southern
Hemisphere: 30% of Southern Hemisphere events occurring in the hydrogen band, compared to only 16% of
Northern Hemisphere events.
5.2. CARISMA Magnetometer Chain
The CARISMA chain of magnetometers allows us to investigate the POES triggers from multiple different lati-
tudes along the same longitude, allowing us to determine latitudinal differences in EMIC detection. We use the
magnetometers located at Fort Churchill (FCHU), Island Lake (ISLL), and Pinawa (PINA), each of which house
both fluxgate and search coil magnetometers; for this study we used both types of data.
As before, we investigated Northern Hemisphere POES triggers that occurred within ±15∘ longitude of the
magnetometers—the southern conjugate points of the CARISMA magnetometers have significant overlap
with the SAMA region defined by Carson et al. [2013], so we do not consider the Southern Hemisphere for
these magnetometers. For the FCHU, ISLL, and PINA magnetometers, respectively, we found 35/83 (42.2%),
49/89 (55.1%), and 40/85 (47.1%) unique wave/trigger conjugations, with 20%, 43%, and 63%, respectively,
being IPDP EMIC waves. Extending the investigation out to include drifting source regions, we found 115/454
(25.3%), 157/497 (31.6%), and 89/339 (26.3%) wave/trigger conjugations, with 2%, 36%, and 29%, respectively,
being IPDP EMIC waves. In the case of FCHU, only two of the observed EMIC waves were IPDP, suggesting a
definite bias against IPDP waves at this magnetometer.
The CARISMA magnetometers show similar wave band compositions to the Halley and Athabasca
magnetometers. At FCHU, only one of the events within ±15∘ latitude fell into the hydrogen wave band; in
the broader analysis, nine of the events (8%) were hydrogen band. At ISLL, there were three (6%) hydrogen
band waves within ±15∘ latitude and 16 (10%) in the broader analysis. At PINA, there were no hydrogen band
waves within ±15∘ latitude and 13 (15%) in the broader analysis.
6. Spatial Distribution of EMIC Waves
As was mentioned in section 1, there have been varied reports on the distribution of EMIC waves in MLT and
L space. Due to their fixed nature, using ground-based magnetometers to investigate the L shell distribu-
tion of EMIC waves is difficult. Generally, only waves that occur close to the magnetometers will be detected
(where the exact definition of “close” depends on a number of factors, including the strength of the wave
and the ionospheric conditions). No such difficulties exist with investigating MLT distributions, though as any
given magnetometer will sample all MLT sectors over the course of a day.
Using the combined observations from Halley, Athabasca, and the CARISMA magnetometers we find that
EMIC waves that coincide with a POES trigger are present across all MLT sectors. The waves show a clear pref-
erence for the afternoon and evening MLT sectors, peaking between 21 and 22 MLT. There is also a significant
population in the postmidnight to morning MLT sector. Splitting the observed EMIC waves into IPDP and
non-IPDP waves, we find that IPDP waves are confined almost entirely to the afternoon-evening sectors, i.e.,
from 15 to 22 MLT. The non-IPDP-type waves are less well confined, occurring across almost all MLT regions.
The distribution of all EMIC waves observed at all magnetometers is shown in Figure 7a, with the IPDP and
non-IPDP wave distributions shown in Figures 7b and 7c, respectively.
The EMIC waves observed at each magnetometer are confined to L shells relatively close to the mag-
netometers, reflecting the inability of the magnetometers to detect EMIC waves beyond a certain range.
The L shell distribution of the waves is centered around L = 5.1. Splitting the waves into IPDP and non-IPDP
waves again, we find that IPDP waves tend toward slightly lower L shells, with a median IPDP L shell of L = 4.8,
compared to the non-IPDP median L = 5.5. The IPDP waves also tend to be more tightly clustered around the
magnetometers, with 83% of IPDP waves occurring within±1 L shell of the magnetometers, compared to only
61% of the non-IPDP waves. The three CARISMA magnetometers also show a significant L shell dependence
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Figure 7. (a) Plot showing the distribution of all observed EMIC waves at all magnetometers, in L-MLT space. L shell is
shown from 0 to 10 increasing radially outward, while MLT is shown from 0 to 24 MLT, with magnetic midnight at the
6 o’clock position. (b) As in Figure 7a but showing only the IPDP-type EMIC wave events. (c) As in Figure 7a but only
showing the non-IPDP EMIC wave events.
of the IPDP waves, with the high L shell FCHU magnetometer observing very few IPDP waves, while the lower
L shell ISLL and PINA magnetometers observed much greater proportions of IPDP waves.
There are distinct differences between the distributions of the hydrogen band EMIC waves and the
helium/oxygen band EMIC waves. Only one of the observed hydrogen band waves occurred below L = 5.
The hydrogen band waves occurred across all MLT sectors, with a significant peak in the postmidnight
sector (1–4 MLT). By comparison, none of the helium/oxygen band EMIC waves occurred above L = 8,
with over 50% of the waves occurring at L < 5. Helium band waves also occurred across all MLT sectors, though
there was a significant occurrence peak in the evening sector (19–22 MLT).
7. Summary and Conclusions
From 17:00 UT on 13 August 2013 to 03:00 UT on 14 August 2013, several ground- and space-based
instruments observed, both directly and indirectly, evidence of EMIC wave activity. Over this 10 h period,
four of the seven POES satellites observed relativistic electron and low-energy proton precipitation
spikes consistent with EMIC wave-driven scattering. The locations of these spikes suggested an EMIC
source region that was static with respect to the magnetic field, centered around 20.5 MLT and L ∼ 4.8.
These observations were accompanied by ground-based observations of electron precipitation in AARD-
DVARK and riometer data, consistent with the locations of the POES-observed precipitation. Additionally,
several ground-based magnetometers observed rising tone EMIC waves that coincided with the timing and
location of the precipitation measurements, suggesting that the IPDP EMIC waves were the cause of the
precipitation.
The majority of the P6 electron precipitation spikes presented in this case study were detected manually,
rather than being detected by the Carson et al. [2013] detection algorithm. This is a side effect of the checks
put in place to prevent false-positive detections, described in the introduction to this paper. In this case study,
the majority of the manually detected spikes were not flagged by the detection algorithm due to large lev-
els of P1 proton flux, masking any potential P1 spikes from the detection algorithm. In the absence of other
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evidence, the manually detected P6 electron precipitation spikes would simply be high-energy electron
spikes, with no identifiable cause. However, the presence of a positive EMIC signature identified by the detec-
tion algorithm in such close proximity to the other P6 spikes, consistent with the observed EMIC wave activity,
is highly suggestive of a link between the electron precipitation and the EMIC wave activity.
This event is similar to an EMIC case study recently published by Clilverd et al. [2015], who showed similar
conjugate observations of IPDP EMIC waves and associated precipitation using SCM, AARDDVARK, riometer,
and POES instrumentation. The event investigated by Clilverd et al. [2015] was short-lived, lasting only∼3 h UT
and covering ∼50∘ longitude; however, it was also rapidly drifting, moving through ∼3 h MLT in this time. In
comparison, the case study presented in our study was longer-lived, with observations spanning over 10 h UT
and 140∘ longitude but static in MLT. This contrast highlights the broad range of forms that EMIC precipitation
events may take.
The case study presented here, as well as the case study by Clilverd et al. [2015], clearly shows the possibility
for conjugate observations of EMIC activity through POES-observed precipitation and ground-based SCM
wave signatures. To determine whether the link to EMIC wave activity seen in these case studies is true for
the Carson et al. [2013] POES precipitation triggers, in general, we carried out a study of SCM data from the
Halley, Antarctica station. SCM data from 2005 to 2014 was investigated, searching for signs of EMIC wave
activity around the times suggested by the updated Carson et al. [2013] precipitation trigger database. We
complemented this with similar studies using data from magnetometers located in Athabasca, Fort Churchill,
Island Lake, and Pinawa, all located in Canada.
Each of the magnetometers studied showed significant numbers of EMIC waves coincident with POES elec-
tron precipitation triggers. For POES triggers that occurred within ±15∘ longitude of each magnetometer,
including the magnetic conjugate points of the Halley and Athabasca magnetometers, we see successful
detection rates of between 50 and 65%, except for the FCHU magnetometer, which sees only 42%, likely due
to the high-latitude location of the magnetometer. Restricting the events further based on the L shell distance
of the POES triggers from the magnetometers, we see even greater increases in successful detection rates,
with the Halley magnetometer in particular detecting EMIC waves for 90% of the POES triggers that occur
within ±0.5L of the Halley Northern Hemisphere conjugate point. This suggests a very strong link between
the POES-detected precipitation spikes and EMIC wave activity.
When considering the possibility of a drifting source region in MLT, we see a consistent picture across all
of the magnetometers studied. For POES triggers that occur close to the magnetometers (or their magnetic
conjugate points) we see high rates of successful EMIC wave observation. As the longitudinal distance from
the magnetometer increases, this success rate drops off, until it approaches the “noise” success rate, i.e., the
rate of successful EMIC wave detection seen for fake POES triggers with no association with any precipitation
signatures.
A significant proportion of EMIC waves observed in this study were rising tone IPDP-type EMIC waves.
IPDP-type waves accounted for over 50% of all EMIC waves observed when the POES triggers were <15∘
longitude from the magnetometers. In comparison, the random triggers with no associated particle precipi-
tation spikes only consisted of 20–25% IPDP-type waves, suggesting a preference in the Carson et al. [2013]
algorithm toward IPDP-type waves. This indicates that IPDP-type waves may be preferentially associated with
MeV electron loss as compared to Pc1 banded emissions. Further study is needed to determine if there is a
significant difference between the precipitation driven by IPDP and non-IPDP EMIC waves.
The CARISMA magnetometers showed that there was a significant L shell dependence of the IPDP-type waves,
with only 20% of waves observed at the high-latitude FCHU magnetometer being IPDP-type waves, compared
to over 60% at the lower latitude PINA magnetometer. This suggests that IPDP-type waves are generated at
lower L shells than their non-IPDP counterparts. We also saw a much lower percentage of IPDP-type waves
for POES triggers >15∘ longitude from the magnetometers. This could indicate that IPDP-type waves are less
likely to drift in MLT or that they are shorter lived than non-IPDP EMIC waves. Finally, there was also a sig-
nificant difference seen between the waves observed at Athabasca when comparing POES triggers in the
Northern and Southern Hemispheres; Northern Hemisphere triggers were almost twice as likely to be asso-
ciated with IPDP-type waves than the Southern Hemisphere triggers. Further investigation into IPDP-type
waves is needed to determine the mechanisms behind these differences.
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The majority of the POES precipitation-associated EMIC waves which we observed in this study occurred
in the helium/oxygen bands, with only a very small portion occurring in the hydrogen band. Across all
magnetometers, over 85% of observed waves occurred in the helium/oxygen bands. This possibly indicates
a preference in the Carson et al. [2013] detection algorithm toward helium band EMIC, which might be
due to differences in the characteristics of the electron precipitation scattered by the waves in each band.
Alternatively, it could simply reflect the known difficulty in detecting hydrogen band EMIC waves in
ground-based instruments, due to lower power or unfavorable propagation characteristics [Engebretson et al.,
2008; Usanova et al., 2008]. Finally, it might indicate a greater difficulty for hydrogen band waves to satisfy the
electron resonance condition [Denton et al., 2015]. Of all of the hydrogen band waves observed in this study,
only ∼7% were IPDP-type waves.
We also examined the distribution of the POES trigger associated EMIC waves seen at each of the magnetome-
ters. IPDP-type waves were restricted to the afternoon and evening MLT sectors and occurred predominantly
at lower L shells. Non-IPDP EMIC waves occurred in all MLT sectors, with a peak occurring in the postmid-
night sector. The helium/oxygen band waves were observed across all MLT shells with a peak in the evening
sector, with over 50% of the waves occurring at L<5. Hydrogen band waves were almost exclusively found
at L> 5, again across all MLT sectors, with a peak in the postmidnight sector. Investigation of high L shell EMIC
waves was limited by a lack of high-latitude magnetometer stations and by a lack of POES triggers at high L
shells. This possibly indicates a preference in the Carson et al. [2013] detection algorithm toward lower L shell
events. Alternatively, it could indicate that the higher L shell EMIC waves, which our study suggests are almost
exclusively non-IPDP hydrogen band waves, are less likely to cause relativistic electron precipitation.
One aspect of the Carson et al. [2013] detection algorithm that still remains to be investigated is the “miss rate,”
i.e., how often there is EMIC present that the algorithm fails to detect. This can happen either when there is
no electron precipitation present in the energy range to which POES is sensitive or when there is excessive
noise in either of the P1 or P6 loss cone channels, preventing a successful detection. We have already shown
that there is a likely bias against hydrogen band waves, high L shell waves, and non-IPDP waves, possibly
indicating that these types of waves do not readily precipitate electrons. A full investigation of how often the
algorithm misses EMIC wave events, and the characteristics of these missed waves, is outside the scope of the
current study.
The high success rate of EMIC wave detections by POES triggers located in close proximity to the magnetome-
ters studies confirms that the Carson et al. [2013] detection algorithm is a valid means of detecting EMIC wave
activity via POES electron precipitation data and shows that the POES precipitation trigger database is made
up of a high proportion of EMIC-driven electron precipitation events. This makes it possible to use the POES
precipitation data to further investigate the characteristics of the observed EMIC waves and their interactions
with radiation belt electrons. The large data set of POES data (17 years of data from up to seven satellites),
as well as the ease with EMIC-driven precipitation events can be automatically detected by the Carson et al.
[2013] algorithm, makes it possible to investigate EMIC wave electron interactions on a large scale.
The POES EMIC-driven precipitation event database can also be used to complement ground-based EMIC
wave detection methods. As was demonstrated in this study, data from the POES satellites can be using
to determine the location of the source region of waves observed in ground-based magnetometer data.
This has the potential to allow for much more detailed examination of the influence of EMIC wave ducting
[cf. Mann et al., 2014], as well as permitting accurate calculation of the wave band of ground-detected EMIC.
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Evidence of sub-MeV EMIC-driven electron precipitation
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Abstract Electromagnetic ion cyclotron (EMIC) waves are potentially important drivers of the loss
of energetic electrons from the radiation belts. Numerous theoretical calculations exist with conflicting
predictions of one of the key parameters: the minimum resonance energy of electrons precipitated into the
atmosphere by EMIC waves. In this study we initially analyze an EMIC electron precipitation event using data
from two different spacecraft instruments to investigate the energies involved. Combining observations
from these satellites, we find that the electron precipitation has a peak flux at ∼250 keV. Extending the
analysis technique to a previously published database of similar scattering events, we find that the peak
electron precipitation flux occurs predominantly around 300 keV, with only ∼11% of events peaking in
the 1–4 MeV range. Such a significant population of low-energy EMIC-driven electron precipitation events
highlights the possibility for EMIC waves to be significant drivers of radiation belt electron losses.
1. Introduction
Electromagnetic ion cyclotron (EMIC) waves have long been identified as potential drivers of energetic ion
[e.g., Lyons and Thorne, 1972] and relativistic electron [e.g., Thorne and Kennel, 1971] loss from the outer radi-
ation belt. EMIC are Pc1–2 waves generated at the magnetic equator by thermal anisotropies in the ring
current proton population [e.g., Cornwall, 1965], with enhanced occurrence following geomagnetic storms
and substorms [Fraser et al., 2010]. EMIC waves are observed across a wide range of L shells [e.g., Meredith et al.,
2014; Usanova et al., 2012; Min et al., 2012] and primarily in the noon-to-dusk magnetic local time (MLT) sector
[e.g., Anderson et al., 1992; Halford et al., 2010; Clausen et al., 2011; Usanova et al., 2012], although recent results
have suggested that wave generation may occur more uniformly in MLT [Saikin et al., 2015; Hendry et al., 2016].
EMIC waves are grouped into hydrogen, helium, and oxygen band waves based on their frequency, separated
by the helium and oxygen gyrofrequencies, respectively.
The ability for EMIC waves to resonate with radiation belt electrons is strongly controlled by the frequency of
the wave; as the wave frequency approaches the local ion gyrofrequency, the minimum resonant energy Emin
rapidly drops [e.g., Ukhorskiy et al., 2010; Omura and Zhao, 2013]. The limits of Emin have been widely studied
theoretically. Meredith et al. [2003] used satellite-based EMIC wave observations and quasi-linear diffusion
theory to suggest that, except in regions of high-plasma density, Emin was restricted to >2 MeV. Subsequent
work has shown that for finite frequency width waves very close to the ion gyrofrequencies, Emin could drop
as low as ∼100 keV [Ukhorskiy et al., 2010]; however, wave damping due to warm plasma effects at these
frequencies may mean that the practical limit is closer to >1 MeV [Chen et al., 2011].
Test particle simulations of EMIC electron resonance have also shown varied results. Li et al. [2007] showed
that helium band waves could have minimum resonance energies as low as 400 keV in regions of high-plasma
density, while Jordanova et al. [2008] suggested that EMIC resonance was limited to energies >1 MeV, again
both using quasi-linear theory. However, recent simulations using nonlinear theory have shown resonance
energies as low as 500 keV [Omura and Zhao, 2013].
In recent years nonresonant scattering by EMIC waves has also been suggested as a potential source of
sub-MeV electron loss; in the recently published study by Chen et al. [2016], it was concluded that electron
loss is possible for energies as low as a few hundred keV.
Experimental observations of EMIC-driven electron precipitation reported in the literature are surprisingly
rare and until recently were largely limited to case studies. Calculations of precipitating electron energies from
these studies has shown varied results. Modeling of subionospheric radio waves and riometer responses to
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cases [Clilverd et al., 2015; Rodger et al., 2015], yet as high as 2 MeV in others [Rodger et al., 2008]. Balloon-based
bremsstrahlung X-ray observations have shown conflicting minimum precipitation energies, with some as low
as 400–500 keV [Millan et al., 2002, 2007; Woodger et al., 2015] and others in the>1 MeV range [Lorentzen et al.,
2000; Li et al., 2014]. Results from the Van Allen Probes have suggested that EMIC wave-driven precipitation
might be restricted to ultrarelativistic energies (2–8 MeV) [Usanova et al., 2014].
Clearly, there is significant experimental evidence to suggest that EMIC-driven electron precipitation occurs
over a wide range of energies, including sub-MeV energies. However, it is not possible to determine if
these sub-MeV case studies are rare outliers or indicative of typical EMIC-driven precipitation energies. To
investigate how likely this sub-MeV precipitation is, we must consider a large number of EMIC wave-driven
precipitation events.
In this study we initially examine a single-electron precipitation event with a signature indicative of EMIC
wave activity (section 3), using a combination of data from Polar-orbiting Operational Environmental Satellite
Medium Energy Proton and Electron Detector (POES MEPED) instruments and the Demeter spacecraft. We
show that detectors from either spacecraft can be used to determine the range of electron energies pre-
cipitated by EMIC-driven scattering (section 3.1). We then extend this analysis to a database of similar
precipitation events, determining the range of electron precipitation energies observed (section 4).
2. Instrument Description
We have made use of three satellite-based instruments to investigate the energy spectra of the EMIC-scattered
electron precipitation. These are outlined below.
2.1. POES MEPED
The main instrument used in this study is the Medium Energy Proton and Electron Detector (MEPED) carried by
the Polar-orbiting Operational Environmental Satellite (POES) constellation. The MEPED instrument measures
energetic electron and proton fluxes within the radiation belts using four directional particle telescopes, two
each for electrons and protons, which ostensibly measure trapped and loss cone particles. The pitch angle
populations being sampled by each telescopes are determined by the location of the satellite (see Rodger
et al. [2010a, 2010b], for detailed descriptions of the populations that each telescope measures). Throughout
this paper, we refer exclusively to the 0∘ loss cone telescopes, unless otherwise stated.
Each of the MEPED electron telescopes has three energy channels, measuring electron fluxes nominally in the
>30 keV, >100 keV, and >300 keV energy ranges (called E1, E2, and E3, respectively). The proton telescopes
have six energy channels, P1–P6, which sample from 30 keV up to >6900 keV. A detailed description of the
POES satellite instruments can be found in Evans and Greer [2000].
The MEPED electron and proton telescopes are known to suffer from cross contamination, with >∼100 keV
protons contaminating the electron detectors and >∼500 keV electrons contaminating the proton detec-
tors. In particular, the P6 proton channel is strongly contaminated by relativistic electrons >∼800 keV. In the
absence of high-energy protons, we are able to use this channel as a fourth electron detector. When using the
P6 channel in this manner, we refer to it as the E4 channel to avoid confusion, following the example of Peck
et al. [2015]. A full quantitative analysis of the POES MEPED cross-contamination issues can be found in Yando
et al. [2011].
2.1.1. POES-Detected EMIC Event Database
In this study, we investigate a database of EMIC-driven electron precipitation events detected in POES MEPED
data, using an algorithm described by Carson et al. [2013]. This algorithm identifies potential EMIC wave activ-
ity in POES MEPED data by searching for simultaneous bursts of relativistic electron and energetic proton
precipitation in the E4 and P1 (30–80 keV proton) channels, respectively, a likely EMIC signature previ-
ously identified by several studies [e.g., Miyoshi et al., 2008; Sandanger et al., 2009] and confirmed by Hendry
et al. [2016].
We use a database of 3777 precipitation triggers from 1998 to 2015 created by Hendry et al. [2016]. Hendry
et al. [2016] showed that for precipitation triggers occurring directly overhead ground-based magnetometers,
up to 90% of the database triggers coincided with EMIC wave observations. This result suggests a strong link
between the database triggers and EMIC wave activity, allowing us to investigate the characteristics of the
EMIC wave-driven precipitation.
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2.2. Demeter
We also use data from the Demeter satellite, focusing on the Instrument for Detecting Particles (IDP), an
electron spectrometer with particularly high-energy resolution. The IDP measures electron fluxes across 126
channels spanning 90 keV to 2.3 MeV (17.9 keV per channel) at 4 s resolution. For energies above 800 keV,
there are significant uncertainties in the energy resolution of the instrument, so care must be taken when
using these fluxes [Sauvaud et al., 2006]. A full description of the instrument can be found in Sauvaud et al.
[2006], while a discussion of the pitch angles sampled as well as the uncertainties in the IDP measured flux
can be found in Whittaker et al. [2013]. We also use wave data from the Instrument Champ Electrique (ICE)
electric field instrument, sampling at 39 Hz.
3. Case Study—18 November 2005
On 18 November 2005 at 13:00:31 UT the NOAA 17 satellite, located at L = 5.1 and 0.6 MLT, observed a sudden
increase in electron flux across all three MEPED electron channels as well as the P6 electron-contaminated
channel. At this time NOAA 17 was located south of Tasmania, as shown in Figure 1a. Nearly simultaneously,
an increase in flux was observed in the P1 proton channel. No flux was observed in the high-energy proton
channels, indicating that all of the P6-observed flux was due to electrons (i.e., in this case P6 = E4). The flux
increase was short-lived in all channels, lasting only 8 s in the MEPED data and spanning ∼0.2 L shells. No
electron flux was noted before or after the flux increase, suggesting that all of the observed flux was due to
a single source. The event, one of the Carson et al. [2013] POES triggers mentioned above, is consistent with
the expected characteristics of EMIC-driven electron precipitation [Hendry et al., 2016].
On the same day at 13:36:43 UT the IDP instrument on board the Demeter satellite, located at L = 5.2 and
23.9 MLT, observed a sudden increase in electron flux. At the same time, the ICE instrument observed a burst of
wave power between the hydrogen and helium gyrofrequencies, shown in Figure 1b, indicating the presence
of EMIC waves. The spatial proximity of these observations to the POES event suggests that both satellites
were observing the same event, slightly separated in time and space (see Figure 1a).
All of the IDP energy channels between 150 and 1500 keV showed significant enhancement above the back-
ground flux; for energies >1.5 MeV the flux approached the noise floor of the instrument. The background
flux levels at the time of the enhancement were determined by linearly interpolating between the flux lev-
els before and after the enhanced spectrum. The background (orange line) and enhanced flux (blue line) of
the Demeter-observed event are both shown in Figure 1c. By taking the difference between this expected
background and the event time flux we isolated the enhanced flux, as shown by the blue crosses in Figure 1d.
Although the Demeter IDP instrument samples ostensibly trapped flux with pitch angles just above the
bounce loss cone, the strong diffusion of the electrons caused by EMIC waves [Summers and Thorne, 2003]
means any electrons scattered into the bounce loss cone are likely to be present in the trapped detectors as
well. When the Demeter flux at the event time was compared to the just trapped fluxes sampled by the POES
MEPED 90∘telescope, we found that the Demeter flux magnitudes and energy distribution closely resembled
that seen in the POES trapped flux measurements and that both featured similar bursts of electron flux at the
event time to the POES loss cone instrument (Table 1, discussed below). This suggests that all three detec-
tors were sampling the same scattered electrons. A detailed comparison of the POES and Demeter-trapped
fluxes, as well as further information on the ability of this wave to cause strong diffusion, is included in the
supporting information to this article.
3.1. Event Analysis
The enhanced flux spectrum observed in the Demeter IDP instrument (Figure 1d) shows a rapid increase in
flux starting between 150 and 250 keV, followed by a more gradual drop off in flux toward∼1500 keV. Previous
studies have used power law [e.g., Millan et al., 2002; Rodger et al., 2015; Clilverd et al., 2015] and e-folding
[e.g., Millan et al., 2007] distributions to describe the variation in the precipitation flux caused by EMIC
wave-driven scattering. Some studies of EMIC-driven flux [e.g., Li et al., 2013] have used “peaked” distribu-
tions to represent the electron flux distribution. Distributions of this last type are better able to produce a
smooth increase in flux followed by a steady decrease in flux with energy, such as that seen in the Demeter
data (Figure 1d). We use the following equations to represent these distributions:
jpower(E) =
{
0 E < Emin
AE𝛽 E ≥ Emin
(1)
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Figure 1. (a) Location of the POES and Demeter electron flux bursts observed on 18 November 2005, determined by tracing down the IGRF magnetic field line to
an altitude of 110 km. L shells from 4 to 6 are superimposed on the map. (b) Demeter ICE Ez wave data, showing a burst of EMIC wave activity at the event time.
The solid black lines indicate, from top to bottom, the hydrogen and helium gyrofrequencies determined at the IGRF magnetic equator. The dashed black line
indicates the time of the electron flux burst in the Demeter IDP instrument. (c) Electron flux burst in the Demeter IDP instrument observed on 18 November 2005
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In the first two equations, A is a constant scaling value and Emin is the lower cutoff energy. For equation (1), 𝛽 is
the power law spectral index. For equation (2), Ef is the e-folding energy. Equation (3) produces a distribution
peaked around a central energy Ep:
Ep = e(𝛼1+ln𝛽1+𝛼2−ln𝛽2)∕(𝛽1+𝛽2) (4)
Table 1. The Calculated Response of the POES MEPED Instrument to Electron Flux Spectra Calculated According to
Equations (1)–(3), Compared to the Measured POES MEPED Flux Response to an EMIC-Driven Electron
Precipitation Event on 18 November 2005 at 13:00:31 UTa
E-folding Power law “Peaked” distribution
Channel MEPED Reported Calculated Error Calculated Error Calculated Error
E1 62 59 4.8% 59 4.8% 62 0.0%
E2 56 56 0.0% 56 0.0% 56 0.0%
E3 30 36.5 22% 30 0.0% 28 6.7%
E4 11 3 73% 14 27% 11 0.0%
aAll fluxes are in units of counts s−1.
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with the shape of the distribution controlled by the two spectral indices 𝛽1 and 𝛽2 and the scaling factors 𝛼1
and 𝛼2. Note that we are able to produce flux fits very similar to those seen in Figure 4b of Li et al. [2014] using
the peaked distribution function described in equation (3).
Both equations (1) and (2) have a distinct lower cutoff energy, represented by Emin. The peaked distribution
(equation (3)) does not have this same quantity, as the smooth increase in flux does not lend itself to a well
defined lower limit. Instead, we refer to the central energy Ep, which represents where the peak flux intensity
occurs and is a good indication of the energy around which the majority of the precipitation occurs.
The decaying portion (i.e., E > 250 keV) of the enhanced flux spectrum (Figure 1d) is well fit by both
power law (equation (1); 𝛽 = −1.659, Emin = 250 keV; R2 = 0.99) and e-folding (equation (2); Ef = −263 keV,
Emin = 250 keV; R2 = 0.98) distributions, although the e-folding distribution appears to decay faster at higher
energies than observed by Demeter. However, both of these distributions have sharp lower boundaries, which
do not accurately reproduce the more gradual increase in flux seen from 150 to 250 keV in Figure 1d. In
contrast, using the peaked distribution we are able to fit the Demeter flux with a more accurate spectrum
(𝛼1 = 31.5, 𝛼2 = 14.1, 𝛽1 = 6.8, 𝛽2 = 1.8; Ep = 251keV; R2 = 0.99). This spectrum, as well as the power law and
e-folding spectra, are shown plotted over the enhanced Demeter flux data in Figure 1d.
Using these fitted distributions as approximations to the true flux spectrum, it is possible to produce a
simulated POES response via the Yando et al. [2011] geometric factor curves combined with the algorithm
described in Green [2013]. The results of this process are shown in Table 1. From these results it is evident that
the peaked distributions accurately reproduces the POES-observed flux, with slightly less accurate results pro-
duced by the power law distribution. The e-folding distribution is unable to reproduce the E4 observed flux
due to the more rapid drop off observed at higher energies.
4. Database Analysis
The previous section showed that it is possible to fit a POES-observed precipitation spectrum with a peaked
distribution and suggests that EMIC-driven electron precipitation is possible down to energies of hundreds of
keV. To investigate the range of energies in EMIC-driven electron precipitation events, the database of POES
precipitation triggers described in section 2.1.1 is examined in a similar way to the case study.
4.1. The E3:E4 Ratio
It is possible to determine the approximate range of electron energies in a POES precipitation event by con-
sidering the relative flux magnitudes of the E3 and E4 channels at the time of the trigger. Considering the
energy-dependent electron geometric factor curves for these channels [Yando et al., 2011, Figures 4c and 5c],
there is a crossover point in the sensitivities of the E3 and E4 channels at ∼1400 keV. Thus, for electron flux at
energies >1400 keV the E4 channel responds more strongly than E3, while for flux at energies <1400 keV the
E3 channel responds more strongly.
Using this observation, we can posit that if the E4 channel reports less flux than the E3 channel (i.e., E3 > E4),
the majority of the observed electron flux must have energies <1400 keV. If E3 < E4, however, we must have a
strongly relativistic distribution, with the majority of the electron flux having energies >1400 keV. If we apply
this test to the POES trigger database, we find that only 854/3777 triggers (∼23%) have E3 < E4 and are thus
strongly relativistic precipitation events.
4.2. Electron Precipitation Spectra
It is possible to make a more accurate estimate of the energy distribution of the EMIC-driven electron pre-
cipitation by fitting electron energy spectra to the POES MEPED data. In section 3.1 this was done using the
Demeter-observed flux as an indicator of the true flux spectrum; for the vast majority of the events in the
POES trigger database, no such Demeter data exists, making this approach impossible. Instead, for each POES
trigger event we produce a test spectrum, calculate the POES instrument response to the spectra using the
Yando et al. [2011] POES response curves, and iteratively generate spectra such that the error in the calcu-
lated response is minimized. In section 3.1 we found the peaked spectrum (equation (3)) produced the most
accurate fit to the observed data. By fitting peaked distributions to all events in the trigger database, we can
determine the approximate distribution of Ep for the POES-observed precipitation events.
It should be noted that given the small number of data points available from the POES instruments, in gen-
eral, there will not exist a unique solution to the spectra-fitting problem. However, in the case of the peaked
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distribution in equation (3), the peak energy Ep is fairly tightly constrained by the relative flux levels in each
channel, in spite of the variation in the individual fitting parameters in the distribution.
4.2.1. Event Selection
To ensure an accurate fit of our test spectra to the POES precipitation data, we attempted to minimize any out-
side sources that might contaminate the data. The most significant of these contaminating factors was other
radiation belt precipitation sources, in particular, substorms. Substorms are known to occur in similar MLT
ranges to that of our event database and can cause significant electron precipitation across a wide range of
energies and L shells [Cresswell-Moorcock et al., 2013, and references therein]. Comparatively, the events in the
trigger database are very narrow in L, typically ΔL< 0.2. Consequently, we excluded substorm-contaminated
events by removing triggers with significant background electron precipitation, i.e., those for which the flux
before and after the main precipitation spike is significantly above the noise floor of the instrument. Chorus
wave-induced precipitation is another potential source of contaminating electrons; however, chorus-induced
precipitation would not trigger the Carson et al. [2013] algorithm as it does not generate a coincident pro-
ton precipitation spike and is typically a postmidnight MLT phenomenon [e.g., Li et al., 2009]. As our database
occurs predominantly premidnight, we expect little contamination from chorus wave activity.
We also excluded any events with any channel reporting<10 counts/s, as the uncertainty involved with fitting
events so close to the noise floor was too great. We also considered the contamination of the POES electron
channels by energetic (i.e., >100 keV) protons. If this contamination occurred during a POES trigger event, it
could reduce the accuracy of any fitted electron spectra. Finally, we require the fit to be of good quality, as
described below.
In total 1626/3777 events were removed due to low flux levels. Of the remaining 2151 events, 1489 were
removed due to significant background flux in any of the electron channels. This left a total of 662 events for
us to analyze (18% of the original database).
For each of the remaining 662 events, we ensured that we were fitting only electron data by removing the pro-
ton contamination (if any) from each of the electron channels. This was necessary for 265 events. To remove
this contamination, we first determined the best fit for the proton flux data using a double Maxwellian dis-
tribution. This distribution was shown by Peck et al. [2015] to produce the best fit for POES MEPED proton
fluxes, as validated against the higher-resolution Demeter IDP instrument. We then calculated the electron
contamination produced by this proton distribution using the contamination geometric factors from Yando
et al. [2011]. This left us with a “cleaned” event to which we fitted an electron flux spectrum using the method
described above.
Figure 2a shows the occurrence distribution of the peak energy Ep of each of the fitted spectra, while Figure 2c
shows the distribution of the maximum error for each event. We define the maximum error as the largest
percentage difference of the calculated response from the measured response across all of the POES channels.
For a small number of these events (52/662,∼8%) the maximum error was greater than 15%; these events have
been excluded from further analysis, leaving 610 events. We note that ∼66% of the events had a maximum
error of <5%, indicating a very good fit.
The dominant population (∼53%) of our fitted events have Ep values around 200–500 keV, with a secondary
maximum (∼17% of fitted events) occurring in the 0.8–4 MeV range. Very few events had Ep > 4 MeV (∼1%).
In section 4.1 we calculated a rough estimate of where the peak energy for a given event should occur using
the ratio of the E3 and E4 channels. Repeating this for our fitted events, we find that ∼14% of events have
E3 < E4, and are thus strongly relativistic. Comparing the ratio to our calculated Ep, we find that roughly 89%
of the events have Ep <1400 keV, with 83% having Ep <1000 keV, which is consistent with our rough estimate
using the E3:E4 ratio.
4.2.2. Events With Wave Observations
Using the same precipitation event data set, Hendry et al. [2016] observed a large number of EMIC waves
in ground-based magnetometers associated with the electron precipitation triggers. Of the 610 successfully
fitted events described above, 228 were considered by Hendry et al. [2016], who looked for possible EMIC
waves associated with the precipitation triggers. Of these 228, 123 (54%) were associated with observed EMIC
waves. Figure 2b shows the distribution of Ep for these events, which is clearly very similar to that seen in
Figure 2a. The most common values of Ep occur at the same energies for the much larger fitted set shown
in Figure 2a. From this we have additional confidence that the Ep distribution seen in Figure 2a is indeed
representative of typical EMIC-driven precipitation events.
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Figure 2. (a) The distribution of peak energies Ep among the fitted electron precipitation events. (b) The distribution of
peak energies Ep for those events in Figure 2a that were directly linked to observed EMIC waves by Hendry et al. [2016].
(c) The maximum percentage error of any channel for each fitted event in Figure 2a. The red dotted line indicates the
cutoff error of 15%, above which the events were considered “ill-fit.”
For the 123 waves with triggers, 94% occurred in the helium or oxygen band, similar proportions to the Hendry
et al. [2016] results. Too few waves were observed in the hydrogen band to discern any difference between
the most common Ep values of these events and those in the helium or oxygen band.
5. Summary and Conclusions
In our case study we analyzed a burst of relativistic electron precipitation in the POES MEPED and Demeter
IDP flux data that occurred around 13 UT on 18 November 2005 and which matched the signature of an EMIC
wave electron precipitation event suggested by Sandanger et al. [2009]. This precipitation burst was accom-
panied by a burst of EMIC wave power observed in the Demeter ICE instrument. We have shown that both
the Demeter spectrum and the POES MEPED precipitation fluxes were well fit by a peaked energy distribu-
tion, with the peak energy occurring at ∼240 keV. This peak energy is at the lower limit of possible resonant
energies indicated by theory and simulations [e.g., Summers and Thorne, 2003; Li et al., 2007; Omura and Zhao,
2013; Ukhorskiy et al., 2010] but consisted of the energies expected from nonresonant electron scattering by
EMIC waves [Chen et al., 2016].
We then examined a database of 3777 POES-detected EMIC precipitation events produced by Hendry et al.
[2016]. We selected a subset of this database, excluding very small events and events with excessive back-
ground flux, leaving 662/3777 events. We removed the effects of proton contamination from these events
before fitting the electron data with the same peaked energy distribution used in the case study. We found
that the majority of the precipitation events (83%) had Ep < 1 MeV, with a smaller fraction (17%) showing Ep
in the 0.8–4 MeV range, while only 1% had Ep > 4 MeV.
We compared our fitted events with the list of events associated with EMIC wave observations made by Hendry
et al. [2016] using the same database. We found that the Ep distribution of fitted events (Figure 2b) that were
associated with an EMIC wave observation was very similar to the Ep distribution for the entire set of fitted
events (Figure 2a). This supports the idea that the Ep distributions reported here are representative of those
distributions for EMIC-driven scattering.
Our results suggest that not only is sub-MeV EMIC-driven electron precipitation possible but that it is the
dominant occurrence. This dominance may be a result of selection bias, due to both the greater populations of
radiation belt electrons at these energies. The sub-MeV precipitation observed in this study is consistent with
recent results showing EMIC waves causing nonresonant scattering of electrons with energies down to a few
hundred keV [Chen et al., 2016], though without further investigation into the driving mechanism, we cannot
discard the possibility of a secondary, unknown precipitation driver causing this low-energy precipitation.
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